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I 

 

Preamble 

 

 This writ-appeal petition, arising from unprecedented circumstances, raises 

important questions that directly implicate public confidence in the administration 

of military justice: can a President commit unlawful command influence (UCI), 

and if so, what is the proper remedy when the government fails to carry its burden 

of proving beyond a reasonable doubt that no reasonable, objective member of the 

public, fully informed of the circumstances, would harbor a significant doubt about 

the fairness of the proceeding? The petition calls upon the Court to re-emphasize 

the importance of keeping the doctrines of actual and apparent UCI distinct. By 

conflating them, the military judge denied SGT Bergdahl the benefit of the shifted 

burden of proof that is a settled feature of UCI jurisprudence. 

II 

History of the Case 

 Sergeant Bergdahl is charged with violations of Articles 85 and 99, UCMJ. 

On 20 January 2017 he moved to dismiss or for other relief on the basis of appar-

ent UCI. The military judge denied the motion on 24 February 2017.2   

                                            
2 The motion, related government and defense pleadings, unauthenticated partial 

record of trial, and the military judge’s decision (cited here as “Decision”) can be 

found on the defense’s PACER-type Bergdahl Docket, 

https://bergdahldocket.wordpress.com/basic-case-documents/. References here use 

the designations employed before the military judge (e.g., D APP, G APP). 

https://bergdahldocket.wordpress.com/basic-case-documents/
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On 27 February 2017 SGT Bergdahl sought a writ of mandamus from the 

U.S. Army Court of Criminal Appeals. That court denied the petition without prej-

udice. Bergdahl v. Nance, Misc. Dkt. No. 20170114 (Army Ct. Crim. App. 13 

March 2017) (order).3 Judge Wolfe, concurring, noted “the issue of civil-military 

relations when a military appellate court is asked to review the conduct and speech 

of the civilian leaders of the military” and the statutory “structural differences” in 

the composition of the Army Court and this Court. In his view, both of these were 

sufficiently addressed in United States v. Hutchins, 72 M.J. 294 (C.A.A.F. 2013). 

He described the case as in its early stages and noted the high burden for obtaining 

an extraordinary writ. 

This petition is timely filed. C.A.A.F.R. 19(e). 

III 

Reasons Relief Not Sought Below 

[Inapplicable] 

IV 

Relief Sought 

 Sergeant Bergdahl seeks a writ of mandamus dismissing the charges and 

specifications with prejudice. Failing that, a writ should issue limiting the punish-

                                            
3  The mandamus petition and the Army Court’s order can be found at 

https://bergdahldocket.wordpress.com/bergdahl-v-nance-a-c-c-a-2017/. 

https://bergdahldocket.wordpress.com/bergdahl-v-nance-a-c-c-a-2017/
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ment that may be adjudged to No Punishment or, failing that, precluding confine-

ment of any duration. 

V 

Issues Presented 

CAN A PRESIDENT COMMIT UCI? 

 

CAN PRE-INAUGURAL STATEMENTS BE EVIDENCE OF PRES-

IDENTIAL APPARENT UCI? 

 

DID THE GOVERNMENT CARRY ITS SALYER BURDEN? 

 

VI 

Statement of Facts 

The charges were preferred on 25 March 2015 and referred on 14 December 

2015. Discovery is underway. Significant motion practice and other critical pretrial 

tasks remain to be accomplished. On 20 March 2017, the military judge asked the 

parties to propose a trial date as a place holder, in lieu of the previously announced 

18 April 2017 date. The new trial date has not yet been determined.  

The pertinent events are as follows:4 

                                            
4 While quibbling over whether there was evidence that anyone died searching for 

SGT Bergdahl, as President Trump repeatedly insisted at rallies, see Points 3 & 5 

infra, the government stipulated to the material facts. Among the admitted exhibits 

are a compendium of his 2014-16 public statements about SGT Bergdahl and a 28-

minute video of those statements. The video can be accessed at  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2MJeMm950M&feature=youtu.be. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2MJeMm950M&feature=youtu.be
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• 11 June 2014. Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel testified before 

the House Armed Services Committee. In response to a question 

from Rep. Jim Langevin he stated: “In the Army, in all of our re-

ports, I have seen no evidence or finding that directly links any 

American combat death to the rescue or finding or search of Ser-

geant Bergdahl, and I’ve asked the question. We’ve all asked the 

question. I have seen no evidence, no facts presented to me when I 

asked that question.” Mark Mazzetti & Charlie Savage, Hagel De-

fends Bergdahl Trade as a Part of Waging War, N.Y. Times, 11 

June 2014, available at 

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/12/world/asia/hagel-prepares-

to-defend-bergdahl-trade.html. 

 

• 9 April 2015. President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a traitor in a 

Breitbart News interview. 

 

• 23 April 2015. On the John Fredericks radio show President 

Trump called SGT Bergdahl a traitor and falsely claimed that five 

or six lives were lost searching for him. 

 

• 16 June 2015. President Trump, in New York City, announced his 

candidacy for the Republican nomination. In launching his cam-

paign he called SGT Bergdahl a traitor and a no-good traitor. 

 

• 21 July 2015. At a rally in Bluffton, SC, President Trump called 

SGT Bergdahl a no-good, rotten traitor. 

 

• 6 August 2015. In the first Republican debate President Trump 

called SGT Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated 

that six soldiers died searching for him. 

 

• 19 August 2015. In Derry, NH, President Trump called SGT Berg-

dahl a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six soldiers 

died searching for him. 

 

• 20 August 2015. Civilian defense counsel released a statement de-

manding an end to the vilification of SGT Bergdahl. See, e.g., Jim 

Forsyth, Bergdahl lawyer slams candidate Trump over ‘traitor’ 

comments, Reuters, 20 August 2015, available at 

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/12/world/asia/hagel-prepares-to-defend-bergdahl-trade.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/12/world/asia/hagel-prepares-to-defend-bergdahl-trade.html
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http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-defense-bergdahl-trump-

idUSKCN0QP29X20150820. President Trump never responded. 

 

• 21 August 2015. The following day, in Mobile, AL, President 

Trump called SGT Bergdahl a traitor and incorrectly stated that at 

least six soldiers died searching for him. 

 

• 27 August 2015. In Greenville, SC, President Trump incorrectly 

stated that six soldiers died searching for SGT Bergdahl and that he 

“went to the other side.” 

 

• 18 September 2015. MG (as he then was) Kenneth R. Dahl, who 

conducted the 2014 AR 15-6 investigation, testified at the public 

Article 32, UCMJ preliminary hearing: “My conclusion is that 

there were no soldiers killed who were deliberately looking and 

searching for—in an effort to deliberately search and look for Ser-

geant Bergdahl. I did not find any evidence of that.” Art. 32 Tr. 

308; see also 2014 AR 15-6 ROI at 42 n.355 (no evidence of sol-

dier deaths). 

 

• 8 October 2015. In Las Vegas, NV, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a no-good traitor and stated that “in the good old days he 

would have been executed.” 

 

• 23 October 2015. In Miami, FL, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor. 

 

• 16 October 2015. In Tyngsboro, MA, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a traitor and a dirty, rotten traitor. “If I win I might just 

have him floating in the middle of that place and drop him, boom. 

Let ‘em have him. Let ‘em have him. I mean that’s cheaper than a 

bullet.” 

 

• 23 October 2015. In Miami, FL, President Trump repeatedly called 

SGT Bergdahl a traitor. He also called him a dirty, rotten traitor 

and incorrectly stated that “[s]ix young, incredible, brave people 

died.” 

 

• 26 October 2015. In Atkinson, NH, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor. 
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• 3 November 2015. Appearing on Good Morning America, Presi-

dent Trump twice called SGT Bergdahl a traitor. 

 

• 9 November 2015. In Springfield, IL, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six sol-

diers died searching for him. 

 

• 11 November 2015. In Manchester, NH, President Trump called 

SGT Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor. He incorrectly claimed that six 

people died going out looking for him and complained that “He 

gets no jail time, he gets no jail time.” 

 

• 12 November 2015. In Fort Dodge, IA, President Trump called 

SGT Bergdahl a no-good, dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated 

that six people were killed looking for him. 

 

• 16 November 2015. In Knoxville, TN, President Trump called 

SGT Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor. 

 

• 18 November 2015. In Worcester, MA, President Trump called 

SGT Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that “six 

young, great people were killed going after this bum.” He again 

complained about recommendations that SGT Bergdahl not be sen-

tenced to confinement. 

 

• 23 November 2015. In Cleveland, OH, President Trump called 

SGT Bergdahl a traitor, a dirty, rotten traitor, a horrible traitor, and 

“the worst.” 

 

• 24 November 2015. President Trump told Time magazine that SGT 

Bergdahl was a traitor and “a very bad person who killed six peo-

ple, who went after him.” 

 

• 3 December 2015. At the Republican Jewish Coalition Presidential 

Forum in Washington, DC, President Trump three times called 

SGT Bergdahl a traitor, and also called him a dirty, rotten traitor. 

He incorrectly stated that six soldiers died searching for him. 
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• 5 December 2015. In Davenport, IA, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six sol-

diers died searching for him. 

 

• 5 December 2015. In Spencer, IA, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a “dirty, rotten traitor” and incorrectly stated that six 

people were killed looking for him. He also complained that SGT 

Bergdahl “is not even going to get a sentence,” presumably refer-

ring to confinement. He suggested that SGT Bergdahl be thrown 

out of an airplane without a parachute. 

 

• 7 December 2015. In Mt. Pleasant, SC, President Trump called 

SGT Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor and a dirty, no-good traitor, and 

incorrectly stated that six soldiers died searching for him. 

 

• 11 December 2015. In New York City, President Trump stated to 

The Pennsylvania Society that SGT Bergdahl should be shot. 

 

• 11 December 2015. In Des Moines, IA, President Trump called 

SGT Bergdahl a horrible, terrible, dirty, rotten traitor. 

 

• 14 December 2015. In Las Vegas, NV, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a traitor, incorrectly stated that five soldiers were killed 

looking for him, and promised that “we will review his case.” 

 

• 14 December 2015. Civilian defense counsel issued a further 

statement demanding an end to the campaign of defamation against 

SGT Bergdahl. See, e.g., Jim Miklaszewski & Corky Siemaszko, 

Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl Facing Court Martial, NBC News, 14 De-

cember 2015, available at 

http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/bowe-bergdahl-released/sgt-

bowe-bergdahl-facing-court-marial-n479796. The defense never 

received a response. 

 

• 19 December 2015. In Cedar Rapids, IA, President Trump called 

SGT Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that five 

or six soldiers died looking for him. 
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• 21 December 2015. In Grand Rapids, MI, President Trump called 

SGT Bergdahl a dirty, rotten deserter and complained that “Now, I 

hear he’s going to get off scot-free!” 

 

• 10 January 2016. Appearing on Meet The Press, President Trump 

called SGT Bergdahl a traitor and a dirty, rotten traitor. 

 

• 13 January 2016. In Pensacola, FL, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a dirty, rotten, no-good traitor, a “whack job” and a “son 

of a bitch.” He also incorrectly stated that five (or probably six) 

soldiers died searching for him and stated “Frankly, frankly, I 

would take that son of a bitch, I’d fly him back, I’d drop him right 

over the top.” 

 

• 18 January 2016. In Lynchburg, VA, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six sol-

diers died going after him. 

 

• 20 January 2016. In Tulsa, OK, President Trump called SGT Berg-

dahl a dirty, rotten traitor who should be dropped into the heart of 

ISIS territory “before we bomb the hell out of it.” He also incor-

rectly claimed that five or six people died going after him. 

 

• 4 February 2016. In Exeter, NH, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly claimed that we had 

lost five people. 

 

• 5 February 2016. In Florence, SC, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly claimed that we lost 

six great, young, beautiful soldiers. 

 

• 8 February 2016. In Manchester, NH, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six people 

were killed looking for him. 

 

• 22 February 2016. In Las Vegas, NV, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor, suggested that he be sent back and 

dropped off in the middle of the terrorists (maybe or maybe not 

with a parachute) and incorrectly stated that five or six soldiers 

died looking for him. 
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• 5 March 2016. In Orlando, FL, President Trump called SGT Berg-

dahl a dirty, rotten traitor and suggested that the laws against trea-

son should be relaxed. 

 

• 19 March 2016. In Fountain Hills, AZ, President Trump called 

SGT Bergdahl a traitor three times and stated that “supposedly five 

or six young beautiful soldiers were killed trying to find him.” 

 

• 10 April 2016. In Rochester, NY, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a traitor and incorrectly stated that five or six people 

were killed looking for him. 

 

• 14 June 2016. In Greensboro, NC, President Trump incorrectly 

stated that “probably five and maybe six people, wonderful, young 

military people were killed looking for” SGT Bergdahl. He also 

stated that “in the old days, you know what would have happened 

to him, right? Quickly.” At that point he pantomimed firing a rifle. 

 

• 12 July 2016. In Westfield, IN, President Trump twice called SGT 

Bergdahl a traitor, stated that SGT Bergdahl believed in the enemy, 

and twice pantomimed firing a rifle when describing what would 

have been done to SGT Bergdahl in “the old days” and 20 years 

ago.  

 

• 19 July 2016. President Trump received the Republican nomina-

tion for President. 

 

• 9 August 2016. In Wilmington, NC, President Trump called SGT 

Bergdahl a traitor. 

 

•  8 November 2016. President Trump was elected. 

 

• 20 January 2017. President Trump was sworn in and became 

Commander in Chief. U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 1. The defense 

thereupon moved to dismiss for apparent UCI. 
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VII 

Reasons for Granting the Writ 

A. Jurisdiction 

The jurisdictional basis for the relief sought is the Court’s potential appellate 

jurisdiction under Article 66(b)(1), UCMJ, see F.T.C. v. Dean Foods Co., 384 U.S. 

597, 603-04 (1966), since the authorized maximum punishment for the charged of-

fenses meets the threshold for appellate review. MCM ¶¶ 9e, 23e. The All Writs 

Act applies because the Court was established by Act of Congress. 28 U.S.C. § 

1651(a). Together, therefore, the Code and the All Writs Act confer jurisdiction. 

LRM v. Kastenberg, 72 M.J. 364, 367 (C.A.A.F. 2013). 

B. The Military Judge’s Decision was Incorrect 

1 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The Court summarized the governing principles in United States v. Salyer, 

72 M.J. 415, 423 (C.A.A.F. 2013): 

Article 37, UCMJ, states “No person subject to [the UCMJ] 

may attempt to coerce or, by any unauthorized means, influence the 

action of a court-martial . . . or any member thereof . . . .” While statu-

tory in form, the prohibition can also raise due process concerns, 

where for example unlawful influence undermines a defendant’s right 

to a fair trial or the opportunity to put on a defense. 

 

Allegations of unlawful command influence are reviewed de 

novo. United States v. Harvey, 64 M.J. 13, 19 (C.A.A.F. 2006); United 

States v. Villareal, 52 M.J. 27, 30 (C.A.A.F. 1999); United States v. 
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Wallace, 39 M.J. 284, 286 (C.M.A. 1994). On appeal, the accused 

bears the initial burden of raising unlawful command influence. Ap-

pellant must show: (1) facts, which if true, constitute unlawful com-

mand influence; (2) that the proceedings were unfair; and (3) that the 

unlawful command influence was the cause of the unfairness. United 

States v. Richter, 51 M.J. 213, 224 (C.A.A.F. 1999) (quoting [United 

States v.] Biagase, 50 M.J. at 143, 150 (C.A.A.F. 1999)). Thus, the ini-

tial burden of showing potential unlawful command influence is low, 

but is more than mere allegation or speculation. United States v. 

Stoneman, 57 M.J. 35, 41 (C.A.A.F. 2002). The quantum of evidence 

required to raise unlawful command influence is “some evidence.” 

Stoneman, 57 M.J. at 41 (quoting Biagase, 50 M.J. at 150) (internal 

quotation marks omitted). 

 

Once an issue of unlawful command influence is raised by 

some evidence, the burden shifts to the government to rebut an allega-

tion of unlawful command influence by persuading the Court beyond 

a reasonable doubt that (1) the predicate facts do not exist; (2) the 

facts do not constitute unlawful command influence; or (3) the unlaw-

ful command influence did not affect the findings or sentence. 

Biagase, 50 M.J. at 151. 

 

Allegations of unlawful command influence are reviewed for 

actual unlawful command influence as well the appearance of unlaw-

ful command influence. “Even if there was no actual unlawful com-

mand influence, there may be a question whether the influence of 

command placed an ‘intolerable strain on public perception of the mil-

itary justice system.’” United States v. Lewis, 63 M.J. 405, 415 

(C.A.A.F. 2006) (citation and internal quotation marks omitted); 

Stoneman, 57 M.J. at 42-43 (quoting United States v. Wiesen, 56 M.J. 

172, 175 (C.A.A.F. 2001)). The test for the appearance of unlawful in-

fluence is objective. “We focus upon the perception of fairness in the 

military justice system as viewed through the eyes of a reasonable 

member of the public.” Lewis, 63 M.J. at 415. An appearance of un-

lawful command influence arises “where an objective, disinterested 

observer, fully informed of all the facts and circumstances, would har-

bor a significant doubt about the fairness of the proceeding.” Id. 

[Footnote omitted.] 
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Sergeant Bergdahl demonstrated before the military judge that President 

Trump’s comments are prejudicial to his right to a fair trial and inimical to public 

confidence in the administration of military justice. He explained that dismissal is 

required to safeguard the credibility of the military justice system. The defense 

having raised an issue of apparent UCI by the requisite “low” standard of “some 

evidence,” Biagase, 50 M.J. at 151, the burden shifted to the government. The 

government did not discharge that burden.  

The military judge’s denial of SGT Bergdahl’s motion is reviewed de novo. 

Salyer, 72 M.J. at 423-24. The denial was error: it applied pretrial publicity juris-

prudence even though SGT Bergdahl had not raised such a claim; 5 mistakenly 

found that SGT Bergdahl had not met the “some evidence” threshold for apparent 

UCI;6 seems not to have ruled on whether, in principle, Presidents can commit 

UCI;7 mistakenly ruled that the repeated pre-inaugural statements at issue here 

were not probative of apparent UCI;8 in effect applied an actual UCI analysis even 

                                            
5 The government sought to recast SGT Bergdahl’s motion as a claim of prejudicial 

pretrial publicity, both to throw the military judge off the scent and, more im-

portantly, to elude the shifted, onerous UCI burden of proof. D APP 57 at 2 n.1. As 

we explained below, the military judge was free to consider pretrial publicity sua 

sponte, but it was not an issue of our making. Id. In the end, he failed to address 

the points we made in response to the government’s effort to simultaneously raise 

and rebut a pretrial publicity straw man argument the defense never asserted. 

6 See Point 3 infra. 

7 See Point 4 infra. 

8 See Point 5 supra. 
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though SGT Bergdahl complained of apparent UCI;9 did not employ the sequence 

of burdens set forth in this Court’s decisions;10 lowered the bar for what the gov-

ernment had to prove;11 and announced without evidentiary support and in reliance 

on the military judge’s own views regarding the current political landscape and dy-

namics that no reasonable, objective observer fully informed of the circumstances 

would harbor a significant doubt about the fairness of the proceeding.12 

The military judge’s surprising conclusion that the defense failed even to 

meet the threshold for UCI rests on a fallacy. The decision recites: 

The multitude of comments made by Candidate Trump is troubling. 

Doubtless, they were made without consideration of their possible im-

pact on the trial of the accused. However, they were clearly made to 

enflame the passions of the voting populace against his political op-

                                            
9 See Decision at 6 ¶ 11. Waiting to see what may emerge from promised “very lib-

eral” voir dire, id. at 8 ¶ 15, sounds more in actual than apparent UCI. A wait-and-

see approach is also particularly inappropriate here because of the combination of 

interests at stake in a case that is “perhaps unique in all the annals of military jus-

tice.” Id. at 8 ¶ 15. (We disagree with the word “perhaps.”) Even in a less remarka-

ble case such an approach would also unwisely encourage the accused to defer ap-

parent-UCI claims to the end of trial, when sunk costs may weigh heavily in the 

balance and it may be too late for effective remedial action. Apparent UCI claims 

ought to be raised as soon as possible (as SGT Bergdahl has done), and ruled on 

then, not later. 

10 See pp. 15-17 infra. Specifically, the military judge invoked the “reasonable ob-

server” in the course of applying the threshold “some evidence” test. Decision at 6 

¶ 11. This was error. The threshold burden is low and must be borne by the ac-

cused; the reasonable observer burden is high, must be borne by the government, 

and does not enter the picture until after the threshold has been crossed. 

11 See note 21 infra. 

12 See pp. 18-21, 41-42 infra. 
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ponent and in Mr. Trump’s favor. Candidate Trump’s comments were 

disturbing and disappointing; however, they do not rise to the level of 

“some evidence” required for the defense to meet its initial burden. 

Apparent UCI must still be UCI and the statements of a private citi-

zen, even if running for President, cannot be unlawful command or in-

fluence. No reasonable member of the public, apprised of all the facts 

and circumstances and seeing campaign rhetoric for what it is, would 

believe that because Candidate Trump said those troubling things and 

is now President Trump, the accused has been or will be denied a fair 

trial. This is particularly true when we consider that no member of the 

venire has even been questioned to determine if they are even aware 

of these statements or, if aware, have been improperly influenced by 

them. This is simply not a matter that can be ascertained at this point 

in the proceedings. Add to this the fact that President Trump has, thus 

far, made no statement about the accused or his court-martial and the 

unreasonableness of any public opinion that may exist that the ac-

cused cannot get a fair trial is even starker. This fact is also strong cir-

cumstantial evidence that his comments were nothing more than in-

flammatory campaign rhetoric. Certainly, partisans on either side of 

this case or on either side of the political divide in this country may 

have strongly held opinions about this case. But the reasonable mem-

ber of the public the law is interested in does not live at the far ends of 

the political spectrum. No reasonable member of the public, apprised 

of all the facts and circumstances present here, would harbor a signifi-

cant doubt about the fairness of the proceeding where the potential 

panel members have yet to be questioned about their knowledge of the 

statements by Mr. Trump or their bias on the matter. It could easily be 

that each and every panel member questioned in voir dire will honest-

ly and convincingly say they have either never heard the comments or, 

having heard them, would not be prejudiced against the accused by 

them. We simply do not know. Because of that, the defense has failed 

to establish some facts which, if true, would constitute UCI or estab-

lish that such evidence has a “logical connection” to this court-martial 

in terms of potential to cause unfairness in the proceedings. Stoneman, 

57 M.J. at 41. However, after voir dire, if it appears the landscape on 

this issue has changed, the defense is free to renew its motion. 

 

Decision at 6 (emphasis in original; footnotes omitted). 
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 As we show in Point 6 infra, President Trump’s comments cannot be dis-

missed as mere campaign rhetoric. See pp. 40-44 infra. The military judge heard 

no witnesses on this (or any other) subject, so this Court – which also has the tran-

script of the brief hearing he conducted, as well as all the evidence we submitted – 

is in as good a position as he was to consider the question. The following language 

from ¶ 11 – which finds no basis in the government’s written or oral submissions to 

the military judge – is the heart of the matter: 

. . . Certainly, partisans on either side of this case or on either side of 

the political divide in this country may have strongly held opinions 

about this case. But the reasonable member of the public the law is in-

terested in does not live at the far ends of the political spectrum. No 

reasonable member of the public, apprised of all the facts and circum-

stances present here, would harbor a significant doubt about the fair-

ness of the proceeding where the potential panel members have yet to 

be questioned about their knowledge of the statements by Mr. Trump 

or their bias on the matter. . .  

 

 This is mistaken on several levels. First, the military judge described Presi-

dent Trump’s repeated comments, uttered over a protracted period, as “troubling”, 

“inflammatory” and “disturbing.” Given the content of the comments and the un-

disputed facts surrounding them (including the absence of either pre- or post-

inaugural repudiation), this is more than sufficient to cross the low UCI threshold 

and shift the burden. See Point 3 infra. 

A second error lies in the premise that the Salyer observer test is applicable 

to the threshold issue of whether the defense has adduced some evidence of appar-
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ent UCI. The Salyer observer, however, only enters the picture after that threshold 

has been crossed. Salyer, 72 M.J. at 427. Whether the Salyer observer test is met is 

a matter for the government to prove beyond a reasonable doubt after the accused 

has proffered “some evidence.” The sequence is scrambled by bringing the Salyer 

observer into the UCI analysis prematurely, as the military judge did. To make 

matters worse, by putting off the moment at which Salyer is applied until after voir 

dire (and indeed, even later), the decision confuses a remedy with the threshold re-

quirement for shifting the burden. Remedies are addressed only after the sufficien-

cy of the government’s end-stage Salyer proof is assessed, not before. Id. at 428. 

The notion that SGT Bergdahl cannot cross the “some evidence” threshold 

because the Salyer observer cannot “observe” until after voir dire has been con-

ducted is independently mistaken. If the claim were that UCI had affected the voir 

dire itself, then the test would necessarily be applied after voir dire. But that would 

be an actual UCI issue, and no such issue has been raised here, although of course, 

as the military judge noted, Decision at 6 n.6, one might still be raised, depending 

on how events unfold. As SGT Bergdahl’s mandamus petition explained (at 25), if 

this part of the military judge’s analysis were right, no apparent UCI case could ev-
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er be adjudicated unless and until voir dire had been conducted, the members in-

structed, and the trial completed.13 

That no reasonable, objective observer could decide until then may be the 

military judge’s view as to when the Salyer question should be asked, but there is 

no inherent reason it cannot be asked right now. Even though the trial is months 

off, critical milestones have already been passed, including the rendition of entirely 

conclusory pretrial advice and a referral decision that (also without explanation) 

rejected the preliminary hearing officer’s recommendation. A Salyer observer 

could therefore reasonably conclude that she had heard enough based on President 

Trump’s Niagara of abuse and fake factual claims to “harbor a substantial doubt” 

as to the fairness of the proceeding without waiting for the second and third acts of 

the drama. There are plays that deserve to be walked out on well before the final 

curtain. This is one. 

Third, apparent UCI must be “fully ameliorated.” Salyer, 72 M.J. at 428. In 

addition to submerging apparent UCI into actual UCI every time, the military 

judge’s focus on voir dire and instructions fails to take account of the effect of 

                                            
13 The military judge would then wind up reviewing his own conduct of the trial in 

deciding whether the government had carried its burden. Indeed, given the deci-

sion’s scrambling of the government’s burden and the question of remedies, on the 

one hand, and the “low” “some evidence” threshold, on the other, the military 

judge would be unable to gauge whether the defense had even crossed the thresh-

old until after the case was over. 
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President Trump’s comments about SGT Bergdahl on other actors such as the 

GCMCA and indeed, the military judge himself. Both are commissioned officers. 

 Charges were not referred until 14 December 2015, well after President 

Trump began publicly vilifying SGT Bergdahl. On 23 August 2016, General Rob-

ert B. Abrams reluctantly testified in connection with a motion to disqualify him as 

GCMCA. He insisted that he had not been affected by Senate Armed Services 

Committee Chairman John S. McCain’s “inappropriate” description of SGT Berg-

dahl as a deserter and threat to hold a hearing if he were not punished, even though 

GEN Abrams admitted to being concerned that Sen. McCain’s comments could 

have an impact on potential members. See Bergdahl v. Nance, Misc. Dkt. No. 

2016-650 (Army Ct. Crim. App. 10 November 2016) (order); see also In re Berg-

dahl, 2016 CAAF LEXIS 1033 (C.A.A.F. 2016) (mem.). Neither trial counsel nor 

the military judge asked if he himself had been affected by President Trump’s 

comments. The government never called him (or anyone else) in opposition to SGT 

Bergdahl’s motion to dismiss. 

Finally, the military judge’s decision rests on what is in essence a political 

science claim that cannot be accepted. It is unsupported by evidence. There is in 

the record neither lay nor expert testimony, political science literature, or polling 

results to support it, much less prove it beyond a reasonable doubt. 
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This leaves logic as the sole conceivable basis for the central premise of the 

decision. Logic is not evidence, but even if it were, the logic offered here is fatally 

flawed. To say that “the reasonable member of the public the law is interested in 

does not live at the far ends of the political spectrum” is to imply that a person who 

was aware of President Trump’s many outrageous comments about SGT Bergdahl 

would harbor a substantial doubt about the fairness of the proceeding only if that 

person were at the “end[] of the political spectrum.” It thus not only implies that 

most Americans are at the political extremes, but that only a person whose views 

were at the “far ends” – and indeed, only one of the “end[s]” – would not dismiss 

his comments as mere political rhetoric.  

These are non sequiturs. A person who opposed President Trump in the vot-

ing booth might have done so without regard to (or despite) his comments about 

SGT Bergdahl, just as a person who supported him might have done so despite 

those comments. By referring to “the far ends,” the military judge’s decision also 

effectively labels as pariahs those of either major political party (or minor party 

adherents or independents) who took President Trump’s comments seriously (as he 

himself has done, through repetition and by other means), excluding them from the 

“reasonable” body politic. That is an abuse of the Salyer observer standard. Voting 

is, after all, a high civic duty. It would be perverse if only those who failed, re-

fused, or were statutorily forbidden to perform that duty – and hence were not at 
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“the far ends” – were deemed “reasonable” for Salyer purposes. The military judge 

is entitled, like any citizen, to be personally cynical about others’ political behav-

ior, but he does not have a right to elevate that cynicism into a legal presumption. 

To do so cuts against core public policy in a democratic society and is an abuse of 

the judicial role. 

All that is bad enough. But the premise on which the military judge’s deci-

sion rests involves further mischief. It drops from the equation, for Salyer purpos-

es, anyone who did take President Trump’s comments seriously. By so doing, it 

cuts unevenly and impermissibly puts a political thumb on the Salyer scale, as sub-

stantially more of those who voted in 2016 cast their ballot for Secretary Clinton 

than for President Trump. In this sense, the military judge’s decision not only fur-

ther distorts the Salyer analysis, but implicates Fifth Amendment equal protection. 

See Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497 (1954). A reasonable, objective observer does 

not get to place a hand over one eye. 

The central assertion of the military judge’s decision is not merely factually 

unsupported and logically fallacious. It is inappropriate political punditry: fine for 

“Poli Sci 101,” not so fine for a judicial ruling that is required to be evidence-

based. “Public opinion that judges decide cases based upon their personal political 

views is unhealthy.” Wersal v. Sexton, 674 F.3d 1010, 1034 (8th Cir. 2012). What-

ever a military (or any other) judge may think about voter behavior, as a matter of 
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both the limits of the judicial function and public policy more broadly, the uncon-

ventional and exclusionary views expressed below cannot be accepted as defining 

the reasonable person where, as here, public confidence in the administration of 

military justice is so directly at stake. 

In Salyer, which the military judge never cited, this Court looked to whether 

an objective, disinterested observer, fully informed of the[] facts and circumstanc-

es, might well be left with the impression” that the government had manipulated 

which judge would try the case. 72 M.J. at 427 (emphasis added). Nothing in the 

record of the instant case disproves beyond a reasonable doubt that such an observ-

er “might well be left with the impression” that, now that President Trump has tak-

en office, his repeated and never-disavowed pre-inaugural statements infect the 

case against SGT Bergdahl and adversely affect public confidence in the admin-

istration of military justice. 

2 

PRESIDENT TRUMP’S STATEMENTS ARE PREJUDICIAL 

TO SERGEANT BERGDAHL’S RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL 

AND INIMICAL TO PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN THE 

ADMINISTRATION OF MILITARY JUSTICE 

 President Trump’s statements deny SGT Bergdahl the Fifth Amendment due 

process right to a fair trial and constitute apparent UCI. 

A traitor is a person who commits treason. BRYAN A. GARNER, BLACK’S LAW 

DICTIONARY 1635 (9th ed. 2009); see also AMERICAN HERITAGE DESK DICTIONARY 
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AND THESAURUS 763 (2014); AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH 

LANGUAGE 1842 (5th ed. 2011).  “Treason against the United States, shall consist 

only in levying war against them, or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid 

and comfort.” U.S. Const. art. III, § 3, cl. 1; 18 U.S.C. § 2381 (2012). 

 A court-martial may only try offenses that are “subject to court-martial juris-

diction.” R.C.M. 201(b)(5). Treason is not subject to trial by court-martial. WIL-

LIAM WINTHROP, MILITARY LAW AND PRECEDENTS 629 & n.74 (2d ed. 1920 repr.) 

(citing, e.g., Gen. Hull’s Trial (1814), at 118). It is not a listed offense in the puni-

tive articles. As a capital offense, it “may not be tried under Article 134.” Manual 

for Courts-Martial, United States (2016 ed.) ¶ 60.c.(5)(b); Art. 134, UCMJ (appli-

cation of general article to “crimes and offenses not capital”). 

 “[T]he labeling of an accused as a ‘traitor” is particularly inflammatory.” 

United States v. Barrazamartinez, 58 M.J. 173, 178 (C.A.A.F. 2003) (Baker, J., dis-

senting); see also id. at 176 (Gierke, J.) (“potentially inflammatory term”). Ser-

geant Bergdahl has never been charged with, indicted for, or convicted of treason. 

Nonetheless, President Trump referred to him as “traitor Bergdahl” and repeatedly 

described him as, variously, a traitor, a “dirty, rotten traitor,” a “no-good traitor,” a 

“dirty, no good traitor,” and “a horrible traitor.” He did this at rally after rally 

across the country.  
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President Trump suggested loosening the laws on treason and ominously 

promised to review SGT Bergdahl’s case.  He asserted that SGT Bergdahl had de-

fected to the enemy, saying “he went to the other side” and “negotiated with terror-

ists.” He called him “the worst,” “no good,” “this bum,” a “whack job,” “this piece 

of garbage,” and a “son of a bitch.”  In President Trump’s eyes, SGT Bergdahl is “a 

very bad person who killed six people.” He repeatedly and falsely insisted that sol-

diers – variously five, six, or either five or six in number (the number shifted from 

rally to rally) – died searching for SGT Bergdahl. He also repeatedly observed that 

deserters used to be shot, implying and at times saying outright that SGT Bergdahl 

deserves the death penalty. He pantomimed executions by rifle and pistol shot, 

complete with sound effects, with the same implication.14 

                                            
14 The potency of pantomime shooting is demonstrated by President Trump’s own 

reaction when the tables were recently turned and he found himself on the receiv-

ing end. See Joe Cocarelli, Donald Trump Condemns Snoop Dogg on Twitter for 

Satirical Video, N.Y. Times, 16 March 2017, available at https://nyti.ms/2nnyUHa, 

reproducing Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), Twitter (15 March 2017, 7:02 

AM), https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/841967881516679168  (“Can you 

imagine what the outcry would be if @SnoopDogg, failing career and all, had 

aimed and fired the gun at President Obama? Jail time!”). 

https://nyti.ms/2nnyUHa
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 Rally audiences were asked whether SGT Bergdahl should be dropped out of 

an airplane, and if so, whether it should be with or without a parachute. President 

Trump at times asked whether SGT Bergdahl should be dropped from an airplane 

into the place from which he was rescued and at other times asked whether he 

should be dropped into the hands of ISIS fighters (whom the United States would 

proceed to bomb). In effect, he was suggesting not merely that SGT Bergdahl, a 

native-born citizen, be expelled (a punishment that would violate both Article 55, 

UCMJ, and the Eighth Amendment, see Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86 (1958)), but 

that he be expelled under circumstances that would lead to his death either by fall-

ing from a great height or at the hands of the Nation’s enemies. 
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 Those in attendance at the rallies cheered President Trump. They booed at 

the mention of SGT Bergdahl. 

 In sum, President Trump publicly— 

• predetermined SGT Bergdahl’s guilt, repeatedly labeling him a 

traitor (and on occasion a deserter) 

 

• advocated punishments that are not only unauthorized but cruel 

and unusual   

 

• broadcast highly emotional but unfounded matter in aggravation 

 

• opposed leniency 

 

• dismissed evidence of psychological issues that would qualify at 

least as matter in mitigation, and 

 

• promised to review the case once he gets into office 

 

It is not unheard of for a candidate for elective office to make statements that 

turn out to have significant post-election legal ramifications. E.g., Clisham v. 

Board of Police Comm’rs, 223 Conn. 354, 613 A.2d 254 (1992); Staton v. Mayes, 

552 F.2d 908 (10th Cir. 1977). Questions have also arisen from time to time as a 

result of statements by incumbent Presidents about criminal matters, and it is in-

structive to review that history. But there has never been a military justice case re-

motely like this one and there is no precedent for President Trump’s sustained ad 

hominem attack on an individual citizen. 

 President Jefferson made no bones about his belief that his own former Vice 

President, Aaron Burr, was guilty of treason. He referred to Burr by name as “the 
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prime mover” of a conspiracy in a message to Congress. Thomas Jefferson, Special 

Message to Congress on the Burr Conspiracy (22 January 1807) (“whose guilt is 

placed beyond question”), available at 

http://millercenter.org/president/jefferson/speeches/speech-3497. “Reported and 

often reprinted in the partisan network of newspapers across the country, reports of 

the president’s proclamation gave instant credibility to the sensationalist attacks 

against Burr already widely circulating.” R. KENT NEWMYER, THE TREASON TRIAL 

OF AARON BURR: LAW, POLITICS, AND THE CHARACTER WARS OF THE NEW NATION 

36 (2012). Mr. Jefferson’s effort failed; Burr got a trial presided over by Chief Jus-

tice John Marshall (who enjoyed the protection of life tenure under Article III) – 

and was acquitted. 

 Presidents have become far more circumspect in the intervening 200 years. 

Thus, while President Nixon publicly stated in August 1970 that accused mass-

murderer Charles Manson was guilty, press secretary Ron Ziegler walked it back 

within half an hour, claiming “there is no attempt to impute liability to any ac-

cused.” PUBLIC PAPERS OF THE PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES, RICHARD NIX-

ON, 1970, at 643 n.1; see Katherine Q. Seelye, Other Presidents Who Weighed in 

on Big Cases, The Caucus: The Politics and Government Blog, N.Y. Times, July 

24, 2009, available at http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/07/24/other-

presidents-who-weighed-in-on-big-cases/?_r=0. President Nixon himself issued a 
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clarification that amounted to a retraction four hours later. Richard M. Nixon, 

Statement About Remarks in Denver, Colorado, Aug. 3, 1970, in PUBLIC PAPERS, 

supra, at 644; see Robert B. Semple, Jr., Impulsive Nixon Action, N.Y. Times, Aug. 

5, 1970, at 21, available at http://nyti.ms/1GXCjvm. None of these is true of Presi-

dent Trump’s repeated comments about SGT Bergdahl. Plainly, moreover, the 

Manson incident pales in comparison because (1) Manson was being tried in Cali-

fornia state court, not a federal court; (2) President Nixon made the comment only 

once; and (3) the White House immediately recognized the inappropriateness of 

the comment. 

 President Clinton’s problematic 1998 comment on National Public Radio 

about the case against “Unabomber” Theodore J. Kaczynski, see Jennifer Warren 

& Mark Gladstone, Clinton Supports Trial in Unabomb Case, L.A. Times, Jan. 21, 

1998, available at http://articles.latimes.com/1998/jan/22/news/mn-10935, is also 

readily distinguishable from President Trump’s statements about SGT Bergdahl. It 

was a one-time remark and, importantly, evinced no opinion on the Kaczynski’s 

guilt or innocence, but simply suggested the case should go to trial. 

Turning from civilian criminal justice to the annals of military justice, there 

have been times when senior officers and even a recent President have made com-

ments that gave rise to UCI concerns.  These too are readily distinguishable from 

President Trump’s statements. Thus, an isolated comment President Obama made 
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that anyone found guilty of sexual assault needed to receive a dishonorable dis-

charge was generic and was the subject of prompt curative statements from the 

White House Counsel and Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel. Even so, a respected 

military judge who is now a member of the U.S. Navy-Marine Corps Court of 

Criminal Appeals found apparent UCI in President Obama’s comment and entered 

an order precluding any punitive discharge. United States v. Johnson (Navy-Marine 

Corps Tr. Jud., Hawaii Jud. Cir. 12 June 2013) (Fulton, J.), noted in Monu Bedi, 

Unraveling Unlawful Command Influence, 93 WASH. U. L. REV. 1401, 1421-22 

nn.127, 133 (2016); see also United States v. Corcoran (Navy-Marine Corps Tr. 

Jud., Southern Jud. Cir. 6 September 2013) (finding “some evidence” of apparent 

UCI up to a specific date) (Blazewick, J.), aff’d, Dkt. No. 201400074 (N-M. Ct. 

Crim. App. 23 December 2014).15 

 That episode is a far cry from the case at bar for here there is a lengthy string 

of statements, which focused laser-like on a single soldier. And neither President 

Trump nor any spokesperson for him, the outgoing administration, or the Army ev-

er “walked them back” or suggested that he had been misquoted or misunderstood.  

Given the nature of the statements, which through repetition and positive audience 

response became a signature campaign theme, any attempt to recant them after the 

                                            
15 We do not agree with other aspects of these rulings, which suffer from analytical 

errors similar to some of those addressed here. But both stand for the proposition 

that a President’s acts can give rise to apparent UCI. 
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filing of the motion to dismiss and safely after President Trump became Com-

mander in Chief would be deeply cynical and unworthy of credence.   

 Further back in time, 1LT William L. Calley, Jr.’s defense counsel objected, 

among other things, to the fact that President Nixon referred to the My Lai Massa-

cre as a massacre. This Court was unpersuaded that 1LT Calley had been denied a 

fair trial for this and other reasons. In United States v. Calley, 22 C.M.A. 534, 537, 

48 C.M.R. 19, 22 (1973), Judge Quinn wrote: 

First official government statements were to the effect that a full in-

vestigation would be conducted to determine whether the killings took 

place and, if so, to establish the identity of those responsible. Later 

statements described what occurred at My Lai as a massacre and 

promised that those who perpetrated it would be brought to justice. By 

the time of the trial few persons in the United States who read, 

watched or listened to the daily news would not have been convinced 

that many Vietnamese civilians, including women and children, had 

been killed during the My Lai operation. It is by no means certain, 

however, that the conviction that people had died included a judgment 

that Lieutenant Calley was criminally responsible for those deaths. 

Our attention has not been called to any official statement or report 

that demanded Lieutenant Calley’s conviction as the guilty party. 

 

(Emphasis added.) What was missing in Calley – a predetermination of criminal 

responsibility – is present in living color in President Trump’s statements about 

SGT Bergdahl. 

 It is of course true that at the time of the statements summarized above, 

listed in the compendium, and included in the defense video exhibit, President 

Trump was not yet in office. Nor was he subject to Article 37(a), since he was not 
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independently subject to the Code, unlike Sen. McCain, a retired regular whose 

comments and threat were at issue in In re Bergdahl, supra. Even so, every ac-

cused – to include SGT Bergdahl – has a right to the presumption of innocence and 

a fair trial as a matter of Fifth Amendment due process. E.g., United States v. 

Girouard, 70 M.J. 5, 10 (C.A.A.F. 2011); Art. 51(c)(1), UCMJ. The circumstances 

also implicate the institutional concerns that have given rise to the doctrine of ap-

parent UCI and call for the same rigorous allocation of settled burdens of proof and 

decisive remedial measures. 

 President Trump has made it impossible for SGT Bergdahl to obtain a fair 

trial. He used the opportunity presented by his campaign rallies and fired-up 

crowds of supporters to condemn SGT Bergdahl by name time after time. Thou-

sands of people were in attendance and thousands more viewed the rallies live or 

via television or the popular YouTube online video service. Sergeant Bergdahl’s 

case was one of a small number of recurring themes. It early on became possible to 

predict more or less confidently what terms of opprobrium would be heaped on 

him. The only question was when – not whether – the candidate would get around 

to beating up on him. There is no other way to put this: President Trump trans-

formed his rallies into a televised traveling lynch mob. 

 Justice cannot be done and public confidence in military justice cannot be 

maintained under these circumstances. 
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3 

THE BURDEN SHIFTED TO THE GOVERNMENT 

 Under Biagase, all SGT Bergdahl had to do to shift the burden to the gov-

ernment was adduce “some evidence.” All that need be shown is a “logical connec-

tion” to the case. Stoneman, 57 M.J. at 41. His motion met these requirements. The 

military judge’s contrary ruling was mistaken. 

Sergeant Bergdahl invited the government to stipulate to several matters. D 

APP 56, at 7. It did so as to critical matters including what President Trump said 

and did on the campaign trail – and that is sufficient to shift the burden. It was 

equivocal, however, as to the ground truth of his repeated claims that some number 

of soldiers died searching for SGT Bergdahl. G APP 68, at 2-3; see p. 43 infra. It 

stipulated to the statements attributed to Secretary Hagel and MG Dahl with the 

caveat that they were speaking only on the basis of what they then knew. G APP 

68, at 2-3 & n.6. That too is sufficient to satisfy the threshold requirement. In addi-

tion, we invited the military judge’s attention to the Army investigative materials 

that were uncovered by the producers of the Serial podcast and the statement last 

year by CSM Ken Wolfe: “The families who. . . who lost sons during this deploy-

ment, to let them know that their . . . their sons did not die looking for PFC Berg-

dahl. Their sons didn’t die looking for him.” D APP 57, at 3-4 & nn.3-4.  
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Inexplicably, the military judge made no reference to whether President 

Trump’s repeated (and highly prejudicial) claims that soldiers died looking for 

SGT Bergdahl were true or false. Instead, he took the position that it was prema-

ture to determine whether SGT Bergdahl had met the threshold burden, and that 

that could not be determined until after voir dire. Decision at 6 ¶ 11. This was in-

correct. Sergeant Bergdahl asserted a claim of apparent UCI, whereas waiting to 

see what voir dire may reveal is an actual UCI exercise. See note 9 supra. Moreo-

ver, the “reasonable observer” test is applied in light of the known facts, not some 

other set of facts that might either occur to come to light at some point in the fu-

ture. If the military judge’s approach were right, no court could ever find apparent 

UCI without first conducting voir dire. 

Even without the evidence that President Trump’s repeated claims that sol-

diers died were false, SGT Bergdahl met the “some evidence” requirement and the 

burden shifted to the government. As explained in Point 5 infra, it failed to carry 

that burden. 

4 

A PRESIDENT CAN COMMIT UCI 

 

 When the case was before the military judge, the government argued that 

“[i]t is not even clear whether Article 37, UCMJ applies to the senior leadership of 

the Department of Defense or to the President when they are not acting as conven-
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ing authorities, as they are not subject to the [code].’” G APP 68, at 6. President 

Trump is outside the ambit of Article 2, UCMJ. But the notion that neither he nor 

any other President who is not a retired regular can exert actual UCI or trigger ap-

parent UCI is deeply subversive of public confidence in the administration of mili-

tary justice. The linchpin of apparent UCI is precisely its effect on public confi-

dence, as Lewis and Salyer make clear.  

Although the military judge held that President Trump could not commit ac-

tual UCI, the opinion is less than clear as to whether he could in principle be re-

sponsible for apparent UCI. This “closer question” is what, in the military judge’s 

view, the case turns on.16 Decision at 5 ¶ 10. The discussion that follows incorrect-

ly subjects what is quintessentially a legal question that must be decided by resort 

to the usual tools to analysis instead through the very different lens of the Salyer 

observer. This also puts the cart before the horse because that observer only enters 

the picture after the UCI threshold has been crossed and the burden has shifted to 

the government. See pp. 16-17 supra. The military judge should have ruled on the 

principle of the thing – can acts of a President ever give rise to apparent UCI? – 

                                            
16 We disagree. The case turns instead on the last stage of apparent UCI analysis: 

whether the government carried its heavy burden of proving beyond a reasonable 

doubt that a Salyer observer would not harbor a significant doubt about the fairness 

of the proceeding – a burden the government never came close to carrying. 
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and only then consider whether the government had carried its last-stage Salyer 

burden.  

Presidential (and secretarial) UCI was recognized in United States v. Saun-

ders, 2015 CCA LEXIS 156 (A.F. Ct. Crim. App. 2015). In Hutchins, 72 M.J. at 

302, Judge Ryan, concurring, indicated that civilian officials (there, the Secretary 

of the Navy) could exert UCI. Chief Judge Baker, dissenting on other grounds, 

wrote about UCI by senior civilian leaders in terms that complemented her discus-

sion of the issue: 

[A]n accused has a due process right to a fair trial and appeal, free 

from the undue influence of superiors, whether they are military offic-

ers or civilians in policy and administrative positions. Thus, regardless 

of whether Article 37, UCMJ, applies to the Secretary of the Navy, 

unlawful influence by a civilian official may present a due process 

“error of constitutional dimension.” See Biagase, 50 M.J. at 149-50 

(citing United States v. Thomas, 22 M.J. 388, 394 (C.M.A. 1986)). 

Based on these due process considerations, while this Court has never 

explicitly stated so, it has applied an Article 37-based analysis to pro-

hibit unlawful command influence by civilians who are in positions of 

authority in the military civilian hierarchy, but not subject to the 

UCMJ, including the Secretary of the Navy who exercises administra-

tive command of the Department of the Navy. 

 

Id. at 313. If a service secretary’s acts can constitute UCI (or a UCI-like due pro-

cess violation), a fortiori a President’s acts can do so. If this were not the case, it is 

difficult to see why the Executive Branch issued a curative memorandum from 

Secretary Hagel after President Obama’s mandatory-DD remarks. See Point 2 su-

pra; see also United States v. Johnson, supra; United States v. Corcoran, supra. 
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5 

PRESIDENT TRUMP’S PRE-INAUGURAL STATEMENTS ARE 

RELEVANT TO WHETHER APPARENT UCI HAS OCCURRED 

 The military judge ruled that the many hateful things President Trump said 

about SGT Bergdahl prior to the Inauguration are not probative of apparent UCI. 

This was incorrect. 

 President Trump’s statements, amplified by the echo chamber of today’s po-

liticized media and social media, have not become shrouded in the mists of history. 

Although he was a private citizen when he uttered them, he is now our Nation’s 

Chief Executive and Commander in Chief. As such, he is anything but simply the 

Nation’s head bureaucrat. 

 President Trump is required to superintend courts-martial. Loving v. United 

States, 517 U.S. 748, 772 (1996). He is protected by Article 88, UCMJ, from 

commissioned officers’ contemptuous remarks even if truthful. MCM ¶ 12c. Con-

gress has made him a convening authority, Art. 22(a)(1), UCMJ, and has given him 

sweeping military justice rule making authority under which he promulgates the 

Manual for Courts-Martial, Art. 36, UCMJ, and determines maximum punishment 

limits. Art. 56, UCMJ. His personal approval is necessary for military executions. 

Art. 71(a), UCMJ. He nominates and commissions officers, and can remove their 

names from promotion lists. 10 U.S.C. § 629(a) (2012). In time of war he can dis-

miss any officer. 10 U.S.C. § 1161(a)(3) (2012); see Art. 4(a), UCMJ.  He nomi-
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nates the service chiefs, other senior commanders, The Judge Advocates General, 

and senior civilian defense officials. He nominates and may remove judges of this 

Court. Arts. 142(b)(1), (c), UCMJ. 

 President Trump is Commander in Chief. U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 1. He 

may exercise command. AR 600-20, Personnel—General: Army Command Policy 

¶ 1-5a (6 November 2014). Because he is at the pinnacle of the chain of command, 

what he says not only has direct and indirect legal consequences, but symbolic po-

tency; he sets the command climate for all of the armed forces. What is more, “re-

spect for the principle of civilian supremacy” is “central” for the armed forces, 

United States v. Rapert, 75 M.J. 164, 171 (C.A.A.F. 2016), and President Trump is 

the current embodiment of that supremacy. 

 Had President Trump not been elected, this case would have to be analyzed 

in pure due process terms (and, like any case, it remains subject to such analysis). 

However, because he was elected and has become Chief Executive, the case is sub-

ject to the more exacting, settled standards of apparent UCI jurisprudence.  

By not repudiating his earlier statements, President Trump brought them 

with him into the White House. Common sense teaches that an amnesia epidemic 

will not suddenly strike the pool of potential members after the recent long, hard-

fought and vivid political battle. That he only recently took the Oath of Office does 

not wipe clean the slate of memory, either in the Nation as a whole or within the 
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Army. His statements remain a matter of record but took on even greater salience 

when he assumed the duties of the Nation’s highest office. It would exalt form over 

substance to treat those statements as immune from apparent UCI concerns be-

cause he wasn’t President when he made them.  They cannot be scrubbed from the 

record as if he had simply put on a clean shirt for the Inauguration. They are as 

much the “mortal enemy of military justice” as the endless variations that fill the 

volumes of the Military Justice Reporter, and should be treated no differently. 

  The military judge sought to distinguish Aziz v. Trump, 2017 U.S. Dist. 

LEXIS 20889 (E.D. Va. 13 February 2017), on the ground that it arose in a differ-

ent context. Decision at 5 ¶ 10. To be sure, the issue before Judge Brinkema was 

the validity of the first iteration of President Trump’s so-called “Muslim ban,” ra-

ther than anything having to do with military justice. But the point for which we 

called her decision to the military judge’s attention was a generic one that applies 

across subject-matter lines. In Establishment Clause jurisprudence, the test is 

whether an “objective observer,” see Aziz, supra, at *9, would discern an unconsti-

tutional establishment of religion in the ban given President Trump’s statements 

prior to the Inauguration. Similarly, we look to what such an observer would con-

clude when testing for apparent UCI. Judge Brinkema’s observation that “a person 

is not made brand new simply by taking the oath of office,” Aziz, supra, at *10, 

bears directly, eloquently – and commonsensically – on the issue of imputing earli-
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er evidence to later events. If, as we believe, that observation was sound – and the 

military judge did not call it into question – there is no reason it is not entitled to 

respect where, as here, another of President Trump’s campaign tropes is at issue.17 

The “appearance of impartiality cannot be maintained in a trial unless the 

members of the court are left unencumbered from [sic; presumably should read 

“by”] powerful external influences.” United States v. Grady, 15 M.J. 275, 276 

(C.M.A. 1983) (quoting United States v. Fowle, 7 C.M.A. 349, 352, 22 C.M.R. 

139, 142 (1956)). It is hard to imagine a more powerful external influence than re-

peated public statements by an individual who has become Commander in Chief. 

President Trump’s statements place “an intolerable strain on public perception of 

the military justice system.” “A reasonable member of the public” – “an objective, 

disinterested observer, fully informed of all the facts and circumstances, would 

harbor a significant doubt about the fairness of the proceeding.” Lewis, 63 M.J. at 

                                            
17 Aziz was followed in State of Hawai’i v. Trump, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 36935 

(D. Hawaii 15 March 2017), and Int’l Refugee Assistance Project v. Trump, 2017 

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 37645 (D. Md. 16 March 2017), appeal docketed, No. 17-1351 

(4th Cir. 17 March 2017) (“Simply because a decisionmaker made the statements 

during a campaign does not wipe them from the ‘reasonable memory’ of a ‘reason-

able observer’”) (quoting McCreary Cty. v. Am. Civil Liberties Union of Ky., 545 

U.S. 844, 866 (2005)). Whether these cases were rightly or wrongly decided with 

respect to the successive disputed Executive Orders, the related propositions for 

which we cite them – that a person is not “made brand new simply by taking the 

oath of office” and that a reasonable observer does not suffer from amnesia – 

would remain both valid and pertinent. 
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415 (quoted in Salyer, 72 M.J. at 423). Here, as in Salyer, the conduct at issue 

strikes at the heart of the credibility of the military justice system. 72 M.J. at 428. 

6 

THE GOVERNMENT DID NOT CARRY ITS SALYER BURDEN 

 

 The government insisted before the military judge that “no objective, disin-

terested observer could harbor significant doubts about the fairness of the proceed-

ings when taking all of the facts into account.” G APP 68, at 7. The following bul-

lets set out in bold type the matters on which the government relied (G APP 68, at 

7-8). Our comments, which follow each of the government’s contentions, focus 

primarily on its claims because it had the burden of proof. We also note and ad-

dress the military judge’s views. 

• An observer would know that, when he was a mere candi-

date, President Trump had no government or military position. 
That is not the issue. His pre-inaugural statements remain a matter of 

record. The Court’s attention is invited to D APP 56, at 22. Had Secre-

tary Clinton prevailed in the Electoral College, SGT Bergdahl would 

not have advanced an apparent UCI claim; she didn’t. 

 

• President Trump has made no comment regarding SGT 

Bergdahl since August 2016. This is immaterial. The damage was 

done through repeated public comments over a protracted period and 

August 2016 is hardly shrouded in the mists of history. There can be 

no doubt about what President Trump thinks of SGT Bergdahl. In a 

democratic society, it is a core premise that statements made by those 

who seek elective office must be taken seriously, especially when 

those statements are made repeatedly. 

 

• President Trump has made no comment regarding SGT 

Bergdahl since taking office. This cuts against the government’s ar-
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gument. A campaign speaks volumes about what a candidate believes 

and how he or she will govern if elected. President Trump recently 

stated, “I am a man of my word. I will do as I say . . . .”  As we noted 

at the hearing on the motion to dismiss, President Trump said on 8 

February 2017, “I don’t kid. I don’t kid.” See 

http://talkingpointsmemo.com/livewire/trump-says-he-wasn’t-

kidding-about-building-real-wall. 13 February 2017 Art. 39(a) Tr. 52. 

His conduct since 20 January 2017 as to such important questions as 

immigration policy, the Affordable Care Act, building a wall on the 

border at Mexico’s expense, and the type of jurist he would appoint to 

fill Justice Scalia’s seat on the Supreme Court confirms the broad con-

tinuity of his positions before and since he took office. He certainly 

had a strong and adverse position about SGT Bergdahl during the 

campaign and, as the government has stipulated, “neither President 

Trump nor anyone acting on his behalf has ever withdrawn or disa-

vowed his statements.” G APP 68, at 2. That is still true. The failure of 

supervisory officials such as The Judge Advocate General to address 

the matter – while understandable now that President Trump is Com-

mander in Chief – is also relevant to the extent that had she (or others) 

done so, their actions “could have had an impact on the public’s per-

ception and perhaps restored some confidence in the military justice 

system.” Lewis, 63 M.J. at 416 n.4. The military judge reasoned that 

the fact that President Trump has stopped vilifying SGT Bergdahl is 

“strong circumstantial evidence” that the many hostile comments were 

mere campaign rhetoric. Decision at 6 ¶ 11. This is imaginative but 

does not come close, either in isolation or when combined with every-

thing else, to carry the government’s onerous burden of proof. Moreo-

ver, it pays scant heed to what the Commander in Chief has both said 

and done: he has followed through on one campaign theme after an-

other (or has tried to) and he has assured the country that he meant 

what he said during the campaign. A reasonable observer, not the one 

imagined by the military judge, would take those matters into account. 

In a democratic society, a court of law cannot presume that the elec-

torate disregards what candidates for the Nation’s highest office say.18 

                                            
18 President Trump’s seriousness about SGT Bergdahl is confirmed by facial ex-

pressions, tone of voice, repetition, the use of phrases like “frankly” or “you want 

to know the truth,” the nonuse of “air quotes” (which at least would have indicated 

ironic intent, see Moises Velasquez-Manoff, Trump Ruins Irony, Too, N.Y. Times, 

http://talkingpointsmemo.com/livewire/trump-says-he-wasn't-kidding-about-building-real-wall
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/livewire/trump-says-he-wasn't-kidding-about-building-real-wall
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• President Trump’s comments were made in the context of 

faulting President Obama for allegedly poor negotiating skills in 

connection with the prisoner exchange that free SGT Bergdahl (in 

contrast with his own negotiating skills). President Trump’s larger 

goal is totally irrelevant. He said what he said about SGT Bergdahl 

over and over, and that is what counts.19 The military judge theorized 

that a reasonable observer would understand the many abusive com-

ments merely as “made to enflame the passions of the voting populace 

against his political opponent and in Mr. Trump’s favor.” Decision at 6 

¶ 11; see also id. at 7 ¶ 13 (“to make his opponent look bad”). There 

are two answers to this theory (for which there is no evidence, much 

less proof beyond a reasonable doubt). First, the fact that SGT Berg-

dahl may have been collateral damage (or a “foil,” Decision at 8 ¶ 14) 

in President Trump’s eyes is irrelevant to whether a reasonable ob-

server would harbor doubt as to the fairness of the proceedings. Sec-

ond, his opponent was Secretary Clinton, not President Obama, who 

was of course constitutionally ineligible to serve a third term. U.S. 

Const. amend. 22. Mrs. Clinton left Foggy Bottom on 1 February 

                                                                                                                                             

20 March 2017, available at https://nyti.ms/2mH2a6U), and the reactions of media 

interviewers and rally audiences. See 13 February 2017 Art. 39(a) Tr. 56. 

19 The military judge observed (Decision at 2 n.1) that certain government aver-

ments (admittedly unsupported by evidence) would “if true” “seem to indicate that 

SGT Bergdahl was not a significant part of Mr. Trump’s campaign strategy.” In the 

absence of evidence, the military judge should not have dignified this matter by 

commenting on it even to that extent. In any event, even if it were the case that, go-

ing solely by total elapsed time, President Trump spent only a fraction of his many 

rallies vilifying SGT Bergdahl, that would not cure the serious legal problem his 

comments have created. Maybe the government thinks the rally comments as a 

whole are a glass that is more than half empty (considering the time President 

Trump spent on such matters as Benghazi, China, the border wall for which Mexi-

co will allegedly pay, or repeal of the Affordable Care Act), but from the standpoint 

of SGT Bergdahl, it looks very full. President Trump chose to spend time publicly 

condemning him time and time again, and while other targets – President Obama, 

Secretary Clinton, the media, a federal district judge he falsely described as having 

been born in Mexico – may at times have loomed larger, for anyone who takes the 

time to view the defense video exhibit there is no mistaking that SGT Bergdahl 

was a regular target in his political shooting gallery. 
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2013,20 well over a year before the prisoner swap that led to SGT 

Bergdahl’s release. As for whether “partisans on either side of this 

case or on either side of the political divide in this country may have 

strongly held opinions about this case” or “the reasonable member of 

the public the law is interested in does not live at the far ends of the 

political spectrum,” these may be interesting fodder for a political sci-

ence discussion but they are unsupported by even a scintilla of expert 

testimony or other evidence. Unlike Mrs. Clinton’s dates of service as 

Secretary of State, see note 20 supra, they are not matters of which 

judicial notice can be taken. C.A.A.F.R. 30A(b). They were not ad-

vanced by the government, see generally G APP 68 at 7-8, and they 

do nothing to help carry its burden of proof beyond a reasonable 

doubt. Finally, it is appropriate to zero in on this point because it is the 

linchpin of the military judge’s assertion that no reasonable, objective 

observer could treat President Trump’s comments as seriously intend-

ed. Where is the supporting evidence? What polling was conducted? 

Intuition is not a substitute for evidence.21 

 

•  President Trump’s repeated use of the terms “traitor” and 

“treason” were “clearly intended to be understood by their collo-

                                            
20 See U.S. Dep’t of State, Off. of the Historian, Biographies of the Secretaries of 

State: Hillary Rodham Clinton (1947-), 

https://history.state.gov/departmenthistory/people/clinton-hillary-rodham. (The 

dates of service of government officials are subject to judicial notice, see generally 

C.A.A.F.R. 30A(b); Mil. R. Evid. 201; Romiti v. Kerner, 256 F. Supp. 35, 42 (N.D. 

Ill. 1966), which can be taken at any time. E.g., Massachusetts v. Westcott, 431 

U.S. 322, 323 n.2 (1977) (per curiam) (taking judicial notice).) Given the date of 

her departure, the military judge’s observation that President Trump’s offensive 

remarks “were always couched in terms of the Obama administration, necessarily 

including Ms. Clinton, having made a ‘bad deal,’” Decision at 7 ¶ 14, is wide of 

the mark. 

21 The military judge also subtly but unmistakably altered the burden of proof. His 

decision insists that “[i]t is simply not logical, meaning reasonable, to conclude 

that because [President Trump] made those statements when he was running for 

office in a heated and contentious campaign, now that he is President, the accused 

cannot possibly receive a fair trial.” Decision at 7 ¶ 13 (emphasis added). That is 

not the test. Rather, it is whether a Salyer observer would harbor a significant 

doubt about the fairness of the proceeding. 
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quial meaning,” President Trump not being an attorney and 

“speaking in the context of a political campaign.” Attempting to 

play Hamlet without Hamlet, the government neither submitted so 

much as a tweet from President Trump nor offered to call him as a 

witness. It never claimed even to have consulted him when preparing 

its response to the motion to dismiss, nor did he make himself availa-

ble when the defense asked him for an interview. In any event, this 

part of the government’s UCI defense is without merit on its own 

terms. President Trump’s repeated references to SGT Bergdahl as a 

traitor speak for themselves. The vast majority were uttered when 

SGT Bergdahl was known to be facing charges. It doesn’t take a law 

degree to know that it is a serious business to repeatedly describe a 

citizen – but especially a soldier who is the accused in a pending 

court-martial – as a traitor. Running for office is not a license to de-

fame bystanders. 

 

• “There is evidence that suggests that [SGT Bergdahl’s] ac-

tions may have contributed to [soldier] fatalities” and President 

Trump’s “reliance on [media] reports was not unreasonable and 

his comments cannot be said to be false.” These assertions are falla-

cious. Reasonableness is not the issue; truth is, and whether and why a 

person has died is a matter of fact. Passing over the government’s 

failure to submit the evidence to which it referred, evidence that only 

(a) “suggests” that actions (b) “may have” (c) “contributed” to fatali-

ties, see also G APP 68, at 2-3 n.6 (“This is not to say, however, that 

there is no evidence suggesting a connection”) (emphasis added), is 

plainly insufficient, especially on an issue as to which it has the bur-

den of proof beyond a reasonable doubt. If this is the best it could do – 

and it must be assumed that the government put the matter as strongly 

as the available information could plausibly warrant – it is immaterial 

to whether a Salyer observer would harbor a significant doubt about 

the fairness of the proceeding. 

 

• President Trump’s suggestions for particular penalties 

“clearly comprise campaign rhetoric” and no one would have 

thought he was serious about suggesting the death penalty or 

dropping SGT Bergdahl from an airplane. President Trump made a 
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variety of inflammatory remarks,22 repeatedly suggesting SGT Berg-

dahl’s execution and in several instances deriding possible matter in 

mitigation. The government does not dispute that he made those 

statements, and while some of them may have been outlandish, taken 

as a whole they clearly indicate his view that the harshest possible 

penalties should be imposed. Panel members, prospective defense 

witnesses, and the GCMCA (who in another connection testified last 

year that he has no plan to retire, and will soon be under consideration 

by President Trump for other four-star positions) would have every 

reason to take them seriously since they were uttered by the individual 

who is now President. 

 

In opposing SGT Bergdahl’s motion to dismiss, the government cited the 

military judge’s 26 September 2016 ruling that dismissed comments by Sen. 

McCain as “political posturing designed to embarrass a political opponent and gain 

some political advantage.” AE 19, at 8.  But that decision, if anything, supports 

SGT Bergdahl’s entitlement to apparent-UCI relief. In language that is fatal to the 

government’s argument but nowhere mentioned in either its response to the motion 

or the military judge’s decision, the military judge explained last year that Sen. 

McCain, while powerful, “has absolutely no command authority or color of com-

mand authority.” That cannot be said of President Trump. See generally D APP 56, 

at 21-22. Additionally, Sen. McCain’s comments were far less inflammatory than 

President Trump’s, and his staff at least made a gesture – mealy-mouthed and inef-

                                            
22 In a colloquy with trial counsel about President Trump’s threat to review the case 

once he is in the White House, the military judge referred to his “ranting and rav-

ing” about SGT Bergdahl possibly receiving no punishment. 13 February 2017 Art. 

39(a) Tr. 67. 
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fectual though it was – at walking them back. The contrast with President Trump’s 

lengthy and never-disavowed War on Bergdahl could not be sharper. 

The government sought to assure the military judge that President Trump’s 

“comments have not resulted in any concerns about the fairness of these proceed-

ings.” G APP 68, at 8. The claim is preposterous. See, e.g., Editorial, The Soldier 

Donald Trump Called a Traitor, N.Y. Times, 26 November 2016, available at 

https://nyti.ms/2mrPRg2  (“But how can he get a fair trial within the military jus-

tice system when the next commander in chief has proclaimed his guilt and ac-

cused him of treason?” “The short answer is he can’t.”); Errol Morris, Judge, Jury, 

Executioner, President, N.Y. Times, 12 February 2017, available at 

https://nyti.ms/2l1owTT (“Can we honestly say that scores of prejudicial state-

ments before adoring crowds have not undermined the possibility of a fair trial?”). 

The facts and circumstances are deeply inimical to public confidence and the gov-

ernment should not have pretended there was no problem. Its position, laced with 

fantastical reasons to downplay the nature, gravity and scope of President Trump’s 

comments, reveals a disturbing indifference to the threat apparent UCI poses to 

public confidence in the administration of military justice. 

C. The Circumstances Warrant Extraordinary Relief 

Three conditions must be met before mandamus is granted: (1) the party 

seeking the writ must have “no other adequate means to attain the relief”; (2) the 

https://nyti.ms/2mrPRg2
https://nyti.ms/2l1owTT
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party seeking relief must show that the “right to issuance of the relief is clear and 

indisputable”; and (3) “even if the first two prerequisites have been met, the issu-

ing court, in the exercise of its discretion, must be satisfied that the writ is appro-

priate under the circumstances.” Cheney v. United States Dist. Court, 542 U.S. 367, 

380-81 (2004) (internal quotation marks omitted); see also Hasan v. Gross, 71 M.J. 

416, 418 (C.A.A.F. 2012).   

These factors strongly militate in favor of addressing the merits of the case 

now. Relegating the issues to the normal course of appellate review is insufficient. 

Sergeant Bergdahl’s fundamental right to due process and a trial free from apparent 

UCI are at stake. Given the complexity of the case and the significant associated 

costs (including the need to review hundreds of thousands of pages of classified 

documents and interview the senior officers who have refused our efforts to inter-

view them on such matters as the bespoke referral of this case to a command with 

which SGT Bergdahl had no relationship), deferring a decision on the critical is-

sues presented would risk a prodigious waste of time and resources. We do not 

have a precise figure, but it is our understanding that dozens of Army lawyers – 

many more than the defense – have worked on the government’s case. 

But above all, unless the requested writ of mandamus is issued, the highest 

profile current court-martial in the Armed Forces will be conducted under the dark 

cloud of apparent UCI involving a Commander in Chief whose term will not expire 
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until 2021. Nothing will prevent him and other senior civilian officials from mak-

ing further improper statements – at untold cost to public confidence and fairness 

to military personnel who are accused of offenses under the Code. In a “Marines 

United” era (to mention one current salient controversy), when pressure to com-

ment on major cases may be irresistible, this is not a fanciful concern. 

This is the first Court to address the issues presented by this case that is not 

part of the military. Its Judges must be “appointed from civilian life.” Art. 

142(b)(1), UCMJ. Judge Wolfe rightly called attention to the important structural 

difference between its membership and that of the service courts. Indeed, creation 

of a civilian court of appeals was the central structural reform Congress made 

when it enacted the Code. The strong interest in fostering public confidence in the 

administration of military justice weighs heavily in favor of grasping the nettle 

now. 

VIII 

Respondents’ Contact Information 

[Inapplicable] 

Conclusion 

 

 To describe President Trump’s comments about SGT Bergdahl as merely 

“troubling,” “made without consideration of their possible impact on the trial of the 

accused,” “disturbing and disappointing,” and “problematic,” Decision at 6 ¶ 11; 
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id. at 8 ¶ 15, does not begin to vindicate the important interest in fostering public 

confidence in the administration of military justice. President Trump’s repeated 

public vilification of SGT Bergdahl must be explicitly acknowledged as apparent 

UCI and decisive remedial action taken. The Court should reverse the judgment of 

the Army Court and grant a writ of mandamus dismissing the charges and specifi-

cations with prejudice. Failing that, it should limit the permissible sentence to No 

Punishment, see R.C.M. 1002, because President Trump publicly expressed shock 

that SGT Bergdahl might not be punished,23 or, failing that, it should direct that the 

sentence may not include confinement of any duration because he also publicly 

expressed shock that the preliminary hearing officer had recommended against 

confinement.24 

      Respectfully submitted, 

 

/s/ Eugene R. Fidell 

Eugene R. Fidell 

CAAF Bar No. 13979 

Feldesman Tucker Leifer Fidell LLP 

1129 20th Street, N.W., Ste. 400 

Washington, DC 20036 

(202) 256-8675 (cellphone) 

                                            
23 See pp. 7-8 and note 22 supra. 

24 See p. 6 supra. Other remedies would be inadequate, as we explained to the mili-

tary judge. D APP 56, at 19-21; D APP 57, at 12 n.2. Since he found no UCI, his 

promise of very liberal voir dire was not intended as a UCI remedy. In any event, 

his opinion takes no account of the fact that Mil. R. Evid. 508 would, as we point-

ed out below, prevent the defense from asking members the core question of who 

they voted for. See D APP 57, at 12 n.12; D APP 56, at 19-20. 
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Captain, JA 
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UNITED STATES ARMY TRIAL JUDICIARY 
SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, FORT BRAGG, NORTH CAROLINA 

 
 
     UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
 
                          v. 
 
     SGT Robert B. Bergdahl 
     HHC, STB, U.S. Army FORSCOM 
     Fort Bragg, NC  28310 
             

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 
 
 

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law 
and Ruling -- Defense Motion to 
Dismiss for Unlawful Command 

Influence 
 

24 February 2017 
 
 
1.  The accused moves this Court to dismiss the charges against him because a 
candidate for President of the United States, Donald J. Trump, made numerous public 
comments describing him as a deserter, a traitor, responsible for the death of five or 
six soldiers and many other similar comments disparaging of the accused personally 
as well as expressing an opinion about his guilt and promising that, if the accused 
didn't get jail time and Mr. Trump were elected President, he would review the case.   
 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
 
2.  I considered the pleadings of the parties, as well as all appellate exhibits 
submitted on the matter and not objected to by the parties.  I find the following facts 
by a preponderance of the evidence: 
 
 a.  Beginning as early as June 2014, well before he announced his candidacy 
for the Republican nomination for President of the United States, Mr. Trump began 
expressing his opinion that the accused is a traitor and that President Obama made a 
"terrible deal" when he traded five Taliban prisoners detained at Guantanamo for the 
accused.       
 
 b.  On 25 March 2015, charges of desertion and misbehavior before the enemy 
were preferred against SGT Bergdahl.    
 
 c.  Mr. Trump repeated similar comments to those mentioned above until he  
announced that he would seek the Republican Party nomination for President of the 
United States on 16 June 2015.  As his campaign activity increased, the same general 
theme persisted in all the comments he made about the accused.  See the 
Compendium to Defense Appellate Exhibit 56 as well as the DVD marked as an 
enclosure at page 57 of Defense Appellate Exhibit 56.   
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 d.  On 19 July 2016, Mr. Trump received the Republican Party nomination for 
President.  
  
 e.  The last public comments about the accused or his case were made on or 
about 9 August 2016.  
 
 f.  The campaign for President in 2016, as with most political campaigns, was 
often marked by incendiary campaign rhetoric, not only between the opposing 
parties, but within each party, as numerous candidates vied for their party's 
nomination.  In over 512 days of campaigning where Mr. Trump participated in 
literally hundreds of speeches and public campaign events, Mr. Trump referred to the 
accused in 65 separate instances.  Those 65 instances total over 46 hours of total 
speech time.  References to the accused total 28 minutes of the 46 hours.1    
 
 g.  On 8 November 20162, Mr. Trump was elected the 45th President of the 
United States.       
 
LAW AND ANALYSIS 
 
3.  Unlawful Command Influence (UCI) is the “mortal enemy of military justice.” 
United States v. Thomas, 22 MJ 388, 393 (C.M.A. 1986).   Article 37, of the Uniform 
Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) was enacted by Congress to prohibit commanders 
and convening authorities from attempting to coerce, or by unauthorized means, 
influence the action of a court-martial, or any member thereof, in reaching the 
findings or sentence in any case. Article 37(a), UCMJ.  UCI is the improper use, or 
perception of use, of superior authority to interfere with the court-martial process. 
See, Gilligan and Lederer, COURT-MARTIAL PROCEDURE, Volume 2 §18-28.00 (2d 
Ed. 1999).3   UCI is most often exerted on members of any of the following 
                                                 
1 The government avers but offers no evidence that:  "A Lexis Nexis search for "Trump" together with "Bergdahl" for the 
entire period of Mr. Trump's campaign, a total of 512 days, results in 1,506 references.  By contrast, in the fourteen days 
prior to the election a search for "Trump" and "Benghazi" results in 1,496 hits.  In the four days prior to the election a 
search for "Trump" and "Obamacare" results in 1,806 hits.  Attempts to search for the latter two combinations beyond 
those short windows were unsuccessful, because they both resulted in more than 3,000 hits.  Additionally, a simple 
Google search for "Trump" and "Bergdahl" results in approximately 560,000 hits.  By contrast, a (Google) search for 
"Trump" and "Benghazi" results in 5,370,000 hits; "Trump" and "Mexico Wall" results in 17,200,000; "Trump" and 
"Obamacare" results in 26,300,000; and "Trump" and "China" results in 111,000,000."  If true, these statistics would 
seem to indicate that SGT Bergdahl was not a significant part of Mr. Trump's campaign strategy. 
2 The election took place on 8 November 2016 but the election was not called for Mr. Trump until the early morning 
hours of 9 November. 
3 No authority convening a general, special, or summary court-martial, nor any other commanding officer, may censure, 
reprimand, or admonish the court or any member, military judge, or counsel thereof, with respect to the findings or 
sentence adjudged by the court, or with respect to any other exercises of its or his functions in the conduct of the 
proceedings.  No person subject to this chapter may attempt to coerce or, by any unauthorized means, influence the action 
of a court-martial or any other military tribunal or any member thereof, in reaching the findings or sentence in any case.  
Article 37(a), UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 837(a) (2012). 
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populations: (1) Subordinate commanders in the preferral or referral process, (2) 
Potential panel members for the trial, and (3) Potential witnesses testifying in the trial.  
It can be exerted by commanders as well as those acting with the “mantle of 
command authority” and can be intentional or inadvertent.      
 
4.  UCI can manifest in a multitude of different situations.  See United States v. Gore, 
60 MJ 178, 185 (C.A.A.F. 2004).  Furthermore, “[t]he term ‘unlawful command 
influence’ has been used broadly in our jurisprudence to cover a multitude of 
situations in which superiors have unlawfully controlled the actions of subordinates 
in the exercise of their duties under the UCMJ.”  United States v. Hamilton, 41 MJ 32, 
36 (C.M.A. 1994).  UCI can occur in one of two ways:  either through 1) Actual UCI or 
2) Apparent UCI. Thus, even if there is no actual UCI, there may still be apparent UCI. 
The military judge must take affirmative steps to ensure that both forms are 
eradicated from the court-martial in question. United States v. Lewis, 63 MJ 405, 416 
(C.A.A.F. 2006). The “appearance of unlawful command influence is as devastating to 
the military as the actual manipulation of any given trial.” Lewis, 63 MJ at 407. The 
question of whether there is apparent UCI is determined “objectively.” Id. This 
objective test for apparent UCI is similar to the tests that are applied in determining 
questions of implied bias of court members or in reviewing challenges to military 
judges for an appearance of a conflict of interest. Id. The focus must be on the 
“perception of fairness in the military justice system as viewed through the eyes of a 
reasonable member of the public.” Id. The central question to ask is whether an 
“objective, disinterested observer fully informed of all the facts and circumstances 
would harbor a significant doubt about the fairness of the proceeding.” Id.  In United 
States v. Rockwood, 52 MJ 98, 130 (C.A.A.F. 1999), the Court noted that “public 
criticism of military operations – including withering critiques of strategy, tactics, 
personnel policies, and human rights concerns – is inherent in a democracy.”  The 
Court noted that the prohibition against UCI does not require senior military and 
civilian officials to refrain from addressing such concerns, though it does prohibit 
those “with the mantle of command authority from deliberately orchestrating pretrial 
publicity with the intent to influence the results in a particular case or a series of 
cases, as the pretrial publicity itself may constitute unlawful command influence.  
Even the perception that pretrial publicity has been engineered to achieve a 
prohibited end – regardless of the intent of those generating the media attention – 
may lead to the appearance of unlawful command influence.” 
 
5.  In United States v. Biagase, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces set 
forth the analytical framework to be applied to allegations of UCI.  The Court placed 
the initial low burden on the defense to raise the issue by “some evidence.” United 
States v. Biagase, 50 MJ 143, 150 (C.A.A.F. 1999). To meet this "some evidence" 
standard of proof, the defense must show some facts which, if true, would constitute 
UCI, and it must show that such evidence has a “logical connection” to the court-
martial at issue in terms of potential to cause unfairness in the proceedings.  United 
States v. Stoneman, 57 MJ 35, 41 (C.A.A.F. 2002).  Once the issue has been raised, the 
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burden then shifts to the government.  To meet its burden, the government may show 
either that there was no UCI or that any UCI will not taint these particular 
proceedings.  If the government elects to show that there was no UCI, then it may do 
so either by disproving the predicate facts on which the allegation of UCI is based or 
by persuading the Military Judge that the facts do not constitute UCI.  The 
government may choose not to disprove the existence of UCI but prove that the UCI 
will not affect these specific proceedings.  Whichever tactic the government chooses, 
the required quantum of proof is beyond a reasonable doubt. Stoneman, 57 MJ at 41 
(citing Biagase, 50 MJ at 151).  
 
6.  Even if actual or apparent UCI is found to exist, the Military Judge “has broad 
discretion in crafting a remedy to remove the taint of unlawful command influence,” 
and such a remedy will not be reversed on appeal “so long as the decision remains 
within that range.” United States v. Douglas, 68 MJ 349, 354 (C.A.A.F. 2010).  The 
Military Judge should attempt to take proactive, curative steps to remove the taint of 
UCI and, therefore, ensure a fair trial. Id.  The CAAF has long recognized that, once 
UCI is raised “…it is incumbent on the military judge to act in the spirit of the UCMJ 
by avoiding even the appearance of evil in his courtroom and by establishing the 
confidence of the general public in the fairness of the court-martial proceedings.” 
United States v. Gore, 60 MJ 178, 186 (C.A.A.F. 2004) (citations omitted). 
 
7.  Closely related to UCI but requiring a different burden and quantum of proof is the 
doctrine of unfair pretrial publicity.  Pretrial publicity is unfair if it denies an accused 
a fair trial in violation of his 5th and 6th Amendment rights.  Unfair pretrial publicity 
requires the accused to demonstrate some actual identifiable prejudice attributable to 
said pretrial publicity.  Irwin v. Dowd, 366 US 717 (1961); United States v. Gray, 51 MJ 
1 (1999).  As an exception to that rule, when pretrial publicity is so pervasive and 
unfair that it saturates the community and precludes an accused from having his trial 
heard by a trier of fact that is not so prejudiced against him that they cannot 
impartially hear the evidence and decide the case according to that evidence and 
applicable law, prejudice is presumed and there is no further need for the accused to 
show actual bias.  Skilling v. United States, 561 U.S. 358 (2010); Gray at 28. 
 
8.  While similar in many ways, such as the nature and scope of the factual inquiry, 
the potential impact on the trial and the ways to address and remedy the problems, 
UCI and unfair pretrial publicity differ in one important way:  UCI is unique because 
the command nature of the military makes interference or the appearance of 
interference with the criminal justice system particularly devastating and pernicious.  
Such concerns do not exist in federal criminal courts because neither juries nor 
judges are subject to the command authority of anyone in the executive branch 
prosecuting the case.  In the military justice system, everyone  – juries (panel 
members), judges, prosecutors, defense counsel, court reporters and the 
commanders who decide whether to send a case to trial  – is a part of the Executive 
branch and ultimately answerable to the President of the United States  – the Chief 
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Executive.  This structure is necessary because military justice is as much a 
readiness issue as it is a justice issue; thus, it must stay a function of command.  
However, when that same command structure is abused to weight the scales against 
the accused, the system fails, the accused is deprived of important constitutional 
guarantees of fairness and the military justice system ceases to deliver justice.  
 
9.  Nevertheless, we do not have a traditional UCI construct here because, though 
Commander in Chief, the President is not "subject to this chapter." Furthermore, 
because this is the military and the alleged unlawful influencer is the President, we 
do not have a traditional unfair pretrial publicity issue either.  Thus, the court will 
analyze both. 
 
10.  As said, even were he now "subject to this chapter4," when he made the 
referenced comments about the accused and his alleged offenses, he was only 
Candidate Trump and was not then in any way "subject to this chapter."  Therefore, 
he could not commit actual UCI.  Furthermore, the Court is not persuaded that even 
President Trump is able to commit actual UCI.  The Court finds that he is no more 
"subject to this chapter" now than he was before he took the oath of office.  He 
simply has no actual ability to control what happens in the trial of the accused.  He 
cannot select the panel members, he has no authority to control witnesses, he does 
not supervise the trial or defense counsel and he does not make discrete decisions 
about trial or pretrial matters in this case.  The closer question, and the question the 
whole defense UCI claim turns on, is:  Do the President's statements about the 
accused made before he was elected President carry over with him into office such 
that they can and do constitute apparent UCI?  On this point, the defense lately cites 
this Court to a recently issued Memorandum Opinion from The United States District 
Court for the Eastern District of Virginia --Tareq Aqel Mohammed Aziz, et al., v. 
Donald Trump.  Aziz v. Trump, Civil No. 17-116 (E.D. Va. Feb. 13, 2017).  In this civil 
case, the plaintiffs petitioned the federal district court for a preliminary injunction 
prohibiting enforcement of Executive Order (EO) 13,769, entitled "Protecting the 
Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry into the United States."  The plaintiffs claimed 
that the EO was overbroad and, by its plain reading, applied to legal permanent 
residents in violation of their 1st and 5th Amendment rights.  In commenting on 
whether the President's pre-election statements about the subject of a "Muslim Ban" 
should be considered in deciding whether EO 13,769 should be read to apply to a 
particular religious group with legal status in the United States in spite of post hoc 
assurances by the administration that it did not, the District Court, paraphrasing the 
US Supreme Court in an unrelated case, stated,  "Just as . . . the world is not made 
new every morning, a person is not made new simply by taking the oath of office."  
Aziz at 15.  However, this comment was made regarding the propriety of limiting the 
temporal scope of the purpose inquiry in a 1st Amendment establishment of religion 

                                                 
4 Which, by a strict reading of Article 37 and Article 2, UCMJ, he is not.  Furthermore, no case law of which the Court is 
aware, indicates that "subject to this chapter" includes the President, much less a private citizen candidate for President. 
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case.  The Court does not find the analysis sufficiently analogous to be helpful to the 
resolution of the issue here.     
 
11.  The multitude of comments5 made by Candidate Trump is troubling.  Doubtless, 
they were made without consideration of their possible impact on the trial of the 
accused.  However, they were clearly made to enflame the passions of the voting 
populace against his political opponent and in Mr. Trump's favor.  Candidate Trump's 
comments were disturbing and disappointing; however, they do not rise to the level 
of "some evidence" required for the defense to meet its initial burden.  Apparent UCI 
must still be UCI and the statements of a private citizen, even if running for President, 
cannot be unlawful command or influence.  No reasonable member of the public, 
apprised of all the facts and circumstances and seeing campaign rhetoric for what it 
is, would believe that because Candidate Trump said those troubling things and is 
now President Trump, the accused has been or will be denied a fair trial.  This is 
particularly true when we consider that no member of the venire has even been 
questioned to determine if they are even aware of these statements or, if aware, have 
been improperly influenced by them.6  This is simply not a matter that can be 
ascertained at this point in the proceedings.  Add to this the fact that President 
Trump has, thus far, made no statement about the accused or his court-martial and 
the unreasonableness of any public opinion that may exist that the accused cannot 
get a fair trial is even starker.  This fact is also strong circumstantial evidence that his 
comments were nothing more than inflammatory campaign rhetoric.  Certainly, 
partisans on either side of this case or on either side of the political divide in this 
country may have strongly held opinions about this case.  But the reasonable 
member of the public the law is interested in does not live at the far ends of the 
political spectrum.   No reasonable member of the public, apprised of all the facts and 
circumstances present here, would harbor a significant doubt about the fairness of 
the proceeding where the potential panel members have yet to be questioned about 
their knowledge of the statements by Mr. Trump or their bias on the matter.  It could 
easily be that each and every panel member questioned in voir dire will honestly and 
convincingly say they have either never heard the comments or, having heard them, 
would not be prejudiced against the accused by them.  We simply do not know.  
Because of that, the defense has failed to establish some facts which, if true, would 
constitute UCI or establish that such evidence has a “logical connection” to this 
court-martial in terms of potential to cause unfairness in the proceedings.  Stoneman, 
at 41.  However, after voir dire, if it appears the landscape on this issue has changed, 
the defense is free to renew its motion. 
 
12.  Assuming, for the sake of argument, that the defense has met their initial burden, 
the government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that there was no UCI or that 
any UCI will not taint these particular proceedings.  If the government elects to show 
                                                 
5 See paragraph 2c above. 
6 The defense does not allege or imply that any potential witness has been intimidated into not testifying by Mr. Trump's 
comments.  Should such occur, the Court will reconsider its ruling on this matter. 
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that there was no UCI, then it may do so either by disproving the predicate facts on 
which the allegation of UCI is based or by persuading the Military Judge that the facts 
do not constitute UCI.  The government may choose not to disprove the existence of 
UCI but prove that the UCI will not affect these specific proceedings.  Id. Here, the 
government has not chosen to challenge the predicate facts -- the statements by 
Candidate Trump.  Instead, the government has sought to persuade this court that 
the statements do not constitute UCI or, at least, cannot be said to constitute UCI 
until the members are subject to voir dire.  The Court is persuaded that this is true.     
 
13.  As previously stated, Mr. Trump's statements made as a candidate for President 
of the United States cannot pull him under even the apparent UCI umbrella.  It is 
simply not logical, meaning reasonable, to conclude that because he made those 
statements when he was running for office in a heated and contentious campaign, 
now that he is President, the accused cannot possibly receive a fair trial.  The 
reasonable observer would know that his comments were typical campaign rhetoric 
designed to make his opponent look bad and win support for himself.  Furthermore, 
this reasonable member of the public will have the opportunity to observe the voir 
dire process and hear the evidence in the case as well as the Court's instructions on 
the law and evidence.  They will know that the accused is not charged with "treason" 
and that the death penalty is not authorized for either of his charged offenses.  The 
Court will take special care to ensure that the comments by Mr. Trump do not invade 
this trial.  After all that, the reasonable member of the public will have no doubt that 
the accused has received a fair trial, uninfluenced by Mr. Trump's comments.  It 
would not be appropriate or prudent for the Court to decide that is not possible 
without determining if the eventual fact finders have been influenced and are unable 
to impartially hear the evidence and instructions and give the accused a fair trial.    
 
14.  Similarly, on the issue of unfair pretrial publicity, the defense has failed7 to 
persuade the Court that there is, at this point, some actual identifiable prejudice 
attributable to Mr. Trump's comments.  Again, the place that might occur is amongst 
the prospective panel members.  However, we cannot make that determination until 
we have had a chance to inquire into their impartiality.  And, the comments by Mr. 
Trump that might be considered pretrial publicity are not so pervasive and unfair as 
to saturate the community and prevent any trier of fact from being impartial.  Mr. 
Trump's comments about the accused were a relative few out of thousands he made 
as he campaigned for election for nearly two years.  They made up a very small 
percentage of all he said to get elected and were always couched in terms of the 
Obama administration, necessarily including Ms. Clinton, having made a "bad deal," 
which Mr. Trump said he would never make.  His disparagement of the accused was 
designed to contrast what we gave (five "really bad guys") for what we got in return 
(one "deserter," "traitor," etc.).  The name calling and characterization of the 
accused's actions were designed to make that contrast, and the contrast between Mr. 
                                                 
7 Indeed, though they do not do so affirmatively, it appears that they concede this issue, based upon the facts and 
arguments they offer on this issue. 
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Trump and his political opponents, as stark as possible.  The accused was merely the 
foil for delivering that political message.  All reasonable members of the public and 
potential panel members will know that was what he was doing and will not allow the 
rhetoric to affect their impartiality.  The cases dealing with presumptive prejudice 
sufficient to establish a due process violation involve media saturation covering 
significant facts, evidence and opinions in a particular case as well as constant 
exposure to a limited and discrete jury pool.  None of that exists here.  The pool of 
prospective members in this case comes from all of FORSCOM with duty 
assignments all over the world.  The media coverage in the form of Mr. Trump's 
comments has not been constant, confined to a geographic area or pervasive.  And, 
Mr. Trump has said nothing about the accused or his case since August 2016.  Under 
these facts, the Court cannot find a due process violation sufficient to make 
amelioration measures futile.  
 
15.  Still, the Court recognizes that this is an unusual case, perhaps unique in all the 
annals of military justice.  On top of the obvious unique aspects, we have a man who 
eventually became President of the United States and Commander in Chief of all the 
armed forces making conclusive and disparaging comments, while campaigning for 
election, about a soldier facing potential court-martial for actions that had already 
captured the attention of the public.  The Court recognizes the problematic potential 
created by these facts.  Therefore, in order to vigilantly ensure a fair trial, the Court 
will require the parties to submit a member's questionnaire on these issues which 
will be provided to the members well in advance of trial and returned for review by 
the parties well prior to voir dire.  The Court will also allow very liberal voir dire on 
this topic.  These measures are not implemented as a remedy for UCI, as the Court 
finds none at this point.  They are provided to ensure that a thorough process for 
vetting the panel members is in place to ensure that there has been no UCI and that 
the accused receives a fair trial.  If, after that process is complete, the defense 
believes the legal landscape has changed on this matter, they are free to renew this 
motion.      
          
RULING          
 
16.  Defense motion is DENIED. 
 
 
 
 
      
     JEFFERY R. NANCE 
     COL, JA 
     Military Judge 



 
 
 

UNAUTHENTICATED TRANSCRIPT 

 1 

[The Article 39(a) session was called to order at 0901,  1 

13 February 2017.] 2 

 MJ:  This Article 39(a) session is called to order.  All parties 3 

who were present at our last Article 39(a) session are again present 4 

except the following changes:  5 

  Mr. Fidell was not present at our last session.  He's here 6 

today. 7 

 CDC: Good morning, Your Honor. 8 

 MJ:  Good morning, Mr. Fidell. 9 

  Mr. Helixon was not present at our last session, and he's 10 

not here again today.  Is that accurate? 11 

 CDC: Yes, sir.  12 

 MJ: And then Captain Banks has returned. 13 

 ADC2: Yes, Your Honor. 14 

 MJ:  Captain Banks, welcome back. 15 

  And Captain Norvell has returned.  Welcome back, Captain 16 

Norvell. 17 

 ADC3: Yes, Your Honor.  Thank you. 18 

 MJ:  We have two new defense counsel:  Major Scapicchio and 19 

First Lieutenant Marez. 20 

  Were you at the last session, First Lieutenant Marez?  21 
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 ADC5: No, sir. 1 

 MJ:  Okay.  It was another ----  2 

 ADC5: I've been before you. 3 

 MJ:  ---- trial.  4 

 ADC5: Yes, sir. 5 

 MJ:  All right.  So, if first, Major Scapicchio would state his 6 

qualifications and by whom he's been detailed and then Lieutenant 7 

Marez.  8 

 ADC4: Yes, Your Honor.  Your Honor, I have been detailed to this 9 

court-martial by Lieutenant Colonel Adam Kazin, Regional Defense 10 

Counsel, Fort Bragg, North Carolina.  I am qualified and certified 11 

under Article 27 bravo and sworn under Article 42 alpha, Uniform Code 12 

of Military Justice.  I have not acted in any manner that might tend 13 

to disqualify me in this court-martial. 14 

 MJ:  All right.  Thank you. 15 

  Do I pronounce your name correctly?  16 

 ADC4: Scapicchio, Your Honor. 17 

 MJ:  Okay.  Scapicchio.  All right. 18 

  And then, Lieutenant Marez.  19 
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 ADC5: Yes, sir. 1 

  Your Honor, I have been detailed to this court-martial by 2 

Lieutenant Colonel Adam Kazin, Regional Defense Counsel, Fort Bragg, 3 

North Carolina.  I am qualified and certified under Article 27 bravo 4 

and sworn under Article 42 alpha, Uniform Code of Military Justice.  5 

I have not acted in any manner that might tend to disqualify me in 6 

this court-martial. 7 

 MJ:  All right.  Thank you, Lieutenant Marez. 8 

  Sergeant Bergdahl, we talked about this the last time that 9 

Mr. Helixon wasn't present.  Is it with your consent that we proceed 10 

with this motions hearing today without Mr. Helixon being present? 11 

 ACC: Yes sir.  It is. 12 

 MJ:  Prior to our last session, we've had several R.C.M. 802 13 

sessions by e-mail.  And those were merely to schedule the things 14 

that we have going today, to talk about those and how we're going to 15 

proceed.  And then the government produced a new superseding 16 

court-martial convening order, which is Court-Martial Convening Order 17 

also Number One, but dated 3 February 2017, rather than 18 

11 December 2015. 19 

  I presume the defense has received a copy of that. 20 

 CDC: We have, Your Honor. 21 
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 MJ:  All right.  We'll just put that on the record. 1 

 TC:  Your Honor, in addition to that, we've produced a corrected 2 

copy to amend the original Court-Martial Convening Order, dated 3 

11 December 2015, to add the language in paragraph 1 pursuant to 4 

General Order Number 3, dated 19 January 1991, "A general 5 

court-martial is convened with the following members," in other 6 

words, the secretarial designation of Forces Command as a GCMCA. 7 

 MJ:  Okay.  Thank you. 8 

  In addition to that, the other e-mail exchanges between 9 

counsel and the Court just had to do with scheduling matters and who 10 

was going to be present and those sorts of things.  There are some 11 

things relevant to discovery and M.R.E. 505(h) issues, which I'll 12 

talk about later, that I need to put on the record.  But other than 13 

that, is that an accurate reflection of the matters that we've 14 

discussed by e-mail 802, Counsel? 15 

 DC:  Yes, Your Honor. 16 

 TC:  Yes, sir. 17 

 MJ:  Okay.  Today, we're here to take up a few items, primarily 18 

Defense Appellate Exhibit 56, a motion to dismiss for unlawful 19 

command influence.  The government's response to that is Government 20 
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Appellate Exhibit 68, and the defense's reply to that response is 1 

Defense Appellate 57.   2 

 I've read those pleadings.  Unless the parties object, I 3 

guess we'll proceed immediately with that as our first matter of 4 

business unless there's anything else we need to talk about. 5 

 CDC: Your Honor, as obviously you recall, one wonders whether 6 

you might want to take up some of the scheduling issues and get a 7 

status report so that you can have that when ---- 8 

 MJ:  Well, my intention was to do that, but I didn't know 9 

whether you wanted to do that first or ---- 10 

 CDC: I think that is probably our preference, and then we'll 11 

have the decks cleared and can move onto the motion. 12 

 MJ:  Okay.  So my understanding is, based on information from 13 

the parties, that there were -- while we made great strides with 14 

procuring all of the necessary equipment, software, and so forth, 15 

that there was some glitch over which we couldn't really exercise 16 

that much control.   17 

 And so where are we now?  That e-mail was a week or so -- 18 

maybe more -- ago.  Have we resolved that issue? 19 

 TC:  So that e-mail, Your Honor, came -- well, I believe there's 20 

two e-mails:  one indicating that the software was up and running and 21 
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then the second one which was sent, I believe, on Tuesday to the 1 

Court, indicating that there was an issue where the defense's 2 

software and the manner in which the files had been turned over 3 

allowed them to see behind redactions that had been placed by the 4 

government. 5 

 MJ:  Right. 6 

 TC:  We anticipated, at the time, that that was going to take 7 

about two weeks to correct in terms of pulling material off, 8 

reproducing it without the -- basically, a piece of metadata that was 9 

included at the instruction of our vendor which should not have been, 10 

and then readjusting it.  We actually had much faster success with 11 

that.  We were able to get it all ingested, I believe, by Friday of 12 

last week; and the defense was going through the process of indexing 13 

that material so that it can become searchable again, which is a 14 

process that I believe is ongoing even as we speak with their 15 

technical support.   16 

 So the material has now been turned over without the error 17 

that allowed them to look behind the redactions.  And they should be 18 

in a position to be able -- and Major Thomas, obviously, will be able 19 

to speak better to their scheduling -- but fully functional as of 20 

close of business today. 21 
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 MJ:  Okay.  Is that accurate, Major Thomas? 1 

 DC:  Yes, Your Honor.  I can provide some additional 2 

information, though. 3 

 MJ:  Okay. 4 

 DC:  So all of the ingestion of material and then ultimately the 5 

indexing of the material was finished late Friday afternoon of last 6 

week.  On -- or actually, I guess, two weeks ago.   7 

  On Monday ---- 8 

 MJ:  That's not all of the material.  There's still material 9 

that I have not reviewed and cleared; is that correct? 10 

 TC:  Well, Your Honor, yes and no.  The material that we are 11 

talking about here is limited to secret.  Any material that's at the 12 

TS level doesn't fall under the review software program. 13 

 MJ:  Right. 14 

 TC:  So the secret material is still -- or the top secret 15 

material rather is still a separate issue. 16 

 MJ:  But there is still secret material that I haven’t reviewed. 17 

 TC:  There is still a small amount of secret material that you 18 

have not reviewed.  That's correct, Your Honor. 19 

 DC:  That was Friday late afternoon that everything looked like 20 

it checked out.  We had our tech people look at it, and we were ready 21 
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to go.  We spent all day Monday and a part of Tuesday morning of last 1 

week -- so the 6th and 7th -- the 6th and 7th of February doing what 2 

we have finally been waiting to do, search through the discovery 3 

using the search term tools.  And it was amazing.  We were able to 4 

very quickly move through material.   5 

  One of the paralegals realized, though, that we could see 6 

behind the redactions. 7 

  The way this program is set up, you have different tabs.  8 

So you're looking at a document on tab one and it shows the -- 9 

essentially, the image file.  So if it's a five-page document and the 10 

first two pages are not redacted and then the next three pages are 11 

redacted, you can read the first two pages and then the next three 12 

pages are blacked out.  But you also have a function where you can 13 

hit a text button and then not look at the image but look at the 14 

text.  And then it has an HTML button that you can hit and you can 15 

see the HTML data, so this is all of the metadata that is hidden 16 

behind the image file. 17 

  They brought it to the lawyers' attention.  We went in and 18 

we realized, "Wow, we really can see behind the redactions."  So when 19 

you hit the text file, you could not only see the text of page one 20 
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and two, but you could also see the text of page three, four, and 1 

five.   2 

 But that's not with all the documents.  There was another 3 

document that was brought to my attention for they thought there was 4 

an error, but there wasn't.  There was -- it was properly redacted.  5 

And again, same example five-page document, the first two pages are 6 

not redacted.  I can see the text.  The next three pages, I could not 7 

see the text.  So it looks like some of the documents were processed 8 

correctly, and some of the documents were not processed correctly. 9 

 We looked at the rules of professional responsibility.  The 10 

Army does not speak to this.  But our state bars -- we then went to 11 

look to our state bars.  I’m barred in Massachusetts as well as Major 12 

Scapicchio.  I believe Mr. Fidell is also.  The rule in Massachusetts 13 

is you must immediately notify the opposing side.   14 

 Tuesday morning -- made a phone call, notified we have this 15 

material.   16 

 We checked Major Gleich’s bar.  He’s barred in New York.  17 

His rule is even more strict.  His rule says not only do you notify, 18 

you must do what the opponent says.   19 
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 The government asked us to immediately stop reviewing, 1 

which we had at that point; and then they asked us to destroy it.  We 2 

then had hands-off all day Tuesday, all day Wednesday.   3 

The government came to us and said, "We have a fix.  Can we 4 

come and ingest it over the weekend?"   5 

 We were working this weekend.  So we said, "It’s not good 6 

for us."   7 

 We said, "We can do it tomorrow."   8 

 So all day Thursday, all day Friday.  So February 9th and 9 

10th, they had one of their warrant officers come over and work with 10 

our tech guy to re-ingest all of the material and delete the old 11 

file.  It was a soft delete.  So that does still exist on the drive; 12 

but we have told the government we are not going to, you know, 13 

forensically go in and look at it.  And right now again -- so the 14 

hash values have all been removed.  So it sits on our drive, but 15 

we’re not going to look at it.   16 

The issue has come up -- and I don’t have the answer for 17 

the Court right now.  Over the weekend, we did our indexing.  So it 18 

took two days to ingest the material, and then it took all day 19 

Saturday and Sunday to do this indexing.  I don’t know yet if the 20 

problem is solved.  And I’m also curious to see if we still have the 21 
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text files for the un-redacted material, which is very important for 1 

us because that speaks to search functionality of the software 2 

program.   3 

I’ve given my paralegals two Bates-stamp examples.  4 

Hopefully, I’ll have an answer soon as to whether or not those have 5 

been provided to us in the proper format.  Because if all of the text 6 

files have been removed, that’s going to be a problem for us, because 7 

that’s going to cut into our search functionality.   8 

 MJ: Any knowledge on that, Major Oshana? 9 

 TC: I do not, Your Honor.  What I can say is that my warrant 10 

officer did go over on Friday.  We have, at defense’s request, not 11 

had him actually go in and look directly at any of the material 12 

because apparently it contains, effectively some defense work 13 

product.  So he hasn’t been able to actually look at the user end of 14 

it.  He was able to look at the back end of it and he’s confident 15 

that the redactions are now in place and cannot be searched behind, 16 

but he wasn’t able to go through and actually attempt to look.  As 17 

far as I understand it, they’ve created their own sort of radio 18 

buttons, which understandably they don’t want to give access to a 19 

member of the government to.  So we don’t have any way of knowing any 20 

more than what Major Thomas has said up until now. 21 
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 MJ: All right. 1 

 DC: So, Your Honor, hopefully, I’ll have an answer soon on 2 

whether or not we have the discovery back in a format that’s useful 3 

for us. 4 

  Another issue that came up is, in one of the documents that 5 

we received, when we were able to look behind the redactions, we saw 6 

that there was material that was relevant to Sergeant Bergdahl’s 7 

case.  It was relevant in a potential case-in-chief, and it was also 8 

relevant to a potential sentencing case, which obviously drew great 9 

concern.   10 

And this is just random.  This was a random occurrence.  I 11 

only looked at two documents personally when I stopped reviewing.  I 12 

looked at a 7- or 8-page document and then I looked at this 453-page 13 

document that the paralegals had been searching through.   14 

So I don’t have any more examples for the Court, but there 15 

was a great fear that now there is discoverable information hidden 16 

behind those redactions. 17 

 MJ: Well, is this all stuff that I've reviewed? 18 

 TC: No, Your Honor.  This is material that is -- you haven’t 19 

really reviewed the majority of the material that was done at the 20 
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secret level.  What we’re talking about here are redactions that were 1 

put in place by attorneys as being non-discoverable.  2 

 MJ: Oh, okay. 3 

 TC: I can speak to the examples that -- well, there’s only one 4 

example that the defense has actually pointed out to us.  Initially, 5 

they gave us a Bates stamp number.  We looked at it.  We went back 6 

and we said, "We’re not sure what you’re talking about here." 7 

 They said, "Nope.  Sorry that was wrong.   8 

 They gave us another Bate stamp number which is for the 9 

450-page document that Major Thomas is making reference to. 10 

  I disagree with the conclusion that there was anything in 11 

there that was discoverable for merits purposes, but we did find two 12 

references to the phrase DUSTWUN that were redacted that -- one of 13 

which arguably could have gone sort of either way -- it’s really -- 14 

it could have been a judgment call.  It’s tangentially related to the 15 

accused. 16 

  The other one was redacted in error.  What we did at that 17 

point was twofold.  First, we did a quality control check of the 18 

reviewer who had redacted that material and reviewed a sampling.  Our 19 

computer system allows us to take a sample of material, either 20 

redacted by a particular person, coming from a particular OCA or the 21 
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entire universe of our material.  And it gives you a confidence 1 

number -- a statistical probability that you have either achieved 95, 2 

98, 99 percent, depending on -- just as you would with any kind of 3 

polling. 4 

  So we conducted a review of that.  We found no additional 5 

errors in any of that reviewer’s material.  We also went and 6 

confirmed that the material that was behind the redaction was turned 7 

over to the defense in other form.  So there was no actual harm in 8 

the sense that they did have access to this material.  It’s not a 9 

discovery violation in that sense.  So we believe that, based on 10 

those actions, we have still satisfied our due diligence obligations 11 

and don’t believe that there’s any further action that’s required. 12 

 MJ: And you applied that process to all of the 450 pages or all 13 

of the work done by this particular reviewer? 14 

TC: All of the work done by that particular reviewer. 15 

MJ: What would it take you to apply that scrutiny to the work 16 

done by all the reviewers? 17 

TC: Well, we -- so it comes down to two sorts of piles, Your 18 

Honor.  There’s the first set of material that was reviewed by our 19 

ten document reviewers, which was conducted between October and 20 
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November of 2015.  That material has actually already gone through 1 

that process of doing the statistical analysis.   2 

 There is some additional material that was reviewed because 3 

it came in later that because it was not part of that larger -- and 4 

that initial review comprises basically 90 or 95 percent of what 5 

we’re talking about.   6 

So we could expand that to the sort of smaller portion of 7 

the material that fell outside of that initial review, and that would 8 

not take us too long.  I think we could probably do that within a 9 

matter of a week or so. 10 

 MJ: Let’s do that. 11 

 TC: Yes, sir. 12 

 DC: And, Your Honor, there were a couple of more examples that 13 

has not been brought to the Court’s attention.  And I want to inform 14 

the Court of these just to illustrate how difficult ---- 15 

 MJ: Now, before you get to those examples, let me also ask 16 

before we get too far down this road and I forget:  I presume that 17 

all of this has been discussed with the security officers, both 18 

defense and trial counsel and the court security officer?   19 

DC: Our first ---- 20 

MJ: The inadvertent exposure? 21 
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 DC: Our first call was to our security manager.   1 

 MJ: Okay. 2 

 DC: And he instructed us to get more information from the 3 

government.   4 

TC: And ---- 5 

DC: Well, actually our first call was ---- 6 

 MJ: I just want to make sure that the experts in that aspect of 7 

this are on top of this. 8 

 TC: Yes, sir.  And we don’t have any concerns at this point 9 

that other than the inadvertent exposure to one or two documents, 10 

that there has been any further potential for spillage.  And really 11 

again, everybody is still cleared, so it wouldn’t be an issue past 12 

that. 13 

 MJ: Okay.   14 

 DC: Your Honor, months ago when we only had one computer over 15 

at FORSCOM, Major Gleich and I were looking through documents; hours 16 

and hours just spending time going through looking at the discovery.  17 

What would happen is we would come across information and note it 18 

for, "Hey, we need to do a discovery request for this or we need more 19 

information."  And we would move through these documents.   20 
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 We found this one document in particular that had a 1 

redaction of relevant information.  It was actually a high-ranking 2 

official who was typing a statement.  And in the middle of the 3 

paragraph, it just started to be redacted.  So we noted that in our 4 

records.   5 

  Probably two hours later, we’re looking at a completely 6 

different document -- different Bates stamp number.  And there’s the 7 

same exact document, but it’s not redacted -- or it’s redacted in 8 

part but that paragraph that was redacted was not redacted.  We 9 

brought that to the government’s attention, and I think it was just 10 

an issue -- it was duplication.  It should have been de-duplicated -- 11 

we should have never gotten the same document twice.  But clearly we 12 

do have duplication within the discovery. 13 

 MJ: Well, there’s going to be some of that, but the fact that 14 

there is a divergence of redaction is the issue of concern. 15 

 DC: Yes.  Because ---- 16 

 MJ: And how can we be sure that other ---- 17 

 DC: One attorney ---- 18 

 MJ: Right. 19 

 DC: Yes, sir.  That’s precisely it.  Perhaps one attorney made 20 

the mistake and then another separate attorney did not make the 21 
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mistake.  Was it the same attorney?  We don’t know the answers to 1 

this. 2 

 MJ: Or perhaps they saw the mistake, corrected the mistake, and 3 

inadvertently put the mistake and the correction in the same batch of 4 

discovery. 5 

 DC: Yes, Your Honor.  And I can give -- this is under the old 6 

Bates stamp system of the old legacy system that was Bates stamp 7 

number 21202 through 21208.  It was only a six-page document.  That 8 

was the one that was redacted.  And then the one that wasn’t redacted 9 

and looked to be correct was 20919 through 20925.  Again, we didn’t 10 

bring that up to the Court because it seemed as though, "Hey, we have 11 

discovery.  It’s really not an issue."   12 

  But now we’ve had multiple examples of things that aren’t 13 

being redacted properly, and it is a concern.  There is now evidence 14 

that things aren’t being redacted properly. 15 

  And I will also note how time consuming that is.  If we are 16 

now spending our time preparing discovery requests for things that we 17 

already have, then that is slowing us down.  And the end of this is 18 

we’re going to be talking about a scheduling order, Your Honor, so I 19 

just want to be clear of the time difficulties that this creates for 20 

the defense. 21 
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  Another example that we came across -- the information on 1 

the classified system is broken down from different organizations 2 

that it was brought from.  So there’s unclassified and classified 3 

information on our classified system.   4 

Another example that we had was we were looking through the 5 

unclassified material, and we found a document that was marked 6 

secret.  We immediately brought that to the attention of our security 7 

manager; we brought that to the attention of the government.  They 8 

went and checked their system and was able to find that attorney -- 9 

the attorney that did that improper placing and told us that was a 10 

mistake.  That was an error.  It shouldn’t have been in the 11 

unclassified material.  So it was properly marked.  It was on our 12 

secret system.  But again another example of a mistake that was made 13 

by the government’s discovery process. 14 

The implications of this are significant, Your Honor.  This 15 

is -- now we have evidence that there are problems.  And I know the 16 

government wants to say, "We’re doing our job.  And, you know, we’ve 17 

run these statistical analyses and it’s A-Okay."  But what rate of 18 

error is acceptable to a criminal defendant in a criminal action?  19 

What rate of error is Sergeant Bergdahl willing to accept, 3 to 5 20 

percent, a normal rate of error? 21 
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So, Your Honor, there is ---- 1 

 MJ: You’re asking me? 2 

 DC: It was a rhetorical question. 3 

 MJ: I’m asking you. 4 

 DC: Zero.  Zero, Your Honor. 5 

 MJ: That’s what I would expect you to say. 6 

 DC: So the saying, you know, absence of evidence is not 7 

evidence of absence.  We now have evidence.  We have evidence that 8 

there was something going on.  There’s an anomaly in their process.  9 

And how do we take that?  What do we do?  What’s the remedy?   10 

MJ: Well ---- 11 

DC: Do they go back and research all the redactions?  Do we 12 

accept that they’re going to be able to get to this information? 13 

  The government has said they’ve gone through more than a 14 

million -- a million and a half documents.  They’ve only provided 15 

about 300,000 because the other ones aren’t relevant.  Well, how can 16 

we be sure of that now?  And then the ones they do provide to us that 17 

get redacted, how can we be sure that that’s happening properly? 18 

 MJ: Look, if it’s anything like the stuff I’ve looked at, it’s 19 

a whole bunch of the same thing over and over again. 20 
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 DC: And that’s what we have experienced as well, Your Honor, 1 

but it still creates a worry.  And also thinking about this in the 2 

505 context:  What happens when the government wants to withhold 3 

information from us?  They have to go through you.  They have to go 4 

through the Court.  So the fact that that information was redacted 5 

improperly, it removes the Court’s ability to review the information.  6 

So they’re cutting the Court out of the process, because essentially 7 

that’s a withholding. 8 

 MJ: I don’t understand what you say there because, when I 9 

review stuff under 505, I review the redacted version and the 10 

original version and compare them. 11 

DC: Yes, Your Honor. 12 

MJ: So nothing is being withheld from me.   13 

DC: In this 453-page document that was improperly redacted that 14 

we stumbled upon because of this discovery issue -- that was withheld 15 

from you. 16 

MJ: Well, but that’s -- according to the government, that’s 17 

stuff that doesn’t come to me for review under 505(h).  That’s a 18 

different ---- 19 

DC: But it was -- essentially it was withheld. 20 

MJ: ---- different batch of discovery.   21 
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 What I’m trying to assure you of is that anything that I 1 

review and approve for disclosure in a summarized redacted form, I 2 

have looked at the original un-redacted document in every single 3 

case.  And I can only say that about stuff that I’ve reviewed under  4 

-- where the privilege is invoked.  So we don’t even need to talk 5 

about that stuff.   6 

 The stuff that you’re talking about -- this other universe 7 

of documents, to use the government’s terminology, is the stuff that 8 

I do not see in -- approved for discovery in any form or fashion.  So 9 

let’s keep our discussion on that.   10 

What do you propose that I do in order to assist in making 11 

sure that you get what you believe to be the standard; and, that is, 12 

a zero-error rate? 13 

 DC: Yes, sir. 14 

 MJ: ---- in the disclosure of this universe of discovery? 15 

DC: And, Your Honor, I guess I wasn’t as clear as I could have 16 

been on the 505 issue.  I want the Court to also look at it in the 17 

505 context.  So the government has a responsibility to find 18 

information that’s relevant to the defense.  If they find that it’s 19 

relevant, they hand it over to us.  We get to see it.  If they find 20 

relevant information, that they determine is too secret and they 21 
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don’t want to turn it over to us, they want to withhold it from us, 1 

they want something done with that material, then they go through the 2 

505 protocol with the Court. 3 

 Now, 505(h)(1)(A) says, "In the court-martial proceedings 4 

in which the government seeks to delete, withhold, or otherwise 5 

obtain a relief" and so on, they have to go through this procedure.  6 

So the information that was improperly redacted was essentially 7 

withheld from us.  That’s the point I’m trying to make.   8 

 It was an inadvertent withholding but, nonetheless, it was 9 

withheld from us.  And that cut the Court out of that process, so 10 

that’s the point I was trying to make. 11 

MJ: That it should have gone through the 505(h) process? 12 

DC: If they want to withhold something from us, it’s got to go 13 

through the 505(h) process.  So this ---- 14 

MJ: If they want to withhold something from you because they’re 15 

invoking the government’s privilege, then it has to go through the 16 

505(h) process. 17 

DC: Yes, Your Honor.  So when there’s ---- 18 

MJ: If they’re not providing stuff to you because it’s simply 19 

not relevant or material, that’s a different matter. 20 
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DC: Yes, Your Honor.  And in this instance, we know that there 1 

was relevant material that was withheld from us, due to an attorney 2 

error, I’m guessing. 3 

TC: And I just -- again, that’s not correct for several 4 

reasons.  First of all, the information, to say that it was withheld 5 

from them, would mean that they did not have access to it from some 6 

other means which is, as we’ve said, for the two documents -- we’re 7 

talking about two pages out of 300,000.   8 

 So, first of all, the law is not a zero-percent error rate.  9 

The law is due diligence on behalf of the government.   10 

 And when they’re talking about two pages out of 300,000 11 

when you also take into context the fact that the information was, in 12 

fact, disclosed.  So we’re not talking about information that was 13 

withheld in the sense that the defense did not have access to it.  It 14 

was inadvertently incorrectly redacted.   15 

MJ: I got that.  But it is somewhat disconcerting that in the 16 

brief amount of review of that material that they’ve done that they 17 

came upon this particular example.  So I guess the concern by the 18 

defense is that:  What else out there has been withheld that should 19 

not have been withheld, but was not discovered by the government as 20 
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stuff that was improperly withheld, which the government then 1 

corrected by providing to the defense? 2 

 It seems that that’s probably what happened with respect to 3 

this document that you’re referring to, that somebody made some 4 

redactions and later realized that the redactions should not have 5 

been made, meant to replace the redacted version with the un-redacted 6 

-- properly un-redacted or partially redacted version and merely 7 

left, accidentally, the redacted version in the discovery materials 8 

provided to the defense.  To me that sounds to be the more logical 9 

conclusion to draw from the information that we have. 10 

TC: And it was the same reviewer, so that ---- 11 

MJ: But the concern is, okay, how many times has that occurred 12 

where it was not realized that things were redacted that should not 13 

have been redacted and the mistake corrected?  I think that’s what 14 

defense is driving at. 15 

TC: I certainly understand that, Your Honor.  I guess what I 16 

would say is that there are a variety of steps that have been put in 17 

place by the government in order to try and ensure that, to the 18 

extent possible, that does not happen.  That is not going to say that 19 

it can never happen.  I mean, the nature of reviewing a        20 

million-and-a-half pages of discovery with multiple attorneys, in 21 
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order to get through it in time, is that there is a possibility that 1 

one attorney might redact something that another attorney did not.  2 

And, as you’ve mentioned in this case, that one attorney might redact 3 

a half paragraph when he should have seen that it went on to the 4 

second page and not redacted the remainder of that paragraph. 5 

 But what we’re talking about at this point are two examples 6 

-- two pages in fact, because each occurred on one page, of material 7 

out of 300,000-plus pages that have been turned over.  And we can 8 

provide the Court in writing, if you desire, a more detailed 9 

explanation of the protective steps that we’ve taken and the way in 10 

which our system allows us to try and say with as much certainty as 11 

possible -- but, again, the standard is not zero-percent error 12 

because, if it was, we would be here reviewing discovery for years, 13 

trying to make absolutely certain that none of that material got 14 

missed.   15 

 But I think the real critical piece here is that there has 16 

been no -- and can be no demonstration of harm -- because the 17 

material was, in fact, turned over to the defense.  So there’s 18 

nothing that they haven’t actually gotten.   19 

And, as Your Honor, has no doubt seen from your review of 20 

the material at the variety of agencies that you’ve gone to, the 21 
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nature of the intelligence community -- and that’s generally what 1 

we’re talking about here -- is that this information is shared in 2 

multiple places.  So it is extraordinarily unlikely that we are going 3 

to have one critical piece of information that somehow appears in 4 

only one document that was not shared and reported at four or five 5 

different places.   6 

MJ: Yeah. 7 

TC: The likelihood of that is astronomical. 8 

 MJ: Based on my experience, if that happens… 9 

 TC: It generally means it’s not credible information. 10 

 MJ: That’s -- I think you’d have a better chance of winning the 11 

lottery than that actually happening.   12 

 So I would like you, Government, to provide me -- provide 13 

the Court, you know, in pleading format the processes that you apply 14 

so that I can review those. 15 

TC: Yes, sir. 16 

MJ: You know, just as soon as you’re able. 17 

TC: Yes, sir. 18 

DC: Your Honor, I also just want to be clear, you know, a 19 

normal case does not have a large discovery packet.  You know, in 20 

most cases, maybe there’s 20 pages of discovery.  You have a police 21 
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report, maybe you have statements by witnesses, and that’s it.  Just 1 

because this case is huge doesn’t mean that it’s acceptable on a 2 

20-page case to not give us two or three of the pages.  The 3 

principles are the same.   4 

 So, when the government says, "Highly unlikely," I don’t 5 

know about that. 6 

MJ: Yeah.  Well, I understand that the circumstances of your 7 

discovery does not breed confidence in you that the process is 8 

sufficient.  But, you know, the government has a due diligence 9 

responsibility.  They are aware of that.  They also know that they 10 

have a complicated -- it’s not complicated necessarily in the number 11 

of documents because, frankly, while there are a lot of documents in 12 

this case and a lot more than in the average court-martial, compared 13 

to other high-profile cases, this is nothing in terms of documents. 14 

 So while they don’t have a large universe of documents to 15 

go through comparatively speaking, it is a complicated permutation of 16 

documents like they’ve described.  Something coming from here, and it 17 

ends up over there.  And they build on it there, and fifteen 18 

different places have equities in it.  And it tends to feed on 19 

itself.  That’s the complicated part.  I shouldn’t say the 20 

complicated part.  That’s the difficult part for unraveling in terms 21 
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of knowing what they need to disclose and what they have already 1 

disclosed.   2 

 But this written document is going to, I think, provide me 3 

with a good idea.  And I’ve already got a pretty good idea, but I 4 

want it in writing of what the government is doing to ensure that 5 

mistakes like you’ve described aren’t made and, if made, are 6 

corrected as soon as possible and otherwise kept to a minimum.  So I 7 

think that’s their goal.  I’m sure that’s their goal.  There’s 8 

nothing in their conduct so far that causes me to believe otherwise.  9 

I’m going to read this document they submit.  But so far you’re just 10 

telling me problems ---- 11 

DC: Yes, Your Honor. 12 

MJ: Tell me what you want me to do about the problem. 13 

DC: Your Honor, as far as remedy, what should the proper remedy 14 

be?  I don’t know if we’re there yet.  Maybe we need to do a little 15 

more discovery to find out what the process is.  And if there are 16 

flaws in the process, it could be -- the remedies could range from a 17 

dismissal, to no punishment, to the government not being able to 18 

provide any aggravation evidence.  You know, I don’t know yet.  We 19 

still need to conduct ---- 20 

MJ: Okay. 21 
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DC: ---- more investigation. 1 

MJ: All right. 2 

DC: But there could be.   3 

MJ: All right. 4 

DC: There could be many remedies that the Court could fashion 5 

that would be appropriate for some sort of discovery or 505 issue. 6 

MJ: Well, when you get to that point, if you feel it’s 7 

necessary to make a motion and ask for a particular remedy, I’ll be 8 

happy to consider that at that time.   9 

What I might suggest to the extent that it’s possible, and 10 

I don’t know how possible it is with what you’ve got to do, 11 

Government, but in order to give them a greater degree of confidence 12 

in the process -- to the extent that you’re able to let them come and 13 

look over your shoulder on parts of this process -- I realize that, 14 

in some degree with -- particularly, with the privileged information, 15 

you cannot do that because that would defeat the whole concept of the 16 

privilege.  But with the stuff that is not privileged that you just 17 

have determined is not discoverable because it’s not relevant or 18 

material, to have them, you know, give them a sense of what you’re 19 

doing in order to -- and I don’t know -- maybe they already have it, 20 

maybe you’ve already done that -- I don’t know -- it’s just an idea 21 
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or suggestion.  Think about that in terms of something that you might 1 

be able to do to allay their concerns for now. 2 

If you go along in this process of reviewing the materials 3 

and discover further more egregious problems, bring those to the 4 

Court’s attention and ask me for a remedy that you believe is 5 

appropriate.  The Court will consider that at that point. 6 

Right now, all I can say is:  Government, be more careful 7 

and help them see that -- provide us this written explanation and 8 

allow them -- to the extent that you can, allow them to look in on 9 

what you’re doing to increase their confidence in the process. 10 

 DC: Your Honor, I guess that moves us to what we are requesting 11 

then for -- to have time to begin to consume this information.  My 12 

paralegal did pass me a note.  So I now have an answer, which I think 13 

is going to be a problem and maybe we need to have further 14 

discussions with the government, but it looks like the new ingested 15 

material has no text.  There are no text files.  So that tells me 16 

that if they removed the text from all the un-redacted materials, 17 

that’s going to hinder our ability to search. 18 

MJ: Okay.  Well ----  19 

DC: But what I would like is to be provided the text files for 20 

the un-redacted material, which I know is possible because I saw a 21 
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good redaction.  And we did make a mistake when we sent the first 1 

e-mail to the government saying, "Hey, look at this document.  We 2 

don’t think it’s right."  And that was Bates stamp number 182866.  3 

That was properly redacted.  And it had the text information for the 4 

un-redacted materials.  So it was -- yeah, our bad.  That was 5 

actually something that was done properly.   6 

Look at this document, and that’s when we pointed them ---- 7 

MJ: So this sounds like it’s confusing to everybody.   8 

DC: It was a transcription error for us when we sent it to the 9 

government saying, "Hey, this is an example of it not redacted 10 

properly."  Then we sent them the Bates stamp number 49031, which is 11 

the 453-page document that we could see behind.  So to take away all 12 

the text files from us is going to slow us down. 13 

MJ: Well, I don’t know.   14 

 Major Oshana, did you have something you want to add on 15 

this particular issue? 16 

TC: Yes, sir.  It’s that I agree with you that to some degree 17 

this is confusing at least for people in this room.  The one person 18 

who I can say is not as confused by this is my warrant officer who 19 

has been attempting to assist and will continue to assist them in 20 
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trying to figure out -- but I can’t stand here now and tell you the 1 

difference between ---- 2 

MJ: Okay.  I know.  Y’all just got to figure that out.  I don’t 3 

think Major Oshana disagrees with your position that you should be 4 

able to look at the text part of this, whatever that is.  Y’all just 5 

work it out.  Get the warrant officer to help solve this problem.   6 

DC: Obviously, we’re going to go back.  You know, we spent the 7 

whole weekend doing the indexing ---- 8 

MJ: Right.  But again your point -- the bigger point for me is 9 

here we are spinning around on one foot again. 10 

DC: Yes.  So really we need time, Your Honor.  You know, when 11 

we thought we were up and running on Monday, Major Gleich sent an 12 

e-mail to the Court saying, "We're up and running.  We’re moving.  13 

Can we have 45 days so that we can begin to look at all this 14 

information?" 15 

MJ: Y’all seem to be unduly concerned with asking me for time.  16 

Do not worry about asking me for time.  I’m going to give you all the 17 

time you need because, quite frankly, the government has taken over a 18 

year to get us to the point where we are now.  And whatever it takes 19 

for you to get ready, assuming that we ever go to trial, you’ll have 20 

it -- okay -- within reason. 21 
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DC: Yes, Your Honor. 1 

MJ: And, Your Honor, we initially asked for 45 days when we 2 

thought we were up and running.  Hopefully, we are up and running.  I 3 

think there’s going to be some issues with this text file.  So I 4 

would ask the Court for a 60-day status date.  So that we can come 5 

back before the Court in two months and say, "This is where we’re 6 

at."   7 

 If we go back to the office this afternoon and find out, 8 

"Hey, these files aren’t in the proper format," and there is a 9 

dispute over that, then we’ll immediately ask the Court, "Can we come 10 

in next week?  Because we have an issue that we need to bring before 11 

the Court." 12 

MJ: Right.  And we can do that on fairly short notice, anytime 13 

we need to.  So don’t be afraid to do that.   14 

 What I’ll do is give you -- what do you mean a 60-day 15 

status date?  So we'll for sure come back in to see where we are in 16 

terms of discovery in 60 days? 17 

DC: And that could also be a date where we’re going to file 18 

discovery requests based upon looking through things.  If those 19 

discovery requests are denied by the government, we'll file motions 20 

to compel.  So that date could be not only a status date to pick 21 
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further dates.  It could also be a date to get some work done and do 1 

some motions to compel. 2 

MJ: Well, why don’t we do this:  Why don’t we take our 45-day 3 

date and run it from when you are actually 100 percent up and running 4 

with this software problem resolved? 5 

 So I'm not going to give you 60 days from today.  I'm going 6 

to give you 45 days from whatever date in the future -- it could be 7 

tomorrow; it could be three weeks from tomorrow -- I don’t know -- 8 

where this issue is resolved with the software.  And we'll have a 9 

status check at that time if we need to.   10 

 You may come back to the Court -- the parties may come back 11 

to the Court and say, "Hey, we don’t need to."  And, if so, we'll 12 

reset a date for further motions hearings.   13 

 How does that sound? 14 

DC: That sounds great, Your Honor.  15 

TC: That's fine, Your Honor. 16 

 And if I could just have a moment, Your Honor, to speak 17 

with somebody behind the bar ---- 18 

MJ: Sure.  19 

TC: I'm going to try to get an update from my warrant officer.  20 

MJ: Okay.  21 
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[Pause.]  1 

 MJ:  So that also -- 45 days from that -- whatever the date is 2 

also incentivizes the resolving of that issue? 3 

 DC:  Thank you, Your Honor. 4 

 CDC: Thank you. 5 

 DC:  Your Honor, I guess we're done with the scheduling matter.  6 

I was informed that, for the motion, if the video is going to be 7 

played, there is going to need to be a recess of 30 minutes because 8 

they have to set up a system in the courtroom. 9 

 MJ:  Yeah.  We can take a recess to set that up.  I don't think 10 

we're going to need 30 minutes.   11 

 I'm not going to -- let me ask this question:  It is 12 

certainly not the intention of the defense to play the entire 13 

28-minute video? 14 

 CDC: It is, Your Honor. 15 

 MJ:  I don't understand the need for that.  The Court can review 16 

the 28-minute video at its leisure. 17 

  I do understand your point that you need to refer to 18 

portions of it in your argument, and I'm perfectly -- I understand 19 

that and I'm perfectly amenable to that.  But playing the entire 20 
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thing for the purpose of your argument seems to be unnecessary, so 1 

I'm not going to allow the entirety of it to be played. 2 

 CDC: All right.  That's your ruling, Your Honor. 3 

 MJ:  I mean ---- 4 

 CDC: My judgment, if I may, was that it was not practicable to 5 

preload -- or excuse me -- sub parts; but rather that I would play 6 

through it, halt the playing at particular points, and invite the 7 

Court's particular attention to those points.  It doesn't lend itself 8 

to a more precise process than that, I think.  If the Court is not 9 

disposed to play the entire tape, then I will simply comment on it.  10 

And I will do the best I can in the circumstances. 11 

  I know you either have already seen it or will have seen 12 

it.  It is what it is; and, you know, we've made our request. 13 

 MJ:  Right.  And so what I would say, Mr. Fidell, is that my 14 

presumption is that this is going to be played on a computer; is that 15 

correct?  It's going to be connected to the one-eyed monster there? 16 

 CDC: Correct.  That was the -- something like that.  That was 17 

the thought. 18 

 MJ:  And I presume that it has time hacks on it -- that you can 19 

fast forward to a certain time hack and can even type the time hack 20 

in and hit play? 21 
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 CDC: That would require an investment of several hours to get to 1 

that point.  That wasn't my plan.  It would actually take less time, 2 

in my opinion, to just play the 28 minutes allowing me to stop as 3 

appropriate and move along. 4 

 MJ:  Well, if you can do that, then you can skip portions.  And 5 

that's what I'm telling you to do.  Skip to the few portions that you 6 

think make your strongest points and leave the playing of the entire 7 

thing and viewing of the entire thing to me at a time that is more 8 

conducive to my -- I mean, I'm going to look at it anyway -- again 9 

anyway. 10 

 CDC: I'm sure. 11 

 MJ:  You know, it's just part of the process that I have to and 12 

will apply in deciding the matter.   13 

 Playing it in open court is a waste of the Court's time 14 

even if it's only 28 minutes or, once you deduct what you actually do 15 

play, 14 minutes. 16 

 CDC: It's not -- I'm hearing you very clearly, Your Honor.  It 17 

doesn't lend itself to the kind of precise jumping from one point to 18 

another.  I will give you -- so, therefore, I'm going to with 19 

appreciation just say if we can't do it straight through with the 20 

directions as -- on a more spontaneous basis, then let me just talk 21 
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at you.  And you will have seen the video.  It's not the optimal 1 

outcome from the defense's perspective, but it's obviously a matter 2 

in your sound discretion.  So there it is. 3 

 MJ:  Government? 4 

 TC:  Obviously, the government maintains its objection, based on 5 

what we wrote in the filings to the playing of the entire video as 6 

being a waste of the Court's time.   7 

 I understand that the manner in which -- I understand the 8 

point that Mr. Fidell is making that the manner in with they put the 9 

video together -- and I suppose they didn't go through and time hack 10 

the points that they wanted to specifically highlight.   11 

 But again, the Court has seen this.  The Court has the 12 

opportunity to see this.  The government has seen it.  It's available 13 

to the public.  The question at this point is simply what does the 14 

Court need in order to be able to resolve this issue.  And I think 15 

that Your Honor has made that clear. 16 

 MJ:  Well, I don't want to waste time.  I also don't want to 17 

further perpetuate the disturbing nature of this material -- or I 18 

guess, I should say I don't want to further perpetuate this 19 

disturbing material. 20 

 CDC: I've got an idea, Your Honor. 21 
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 MJ:  But the material is out there in various and sundry 1 

compilations apparently. 2 

 CDC: Only the one that I'm aware of.  And by the way, last I 3 

checked ---- 4 

 MJ:  Anybody could find it by searching the web. 5 

 CDC: Well, if you had enough time and were incentivized to do 6 

so.   7 

 Here's what I'm going to propose in light of your comments, 8 

Your Honor:  Suppose I argue this case and you can withhold judgment 9 

towards the end of the argument as to whether you think in light of 10 

the way the argument has unfolded whether it would be productive and 11 

a good use of the Court's time to see the video, to play the video so 12 

that everybody in the courtroom can see it. 13 

 MJ:  Okay. 14 

 CDC: You might have a ---- 15 

 MJ:  All right. 16 

 CDC: Maybe you'll have a -- maybe you'll see it differently at 17 

that point, maybe not.  But there's no need, in other words, for you 18 

to make a hard and fast ruling right now. 19 

 MJ:  Okay.  Well, in that light then, why don't we take a recess 20 

and set up the screen in case we need to play it. 21 
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 CDC: Fair enough. 1 

 MJ:  And we will do that.  Anything else we need to take up 2 

before we take that recess? 3 

 TC:  Just one minor point of correction to the charge sheet, 4 

Your Honor.  Given that we've moved into 2017 ---- 5 

 MJ:  Right. 6 

 TC:  ---- the charge sheet needs to be amended to reflect the 7 

accused's pay as being $3,052.50. 8 

 MJ:  Yeah.  Do that at the recess. 9 

 TC:  Yes, sir. 10 

 MJ:  Any objection to that, Defense? 11 

 DC:  No objection, Your Honor. 12 

 MJ:  All right.  This 39(a) session is in recess. 13 

[The Article 39(a) session recessed at 0952, 13 February 2017.] 14 

[The Article 39(a) session was called to order at 1022,  15 

13 February 2017.] 16 

 MJ:  This Article 39(a) session is called to order.  All parties 17 

who were present when we recessed are again present.   18 

 I also have been provided Defense Appellate Exhibits 58 and 19 

59:  58 being a memorandum from Secretary of Defense, dated August 6, 20 
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2013; and Defense Appellate 59 is a map of the United States with 1 

what I presume are location pins for the ---- 2 

 CDC: Events depicted. 3 

 MJ:  ---- events depicted. 4 

 CDC: Correct.  Thank you, Your Honor. 5 

 MJ:  Perfect.  All right.   6 

  Go ahead, Defense. 7 

 CDC: Thank you very much, Your Honor.  Would you mind if I spoke 8 

sitting down so I can refer to my notes ---- 9 

 MJ:  No.  Go ahead? 10 

 CDC: ---- because we don't have the lectern from here. 11 

 MJ:  That's fine. 12 

 CDC: Thank you. 13 

  On the subject of exhibits, let me say that in keeping with 14 

what I understand is the Court's practice, the exhibits that we 15 

appended to the motion, which are the compendium -- the written 16 

compendium, the cautionary memorandum to the 2015 memos are deemed 17 

exhibits for the purpose of this motion? 18 

 MJ:  Yeah. 19 
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 CDC: And also we would -- and we assume that the Court's 1 

treating the video exhibit as well as an exhibit for purposes of the 2 

motion. 3 

 MJ:  That's right.  Unless the opposing party has some valid 4 

basis for objection or contention that it's not authentic or somehow 5 

I shouldn't consider it, then I'll entertain those.  But generally, 6 

the facts are not in dispute. 7 

 CDC: That's my understanding.  If there were a problem with that 8 

authenticity, of course, the Court knows from our motion that we have 9 

a request that President Trump be available to authenticate it. 10 

  Moving right along, I want to make a few observations.  I 11 

know the Court has read the motion, the government's response, and 12 

our reply.  I want to make a few observations of a general nature, 13 

and then I want to identify and apply what I believe are the 14 

governing legal principles.   15 

 I will have comments about things to look for.  And unless 16 

the Court concludes that our original request to display the entire 17 

video should after all be permitted, I am, in consultation with my 18 

colleagues, in a position to suggest some extracts which would 19 

consume considerably less than 28 minutes. 20 

 MJ:  Okay. 21 
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 CDC: So we'll get to that when we get to it. 1 

  President Trump's views regarding Sergeant Bergdahl are as 2 

clear as glass.  They were clear before the inauguration, and he has 3 

done nothing to suggest that they have changed in the weeks since he 4 

took office.  He considers Sergeant Bergdahl a traitor, a deserter 5 

deserving of the harshest penalties and undeserving of mercy despite 6 

five years of harsh captivity.  He has also prejudicially and 7 

incorrectly asserted that soldiers died searching for Sergeant 8 

Bergdahl.  He has threatened to review the case.   9 

 President Trump's comments were intentional, repeated, 10 

seriously intended, and served his purposes in his successful quest 11 

to be elected President of the United States.   12 

 His comments cannot be reconciled with basic American 13 

values such as the presumption of innocence and the right to a fair 14 

trial.  His comments unquestionably threaten public confidence in the 15 

military justice system.   16 

 This is a case of apparent unlawful command influence.  The 17 

government must show beyond a reasonable doubt that a reasonable, 18 

fully-informed observer would not harbor significant doubt about the 19 

fairness of the proceedings.  It has not done so, and it cannot do 20 

so. 21 
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  The roadmap, as the Court knows, can be found -- the 1 

doctrinal roadmap can be found in several more or less recent 2 

decisions of the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, notably the 3 

Salyer and Lewis cases. 4 

  The first question that the Court has to determine is 5 

whether the defense has met the "low," "some evidence" threshold.  6 

And I believe that this is easily managed in this case.  We've set 7 

out the details, and I don't see a need to belabor them in open 8 

court.  There is a legal issue that obviously has to be addressed, 9 

and it would be disingenuous not to identify it with particularity.  10 

And that is:  Can a president exert or trigger apparent to UCI?  In 11 

this respect, I will invite the Court's attention to a variety of 12 

sources. 13 

  The executive branch clearly believes that things a 14 

president says can constitute or trigger UCI.  On what do I rely for 15 

that proposition?  One document on which I rely is Secretary Hagel's 16 

5 [sic] August 2013 memorandum which followed statements made by 17 

former president -- now-former President Obama with respect to the 18 

importance of adjudging dishonorable discharges for anyone who has 19 

committed sexual assault. 20 
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 MJ:  I think that's 6 August, and it's Defense Appellate 58.  1 

Right?  That's what you're referring to? 2 

 CDC: It is indeed 6 August.  I appreciate the Court's 3 

correction.  And that is the right number; it is Defense Appellate 4 

58. 5 

  That document can be explained in no other way than on 6 

the premise that the executive branch considered that President 7 

Obama's remarks took the case into apparent UCI territory.  As noted 8 

in the memorandum to dismiss at page 16, note 26, there was a time 9 

when the second President George Bush -- George W. Bush made it known 10 

that he would not be commenting on abuses at the Abu Ghraib detention 11 

facility in Iraq.  The reason for that was obvious.  It was an 12 

assumption and an understanding on the part of the president and the 13 

executive branch at that time that things that President George W. 14 

Bush might say would draw the matter into UCI territory.   15 

 The current administration -- and I am here including 16 

Secretary of Defense Mattis -- has not revoked Secretary Hagel's 17 

memorandum. 18 

  The President of the United States is a convening authority 19 

by statute.  According to the Constitution, he is also the commander 20 

in chief.  According to the Court of Appeals -- and I'm referring 21 
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here to the Salyer decision -- UCI is a matter of due process as well 1 

as statute.  So the fact that President Trump is personally outside 2 

Article 2 of the UCMJ is no answer. 3 

  If the comments that President Trump made had been made by 4 

a uniformed commander, they clearly would have constituted apparent 5 

UCI.  And may I say it would be highly anomalous if comments made by 6 

a subordinate could constitute apparent UCI but not comments made by 7 

the subordinate's superior.  The law should be very alert to avoid 8 

anomalous results, and that would be an anomalous result. 9 

  The second legal issue is -- can be easily stated:  Can you 10 

impute pre-office-holding conduct to post-inaugural status?  This 11 

requires only a little comment.  What is the purpose of campaigning 12 

to become president?  Obviously, the purpose is to be elected and, in 13 

the process, it's an opportunity -- an important opportunity in our 14 

society to demonstrate the candidate's beliefs, how the candidate 15 

will govern if fortune smiles on him or her and he or she is elected.  16 

And I think the circumstances as they have unfolded in the case of 17 

President Trump are very pertinent to demonstrating that you cannot 18 

simply cut off or start history afresh the moment an individual takes 19 

the oath of office.   20 
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  All but the first two of the comments listed in the 1 

compendium were made while President Trump was campaigning.  Our 2 

chronology, Your Honor, cites the beginning date for President 3 

Trump's successful campaign.   4 

 And indeed, at the very beginning, he was already making 5 

outrageous statements about Sergeant Bergdahl.  There were two 6 

statements before then.  If you were so disposed and wanted to draw 7 

the line from the moment Mr. Trump began his campaign, the fact -- 8 

the case would not be any different.  But if the Court saw a 9 

difference -- saw that it was pertinent in some way to the legal 10 

issues to whether Mr. Trump was a candidate or not a candidate, that 11 

would slice off a grand total of two of the numerous incidents that 12 

we've invited to the Court's attention.   13 

 The statements that a person makes in the course of a 14 

campaign indicate the candidate's intent.  And in this case, they 15 

indicate quite specifically what President Trump's positions would be 16 

as president.  As a result, it is our contention that there is no 17 

need for President Trump to actually say the words that give offense 18 

and that constitute apparent UCI and that are so corrosive of public 19 

confidence in the administration of justice while he -- in the time 20 

since he said "So help me God." 21 
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  I might add, by the way, that the government had no 1 

response to the hypothetical that we offered at the end of our 2 

submission concerning a nominee to a high civilian position.  I think 3 

our hypothetical concerned statements made by a hypothetical nominee 4 

to be Secretary of the Army.  I didn't have a crystal ball, by the 5 

way, so I didn't -- I had no way of knowing that that would be a more 6 

complicated process this cycle than it turns out to be. 7 

  An issue, Your Honor, that the defense has pondered -- I 8 

don't think it's necessary for the Court to decide, but I'm certain 9 

the Court will give thoughtful, careful consideration to this set of 10 

issues.  So I will mention this issue:  It is whether the initial low 11 

threshold of some evidence is applied aspect-by-aspect or engross; 12 

that is, category of offending statements by category?  Or do you 13 

sort of smash it all together and obtain a sort of gestalt?  I don't 14 

think it matters, and the reason I say that is in any event, given 15 

the low threshold that the court of appeals has imposed in this part 16 

of its jurisprudence, we're easily over the threshold.   17 

  What that means is that the Court has to reach the final 18 

stage of the roadmap prescribed in Salyer and Lewis and the earlier 19 

cases.  And that final stage involves a determination as to which the 20 
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government has the burden of proof and, indeed, a duty to prove a 1 

particular proposition beyond a reasonable doubt. 2 

  We have the court of appeals solidly on board for that 3 

proposition.  It is not open to question.  It binds this court.  And 4 

that is the heaviest burden known to the law.  And the government, in 5 

this case, has not even come close to carrying that burden. 6 

  And now I'm going to get a little specific.  The government 7 

has suggested that what President Trump has said constituted -- prior 8 

to taking the oath -- constituted mere campaign rhetoric.  In the 9 

defense view, that cannot be accepted in a democratic republic.  Our 10 

society and our political system is based on the basic rationality of 11 

the voter.  And the same is true of any democratic society that 12 

subscribes even in the remotest way to the values of the values of 13 

the Enlightenment.  The basic rationality has to be presumed as a 14 

matter of public policy, especially in a campaign for the highest 15 

office.  Campaign promises -- while there are certainly people who 16 

have promised a chicken in every pot and other things that bring a 17 

smile to anyone's face, the government shoulders a very heavy burden 18 

in attempting to deride repeated assertions on the basis that they 19 

are mere campaign rhetoric. 20 
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  I might add, by the way, the defense is aware that the 1 

Court addressed a related issue in connection with an earlier motion 2 

concerning comment made by Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman 3 

McCain.  I'm not going to re-litigate that.  But I think it's fair to 4 

distinguish -- given the care that the Court took with an opinion on 5 

that issue, I think it's fair to distinguish -- to take a minute to 6 

distinguish that case and to explain that President Trump's comments 7 

were far stronger and far more salient than anything that Senator 8 

McCain said.   9 

  And, by the way, unlike Senator McCain, who was not a 10 

candidate for president at the time he made those comments -- he was 11 

actually in New Hampshire if the Court recalls, campaigning for 12 

Senator Graham -- Mr. Trump was a candidate for president.  He wasn't 13 

carrying somebody else's water.  That's all I'm going to say about 14 

the -- that bit of history in this case. 15 

  So how to evaluate that final question, that bottom-line 16 

question?  It can be evaluated on the basis of the comments 17 

themselves and audience reaction.  And I'm going to -- when I 18 

conclude my sort of broader walkthrough -- these thoughts, Your 19 

Honor, I am going to get a little granular as to how to view the 20 

video.   21 
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 So one would look at the comments themselves.  One would 1 

look at audience reaction.  One would look at the fact that President 2 

Trump has never disavowed his own comments before or after 3 

inauguration or even since we filed the motion to dismiss, which was 4 

-- received national attention.  There was a report by the Associated 5 

Press that was widely read that reported that the White House -- that 6 

the current White House had been specifically asked, "What about 7 

this?" after the motion to dismiss was filed and, according to that 8 

account, the White House had no comment. 9 

  President Trump himself has assured the country that he 10 

doesn't kid.  This is very strong evidence that he wasn't kidding 11 

about the things he repeatedly discussed while campaigning whether 12 

it's the wall, the Muslim ban that was the subject of last Thursday's 13 

decision by the Ninth Circuit in the State of Washington against 14 

Trump, or a host of other things.  This is what President Trump said 15 

on February 8th -- this is a direct quote.  "A lot of people say, 16 

'Oh, oh, Trump was only kidding with the wall.'  I wasn't kidding.  I 17 

don't kid." 18 

  "I don't kid," Trump said. 19 

  "I watch this, and they say I was kidding.  No.  I don't 20 

kid.  I don't kid about things like that.  I can tell you." 21 
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  President Trump mentioned Sergeant Bergdahl in the comments 1 

he made enough for the USS Yorktown, comments in which only a few 2 

minutes later he addressed the Muslim ban on which he has, obviously, 3 

followed through.  How odd it would be if the same human being, 4 

addressing two issues, was in one breath entitled to be taken with 5 

utmost seriousness but in the other to be considered simply kidding. 6 

  It's perfectly obvious that President Trump has, in fact, 7 

already carried through on a number of his signature campaign 8 

promises and, you know, I hope it's clear that the point of this is 9 

to demonstrate that President Trump's statements on the campaign 10 

trail cannot be simply chucked into the burn bag. 11 

  He commented about building up the armed forces.  He said, 12 

"Make it great again."  Well, that was on the campaign trail.  Within 13 

days of becoming president, he issued a memorandum on rebuilding the 14 

armed forces.   15 

 He said on the campaign trail that he would reopen the 16 

Dakota Access Pipeline.  Within days, he had directed the Army Corps 17 

of Engineers to do exactly that.  That's the permitting authority.   18 

 He said on the campaign trail that he would withdraw from 19 

the Trans-Pacific Partnership, a major trade agreement.  Within days, 20 
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he had issued a presidential memorandum ordering the U.S. Trade 1 

Representative to do precisely that. 2 

  The video that has been furnished to the Court and has been 3 

marked as Defense Appellate 60 -- 4 

[Pause.] 5 

 CDC: 56 has five segments -- I thank the court reporter for her 6 

help. 7 

  It has five segments: 8 

  The first deals with repeated statements that Sergeant 9 

Bergdahl is a traitor.   10 

  The second deals with an allegation that he was going to 11 

receive $350,000 in back pay.   12 

  The third deals with a collection of statements generally 13 

disparaging Sergeant Bergdahl, his father, and now Lieutenant General 14 

Kenneth R. Dahl.  And that third section includes an objection to a 15 

recommendation for no punishment -- that's President Trump's 16 

description.   17 

 The fourth segment of the video concerns President Trump's 18 

repeated assertions of a matter of fact that five or six or at least 19 

five or five and maybe six soldiers died while searching for Sergeant 20 
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Bergdahl.  And that fourth section also includes an objection to a 1 

recommendation for no punishment. 2 

  The fifth section provides evidence of President Trump's 3 

promise to review this case once he is president. 4 

  Your Honor, I would like to ask the Court's leave -- unless 5 

the Court is, based on what I've said, disposed to simply play the 28 6 

minutes, I would like at least to be afforded an opportunity to play 7 

several minutes -- maybe four or five from the front of the exhibit 8 

and then the last approximately 2 minutes.  May I do that, Your 9 

Honor? 10 

 MJ:  Sure. 11 

 CDC: And as we do this, let me give you -- spoiler alert:  Let 12 

me give you the things that I hope the Court will be looking at.  And 13 

this is what seems to the defense to be analytical tools to gauge the 14 

matter as to which the government has the burden of proof.  This is 15 

internal evidence of seriousness of intent.  This is what -- here's 16 

my list: 17 

  Is the matter being repeated? 18 

  Are there assertions internal to the documents?  I've given 19 

you external assertions out of the president's own mouth about how he 20 

means what he says and how he has done what he said he meant to do or 21 
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intended to do.  This is internal evidence, internal assertions that 1 

he means what he says. 2 

  Watch for, whether in these clips or in the complete 3 

version, the use of words like "frankly," or the phrase "you want to 4 

know the truth."  Look for President Trump's smile or lack of a 5 

smile.  These are internal indicia in the evidence.   6 

 Look at the responses of media interviewers.  There are a 7 

few in the longer video, and I don't recall if they will be in what 8 

I'm going to, with the Court's kind permission, to play.  The 9 

interviewers:  Are they smiling in response to things that President 10 

Trump says?  Are they deadpan?  Do they push back?  These are all 11 

ways to assess seriousness. 12 

  And then, finally, it's reasonable to consider audience 13 

responses.  Is there applause?  Are there boos when my client's name 14 

is mentioned?  Is there nodding of heads?  Are there smiles? 15 

  I'm going to ask Colonel Rosenblatt if he would play the 16 

first -- let me say four or five minutes.  And if we all get sick and 17 

tired of this, I'll ask him to stop. 18 

 MJ:  How is our visibility, Colonel Rosenblatt?  Do we need 19 

light changes or ---- 20 

 CDC: I think people may be able to ---- 21 
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 MJ:  I'm just asking.  I'm not saying.  I can see that very well 1 

so ---- 2 

 CDC: I think everybody can see it. 3 

 MJ:  So if the video shows up as ---- 4 

 CDC: Is the audio on? 5 

 MJ:  ---- brightly as that, then we should be okay. 6 

[Pause.] 7 

 IMC:  I'm hitting play at 2 seconds on the defense video 8 

exhibit. 9 

[The defense published the video from Defense Appellate Exhibit 56 10 

from the timestamp at 2 seconds through 3:05.] 11 

 MJ: We're stopping at ---- 12 

 IMC:  I'm hitting pause at 3:05. 13 

 MJ:  Okay. 14 

 CDC: Thank you, Your Honor. 15 

  And I'm going to ask Colonel Rosenblatt to move the dial 16 

forward to about the -- what -- the 27-minute ---- 17 

 IMC:  27 ---- 18 

 CDC: ---- the 27-minute point.  He'll give us a precise read on 19 

this for the record. 20 

 IMC:  Playing at 27:02. 21 
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[The defense published the video from Defense Appellate Exhibit 56 1 

from the timestamp at 27:02 through the end of the video.] 2 

 CDC: Thank you. 3 

 IMC:  The video is complete. 4 

 CDC: Your Honor, my final comments have to do with the remedy.  5 

We briefed this at some length.  We believe that dismissal is 6 

warranted because of the gravity of the apparent UCI.  This is a rare 7 

case of apparent UCI caused by a President of the United 8 

States/Commander in Chief through repeated, highly improper comments. 9 

  Without prejudice to that, our view is -- you know, and 10 

with particular reference to the last chunk, we believe that no 11 

punishment is a proper remedy -- limitation of punishment to no 12 

punishment because of President Trump's comments suggesting the need 13 

to punish the client severely and his expressed astonishment at the 14 

fact that somebody might find some basis for showing mercy. 15 

  Failing that, Your Honor, and again without prejudice, we 16 

believe that the remedy could appropriately be -- again, failing the 17 

first two -- an order permitting no confinement to be adjudged since 18 

President Trump stated his amazement that that had been recommended.  19 

And I'm referring here to the 14 December 2015 comments in 20 

particular. 21 
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  Thank you very much. 1 

 MJ:  Government? 2 

 TC:  Thank you, Judge. 3 

  Sir, to begin with, it's important to note that when you 4 

talk about UCI, whether actual or apparent, the vast majority of 5 

people in this country are simply incapable of engaging in it 6 

because, before you get to the question of whether or not a 7 

reasonable and objective observer, for the purposes of apparent UCI, 8 

would view the proceedings as being fair or unfair as a threshold 9 

matter you have to establish some connection between the military or 10 

the government and the individual making the comments.  So, in other 11 

words, status is absolutely relevant to any determination of UCI 12 

whether, again, actual or apparent. 13 

  And the defense apparently concedes this both in argument 14 

and in their motion when they write that this would be viewed 15 

differently in their view had President Trump not been elected.  And 16 

so what we're left with is a series of comments made exclusively 17 

during a campaign or two comments made during while contemplating a 18 

campaign that were made by a person who was a private citizen, who 19 

held no office in government, and who was not in the military. 20 
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  So, at that time that all of these statements were made, 1 

they simply were not and could not as a matter of law have been any 2 

form of unlawful command influence. 3 

  So the defense's position is that they become -- they are 4 

transformed into UCI upon the president taking the oath of office.  5 

That is an expansion of both Article 37 and all of the case law 6 

regarding UCI beyond which any court has ever gone before.  No court 7 

has ever decided that statements made prior to a person taking a 8 

position either of command or of other influence can form the basis 9 

for relief under the UCI rule. 10 

  There may be, as we discussed in our brief, claims for 11 

unfair pretrial publicity.  There are other ways in which comments 12 

made by private citizens can be analyzed under the due process 13 

clause, but they're simply not UCI. 14 

  Even if we get into apparent UCI, when you look at, "What 15 

would a reasonable objective observer conclude about these 16 

statements?" status and context still apply to that question.  And 17 

that's the analysis that this Court applied when it came to Senator 18 

McCain.  The Court looked at where was he making these statements?  19 

It was in the context of a political campaign.  The Court looked at 20 
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what was Senator McCain's position at the time that he made the 1 

statements? 2 

  And so when a reasonable, objective observer views comments 3 

made -- clearly campaign rhetoric -- and the Court was able to make 4 

that conclusion about Senator McCain's comments.  You can make the 5 

exact same conclusion here.  Comments that, by the way, end in August 6 

of 2016.  There were no comments made from August until the time that 7 

the president was elected on November 8th, no comments made during 8 

the period in which he was president-elect, and no comments have been 9 

made subsequent to his election.  Nor has there been any evidence 10 

because, of course, if there was, the defense would be raising an 11 

actual UCI claim, that the president has in fact attempted to 12 

influence in any way, shape, or form, this proceeding. 13 

  So you've got the context of the statements made over the 14 

course of a very long campaign.  We all agree on that.  It's 512 days 15 

between the time that then-Candidate Trump announced his candidacy 16 

and his ultimate election as president and the subsequent time 17 

between November 8th and his swearing in as president.  Let's put 18 

that in context not just of what kind of rallies -- these are 19 

campaigns, these are interviews, they are all with a certain purpose 20 

-- but let's look at the larger Trump campaign generally because the 21 
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defense has pointed to 65 instances of comments made by Candidate 1 

Trump regarding Sergeant Bergdahl.  And they have compiled their 2 

28-minute compilation where they attempt to synthesize it in effect 3 

to try and raise the effect that it would have; but when you look at 4 

in the context of even these speeches that they are referencing, it 5 

is not -- far from a prominent feature of his campaign as they 6 

suggest in their brief.  It isn't even a prominent feature of these 7 

speeches. 8 

  As the government made clear in its compendium where we 9 

went through and actually reviewed each of the speeches, which often 10 

last for over an hour, it's a total of 46 hours plus of time just for 11 

the ones that the defense references and their compendium that 12 

Candidate Trump was speaking overall.  In other words, less than 1 13 

percent of the speech had anything to do with Sergeant Bergdahl.  And 14 

this is in a campaign that again lasted for 512 days where they can 15 

point to only 65 examples.  That doesn't take into account all of the 16 

examples of speeches; interviews; Twitter use, which was of course a 17 

prominent feature of the campaign; debates; his acceptance speech at 18 

the convention; his acceptance speech after Secretary Clinton's 19 

concession where he didn't mention Sergeant Bergdahl at all.  So it's 20 

not only not a prominent feature of the speech, it's not a prominent 21 
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feature of his primary campaign, and it's certainly not a prominent 1 

feature of the overall campaign. 2 

  And then you've got to take it into the context of the 3 

coverage overall because, of course, the 2016 presidential election 4 

is probably the widest covered election in United States history both 5 

because of the historic nature of it and because of the nature -- the 6 

changing nature of press coverage in this country and the numerous 7 

ways that we are able to get information both via network television, 8 

24-hour cable news, and the internet.   9 

 So far from being this prominent, important, significant 10 

feature of Mr. Trump's campaign, this was clearly something that he 11 

said with the intent of primarily criticizing President Obama 12 

because, while you saw in some of those clips which they didn't cut 13 

off before he finished what he was saying, in 63 of the 65 clips the 14 

defense cites, Mr. Trump is criticizing the deal that president Obama 15 

made to trade detainees from GTMO for Sergeant Bergdahl.  And Mr. 16 

Trump is hardly the only one to have criticized that deal, but that 17 

is the context in which he is making these statements.  He repeatedly 18 

refers to the five-for-one deal and to the five-for-one president.   19 

 So again, going back to what this Court was able to 20 

conclude about Senator McCain, these comments are clearly intended to 21 
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try and attack a political opponent for political gain.  And when we 1 

come down to it, Your Honor, ultimately, the solution to any of these 2 

issues has and always has been recognized as being voir dire.  And 3 

liberal voir dire is the appropriate remedy to the extent that one is 4 

even necessary in this case.  And the reason for that is clear.  We 5 

don't even know whether or not these statements are known by any of 6 

the potential panel members.  So, of course, if they have never heard 7 

them -- and again, these have not been as widespread as the defense 8 

would like you to believe that they are.  They were a drop in, as I 9 

wrote in the motion, the proverbial ocean of coverage relating to the 10 

campaign and to Mr. Trump's campaign in particular. 11 

  But voir dire is a method of curing potential prejudice and 12 

has been recognized by, as we cite, every circuit court, by the 13 

Supreme Court in Skilling, by the Court of Appeals for the Armed 14 

Forces.  And it is absolutely the appropriate method ---- 15 

 MJ:  That's for rooting out ---- 16 

 TC:  ---- for considering here. 17 

 MJ:  That's for rooting out any affect that these statements 18 

might have had on the panel members.   19 
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  How does that relate to overcoming the black eye to the 1 

military justice system, the apparent unlawful command influence, the 2 

view the public might have ---- 3 

 TC:  Yes, sir. 4 

 MJ:  ---- that military justice proceedings are invalid because 5 

the President of the United States, who is the commander in chief, 6 

when he was campaigning to be President of the United States, made 7 

all of these comments about the accused who was under investigation 8 

and/or pending court-martial? 9 

 TC:  Well, I think, Your Honor, there are a number of factors 10 

that would -- when looked at in their entirety would cause that 11 

reasonable observer to not have concerns about the military justice 12 

system.  Voir dire is one of them.  The use of extensive voir dire 13 

would be one of the factors that the reasonable, objective observer 14 

would look to and conclude that the proceedings were, in fact, fair.  15 

And that's what the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has 16 

repeatedly recognized as has all of the circuit courts that have 17 

dealt with this issue -- the CCAs. 18 

  So when you look at the Navy and Air Force courts' opinions 19 

that we cite on page 14 of G App 68, those look to the liberal use of 20 

voir dire in part as one of the reasons why there was no apparent UCI 21 
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when the sitting president -- again, not talking about a candidate 1 

for president -- but when the sitting president made comments about 2 

sexual assault.  So it is a factor among others and the other factors 3 

would, of course, include that a reasonably objective observer would 4 

know the president has not made any comments since being elected 5 

president.  That they were made ---- 6 

 MJ:  Let me interrupt you.  Another factor in the incidents you 7 

just cited is Defense Appellate Exhibit 58, this memo sent out by the 8 

Secretary of Defense cleansing or clarifying the -- while not 9 

specifically referring to President Obama's statements, obviously 10 

sent out with the intent to tell everybody, including the public, 11 

what the president really meant to say was ---- 12 

 TC:  Yes, sir.  And the critical distinction there, as I've said 13 

and as we've discussed repeatedly in terms of the other incidents 14 

that the defense has cited with regard to statements made by 15 

officeholders is that they were statements made by officeholders, not 16 

by people prior to taking office.  And in fact ---- 17 

 MJ:  Well, you're not at all disturbed by the statement that he 18 

made were he said -- let me see if I can find it -- the one shown 19 

right there the end. 20 

[Pause.] 21 
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 MJ:  "If I get in, we will review this case," after ranting and 1 

raving about no jail time -- "Now we see he's going to get no jail 2 

time."   3 

  Again and this cuts against the defense -- one would 4 

question where he's getting his facts from, whether it's fake news or 5 

some other thing that he's misinterpreting.  But not at all an 6 

accurate statement of where things were at the time that he made that 7 

statement.   8 

  But still his perception followed by a statement, "If I get 9 

in, we will review his case." 10 

 TC:  Again, I go back to having to look at each of these things 11 

in context.  We can't look at a single statement in a vacuum and say:  12 

Is that, by itself, enough to not only conclude that there was UCI 13 

but to conclude that the government cannot establish beyond a 14 

reasonable doubt that there is no either negative impact or that the 15 

public would not have a concern about the proceedings? 16 

  What we have is -- in putting that statement into context 17 

is that it was made in 2015.  He has not apparently made any 18 

statement since then along those lines.  Since being elected 19 

president, he has taken no action and made no statement regarding 20 
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this case.  And since taking the oath of office, he has done nothing 1 

either to speak about or to attempt to influence this case. 2 

 MJ:  The defense talked about the White House was asked about 3 

this and had no comment.  I don't ---- 4 

 TC:  I actually think that the correct ---- 5 

 MJ:  ---- believe they had any evidence on that, but I would 6 

like the evidence of that. 7 

 TC:  I would concede, Your Honor, that the -- I don't think it's 8 

correct that the White House said they had no comment.  I believe 9 

that the article that was written said that they had reached out to 10 

the White House and they had not yet received a response.  But I'm 11 

not aware of any comment made by the White House either specifically 12 

regarding the case or even to say, "No comment." 13 

 CDC: That's our understanding, too, Your Honor. 14 

 MJ:  Okay.  So it wasn't that they said, "No comment."  It was 15 

that they did not respond to a request for comment? 16 

 CDC: That is correct. 17 

 TC:  At the time of the publication of the article, yes. 18 

 MJ:  At the time of the publication which was within the past 19 

week or two? 20 
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 CDC: I think it may have been on inauguration day; but in any 1 

event, there's been no statement of any kind that we are aware of 2 

from the White House.  And I invite counsel to stipulate to that. 3 

 TC:  It was not made on Inauguration Day.  It was actually made 4 

in response to the defense's posting of the ---- 5 

 MJ:  Right.  That's what I thought. 6 

 CDC: Oh, I apologize than.  But in any event ---- 7 

 TC:  It's an AP article.  I actually think the reporter is in 8 

the courtroom.  But, yes, we agree that there was an e-mail 9 

apparently sent and that the article made reference to the fact that 10 

no response had been made. 11 

 MJ:  Okay.  Well, get me that. 12 

 TC:  Yes, sir. 13 

 MJ:  And we'll mark it as appellate exhibit next in order. 14 

[The AP article was later marked as Appellate Exhibit 33.] 15 

 CDC: We will, Your Honor.  In addition, I'm informed that there 16 

was a statement made either on or immediately after Inauguration Day 17 

by Mr. Spicer, the president's spokesman -- excuse me.  They reached 18 

out to Mr. Spicer immediately.  We'll get -- we'll get you ---- 19 

 MJ:  He was pretty busy immediately after Inauguration Day as I 20 

recall. 21 
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 CDC: Yes, but nothing has happened in the time since then and we 1 

are now past three weeks. 2 

 MJ:  Okay.  I would like the AP article marked as appellate 3 

exhibit next in order. 4 

 TC: Yes, sir.  To go back to what the Court was talking about, 5 

though, in terms of were the statements made with a full 6 

understanding of the facts at issue and the context of the case at 7 

the time that it was made?  This is one of the dangers in trying to 8 

apply the UCI standards to an individual prior to holding office -- 9 

in this case, more than a year prior to taking office.  One of the 10 

bandages that commanders and civilian leaders have is that they have 11 

advantages that commanders and civilian leaders have is that they 12 

have the access to the information, they have the advice of military 13 

counsel to discuss issues like UCI, and it's the -- you know, the 14 

defense asked us about what happens to the person who, you know, is 15 

being considered for nomination for a position and makes a statement.  16 

And that's certainly one end of the spectrum.   17 

 But can you imagine the pendulum swinging all the way to 18 

the other side?  How far back can you go to look to figure out what a 19 

person's feelings are on a particular issue?  If Senator Gillibrand 20 

were to be nominated for SecDef, could we never prosecute a sexual 21 
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assault case in the military again because she has made, over the 1 

course of her career, repeated comments and legislation and an 2 

attempt to influence that?  The answer is clearly no.   3 

 But ultimately, what we come back to is that the test for 4 

whether or not there has been any actual impact -- and again, that is 5 

a critical factor as far as the government is concerned in how an 6 

objective observer would feel about these proceedings. 7 

  If we conduct extensive voir dire and no panel member is 8 

aware of these comments and is able to say that they would have no 9 

trouble setting aside them and following the instructions of the 10 

Court even if they were aware, certainly, that would be one method 11 

and the recognized method over the history of this country of dealing 12 

with potentially inflammatory statements.   13 

  And the only reason that the defense pushes back against 14 

voir dire is the notion that they want to be able to ask, "Who did 15 

you vote for?" which is a fallacy.  There is no reason to ask that 16 

question because who a person voted for does not impute knowledge of 17 

everything that person said during the course of the campaign or even 18 

agreement upon that.  The relevant questions would be:  Are you aware 19 

of these statements?  And if not, we move on.  And if you are aware 20 

of them:  What impact, if any, would they have? 21 
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  And the Court and counsel would be in a position to 1 

evaluate the answers of the members and make a determination about 2 

whether or not there was, under the liberal grant mandate, a valid 3 

basis for challenge for cause or if they could sit as panel members.   4 

  But to seek and to apply dismissal at this stage, prior to 5 

even attempting voir dire, is not only premature, it's unprecedented.  6 

It has literally never happened.  There has never been a case that 7 

has been dismissed.  And the defense is unable to cite to any as a 8 

result of comments made, certainly, by a candidate but even by a 9 

president that resulted in the dismissal of a case pretrial and 10 

pre-making any attempt at a curative effort through voir dire and the 11 

liberal grant mandate.  And so, at this stage, without even making 12 

that attempt, and again excepting that, as the government has pointed 13 

out, under our new court-martial convening authority [sic], we are 14 

drawing panel members from across United States Army Forces Command. 15 

  And, in fact, because of the manner in which direct 16 

reporting unit's report to FORSCOM subordinate units, effectively 17 

from across the Army.  So we have no idea at this stage whether or 18 

not these comments, limited in their scope, have had or will have any 19 

impact on the panel.  And dismissal or other relief without even 20 

attempting to do that would be inappropriate. 21 
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 CDC: Your Honor, may we have a recess in situ for two minutes, 1 

please? 2 

 MJ:  Sure. 3 

 CDC: Thank you. 4 

 TC:  Your Honor, if we could -- if we could just actually do a 5 

10-minute recess, we could get you the ---- 6 

 MJ:  Let's do that.  Court is in recess. 7 

[The Article 39(a) session recessed at 1115, 13 February 2017.] 8 

[The Article 39(a) session was called to order at 1126,  9 

13 February 2017.] 10 

 MJ:  This Article 39(a) session is called to order.  All parties 11 

who were present when we recessed are again present. 12 

  Mr. Fidell? 13 

 CDC: Thank you, Your Honor. 14 

 TC:  Sir, before counsel gets into that, I'd like to just give 15 

you the update on the -- we are trying to print the article unless 16 

you guys have it. 17 

 CDC: We have it.  We're printing it out.  We'll have the 18 

Associated Press article to you. 19 

 MJ: Great. 20 
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 CDC: And I can represent that the Associated Press received no 1 

response, has never received a response. 2 

 MJ:  The government agrees with that? 3 

 TC:  Yes, Your Honor. 4 

 MJ:  Okay. 5 

 CDC: I have very -- I have so little to add that I'm going to 6 

standup this time to get my blood circulating. 7 

 MJ:  All right. 8 

 CDC: First, I want to say a word about the point that counsel 9 

made about Senator Kirsten Gillibrand of New York.  His hypothetical 10 

is of no value whatever because Senator Gillibrand has never done 11 

anything to my knowledge that focuses on a specific individual the 12 

way President Trump has focused like a laser on my client, so that 13 

hypothetical is completely without probative value. 14 

  Counsel repeatedly -- counsel has stressed the point that 15 

there is -- that we have asked for -- that we have asked the Court to 16 

go places where no court has ever gone.  It's perfectly clear that 17 

there has never been a case like this. 18 

 MJ:  That was my thought. 19 
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 CDC: Yes.  Counsel made the point that President Trump's 1 

comments -- that actually -- I'm going to paraphrase it:  That 2 

Sergeant Bergdahl was kind of -- what is the Army speak for ---- 3 

[Pause.] 4 

 CDC: ---- collateral damage in service of a larger political 5 

goal, which is scoring a point repeatedly against President Obama 6 

who, by the way, wasn't running again because the Constitution 7 

forbids him to serve a third term. 8 

  I will only say that nothing prevented President Trump from 9 

attacking the prisoner swap, of which Sergeant Bergdahl was fortunate 10 

enough to have been the beneficiary, without calling Sergeant 11 

Bergdahl a traitor. 12 

  I have no further comments.  We will submit the AP article 13 

as soon as -- oh, we have it right here.  I propose to do that right 14 

now, Your Honor. 15 

 MJ:  Okay.  Just go ahead and bring it on up. 16 

[Pause.]  17 

 MJ:  So it's Court Appellate Exhibit 33. 18 

 CDC: This is what, Your Honor? 19 

 MJ:  Appellate Exhibit 33. 20 

 CDC: AE 33? 21 
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 MJ:  Right. 1 

 CDC: Thank you. 2 

 MJ:  Okay.  Anything else before we -- we don't have any -- I 3 

hate wasting everybody showing up ---- 4 

 CDC: We could show the movie again if you want, Your Honor -- 5 

the rest of it. 6 

 MJ:  Business that we can take care of? 7 

 CDC: No, sir. 8 

 TC:  No, Your Honor. 9 

 MJ:  All right.  So what I have due out from you is to get back 10 

with me on when the problems are resolved, which I trust will be 11 

sooner rather than later. 12 

 TC:  Actually, I do realize that I have a brief update on that 13 

issue.  I was able to speak with our warrant officer, and there is a 14 

solution.  We have to run what's called OCR, which stands for optical 15 

character recognition, I think.  In any event, it can be done either 16 

by the defense using their system we believe or by us using ours.  17 

We're trying to figure out which is the fastest, and we will execute 18 

on whichever the fastest version of that is.   19 

 MJ: Okay.  Go ahead. 20 
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 DC:  Your Honor, yes, the government did approach me in the 1 

hallway and say that that was a workaround.  We're going to, 2 

hopefully, get over to FORSCOM this afternoon.   3 

  The question is going to be is the text files for -- from 4 

what they received in discovery of what we were reading -- then we 5 

would want that.  In the text files that we were reading were OCR and 6 

something they created, I think that would be absolutely fine; but I 7 

want to make sure that we get the raw data that they received because 8 

that helps with our search functionality.   9 

  The OCR function is not a perfect function it's -- you 10 

know, when you Control-F on a PDF document, it tries to read the 11 

words.  So we would like it in its pure form if we can get it. 12 

 TC:  I'm not computer savvy enough to understand the ---- 13 

 MJ:  Me either. 14 

 TC:  ---- difference between those two things, but we will ---- 15 

 MJ:  All I understood on that was "PDF." 16 

 TC:  Well, you know, Judge, we will obviously do whatever we can 17 

to give it to them in as workable a format as possible such that it 18 

does not divulge inappropriate information. 19 

 MJ:  Okay.  So let's get there.  Let me know when that is.   20 
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  And you'll have 45 days from that point -- let's put it 1 

this way:  At 45 days from that point or close to 45 days, we'll have 2 

another hearing if we need to.  We'll put it on the docket, and we'll 3 

have a status sort of update and way ahead from there.  We will set 4 

remaining pretrial order gates that are necessary.  We'll reset 5 

those, and I will look at some documentation from you all on that. 6 

  And, obviously, you know, 45 days from today is on or about 7 

1 April.  So whether we keep our April trial date or not will depend 8 

on what happens between now and the end of that 45 days.  We'll keep 9 

it on the docket for that trial date that we currently have set and 10 

make adjustments as we need to. 11 

 DC:  Sounds good, Your Honor. 12 

 MJ:  Now, also, you're going to get me -- what were you going to 13 

get me? 14 

 TC:  Your Honor, an explanation of the process by which the 15 

government has conducted its discovery up until now, which we will 16 

provide. 17 

 MJ:  And you will provide it to defense and let the defense 18 

comment on it, and we'll mark it as an appellate exhibit? 19 
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 TC:  Yes, sir.  The one other issue that has been brought to my 1 

attention that we have not yet done is an accounting of the, I think, 2 

handful of ex parte 505 communications that we've had with the Court. 3 

 MJ:  You know, you're right about that.  Why don't we take a -- 4 

now, I'm going to have to take a two-minute recess and go get my 5 

notes on that.  I think they're in my chambers, but I think I do need 6 

to do that.  I had intended to do that but neglected to do that -- 7 

neglected to bring that document -- those documents with me. 8 

  So we'll recess in place for two minutes.  This 39(a) 9 

session is in recess. 10 

[The Article 39(a) session recessed at 1134, 13 February 2017.] 11 

[The Article 39(a) session was called to order at 1135, 13 February 12 

2017.] 13 

 MJ: This Article 39(a) session is called to order.  All parties 14 

who were present when we recessed are again present. 15 

  So, on the 6th of January 2017, I had an ex parte 16 

conversation with Captain Whipple to clear up confusion about 17 

government appellate exhibit numbers relating to classified 18 

information.   19 

  On the 11th of January 2017, I had an ex parte conversation 20 

with Captain Whipple concerning spreadsheet numbering and tracking.  21 
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That spreadsheet was made in response to my confusion about the 1 

government appellate exhibit numbers that I talked to her about on 2 

the 6th of January.  And that spreadsheet was very helpful, and I 3 

directed her to provide one to the -- a copy of it to the defense 4 

with any redactions that were necessary in terms of information about 5 

identifying the particular classified documents.   6 

  On the 16th of January 2017, I had an ex parte conversation 7 

with Major Oshana about document numbering with Government Appellate 8 

Exhibit 67, regarding an 18-page summary of 655 pages of NSC 9 

documents.   10 

On the 2nd of February 2017, I had an ex parte conversation 11 

with Captain Whipple and Major Fussnecker where we discussed ruling 12 

format issues and getting spreadsheets and summaries into proper 13 

shape to give to the defense.  These are the spreadsheets and the 14 

summaries of classified information, classified documents that I 15 

reviewed, so that we could attach those to my rulings so the defense 16 

had access to the structure of my decision-making process on those.   17 

And that’s it.  Those are the ones that I’ve had.   18 

Those were necessary under M.R.E. 505, and I kept them 19 

purely to housekeeping -- sort of keeping track of the documentation 20 

so that the process, once things are turned over to the defense and 21 
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made a part of the record, is as clear and unequivocal as possible so 1 

that you know what I was looking at when I was making the decisions 2 

and so that the record of trial reflects it.  3 

Any questions about any of that or add-to's or 4 

take-away-from's by the government? 5 

ATC2:  No, Your Honor.  I just wanted to say that the specific 6 

spreadsheets that you asked for are waiting for a final review in the 7 

FORSCOM SCIF so we can then turn them over to the defense. 8 

MJ: Yeah.  And there was an e-mail to the Court regarding that, 9 

but I noted that Lieutenant Colonel Rosenblatt -- at least Lieutenant 10 

Colonel Rosenblatt was copied on that e-mail, so I didn’t bring that 11 

one up.  But, yeah, I’m going to get to that this week so that all of 12 

that stuff can be turned over to the defense as soon as possible. 13 

 Any questions about those ex partes, Defense? 14 

CDC: No, Your Honor. 15 

MJ: All right. 16 

TC: We just have one e-mail, Your Honor, in addition to that, 17 

which was with regard to the spreadsheet for the NSC documents.   18 

 In my reply I removed Lieutenant Colonel Rosenblatt from 19 

that e-mail chain which was just to discuss the substance of the 20 

titles of the documents.  As we indicated, it’s -- we don’t have 21 
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access to it yet because it’s en route to Chicago.  And we discussed 1 

being able to sanitize it such that it didn’t reveal any information 2 

that was privileged. 3 

MJ: That’s right.  You know what he’s talking about, Lieutenant 4 

Colonel Rosenblatt?  I mean, you obviously didn’t see the response, 5 

but you saw the e-mail that prompted the response. 6 

IMC: Yes, sir. 7 

MJ: Okay.  Yeah.  And I gave the government direction on that.  8 

It sounded like the right way ahead to properly sanitize and make 9 

those so that they could be provided to the defense. 10 

 Okay.  Anything else? 11 

TC: Nothing else from the government, Your Honor. 12 

IMC: Nothing else, sir. 13 

MJ: All right.  We’re in recess then until an undetermined date 14 

in the future. 15 

 This Article 39(a) session is in recess. 16 

[The Article 39(a) session recessed at 1140, 13 February 2017.] 17 

[END OF PAGE] 18 
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RELIEF SOUGHT 
 
 Sergeant Bergdahl moves to dismiss the charges and specifications with prejudice. 
Oral argument and an evidentiary hearing are requested. 
 

BURDEN OF PERSUASION AND BURDEN OF PROOF 
 
 The defense, as moving party, has the burden of persuasion. Proof by a prepon-
derance is required as to factual matters. R.C.M. 905(c)(1). The governing principles for 
cases of unlawful command influence (UCI) are summarized in United States v. Salyer, 
72 M.J. 415, 423 (C.A.A.F. 2013): 
 

Article 37, UCMJ, states “No person subject to [the UCMJ] may attempt to 
coerce or, by any unauthorized means, influence the action of a court-mar-
tial . . . or any member thereof . . . .” While statutory in form, the prohibition 
can also raise due process concerns, where for example unlawful influence 
undermines a defendant’s right to a fair trial or the opportunity to put on a 
defense. 
 
Allegations of unlawful command influence are reviewed de novo. United 
States v. Harvey, 64 M.J. 13, 19 (C.A.A.F. 2006); United States v. Villareal, 
52 M.J. 27, 30 (C.A.A.F. 1999); United States v. Wallace, 39 M.J. 284, 286 
(C.M.A. 1994). On appeal, the accused bears the initial burden of raising 
unlawful command influence. Appellant must show: (1) facts, which if true, 
constitute unlawful command influence; (2) that the proceedings were un-
fair; and (3) that the unlawful command influence was the cause of the un-
fairness. United States v. Richter, 51 M.J. 213, 224 (C.A.A.F. 1999) (quoting 
[United States v.] Biagase, 50 M.J. at 143, 150 (C.A.A.F. 1999)). Thus, the 
initial burden of showing potential unlawful command influence is low, but 
is more than mere allegation or speculation. United States v. Stoneman, 57 
M.J. 35, 41 (C.A.A.F. 2002). The quantum of evidence required to raise 
unlawful command influence is “some evidence.” Stoneman, 57 M.J. at 41 
(quoting Biagase, 50 M.J. at 150) (internal quotation marks omitted). 
 
Once an issue of unlawful command influence is raised by some evidence, 
the burden shifts to the government to rebut an allegation of unlawful com-
mand influence by persuading the Court beyond a reasonable doubt that 
(1) the predicate facts do not exist; (2) the facts do not constitute unlawful 
command influence; or (3) the unlawful command influence did not affect 
the findings or sentence. Biagase, 50 M.J. at 151. 
 
Allegations of unlawful command influence are reviewed for actual unlawful 
command influence as well the appearance of unlawful command influence. 
“Even if there was no actual unlawful command influence, there may be a 
question whether the influence of command placed an ‘intolerable strain on 
public perception of the military justice system.’” United States v. Lewis, 63 
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M.J. 405, 415 (C.A.A.F. 2006) (citation and internal quotation marks omit-
ted); Stoneman, 57 M.J. at 42-43 (quoting United States v. Wiesen, 56 M.J. 
172, 175 (C.A.A.F. 2001)). The test for the appearance of unlawful influence 
is objective. “We focus upon the perception of fairness in the military justice 
system as viewed through the eyes of a reasonable member of the public.” 
Lewis, 63 M.J. at 415. An appearance of unlawful command influence arises 
“where an objective, disinterested observer, fully informed of all the facts 
and circumstances, would harbor a significant doubt about the fairness of 
the proceeding.” Id. [Footnote omitted.] 

 
FACTS 

 
Sergeant Bergdahl is charged with single specifications under Articles 85 and 99, 

UCMJ. Charge Sheet. The charges were preferred on 25 March 2015 and referred on 14 
December 2015. Trial is scheduled to begin on 18 April 2017. 

 
 11 June 2014. Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel testified before the House 

Armed Services Committee. In response to a question from Rep. Jim Langevin 
he stated: “In the Army, in all of our reports, I have seen no evidence or finding 
that directly links any American combat death to the rescue or finding or search 
of Sergeant Bergdahl, and I’ve asked the question. We’ve all asked the ques-
tion. I have seen no evidence, no facts presented to me when I asked that 
question.” Mark Mazzetti & Charlie Savage, Hagel Defends Bergdahl Trade as 
a Part of Waging War, N.Y. Times, June 11, 2014, available at https://www.ny-
times.com/2014/06/12/world/asia/hagel-prepares-to-defend-bergdahl-
trade.html. 

 9 April 2015. President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a traitor in a Breitbart 
News interview. 

 23 April 2015. On the John Fredericks radio show President Trump called SGT 
Bergdahl a traitor and falsely claimed that five or six lives were lost search-
ing for him. 

 16 June 2015. President Trump, in New York City, announced his candidacy 
for the Republican nomination. In launching his campaign he called SGT Berg-
dahl a traitor and a no-good traitor. 

 21 July 2015. At a rally in Bluffton, SC, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl 
a no-good, rotten traitor. 

 6 August 2015. In the first Republican debate President Trump called SGT 
Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six Soldiers died 
searching for him. 

 19 August 2015. In Derry, NH, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a dirty, 
rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six Soldiers died searching for him. 

 20 August 2015. Civilian defense counsel released a statement demanding an 
end to the vilification of SGT Bergdahl. See, e.g., Jim Forsyth, Bergdahl lawyer 
slams candidate Trump over ‘traitor’ comments, Reuters, Aug. 20, 2015, avail-
able at http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-defense-bergdahl-trump-
idUSKCN0QP29X20150820. President Trump never responded. 
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 21 August 2015. The following day, in Mobile, AL, President Trump called SGT 
Bergdahl a traitor and incorrectly stated that at least six Soldiers died search-
ing for him. 

 27 August 2015. In Greenville, SC, President Trump incorrectly stated that six 
Soldiers died searching for SGT Bergdahl and that SGT Bergdahl “went to 
the other side.” 

 18 September 2015. MG Kenneth R. Dahl, who conducted the 2014 AR 15-6 
investigation, testified at the public Article 32, UCMJ preliminary hearing: “My 
conclusion is that there were no Soldiers killed who were deliberately looking 
and searching for—in an effort to deliberately search and look for Sergeant 
Bergdahl. I did not find any evidence of that.” Art. 32 Tr. 308; see also 2014 AR 
15-6 ROI at 42 n.355 (no evidence of Soldier deaths). 

 8 October 2015. In Las Vegas, NV, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
no-good traitor and stated that “in the good old days he would have been 
executed.” 

 23 October 2015. In Miami, FL, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a dirty, 
rotten traitor. 

 16 October 2015. In Tyngsboro, MA, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
traitor and a dirty, rotten traitor. “If I win I might just have him floating in the 
middle of that place and drop him, boom. Let ‘em have him. Let ‘em have him. 
I mean that’s cheaper than a bullet.” 

 23 October 2015. In Miami, FL, President Trump repeatedly called SGT Berg-
dahl a traitor. He also called him a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated 
that “[s]ix young, incredible, brave people died.” 

 26 October 2015. In Atkinson, NH, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
dirty, rotten traitor. 

 3 November 2015. Appearing on Good Morning America, President Trump 
twice called SGT Bergdahl a traitor. 

 9 November 2015. In Springfield, IL, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six Soldiers died searching for 
him. 

 11 November 2015. In Manchester, NH, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl 
a dirty, rotten traitor. He incorrectly claimed that six people died going out 
looking for him and complained that “He gets no jail time, he gets no jail 
time.” 

 12 November 2015. In Fort Dodge, IA, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl 
a no-good, dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six people were 
killed looking for him. 

 16 November 2015. In Knoxville, TN, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
dirty, rotten traitor. 

 18 November 2015. In Worcester, MA, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl 
a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that “six young, great people 
were killed going after this bum.” He again complained about recommenda-
tions that SGT Bergdahl not be sentenced to confinement. 
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 23 November 2015. In Cleveland, OH, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl 
a traitor, a dirty, rotten traitor, a horrible traitor, and “the worst.” 

 24 November 2015. President Trump told Time Magazine that SGT Bergdahl 
was a traitor and “a very bad person who killed six people, who went after 
him.” 

 3 December 2015. At the Republican Jewish Coalition Presidential Forum in 
Washington, DC, President Trump three times called SGT Bergdahl a traitor, 
and also called him a dirty, rotten traitor. He incorrectly stated that six Sol-
diers died searching for him. 

 5 December 2015. In Davenport, IA, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six Soldiers died searching for 
him. 

 5 December 2015. In Spencer, IA, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
“dirty, rotten traitor” and incorrectly stated that six people were killed looking 
for him. He also complained that SGT Bergdahl “is not even going to get a 
sentence,” presumably referring to confinement. He suggested that SGT Berg-
dahl be thrown out of an airplane without a parachute. 

 7 December 2015. In Mt. Pleasant, SC, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl 
a dirty, rotten traitor and a dirty, no-good traitor, and incorrectly stated that 
six Soldiers died searching for him. 

 11 December 2015. In New York City, President Trump stated to the Pennsyl-
vania Society that SGT Bergdahl should be shot. 

 11 December 2015. In Des Moines, IA, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl 
a horrible, terrible, dirty, rotten traitor. 

 14 December 2015. In Las Vegas, NV, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl 
a traitor, incorrectly stated that five Soldiers were killed looking for him, and 
promised that “we will review his case.” 

 14 December 2015. Civilian defense counsel issued a further statement asking 
for an end to the campaign of defamation against SGT Bergdahl. See, e.g., Jim 
Miklaszewski & Corky Siemaszko, Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl Facing Court Martial, 
NBC News, Dec. 14, 2015, available at http://www.nbcnews.com/story-
line/bowe-bergdahl-released/sgt-bowe-bergdahl-facing-court-marial-n479796.  
President Trump never responded. 

 19 December 2015. In Cedar Rapids, IA, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl 
a dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that five or six Soldiers died 
looking for him. 

 21 December 2015. In Grand Rapids, MI, President Trump called SGT Berg-
dahl a dirty, rotten deserter and complained that “Now, I hear he’s going to 
get off scot-free!” 

 10 January 2016. Appearing on Meet The Press, President Trump called SGT 
Bergdahl a traitor and a dirty, rotten traitor. 

 13 January 2016. In Pensacola, FL, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
dirty, rotten, no-good traitor, a “whack job” and a “son of a bitch.” He also 
incorrectly stated that five (or probably six) Soldiers died searching for him 
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and stated “Frankly, frankly, I would take that son of a bitch, I’d fly him back, I’d 
drop him right over the top.” 

 18 January 2016. In Lynchburg, VA, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six Soldiers died going after 
him. 

 20 January 2016. In Tulsa, OK, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a dirty, 
rotten traitor who should be dropped into the heart of ISIS territory “be-
fore we bomb the hell out of it.” He also incorrectly claimed that five or six 
people died going after him. 

 4 February 2016. In Exeter, NH, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a dirty, 
rotten traitor and incorrectly claimed that we had lost five people. 

 5 February 2016. In Florence, SC, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly claimed that we lost six great, young, 
beautiful soldiers. 

 8 February 2016. In Manchester, NH, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
dirty, rotten traitor and incorrectly stated that six people were killed looking 
for him. 

 22 February 2016. In Las Vegas, NV, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
dirty, rotten traitor, suggested that he should be sent back and dropped off 
in the middle of the terrorists (maybe or maybe not with a parachute) and 
incorrectly stated that five or six Soldiers died looking for him. 

 5 March 2016. In Orlando, FL, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a dirty, 
rotten traitor and suggested that the laws against treason should be loos-
ened. 

 19 March 2016. In Fountain Hills, AZ, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
traitor three times and stated that “supposedly five or six young beautiful 
soldiers were killed trying to find him.” 

 10 April 2016. In Rochester, NY, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a trai-
tor and incorrectly stated that five or six people were killed looking for him. 

 14 June 2016. In Greensboro, NC, President Trump incorrectly stated that 
“probably five and maybe six people, wonderful, young military people 
were killed looking for” SGT Bergdahl. He also stated that “in the old days, 
you know what would have happened to him, right? Quickly.” At that point 
he pantomimed firing a rifle. 

 12 July 2016. In Westfield, IN, President Trump twice called SGT Bergdahl a 
traitor, stated that SGT Bergdahl believed in the enemy, and twice panto-
mimed firing a rifle when describing what would have been done to SGT Berg-
dahl in “the old days” and 20 years ago.  

 19 July 2016 2016. President Trump received the Republican nomination for 
President. 

 9 August 2016. In Wilmington, NC, President Trump called SGT Bergdahl a 
traitor. 

 8 November 2016. President Trump was elected President. 
 20 January 2017. President Trump was sworn in and became Commander in 

Chief. U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 1. 
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 A compendium (“Defense Compendium”) of President Trump’s known public state-
ments about SGT Bergdahl is attached. D APP 56 Enclosure 1. The Defense Compen-
dium also notes the number of times many of the enumerated comments were viewed by 
members of the public.  

 
WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE 

 
The defense will offer in evidence the enclosures to this motion as well as a De-

fense Video Exhibit (a DVD of some of President Trump’s public statements about SGT 
Bergdahl). The Defense Video Exhibit may also be found under today’s date on the de-
fense’s Bergdahl Docket website, https://bergdahldocket.wordpress.com/basic-case-
documents/, and on the YouTube website at https://youtu.be/S2MJeMm950M. With the 
Court’s permission, the defense will show and comment on this exhibit at the hearing.  
 

Witnesses may be dispensed with if the government stipulates that (a) the matters 
set forth above under Facts and in the Defense Compendium accurately describe Presi-
dent Trump’s public statements and accompanying gestures; (b) the video clips collected 
in the Defense Video Exhibit are authentic; (c) neither President Trump nor anyone acting 
on his behalf has ever withdrawn or disavowed his public statements about SGT Berg-
dahl; and (d) no Soldier died searching for SGT Bergdahl. If the government is unwilling 
or unable to so stipulate, testimony will be required from: 
 

1. President Donald J. Trump, The White House, 1600 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., 
Washington, DC 20500, (202) 456-1414.1 Synopsis (items (a)-(c) above): he 
will testify that the matters set forth above under Facts and in the Defense 
Compendium accurately describe his public statements and accompanying 
gestures; that the video clips collected in the Defense Video Exhibit are authen-
tic; and that neither he nor anyone acting on his behalf has ever withdrawn or 
disavowed his public statements about SGT Bergdahl. 

2. Charles T. Hagel, former Secretary of Defense, 920 Towlston Rd., McLean, VA 
22102-1036, (703) 757-5823. Synopsis (item (d) above): he will testify, based 
on official reports presented to him, that no Soldier died as a direct and proxi-
mate result of the charged offenses. 

3. LTG Kenneth R. Dahl, Commander, U.S. Army Installation Management Com-
mand, 2405 Gun Shed Rd., Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234-1223, (210) 466-
0660. Synopsis (item (d) above): same, based on the AR 15-6 investigation he 
conducted in 2014. 

 
LEGAL AUTHORITY 

 
1. U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 1 
2. U.S. Const. art. III, § 3, cl. 1 
3. U.S. Const. amend. 5 

1 President Trump is not immune from the duty to testify so long as doing so does not interfere with the 
performance of his official functions. Clinton v. Jones, 520 U.S. 681 (1997). 
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4. U.S. Const. amend. 8 
5. U.S. Const. amend. 22 
6. Art. 4(a), UCMJ 
7. Art. 16(1)(A), UCMJ 
8. Art. 25(d)(2), UCMJ 
9. Art. 37(a), UCMJ 
10. Art. 41(a), UCMJ 
11. Art. 43, UCMJ 
12. Art. 51(c)(1), UCMJ 
13. Art. 55, UCMJ 
14. Art. 56, UCMJ 
15. Art. 71(a), UCMJ 
16. Art. 88, UCMJ 
17. Art. 98, UCMJ 
18. Art. 134, UCMJ 
19. Art. 142(b)(1), UCMJ 
20. Art. 142(c), UCMJ 
21. 10 U.S.C. § 629(a) (2012) 
22. 10 U.S.C. § 1161(a)(3) (2012) 
23. 18 U.S.C. § 2381 (2012) 
24. R.C.M. 201(b)(5) 
25. R.C.M. 502(a)(1) 
26. R.C.M. 905(c)(1) 
27. R.C.M. 906(b)(11) 
28. R.C.M. 912(f)(1)(N) 
29. R.C.M. 1002 
30. Mil. R. Evid. 508 
31. Manual for Courts-Martial, United States (2016 ed.) ¶ 60.c.(5)(b) 
32. Gen. Hull’s Trial (1814) 
33. United States v. Haupt, 330 U.S. 631 (1947) 
34. United States v. Fowle, 7 C.M.A. 349, 22 C.M.R. 139 (1956) 
35. Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86 (1958) 
36. United States v. Calley, 22 C.M.A. 534, 48 C.M.R. 19 (1973) 
37. Staton v, Mayes, 552 F.2d 908 (10th Cir. 1977) 
38. United States v. Grady, 15 M.J. 275 (C.M.A. 1983) 
39. United States v. Brice, 19 M.J. 170 (C.M.A. 1985) 
40. Clisham v. Board of Police Comm’rs, 223 Conn. 354, 613 A.2d 254 (1992) 
41. United States v. Wallace, 39 M.J. 284 (C.M.A. 1994) 
42. D’Aurizio v. Borough of Palisades Park, 899 F. Supp. 1352 (D.N.J. 1995) 
43. Clinton v. Jones, 520 U.S. 681 (1997) 
44. United States v. Biagase, 50 M.J. 143 (C.A.A.F. 1999) 
45. United States v. Richter, 51 M.J. 213 (C.A.A.F. 1999) 
46. United States v. Villareal, 52 M.J. 27 (C.A.A.F. 1999) 
47. United States v. Wiesen, 56 M.J. 172 (C.A.A.F. 2001) 
48. United States v. Stoneman, 57 M.J. 35 (C.A.A.F. 2002) 
49. United States v. Barrazamartinez, 58 M.J. 173 (C.A.A.F. 2003) 
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50. United States v. Dowty, 60 M.J. 163 (C.A.A.F. 2004) 
51. United States v. Lewis, 63 M.J. 405 (C.A.A.F. 2006) 
52. United States v. Harvey, 64 M.J. 13 (C.A.A.F. 2006) 
53. United States v. Ashby, 68 M.J. 108 (C.A.A.F. 2009) 
54. United States v. Douglas, 68 M.J. 349 (C.A.A.F. 2010) 
55. United States v. Girouard, 70 M.J. 5 (C.A.A.F. 2011) 
56. United States v. Salyer, 72 M.J. 415 (C.A.A.F. 2013) 
57. United States v. Rivaschivas, 74 M.J. 758 (Army Ct. Crim. App. 2015) 
58. United States v. Rapert, 75 M.J. 164 (C.A.A.F. 2016) 
59. In re Bergdahl, Misc. Dkt. No. 17-0069/AR (C.A.A.F. 7 December 2016) (Order) 

 
QUESTION PRESENTED 

 
IS DISMISSAL REQUIRED WHERE A SUCCESSFUL PRESIDENTIAL 
CANDIDATE HAS, AS A PROMINENT ELEMENT OF HIS CAMPAIGN, 
REPEATEDLY AND VERY PUBLICLY CALLED A SOLDIER A TRAITOR 
WHO SHOULD BE EXECUTED AND MADE OTHER FALSE AND HIGHLY 
PREJUDICIAL STATEMENTS ABOUT THE SOLDIER’S CASE? 

 
ARGUMENT 

 
I 
 

PRESIDENT TRUMP’S STATEMENTS ARE PREJUDICIAL 
TO SERGEANT BERGDAHL’S RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL 

AND INIMICAL TO PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN THE 
ADMINISTRATION OF MILITARY JUSTICE 

 
President Trump’s statements deny SGT Bergdahl the due process right to a fair 

trial and constitute apparent UCI. 
 
A traitor is a person who commits treason. BRYAN A. GARNER, BLACK’S LAW DIC-

TIONARY 1635 (9th ed. 2009); see also AMERICAN HERITAGE DESK DICTIONARY AND THESAU-
RUS 763 (2014); AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 1842 (5th ed. 
2011).2 “Treason against the United States, shall consist only in levying war against them, 

2 See also THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 241 (1971): “2. spec. [i.e., specifically] One who is false to his 
allegiance to his sovereign or to the government of his country; one adjudged guilty of treason (including 
formerly petit treason) or of any crime so regarded. Also fig. or in extended sense.” In United States v. 
Barrazamartinez, 58 M.J. 173, 176 (C.A.A.F. 2003), which involved a prosecutor’s one-time (and never 
objected-to) reference to the accused in a marijuana case as “almost a traitor,” the lead opinion noted the 
figurative definition and remarked that trial counsel’s argument “gives us pause.” Judge Gierke wrote only 
for himself and Chief Judge Crawford. Judge Baker’s dissent rejected the suggestion that “trial counsel 
used the word traitor in its colloquial and descriptive, and not in its constitutional sense to describe someone 
who commits treason, like Benedict Arnold.” Id. at 177. Judge Effron concurred in the result, finding that 
both the lead opinion and the dissent’s interpretations of trial counsel’s argument were reasonable. Id. Chief 
Judge (as he now is) Erdmann is the only remaining member of the Barrazamartinez court. He joined Judge 
Baker’s dissent. President Trump’s repeated and unqualified references to SGT Bergdahl as a traitor, to 
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or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort.” U.S. Const. art. III, § 3, cl. 
1; 18 U.S.C. § 2381 (2012). 

 
A court-martial may only try offenses that are “subject to court-martial jurisdiction.” 

R.C.M. 201(b)(5). Treason is not subject to trial by court-martial. WILLIAM WINTHROP, MIL-
ITARY LAW AND PRECEDENTS 629 & n.74 (2d ed. 1920 repr.) (citing, e.g., Gen. Hull’s Trial 
(1814), at 118). It is not a listed offense in the punitive articles. As a capital offense, it 
“may not be tried under Article 134.” Manual for Courts-Martial, United States (2016 ed.) 
¶ 60.c.(5)(b); Art. 134, UCMJ (application of general article to “crimes and offenses not 
capital”). 

 
“[T]he labeling of an accused as a ‘traitor” is particularly inflammatory.” Barra-

zamartinez, supra, 58 M.J. at 178 (Baker, J., dissenting); see also id. at 176 (Gierke, J.) 
(“potentially inflammatory term”). Sergeant Bergdahl has never been charged with, in-
dicted for, or convicted of treason. Nonetheless, President Trump referred to him as “trai-
tor Bergdahl” and repeatedly described him as, variously, a traitor,3 a “dirty, rotten traitor,”4 
a “no-good traitor,”5 a “dirty, no good traitor,” and “a horrible traitor.”6 He did this at rally 
after rally across the country.7 

which the defense objected, cannot plausibly be read as merely figurative. In any event, he at least twice 
applied the specific term “treason” to SGT Bergdahl. 
3 9 April 2015, Breitbart News Interview; 23 April 2015, The John Fredericks Show, VA; 16 June 2015, 
Trump Tower, NYC, NY; 21 August 2015, Mobile, AL; 16 October 2015, Tyngsboro, MA; 3 November 2015, 
GMA, ABC, NYC, NY; 23 November 2015, Cleveland, OH; 24 November 2015, Time Magazine; 3 Decem-
ber 2015, Republican Jewish Coalition Presidential Forum, Washington, DC; 14 December 2015, Westgate 
Las Vegas Resort and Casino, Las Vegas, NV; 19 March, Fountain Hills, AZ; 10 April 2016, Rochester, NY; 
12 July 2016, Westfield, IN; 9 August 2016, Wilmington, NC. 
4 On one occasion President Trump described SGT Bergdahl as “a dirty, rotten deserter.” 
5 E.g., 16 June 2015, Trump Tower, NYC, NY; 21 July 2015, Bluffton, SC; 8 October 2015, Las Vegas, NV; 
12 November 2015, Fort Dodge, IA; 13 January 2016, Pensacola Bay Center, Pensacola, FL. 
6 E.g., 6 August 2015, GOP Debate, Cleveland, OH; 21 July 2015, Bluffton, SC; 19 August 2015, Derry, 
NH; 27 August 2015, Greenville, SC; 16 October 2015, Tyngsboro, MA; 23 October 2015, Miami, FL; 26 
October 2015, Atkinson, NH; 9 November 2015, Springfield, IL; 11 November 2015, Manchester, NH; 12 
November 2015, Fort Dodge, IA; 16 November 2015, Knoxville, TN; 18, November 2015, Worcester, MA; 
23 November 2015, Cleveland, OH; 3 December 2015, Republican Jewish Coalition Presidential Forum, 
Washington, DC; 5 December 2015, Davenport, IA; 5 December 2015, Spencer, IA; 7 December 2015, Mt. 
Pleasant, SC; 11 December 2015, Des Moines, IA; 19 December 2015, Cedar Rapids, IA; 10 January 2016, 
Meet The Press; 13 January 2016, Pensacola Bay Center, Pensacola, FL; 20 January 2016, Tulsa, OK; 4 
February 2016, Exeter, NH; 8 February 2016, Manchester, NH; 23 February 2016, Las Vegas, NV; 5 March 
2016, Florida; 12 July 2016, Westfield, IN. 
7 President Trump did not limit himself to rallies. He sent this tweet on 3 June 2014: 

Follow 
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President Trump suggested loosening the laws on treason8 and ominously prom-
ised to review SGT Bergdahl’s case.9 He asserted that SGT Bergdahl had defected to the 
enemy,10 saying “he went to the other side” and “negotiated with terrorists.” He called him 
“the worst,”11 “no good,” “this bum,” a “whack job,” “this piece of garbage,” and a “son of 
a bitch.”12 In President Trump’s eyes, SGT Bergdahl is “a very bad person who killed six 

 

Donald J. Trump 

Verified account 

@realDonaldTrump 

Bowe Bergdahl walked off the base after he was told not to. Solders died looking for him. U.S. should 

NEVER have made the deal! PUNISHMENT? 

   RETWEETS 300   

   LIKES 321 

6:09 AM - 3 Jun 2014 

https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/473813786885775360. 
8 5 March 2016, FL. This would require amending Article III, § 3 of the Constitution. Treason is the only 
criminal offense specifically provided for in the Constitution and is in a league of its own from the standpoint 
of stigma.  See United States v. Haupt, 330 U.S. 631, 648 (1947) (Murphy, J., dissenting) (noting “traitor’s 
stigma”).  Over the entire history of the United States, only a handful of people have been convicted of 
treason against the federal government. These include “Tokyo Rose” (Iva Toguri D’Aquino, who was par-
doned by President Ford), “Axis Sally” (Mildred Gillars), and 2LT Martin James Monti, an Army Air Forces 
flight officer who defected and joined the Waffen SS in 1944. Adam Yahiye Gadahn was indicted for treason 
in 2006 for having given aid and comfort to Al Qaeda, Adam Lichtblau, American in Qaeda Tapes Accused 
of Treason, N.Y. Times, Oct. 12, 2006, at A22, but was never apprehended. He was killed in a drone strike 
in Waziristan in January 2015. Eric Schmitt, Adam Gadahn Was Propagandist for al Qaeda Who Sold 
Terror in English, N.Y. Times, Apr. 23, 2015, at A12. President Trump should not have associated SGT 
Bergdahl with these individuals. (The poet Ezra Pound was famously arraigned on a charge of treason but 
was found to be insane and committed to St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Washington, DC. John Walker Lindh, 
the so-called “American Talib,” was not charged with treason. Carlton F.W. Larson, The Forgotten Consti-
tutional Law of Treason and the Enemy Combatant Problem, 154 U. PENN. L. REV. 863, 865 n.5 (2006); 
see Memorandum from John Yoo, Dep. Ass’t Att’y Gen., to William J. Haynes II, Gen. Counsel, Dep’t of 
Defense, 21 December 2001, at 8, available at https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/leg-
acy/2009/12/30/aclu-ii-122101.pdf (noting potential problems of proof and credibility).) 
9 E.g., 14 December 2015, Las Vegas, NV. 
10 27 August 2015, Greenville, SC. In one statement, President Trump referred to SGT Bergdahl as a spy. 
11 23 November 2015, Cleveland, OH. 
12 13 January 2016, Pensacola, FL. 
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people.”13 He repeatedly and falsely insisted that Soldiers – variously five,14 six,15 or either 
five or six in number16 -- died searching for him. President Trump also repeatedly ob-
served that deserters used to be shot,17 implying and at times saying outright that SGT 
Bergdahl deserves the death penalty. He pantomimed executions by rifle and pistol 
shot,18 complete with sound effects,19 with the same implication. 
 

 
 
 

13 24 November 2015, Time Magazine. 
14 14 December 2015, Westgate Las Vegas Resort and Casino, Las Vegas, NV. 
15 6 August 2015, GOP Debate, Fox News, Cleveland, OH; 19 August 2015, Derry, NH; 27 August 2015, 
Greenville, SC; 9 November 2015, Springfield, IL; 24 November 2015, Time Magazine; 3 December 2015, 
Republican Jewish Coalition Presidential Forum, Washington, DC; 5 December 2015, Davenport, IA; 5 
December 2015, Spencer, IA; 7 December 2015, Mt. Pleasant, SC; 18 January 2016, Liberty University, 
Lynchburg, VA. 
16 23 April 2015, The John Fredericks Show, VA; 21 August 2015, Mobile, AL; 19 December 2015, Cedar 
Rapids, IA; 13 January 2016 Pensacola Bay Center, Pensacola, FL; 23 February 2016, Las Vegas, NV; 19 
March 2016, Fountain Hills, AZ; 14 June 2016, Greensboro, NC; 12 July 2016, Westfield, IN. 
17 5 December 2015, Spencer, IA; 11 December 2015, Pennsylvania Society, Plaza Hotel, NYC, NY; 14 
June 2016, Greensboro, NC. 
18 14 June 2016, Greensboro, NC; see also, e.g., 19 August 2015, Derry, NH, available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3ci0S0RjXw&feature=em-share_video_user; 12 July 2016, Westfield, 
IN;  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9echYidpoA (“boom”). 
19 12 July 2016, Westfield, IN; see also Editorial, The Soldier Donald Trump Called a Traitor, N.Y. Times, 
Nov. 27, 2016, at SR10, available at http://nyti.ms/2g3Sq7h (Derry, NH, 19 August 2015, “Bing bong”). 
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Rally audiences were asked whether SGT Bergdahl should be dropped out of an 
airplane,20 and if so, whether it should be with or without a parachute.21 President Trump 
at times asked whether SGT Bergdahl should be dropped from an airplane into the place 
from which he was rescued and at other times asked whether he should be dropped into 
the hands of ISIS fighters22 (whom the United States would proceed to bomb).23 In effect, 
President Trump was suggesting not merely that SGT Bergdahl, a native-born citizen, be 
expelled (a punishment that would violate both Article 55, UCMJ, and the Eighth Amend-
ment, see Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86 (1958)),24 but that he be expelled under circum-
stances that would lead to his death either by falling from a great height or at the hands 
of the Nation’s enemies. 

 
Those in attendance at the rallies cheered President Trump. They booed at the 

mention of SGT Bergdahl. 
 
In sum, President Trump publicly— 
 

 predetermined SGT Bergdahl’s guilt, repeatedly labeling him a traitor (and 
on occasion a deserter) 

 advocated punishments that are not only unauthorized but cruel and unu-
sual25  

 broadcast highly emotional but unfounded matter in aggravation 
 opposed leniency 
 dismissed evidence of psychological issues that would qualify at least as 

matter in mitigation 
 promised to review the case once he gets into office 

 
It is not unheard of for a candidate for elective office to make statements that turn 

out to have significant post-election legal ramifications. E.g., Clisham v. Board of Police 
Comm’rs, 223 Conn. 354, 613 A.2d 254 (1992); Staton v, Mayes, 552 F.2d 908 (10th Cir. 
1977). Questions have also arisen from time to time as a result of statements by incum-
bent Presidents about criminal matters, and it is instructive to review that history. But 

20 E.g., 5 December 2015, Spencer, IA. President Trump suggested dropping SGT Bergdahl from an air-
plane numerous times. He also suggested various forms of physical violence against SGT Bergdahl. See 
generally Defense Video Exhibit. 
21 5 December 2015, Spencer, IA; 23 February 2016, Las Vegas, NV. 
22 20 January 2016, Tulsa, OK; 23 February 2016, Las Vegas, NV. 
23 20 January 2016, Tulsa, OK. 
24 A citizen cannot be removed (the immigration law term for deportation). BRANDON L. GARRETT & LEE 
KOVARSKY, FEDERAL HABEAS CORPUS: EXECUTIVE DETENTION AND POST-CONVICTION LITIGATION 485 (2013). 
“It is possible for U.S. citizens to be deported—not because they are expatriated or denaturalized—but by 
mistake.” Id. 
25 Death flights are not an American tradition. Compare Calvin Sims, Argentine Tells of Dumping ‘Dirty War’ 
Captives Into Sea, N.Y. Times, Mar. 13, 1995. 
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there has never been a military justice case like this and there is no precedent for Presi-
dent Trump’s sustained ad hominem attack on an individual citizen. 

 
President Jefferson made no bones about his belief that his own former Vice Pres-

ident, Aaron Burr, was guilty of treason. He referred to Burr by name as “the prime mover” 
of a conspiracy in a message to Congress. Thomas Jefferson, Special Message to Con-
gress on the Burr Conspiracy (22 January 1807) (“whose guilt is placed beyond ques-
tion”), available at http://millercenter.org/president/jefferson/speeches/speech-3497. “Re-
ported and often reprinted in the partisan network of newspapers across the country, re-
ports of the president’s proclamation gave instant credibility to the sensationalist attacks 
against Burr already widely circulating.” R. KENT NEWMYER, THE TREASON TRIAL OF AARON 
BURR: LAW, POLITICS, AND THE CHARACTER WARS OF THE NEW NATION 36 (2012). Mr. Jeffer-
son’s effort failed; Burr got a trial presided over by Chief Justice John Marshall (who en-
joyed the protection of life tenure under Article III) – and was acquitted. 

 
Not surprisingly, Presidents have become far more circumspect in the intervening 

200 years. 
 
Thus, while President Nixon publicly stated in August 1970 that accused mass-

murderer Charles Manson was guilty, press secretary Ron Ziegler walked it back within 
half an hour, claiming “there is no attempt to impute liability to any accused.” PUBLIC PA-
PERS OF THE PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES, RICHARD NIXON, 1970, at 643 n.1; see 
Katherine Q. Seelye, Other Presidents Who Weighed in on Big Cases, The Caucus: The 
Politics and Government Blog, N.Y. Times, July 24, 2009, available at http://thecau-
cus.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/07/24/other-presidents-who-weighed-in-on-big-
cases/?_r=0. President Nixon himself issued a clarification that amounted to a retraction 
four hours later. Richard M. Nixon, Statement About Remarks in Denver, Colorado, Aug. 
3, 1970, in PUBLIC PAPERS, supra, at 644; see Robert B. Semple, Jr., Impulsive Nixon 
Action, N.Y. Times, Aug. 5, 1970, at 21, available at http://nyti.ms/1GXCjvm. None of 
these is true of President Trump’s repeated comments about SGT Bergdahl. Plainly, 
moreover, the Manson incident pales in comparison because (1) Manson was being tried 
in California state court, not a federal court; (2) President Nixon made the comment only 
once; and (3) the White House immediately recognized the inappropriateness of the com-
ment. 

 
President Clinton’s problematic 1998 comment on National Public Radio about the 

case against “Unabomber” Theodore J. Kaczynski, see Jennifer Warren & Mark Glad-
stone, Clinton Supports Trial in Unabomb Case, L.A. Times, Jan. 21,1998, available at 
http://articles.latimes.com/1998/jan/22/news/mn-10935, is also readily distinguishable 
from President Trump’s statements. It was a one-time remark and, importantly, evinced 
no opinion on the defendant’s guilt or innocence, but simply suggested the case should 
go to trial. 

 
Turning from civilian criminal justice to the annals of military justice, there have 

been times when senior officers and even a President have made comments that gave 
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rise to fair-trial concerns.26 But these too are readily distinguishable from President 
Trump’s statements. Thus, an isolated comment President Obama made that anyone 
found guilty of sexual assault needed to receive a dishonorable discharge27 was generic 
and was the subject of prompt curative statements from the White House Counsel28 and 
Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel.29  

 
That episode is a far cry from the case at bar, for here there is a lengthy string of 

statements, which focused laser-like on a single Soldier. And neither President Trump 
nor any spokesperson for him, the previous administration, or the Army ever “walked them 

26 Modern Presidents have typically avoided comment on pending cases. Asked about the pending court-
martial of an Army reservist, President Kennedy said at an 18 April 1962 press conference: 

Upon learning that a private first class faced a court-martial for writing a letter critical of my 
actions, I contacted the Secretary of the Army who has the difficult task of maintaining 
military discipline, and he agreed with me that such offenses are more misguided than 
criminal in intent. Therefore, I have asked the Army to cancel the trial of Pfc. Larry D. 
Chidester at Fort Lewis, Washington . . . in the . . . spirit of the Easter week . . . . 

John G. Kester, Soldiers Who Insult the President: An Uneasy Look at Article 88 of the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice, 81 HARV. L. REV. 1697, 1768 n.366 (1968). President Clinton prudently declined to com-
ment on the Aviano AB ski gondola case acquittal. See United States v. Ashby, 68 M.J. 108, 127 (C.A.A.F. 
2009), noted in COL James F. Garrett, COL Mark “Max” Maxwell, LTC Matthew A. Calarco & MAJ Franklin 
D. Rosenblatt, Lawful Command Influence: Talk Offense, Not Offender; Talk Process, Not Results, ARMY 
LAW. Aug. 2014, at 4, 5 n.8. Further back in time, when asked by a reporter for The New York World about 
a high-profile military commission case, President Andrew Johnson “quietly explained that the matter was 
pending before the U.S. Supreme Court [see Ex parte McCardle, 74 U.S. 506 (1868)] and that it was im-
proper for him to express an opinion in advance of the Court’s decision.” Luke M. Milligan, The “Ongoing 
Criminal Investigation” Constraint: Getting Away with Silence, 16 WM. & MARY BILL OF RGTS. J. 747, 756 & 
n.46 (2008) (citing JAMES E. POLLARD, THE PRESIDENTS AND THE PRESS 423 (1947)). Among other instances 
spanning more than a century, Prof. Milligan cites 

the refusal of President Ronald Reagan to comment publicly on the federal prosecution 
and conviction of his would-be assassin [John W. Hinckley, Jr.]. Another, more recent, 
example is President George W. Bush’s refusal to comment about the investigation into 
abuses at Abu Ghraib. Bush’s press secretary explained that “[i]f the Commander-in-Chief 
says anything that might be regarded as prejudicial to the proceedings, those who are 
conducting the inquiries and those who might be called upon to conduct trials are . . . going 
to be hamstrung.” 

Milligan, supra, at 757 & nn.49-50 (footnotes omitted). Prof. Milligan noted the George W. Bush administra-
tion’s refusal to comment on the prosecution of former (and now deceased) National Security Advisor Sandy 
Berger. Id. at 757 n.50. 
27 Jennifer Steinhauer, Remark by Obama Complicates Military Sexual Assault Trials, N.Y. Times, July 13, 
2013, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/14/us/obama-remark-is-complicating-military-tri-
als.html. 
28 Id. (quoting Kathryn Ruemmler, White House Counsel). 
29 CBS News, Hagel Aims to Blunt Obama Remarks on Military Sexual Assault, Aug. 15, 2013, available at 
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/hagel-aims-to-blunt-obama-remarks-on-military-sexual-assault/. Memoran-
dum from the Sec’y of Defense to the Military Members of the Dep’t of Defense, Integrity of the Military 
Justice Process (6 August 2013), noted in Garrett et al., supra, at 4, 5 n.9. 
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back” or suggested that he had been misquoted or misunderstood.30 Given the nature of 
the statements, which through repetition and positive audience response became a sig-
nature campaign theme, any attempt to recant them after the filing of this motion and 
safely after President Trump became Commander in Chief would be deeply cynical and 
unworthy of credence.   

 
Further back in time, 1LT William L. Calley, Jr.’s defense counsel objected, among 

other things, to the fact that President Nixon referred to the My Lai Massacre as a mas-
sacre. The Court of Military Appeals was unpersuaded that 1LT Calley had been denied 
a fair trial for this and other reasons. In United States v. Calley, 22 C.M.A. 534, 537, 48 
C.M.R. 19, 22 (1973), Judge Quinn wrote: 

 
First official government statements were to the effect that a full investiga-
tion would be conducted to determine whether the killings took place and, if 
so, to establish the identity of those responsible. Later statements described 
what occurred at My Lai as a massacre and promised that those who per-
petrated it would be brought to justice. By the time of the trial few persons 
in the United States who read, watched or listened to the daily news would 
not have been convinced that many Vietnamese civilians, including women 
and children, had been killed during the My Lai operation. It is by no means 
certain, however, that the conviction that people had died included a judg-
ment that Lieutenant Calley was criminally responsible for those deaths. 
Our attention has not been called to any official statement or report that 
demanded Lieutenant Calley’s conviction as the guilty party. 
 

30 In contrast, President Obama immediately clarified a comment he had made about the principal military 
commission defendants in an interview with Chuck Todd. NBC News, Obama: Alleged 9/11 leader will be 
executed, 18 November 2009, available at http://www.nbcnews.com/id/34015727/ns/us_news-secu-
rity/#.WDsTlXeZPs9: 

TODD: Khalid Sheikh Mohammed – can you understand why it is offensive to some for this 
terrorist to get all the legal privileges of any American citizen? 

OBAMA: I don’t think it will be offensive at all when he’s convicted and when the death 
penalty is applied to him. 

TODD: But having that kind of confidence of a conviction – I mean one of the purposes of 
doing – going to the Justice Department and not military court is to show [off to] the world 
our fairness in our court system. 

OBAMA: Well — 

TODD: But you also just said that he was going to be convicted and given the death pen-
alty. 

OBAMA: Look – what I said was people will not be offended if that’s the outcome. I’m not 
pre-judging; I’m not going to be in that courtroom, that’s the job of prosecutors, the judge 
and the jury. 

Jack Pitney, RN & Manson, Obama & Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, 19 November 2009, available at 
https://www.nixonfoundation.org/2009/11/rn-manson-obama-khalid-sheikh-mohammed/. 
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(Emphasis added.) What was missing in Calley – a predetermination of criminal respon-
sibility -- is present in living color in President Trump’s statements about SGT Bergdahl. 
 
 It is of course true that at the time of the statements summarized above, listed in 
the compendium, and reproduced in the Defense Video Exhibit, President Trump was not 
yet in office. Nor was he subject to Article 37(a), since he was not independently subject 
to the Code, unlike Sen. John S. McCain, a retired regular whose comments and threat 
were at issue in In re Bergdahl, Misc. Dkt. No. 17-0069/AR (C.A.A.F. 7 December 2016) 
(Order). Even so, every accused – to include SGT Bergdahl – has a right to the presump-
tion of innocence and a fair trial as a matter of Fifth Amendment due process. E.g., United 
States v. Girouard, 70 M.J. 5, 10 (C.A.A.F. 2011); Art. 51(c)(1), UCMJ. For the reasons 
explained in Point II(B) below, the circumstances we have described also implicate the 
institutional concerns that have given rise to the doctrine of apparent UCI and call for the 
same vigilant allocation of burdens of proof and decisive remedial measures. 
 
 President Trump has made it impossible for SGT Bergdahl to obtain a fair trial. He 
used the opportunity presented by his campaign rallies and fired-up crowds of supporters 
to condemn SGT Bergdahl by name time after time. Thousands of people were in attend-
ance and thousands more viewed the rallies live or via television or the popular YouTube 
video service. Sergeant Bergdahl’s case was one of a small number of recurring themes. 
It early on became possible to predict more or less precisely what terms of opprobrium 
would be heaped on him. The only question was when – not whether – the candidate 
would get around to him. President Trump transformed his rallies into a televised traveling 
lynch mob. 
 
 Justice cannot be done and public confidence in military justice cannot be main-
tained under these circumstances.31 
 

II 
 

THE CHARGES SHOULD BE DISMISSED 
 
The charges should be dismissed because there are no effective alternative reme-

dial. Dismissal with prejudice is essential in order to safeguard the credibility of the military 
justice system. 
  

31 The effect of President Trump’s references to SGT Bergdahl must also be viewed against the backdrop 
of other events, such as the fact that the chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee in October 
2015 publicly labelled him a deserter and threatened a hearing if he were not punished (i.e., sentenced to 
confinement). See generally Petition for a Writ of Mandamus, In re Bergdahl, supra. There is no way to 
measure the synergistic effect of President Trump’s and Sen. McCain’s statements, but it would be idle to 
treat them in isolation from one another. 
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A 
 

There Are No Adequate Alternative Remedies 
 
Dismissal is a remedy of last resort. United States v. Douglas, 68 M.J. 349, 354 

(C.A.A.F. 2010). It is appropriate here because the other potential remedies are inade-
quate. 

 
 1. Prophylactic order. On 14 December 2015, the general court-martial convening 
authority issued an order to panel members concerning pretrial publicity. It provided in 
part: 
 

. . . Do not attempt to discover information on this matter outside of what will 
be presented during the court-martial proceedings. Do not expose yourself 
to media, written or electronic, about the facts surrounding the case, or 
speak with people with knowledge of the case. You are not to listen to, look 
at, watch or read any account of any incident concerned Sergeant Bergdahl. 
This order prohibits you from reading anything about this Soldier or the al-
leged incidents in any newspapers or magazine, including newspapers and 
magazines online. . . . 

 
D APP 56 Enclosure 2 (¶ 2). This order, which addressees were required to acknowledge, 
was a prudent measure, but the list of potential members to whom it was directed became 
stale because of the passage of time and personnel transfers and retirements. New mem-
bers will need to be detailed (and similarly warned). Since President Trump’s last known 
public vilification of SGT Bergdahl occurred on 9 August 2016, ordering them to disregard 
news accounts would be like shutting the barn door after the horse has bolted. 
 

2. Voir dire. R.C.M. 912(f)(1)(N) mandates excusal for cause whenever it appears 
that a person “[s]hould not sit as a member in the interest of having the court-martial free 
from substantial doubt as to legality, fairness, and impartiality.” This provision would be 
of little value if SGT Bergdahl is able to ask members only whether they heard President 
Trump’s comments, agree with them, and can put them aside. Sergeant Bergdahl must 
be afforded an opportunity to “cut to the chase” and ask the straightforward question 
whether they voted for President Trump. Under Mil. R. Evid. 508, however, that infor-
mation is privileged, see generally D’Aurizio v. Borough of Palisades Park, 899 F. Supp. 
1352 (D.N.J. 1995), and SGT Bergdahl will therefore never be in a position to intelligently 
exercise his right to make challenges. Mil. R. Evid. 508 also applies to the Military Judge. 
While the political vote privilege “has rarely generated case law,” 3 JACK B. WEINSTEIN & 
MARGARET A. BERGER, WEINSTEIN’S FEDERAL EVIDENCE ch. 507, at 507-1 (Mark S. Brodin 
ed., Matthew Bender 2d ed. 1997), it applies here. Furthermore, as explained in Point 
II(B) below, the President, as Commander in Chief, wields great power over the careers 
of officers and his opinions are necessarily entitled to respect by all military personnel, 
whether or not they voted for him. It will never be possible to know the true extent of the 
subconscious impact President Trump’s statements about SGT Bergdahl have had on 
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panel members. See United States v. Brice, 19 M.J. 170, 172 n.3 (C.M.A. 1985) (noting 
role of even “subtl[e] or imperceptibl[e]” effects on triers of fact). 
 
 3. Liberal grants and additional peremptory challenges. Affording SGT Bergdahl 
the benefit of a liberal-grant rule for challenges for cause or additional peremptory chal-
lenges would not cure the problem created by the R.C.M. 508 privilege. He would have 
to be afforded an infinite number of peremptory challenges if – as the rule provides – he 
was precluded from asking the key question about who each member voted for. See ¶ 2 
supra. It would be an endless cycle. 
 
 4. Curative instructions. Even the most direct instruction to members will not cure 
the fair-trial problem President Trump spent over a year to create. Citing Gentile v. State 
Bar of Nevada, 501 U.S. 1030, 1054-55 (1991), Prof. Milligan argues that “procedural 
mechanisms such as voir dire and jury instructions adequately neutralize any prejudicial 
effects of pre-trial publicity.” Milligan, supra, at 797. That is all well and good in the usual 
case, but the protracted nature and specificity of President Trump’s vilification of SGT 
Bergdahl as well as the unique relationship between a President and members of the 
armed forces make this anything but the usual case. There is no way to know what sub-
conscious impact President Trump’s statements would have on military personnel called 
upon to adjudicate the case. Cf. AE 29 (¶ 9), at 5 (noting inefficacy of curative instruction 
with respect to evidence of injuries). 
 
 5. Punishment cap. Limiting the maximum punishment that may be adjudged to 
No Punishment (as R.C.M. 1002 permits) or ruling out confinement or a punitive dis-
charge32 would not satisfactorily remedy President Trump’s characterization of SGT Berg-
dahl as (among other things) a very bad person who should be executed, his shock that 
there were official recommendations against confinement, e.g., 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9echYidpoA, and his false claims that Soldiers died 
searching for him. President Trump’s comments went not only to whether and how se-
verely SGT Bergdahl ought to be punished, but to the more fundamental question of his 
guilt or innocence. SGT Bergdahl has a right to a fair trial in both phases of the court-
martial, not just the second. Relief that was limited to sentencing would therefore be in-
adequate. 
 

6. Change of venue. “The place of trial may be changed when necessary to prevent 
prejudice to the rights of the accused. . . .” R.C.M. 906(b)(11). Because President Trump’s 
campaign of vilification spanned the country and the related videos have been available 
to anyone with a television, computer or smartphone, a change of venue would be an 
empty gesture. 

 

32 The preliminary hearing officer recommended that the charges against SGT Bergdahl be referred to a 
special court-martial not authorized to adjudge a bad-conduct discharge. Both he and MG Dahl (who con-
ducted the 2014 AR 15-6 investigation) believed, on the evidence available to them, that confinement was 
unwarranted. 
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7. Exclusion of government evidence. Evidence is typically excluded as a sanction 
for misconduct by one party or the other. While the Court could direct that, as a remedial 
measure, the government be precluded from adducing evidence in aggravation (or in re-
sponse to defense evidence in extenuation and mitigation)in the event there is a sentenc-
ing phase, we do not believe that remedy would be sufficient because President Trump’s 
statements go not only to sentencing but to the guilt phase of the case. 
 

B 
 

Dismissal is Required to Safeguard the  
Credibility of the Military Justice System 

 
There are times when an insult to the fair administration of justice is so sustained, 

palpable and recent, and comes from such a source, that the integrity of the military jus-
tice system is necessarily at stake and the strong medicine provided by the doctrine of 
apparent UCI is required. This is such a case.  

 
President Trump’s statements, amplified by the echo chamber of today’s politicized 

media and social media, have not become shrouded in the mists of history. Although he 
was a private citizen when he uttered them, he is now our Nation’s Chief Executive and 
Commander in Chief. As such, he is anything but simply a head bureaucrat. 

 
Like a number of other high federal and state officials, President Trump is pro-

tected by Article 88, UCMJ.33 Congress has made him a convening authority, Art. 
22(a)(1), UCMJ, and has given him sweeping military justice rule making authority under 
which he promulgates the Manual for Courts-Martial. Art. 36, UCMJ, and determines max-
imum punishment limits. Art. 56, UCMJ. His personal approval is necessary for military 
executions. Art. 71(a), UCMJ. He nominates and commissions officers, and can remove 
their names from promotion lists. 10 U.S.C. § 629(a) (2012). In time of war he can dismiss 
any officer. 10 U.S.C. § 1161(a)(3) (2012); see Art. 4(a), UCMJ.34 He nominates the ser-
vice chiefs, The Judge Advocates General, and senior civilian defense officials. He nom-
inates and may remove judges of the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed 
Forces. Arts. 142(b)(1), (c), UCMJ. 

33 The judge advocates whose names appear below are subject to Article 88. Sergeant Bergdahl’s right to 
the effective assistance of counsel would protect them from prosecution if anything in this motion were to 
violate that provision. In the interest of avoiding that constitutional issue and out of respect for the office 
President Trump occupies, the defense has taken pains to remain well outside the reach of Article 88 in 
characterizing his conduct in this motion. 
34 This is a “time of war” for purposes of the President’s power to dismiss officers. Maj. Gen. (Ret) Charles 
J. Dunlap Jr., Can Presidents ‘fire’ senior military officers? Generally, yes . . .  but it’s complicated, Lawfare, 
15 September 2016, available at https://sites.duke.edu/lawfire/2016/09/15/can-presidents-fire-senior-mili-
tary-officers-generally-yesbut-its-complicated/ (citing United States v. Rivaschivas, 74 M.J. 758 (Army Ct. 
Crim. App. 2015) (“time of war” for Art. 43, UCMJ purposes)). The sweeping nature of the President’s power 
and influence is also apparent from the fact that he or she may promote an officer who has not been rec-
ommended by a promotion board. Promotion of Marine Officer, 41 Op. Att’y Gen. 291 (1956), noted in 
David J. Barron & Martin S. Lederman, The Commander in Chief at the Lowest Ebb – A Constitutional 
History, 121 HARV. L. REV. 941, 1031-32 n.352 (2008). 
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President Trump is Commander in Chief. U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 1. He may 

exercise command. AR 600-20, Personnel—General: Army Command Policy ¶ 1-5a (6 
Nov. 2014). Because he is at the pinnacle of the chain of command, what he says not 
only has direct and indirect legal consequences, but symbolic potency; he sets the com-
mand climate for all of the armed forces. What is more, “respect for the principle of civilian 
supremacy” is “central” for the armed forces, United States v. Rapert, 75 M.J. 164, 171 
(C.A.A.F. 2016), and President Trump is the current embodiment of that supremacy. 

 
Had President Trump not been elected, this case would have to be analyzed in 

pure due process terms (and, like any case, it remains subject to such analysis). How-
ever, because he was elected and has become Chief Executive, the case becomes sub-
ject to the more exacting standards of apparent UCI jurisprudence. By not repudiating 
them, President Trump has brought his earlier statements with him into the White House. 
Common sense teaches that an amnesia epidemic will not suddenly strike the pool of 
potential members after last year’s long, hard-fought and vivid political battle. That Pres-
ident Trump has only today taken the Oath of Office does not wipe clean the slate of 
memory, either in the Nation as a whole or within the Army. His statements remain a 
matter of record but take on even greater salience now that he has assumed the duties 
of the Nation’s highest office. It would exalt form over substance to treat those statements 
as immune from apparent UCI concerns because he wasn’t President when he made 
them.35 They cannot be scrubbed from the record as if he had simply put on a clean shirt 
for the Inauguration. They are as much the “mortal enemy of military justice” as the end-
less variations that fill the volumes of the Military Justice Reporter, and should be treated 
no differently. 

 
The “appearance of impartiality cannot be maintained in a trial unless the members 

of the court are left unencumbered from powerful external influences.” United States v. 
Grady, 15 M.J. 275, 276 (C.M.A. 1983) (quoting United States v. Fowle, 7 C.M.A. 349, 
352, 22 C.M.R. 139, 142 (1956)). It is hard to imagine a more powerful external influence 
than repeated public statements by an individual who has become Commander in Chief. 
President Trump’s statements place “an intolerable strain on public perception of the mil-
itary justice system.” “A reasonable member of the public” – “an objective, disinterested 
observer, fully informed of all the facts and circumstances, would harbor a significant 
doubt about the fairness of the proceeding.” Lewis, supra, 63 M.J. at 415 (quoted in 
Salyer, supra, 72 M.J. at 423). Here, as in Salyer, “the actions at issue strike at the heart 
of what it means to have an independent military judiciary and indeed a credible military 
justice system.” 72 M.J. at 428.  

 

35 By way of analogy, suppose a person who was not subject to the Code was nominated to be Secretary 
of the Army, made statements at his or her Senate Armed Services Committee confirmation hearing that 
were like President Trump’s, and was thereafter confirmed and sworn in without having repudiated those 
statements. Such a case would have to be analyzed as one of apparent UCI as well as due process. The 
case at bar is even more compelling because President Trump’s statements were made repeatedly and 
the office of President is unique and stands on a materially different footing than the service secretaries. 
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Compendium of Trump Campaign Comments about Sergeant Bergdahl  
January 20, 2017 

 
 
Date Venue Statement Source 
2JUN14 Fox and 

Friends 
“And unlike our traitor where we gave five killers, you know, 
five real enemies of the state. Uh, Bergdahl.” 

http://www.wnd.com/2014/
06/trump-taliban-swap-
catastrophe/ 

15JUL14 Fox News “I look at this five to one trade, we have a traitor, we have 
five killers that are looking to destroy this country and that’s 
the kind of a trade we make for a traitor and now I just 
heard, Martha, you with 350,000 dollars in back pay he’s 
going to get 350,000 dollars in back pay and he was a 
traitor. Evan (Buetow) sounds terrific, he uh, he said that he 
mailed all his stuff back home. And how is it possible that he 
and his other folks that were, you know, that knew this man 
so well and that knew exactly what happened weren’t 
interviewed having to do with the investigation they weren’t 
even talked to having to do. So I don’t think the White House 
knew what they were doing when they made the deal, they 
didn’t have their facts before- you know when you make a 
deal you have to have your facts, it’s the first thing I tell 
people, to make a deal you have to have your facts, they 
didn’t have the facts…” 
“So here we trade five killers that want to destroy us, that 
are already back in service, to try and knock us out and we 
trade five killers for one traitor and now we’re going to give 
the traitor $350,000 and we put him back to work like 
nothing happened and they don’t investigate, and they don’t 
call people like Evan (Buetow) that know exactly what 
happened. And then you have the weird thing that you just 
mentioned with the parents. I mean, the father was a pretty 
weird dude to start off with the way he acted, I thought when 

http://video.foxnews.com/
v/3675791826001/?#sp=sh
ow-clips 
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I first saw him I said, ‘Woah Woah, that does not look like 
Duck Dynasty, there’s a little bit of a difference there, there’s 
uh, that look is a little different then Duck Dynasty. At first I 
wasn’t exactly sure but I said, ‘Woah’. And then I watched 
the father’s action, I watched his statements, I watched his 
words and I said, ‘this is a weird situation going on’. Now the 
guy gets released and he doesn’t even want to talk to his 
parents” 

28JUL14 Fox News TRUMP: “I’m looking at this guy, did we do it for the right 
one, you know? It looks like maybe he was a deserter, was 
he a deserter? You tell me.” 
FF: “Sounds like it. Almost all evidence does and evidently 
there might even be video of him leaving the base.” 
TRUMP: “He doesn’t even want to come back to the 
parents. The parents are saying he can’t speak English now, 
we can’t this, we can’t get in touch with him, I mean, what’s 
going on, but you know the, the interesting thing is when 
they released him, all of his comrades refused to clap, they 
refused to say anything, I mean they were very upset.” 
FF: “You’re referring to the Secretary Defense Hagel who 
addressed the troops at Bagram Air Base and to silence 
after he made the announcement.” 
TRUMP: “Well I know nothing about Hagel other than at his 
confirmation hearing, I watched. It was the worst 
performance I had ever seen in the history of confirmations. 
I mean he was before the various folks that were asking him 
questions- I have never seen anyone do so poorly. He 
couldn’t get a sentence out. He’s our Secretary of Defense 
so…” 
FF: “He didn’t do much better yesterday in explaining what 
went into it.” 
TRUMP: “A terrible deal we made by the way. This is a 
terrible deal. Every soldier and every American is at risk right 

https://archive.org/details/
FOXNEWSW_20140728_10
0000_FOX_and_Friends/st
art/4080/end/4140 
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now that was a terrible deal. Now, on top of it, let’s hope 
that’s not so, but we’re hearing lots of bad things about the 
person we took.”  
FF: “It seems as though it’s a systemic issue when it comes 
down to leadership here, you understand the art of 
negotiation and Susan Rice is saying ‘We didn’t negotiate 
with the Taliban here and the terrorists’ but in fact would you 
say that we lost this negotiation?” 
TRUMMP: “Well this isn’t even close, and this is a terrible 
precedent, I mean what we’re doing is terrible. So now you 
have this soldier that’s going to be looked in to and I think 
that’s going to turn up being a disaster, and the father with 
the tweets, I don’t know if you saw the father with the tweets 
but they were really like, anti-American. But I think it’s going 
to turn out to be a catastrophe.” 

27FEB15 CPAC 
Conference 

“Now, we have a thinking…Bowe Bergdahl, we all know, 
Berg [sic] we sell, we make a deal, Bowe Bergdahl for five 
killers, five terrorists who are right now out there trying to kill 
us. This is the kind of thinking, and you don’t even hear 
anything about it anymore, people forget. It’s like the one 
week schedule, they forget.  The Bowe Bergdahl deal is 
emblematic of what’s going on in this country, all our deals 
are like that and we can’t let it continue to happen.” 

https://www.c-
span.org/video/?324558-
11/donald-trump-remarks-
cpac&start=455 
@7:25 

9APR15 Breitbart 
News 
interview 

“It’s no different than the situation with Sergeant Bergdahl, 
which I call the five-for-one deal. That deal is emblematic of 
something. Who would give back one traitor for five killers 
that are now free and back in the service of killing people? 
Five-for-one and the one we got is a traitor. We should really 
give Sergeant Bergdahl back to them. The five-for-one-deal 
is emblematic of the way we negotiate.” 

http://www.breitbart.com/n
ational-
security/2015/04/09/exclus
ive-donald-trump-obama-
totally-out-negotiated-by-
iran-taliban-virtually-
every-country-in-the-
world/ 
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23APR15 The John 
Fredericks 
Show, VA 
(radio) 

Donald Trump: “It’s like Bergdahl. You know I use that as 
an example. Five for one. We get Bergdahl, they get five 
killers, leaders, who are now back on the- you know, trying 
to kill us all, right?” 
John Fredericks: “And we get a traitor.” 
Donald Trump: “And we get a traitor. I’d send him back, I’d 
call- You know sometimes you renegotiate a deal, I’d send 
him back, even if we don’t get their five guys back, they’ll get 
‘em back anyway. But I’d send Bergdahl back, let them, we 
don’t have to, we don’t have to- you know in the old days 
you’d execute Bergdahl. You know when with this country 
was strong, and powerful, and meant something you would 
execute Bergdahl. Now he’s being- They, they said, ‘Oh well, 
he had some psychological problems.’ And you know, the 
General that was there, these are not General Patton, these 
are not General Douglas McArthur the General that went 
there knew all about this! Before the trade! I figured maybe it 
slipped through, maybe they didn’t know. They knew all 
about it, this General met with the five or six soldiers that 
told him the guy was a traitor! And we probably lost five lives 
and maybe now six lives of guys that went out looking for 
him and trying to get him back. So you know, as far as I’m 
concerned, send Bergdahl back, drop him right in the middle 
of those characters and they’ll take care of him.” 

http://www.johnfredericksr
adio.com/political-
insighter-trump-
unplugged-on-the-john-
fredericks-show/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pLmi8fN5CAg 
@12:10 (635 views as of 
17JAN17) 

9MAY15 Freedom 
Summit 
Greenville, 
NC 

“We got Bergdahl, they get five leaders, killers that want to 
kill us all. And they’re all back on the battlefield, by the way, 
and we got this piece of garbage named Bergdahl. Who, 
years ago, (crowd cheers), who years ago we would’ve shot 
for treason and now they’re saying, ‘well, you know, he 
doesn’t feel good, he had a hard life.’ When I saw his father 
standing with Obama, I said, ‘Woah, woah, woah! Woah!’ 
(Crowd laughs). I love the guys at Duck Dynasty, they stay 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5wq7Y0xVXzc 
@20:10 (9,065 views as of 
17JAN17) 
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at my luxury hotels, but this, this did not look like Duck 
Dynasty guys.” 

16JUN15 Campaign 
launch, NYC 

“He’s the one (President Obama) that did Bergdahl. We get 
Bergdahl, they get five killer terrorists that everybody wanted 
over there. We get Bergdahl. We get a traitor. We get a no-
good traitor, and they get the five people that they wanted 
for years, and those people are now back on the battlefield 
trying to kill us. That’s the negotiator we have.” 

http://www.washingtonpos
t.com/news/post-
politics/wp/2015/06/16/full-
text-donald-trump-
announces-a-presidential-
bid/ 

23JUN15 MD GOP 
Dinner 

“We save a Sergeant Bergdahl, who’s a traitor, a no good 
traitor. We lose six lives over this guy. And yet James Foley 
is beheaded. We didn’t fight for James Foley. He was this 
wonderful guy whose parents I got to know very well over 
the last few months. Actually, up in New Hampshire. We 
didn’t fight for James Foley, he was beheaded and he was a 
wonderful young man. But we fought to get a traitor, who, 
when our country was strong, would’ve been executed for 
desertion. We lost six, great, young people trying to find him, 
and they all knew that he deserted and Obama knew that he 
deserted. And yet we took him back- I call him the five for 
one President- and we gave five killers, and leaders, who 
are now back on the battlefield trying to kill everybody, 
including us, by the way.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ySP2tDgPoN4 
@21:20 (80 views as of 
17JAN17) 

23JUN15 MD GOP 
Dinner 
w/CNN 

“We get Bergdahl, right? We get Bergdahl, think of it, they 
get five killer leaders that are out there trying to kill 
everybody and behead everybody right now, and we get a 
traitor named Sergeant Bergdahl. Six people died trying to 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ibCf6ZuXD7E 
(126 views as of 17JAN17) 
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get this traitor. Six people. And yet James Foley, we gave up 
on him and he’s beheaded. I want James Foley, I don’t want 
Bergdahl, I want James Foley. So we have stupid people, 
we have people that don’t know what they’re doing. It’s 
amateur hour” 

11JUL15 Las Vegas, 
NV 

“I mean here’s a guy- Sergeant Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, 
a traitor, a no good traitor, who in the good old days 
would’ve been executed. We get Bergdahl, they get five 
killers that are right now back on the battlefield. The five 
people that they most wanted, they got them, and we got 
Bergdahl.” 

http://thehill.com/policy/de
fense/256437-trump-says-
bergdahl-should-be-
executed 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=qXjz3qLufv8  
@27:45 (841,531views as 
of 17JAN17) 

11JUL15 Phoenix, AZ “We have Sergeant Bergdahl, a traitor. (Crowd boos). So we 
negotiate for Sergeant Bergdahl, a no good traitor- six 
people were killed trying to find him. Six young, in this case 
men, went out to try and get him. Six of ‘em never came 
back. Six people died, and we have Sergeant Bergdahl. And 
here’s our deal, this is just like the stupid deal that we’re 
making with Iran, on nuclear. This is just like everything else 
we do, the deals we went and made with China, the deals 
we make with Mexico. We don’t know what we’re doing. So 
we get Bergdahl, a no good traitor, and frankly, you know I 
renegotiate deals every once and awhile, not too often. But, 
I’d send him back, and if they don’t want him, send him back 
anyway. I want to renegotiate that. They get- they get five 
killers that are right now back on the battlefield trying to kill 
everybody, including the people in this room. And these 
were the five people that they most wanted.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ls3m7NUOqxs 
@1:03:05 (989,379 views 
as of 17JAN17) 

14JUL15 CNN, VA “It’s like Sergeant Bergdahl, we get a traitor named Sergeant 
Bergdahl and they get, look what they get- they get their five 
guys they most wanted anywhere in the world. Who makes 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=V6OfBWrcObs 
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deals like this? And by the way, with Bergdahl, six people 
died trying to get that traitor back. So we get Bergdahl, they 
get five guys that they wanted, that’s not the way you deal.” 

@1:45 (2,159 views as of 
17JAN17) 

18JUL15 Family 
Leadership 
Summit, 
Fox News 

“Persons captured, they’re heroes as far as I’m concerned, 
unless they’re a traitor like Bergdahl, he was captured, he’s 
no hero.” 

https://archive.org/details/
FOXNEWSW_20150719_10
0000_FOX_and_Friends_S
unday?q=trump+bergdahl
#start/7414/end/7474 

21JUL15 Bluffton, SC “I’ve seen one sided deals before, this is like Sergeant 
Bergdahl. We get a traitor, a no-good, rotten traitor, like 
Bergdahl, and they get five killers that they most wanted in 
the whole world who are right now back on the battlefield 
trying to kill everybody, including us, okay? What kind of a 
deal is this? Not good, right? (Referring to audience 
member) I like that, stand up! Who said that? I like that. 
You’re right, lousy, lousy deal. But we only make lousy 
deals. I call Obama the five-for-one President. We get 
Bergdahl, they got five guys they dream of, okay?” 

http://www.politifact.com/t
ruth-o-
meter/statements/2015/jul/
23/donald-trump/trump-
guantanamo-prisoners-
swapped-bowe-bergdahl-
a/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=g0dre-LxWFs  
@31:50 (22,575 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

6AUG15 GOP Debate 
I, Fox News, 
Cleveland, 
OH 

“You look at Sergeant Bergdahl, we get Bergdahl, a traitor 
and they get five of the big great killers leaders that they 
want.” 

http://video.foxnews.com/
v/4406746003001/watch-a-
replay-of-fox-news-prime-
time-presidential-
debate/?#sp=show-clips 
@1:24:55 

19AUG15 Derry, NH “Take Sergeant Bergdahl, does anybody remember him? 
(Crowd boos). So, so this is the way we think. So we get a 
traitor named Bergdahl, a dirty, rotten traitor (crowd 
applauses), who by the way when he deserted, six young, 
beautiful people were killed trying to find him, right? And you 
don’t even hear about him anymore! Somebody said the 
other day, ‘Well he had some psychological problems.’ You 

http://www.wsj.com/video/
trump-bergdahl-a-dirty-
rotten-traitor/F83D4013-
58A3-4A8E-BE95-
74DAC2A03BB1.html 
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know, you know in the old days (mimics shooting a rifle), 
bing, bong! (Crowd cheers). When we were strong, when we 
were strong. So we get Bergdahl, a traitor, and they get five 
of the people that they most wanted anywhere in the world, 
five killers that are right now back on the battlefield doing a 
job. That’s the kind of deals we make! That’s the kind of 
deals we make, right? Am I right?” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=b3ci0S0RjXw 
(38,905 views as of 
17JAN17) 
 

21AUG15 Mobile, AL “Has anybody heard of Sergeant Bergdahl, the traitor? 
(Crowd boos). No, no the traitor. I call President Obama the 
five for one President. We get Sergeant Bergdahl a traitor, 
who, by the way, six people, at least, that we know of, six 
people were killed trying to get this guy back. Six people, 
they went after him. They wanted to get him back. So we get 
Sergeant Bergdahl and they get five people that they 
desperately wanted for years that are right now back on the 
battlefield trying to kill everybody, including us.” 

http://www.washingtonpos
t.com/politics/trumps-
audacious-southern-
spectacle-is-part-of-his-
strategy/2015/08/21/31da2
a88-4812-11e5-846d-
02792f854297_story.html 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XLCdDI3GAzE 
@16:20 (75,641views as of 
17JAN17) 

27AUG15 Greenville, 
SC 

“Sergeant Bergdahl, right? We know Sergeant Bergdahl, a 
traitor. Six people died looking for him, he left! He deserted, 
went to the other side. He didn’t realize the other side wasn’t 
treating him so nice, you know they were not too nice to him. 
They roughed him up. But- he says good (points to audience 
member, crowd laughs). I agree, good! Drop him back, let’s 
re-trade that deal. So we get Bergdahl a traitor- these are 
the same people that make our trade deals- we get 
Bergdahl, a traitor that we don’t want. I don’t want him, do 
you- does anybody want him? (Crowd boos). And they knew 
that he was a traitor because they had a General and a 
Colonel interviewing the guys and the people that were with 
him! So they knew he left! It wasn’t like, oh they found out 
later. They knew before the deal was made. So we get a 

http://thehill.com/blogs/bl
og-briefing-room/252125-
trump-univision-anchor-
is-a-lunatic 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=kTMn49vZjxY 
@19:50 (10,127 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
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traitor named Bergdahl- six people died trying to find him- 
we get him, they get five killers that they’ve wanted for ten 
years. They were released and now they’re on the battlefield 
trying to kill everybody, including us.” 

8OCT15 Las Vegas, 
NV 

“We’re tired of Sergeant Bergdahl, who’s a traitor. (Crowd 
cheers). He’s a traitor, a no-good traitor, who should’ve been 
executed (crowd cheers). We get Sergeant Bergdahl and 
they get five of the biggest killers that they’ve wanted more 
than any people, more than any people, for years! They’ve 
been trying to get these five killers and they’re all now back 
on the battlefield, and we’ve got Bergdahl, and yesterday I 
heard he probably won’t even serve any time and 30 years 
ago he would’ve been shot! (Crowd boos).” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QgtDZGO8ES0 
@1:06:05 (8,579 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

11OCT15 Fox News 
Judge 
Jeanine  

“Well I think it’s a disgrace, he was a deserter 100%, I know 
you agree with this and he was a deserter 100% it’s not like 
the old days, in the old days you deserted you were in big 
trouble. Today they want to find all sorts of excuses- I don’t 
know what, it’s crazy, it’s just crazy what’s going on with our 
country is absolutely insane. Five good, great soldiers, 
wonderful, young people and probably six were killed 
looking for him. And now what do we get? We get him, 
which you can have him, we get him, and they get, they get 
five of the great killers that they’ve wanted for ten years, 
they’ve wanted these people back. This is a typical trade 
with Obama, we get Bergdahl and they get five killers, no 
good.” 

http://video.foxnews.com/
v/4550198667001/?#sp=sh
ow-clips 
 

14OCT15 Richmond, 
VA 

“That’s like Sergeant Bergdahl. We got a guy (crowd boos), 
it’s true, no it’s true. We have a guy- six young people, great 
people, were killed looking for him. We get Bergdahl, they 
get five of the great killers that they’ve wanted for ten years, 
right? These are the deals that we make because we have 
leadership that doesn’t know what the hell it’s doing. (Crowd 
cheers). Now in the old days, with Bergdahl, who is a traitor, 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=BVZn1RQW-aE 
@48:00 (37,927 views as 
of 12DEC16) 
This video was removed 
by an unknown user on or 
before 17JAN17 
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it was treason! You shoot him! He would get shot! (Crowd 
cheers). They think he won’t even get jail time anymore! 
Well he had some psychological difficulty, they don’t really 
know what happened, wasn’t feeling so good. We are just 
heading in the wrong direction.”   

16OCT15 Tyngsboro, 
MA 

“Sergeant Bergdahl, right? (Crowd boos). No, no, think of 
this guy. In the old days, he’d get shot for treason right? 
Right? These guys would tell you, they’re too nice but they 
know, believe me, they know. But Sergeant Bergdahl. So we 
have Bergdahl. So we get Bergdahl, this is the way we 
trade, this is, like, emblematic of everything we do. We get 
Bergdahl, a rotten traitor who should be frankly, who 
negotiated with terrorists, who left, who six people died 
looking for him, who, by the way, the other night on every 
television! They said he won’t even go to prison! (Crowd 
boos). Because think of it, did you hear this? Because well 
he might have psychological problems. He’s not feeling so 
good. Can you believe it? So we get Bergdahl and they get 
five of the people that they most want, total killers, leaders 
who are now back fighting trying to kill everybody in their 
bed. That’s what they get. They get the five people they 
most wanted and we get one traitor. I’ll tell you what. 
Probably can’t do it, but if I win I may just have him floating 
right in the middle of that place and drop him, boom. Right in 
the middle, let ‘em have him! Let ‘em have him. I mean 
that’s cheaper than a bullet.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Cslky5Maftc 
@26:10 (139,384 views as 
of 9DEC2016) 
This video was removed 
by an unknown user on or 
before 17JAN17 

23OCT15 Miami,  FL “Think about Sergeant Bergdahl, a traitor (crowd boos), a 
traitor! Think of him. He’s a dirty, rotten traitor. Six people 
died going after him, they died! Six young, incredible, brave 
people died. The deal is we get traitor Bergdahl, they get 
five of the best people that they have, that they’ve been after 
for ten years, they get five killers that are right now leading 
and back on the battlefield trying to kill everybody, including 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ZvsVP_G30t4  
@46:10 (144,343 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
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you, and we get Bergdahl, a traitor, okay? We get Bergdahl. 
And then, two days ago it came out, that Bergdahl! They 
don’t want to put him in jail. You know in the old days 
(mimics shooting a rifle), boom. Firing squad. No, it’s true 
(mimics shooting a rifle). I love the Second Amendment, I 
love the Second Amendment. (Crowd cheers). So two days 
ago, it comes out that Sergeant Bergdahl won’t even have to 
go to jail. No, think of it. (Crowd boos). Where have we 
gone? Where have we gone? What’s going on with our 
country? Okay? I’ll tell you one thing; if I win, it’s not going to 
be my most important job, not if, ehh we have to say if, hey 
look, look- (points to the audience) they’re all going, ‘Not if, 
when!.’ Alright, alright. Okay, I have a- you know what the 
word should be if but you know what, they’re going crazy up 
here, they’re saying ‘when, when, when’, so when! Okay? 
When! When. And I hope so, because I’ll tell you- we can 
make our country so great again, we’ll make it so great. But I 
promise you, we will be reopening that Bergdahl disaster, we 
will be reopening it. It’s going to be reopened.” 

26OCT15 Atkinson, NH “Sergeant Bergdahl, we get Bergdahl, a dirty rotten traitor, 
who’s not even going to go to jail! He would’ve been shot 20 
years ago. We get Bergdahl, think of it, we get Bergdahl and 
they get five killers that they’ve wanted for ten years that are 
right now back on the battlefield killing people. And believe 
me they want to kill everybody in this place too. That’s the 
deal we made, that’s emblematic of the deals we make.” 

http://nhpr.org/post/trump
s-targets-media-carson-
and-obama-order 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=U06yfv8dfuo 
@17:50 (49,241 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

27OCT15 MSNBC “Sergeant Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, they get five of the 
killers that they’ve wanted for a long period of time.” 

https://archive.org/details/
MSNBCW_20151027_1000
00_Morning_Joe?q=bergd
ahl+#start/3960/end/4020 
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3NOV15 GMA, ABC, 
New York, 
NY 
(“Crippled 
America” 
Book 
release) 

“I always mention as an example Sergeant Bergdahl, a 
traitor. We get Sergeant Bergdahl and they get five of the 
people they wanted, and they wanted badly. And that’s not 
the way it’s going to work anymore. So we write about it in 
the book.” 

http://abcnews.go.com/G
MA/video/donald-trump-
discusses-family-crippled-
america-34933000 
 
This video was removed 
by an unknown user on or 
before 8DEC16 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ZSlXkOX6n3s 
@1:20 (96,128 views as of 
17JAN17) 

9NOV15 Springfield, 
IL 

“I always say Sergeant Bergdahl, that’s military. But we get a 
dirty, rotten traitor, who I’d like to dump right back where we 
got him (crowd cheers). You know, he left! He left. Six 
people got killed looking for him, right? He left because he 
said, ‘Oh.’ When I looked at his father I said, ‘Woah, woah, 
what have we here?’ Right? I said, ‘Woah what’s this all 
about?’ So, he left and he thought, ‘Oh this is going to be 
wonderful,’ and oh then they knocked the hell out of him. He 
didn’t have a good time. I don’t think he’ll be going there 
anytime soon, right? But here’s the amazing thing, in the old 
days when we were strong and wise, we shoot a guy like 
that. A traitor! He’s a traitor. He’s a traitor. (Crowd cheers). 
No, no, we shoot him! I don’t care! In the old days, when we 
were strong, and wise, traitors were treated very, very 
harshly. If you look at what happened last week, they feel 
that he wasn’t really 100% feeling well. Perhaps he should 
get no jail time whatsoever. No, do you believe this? This is 
what- okay, so here’s the way we negotiate. I call Obama 
the five for one President. We get Bergdahl, they get five of 

https://theconservativetre
ehouse.com/2015/11/09/Do
nald-Trump-Rally-In-
Springfield-Illinois-
Livestream/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=0euhRxQCNzs 
@51:35 (158,361 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
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their best, toughest, meanest killers that they’ve been trying 
to get out of there for nine years, right?” 

11NOV15 Manchester, 
NH 

“We don’t have victories with Sergeant Bergdahl. With this 
traitor, this dirty, rotten traitor. (Crowd applauses). He gets 
no jail time, he gets no jail time. No, think of it. Right? 
Twenty-five, fifty years ago, thirty years ago, what would 
they have done? Bing (mimics handgun firing with his hand). 
Right? (Points to Audience member). He just said it, I didn’t 
have to say it, I’m just imitating him, bing (mimics handgun 
firing with his hand). No, he’s going to get no jail time, 
nothing! They say, ‘Well he wasn’t feeling so-.’ Six people 
died going out looking for him. So we make a deal. I call him 
the five for one President. This is the way we deal. Whether 
it’s economics or military. He makes a deal, five of their best, 
most wanted people. We get Bergdahl, they get five killers 
that are right now back on the battlefield looking to kill 
everybody, including us. This is the deal we make. And they 
knew he was a traitor before they made the deal. I figured 
well maybe they got snookered, maybe they didn’t know. 
They had a General and a Colonel seeing everybody in that 
division, and they’re all saying, ‘No he left, he’s a traitor.’ So 
they knew it was, you know, they’re dealing with a traitor. If I 
heard he was a traitor I’d say, ‘That’s okay, no deal, you can 
keep him.’ I would say we never want him back (pointing to 
audience member), right Steve? We don’t want him back.” 

http://www.wmur.com/polit
ics/after-strong-debate-
trump-makes-early-
morning-appearance-at-
recordsetting-politics-and-
eggs-event/36388534 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=H4c3c8qdNDM 
@28:55 (69,433 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

12NOV15 Fort Dodge, 
IA 

“I see Sergeant Bergdahl, a traitor, a no good, dirty, rotten 
traitor (crowd cheers). And we knew he was a traitor before 
we made the deal. They had a General and they had a 
Colonel talking to all of the young people that were with him 
as soldiers. And what happened? Six people went out 
looking for him, six people were killed. So six people were 
lost looking for him. And what happens now? In the old days 
he would’ve been shot for being a traitor. He’s going to get 

http://www.bostonglobe.c
om/news/politics/2015/11/
13/the-most-stunning-
quotes-from-donald-
trump-iowa-
remarks/uoGOHlWclQhW
ERGMYEIO5J/story.html 
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nothing! I heard the other day, I was watching- they’ve 
recommending no jail time, no nothing. I mean seriously, in 
the old days, when you were a young guy (Trump points to 
audience member), right? When I was, they would’ve, they 
would’ve… it’s gone! When we were strong and when we 
were smart. You’re a traitor, you’re shot! So he went out, he 
left! He deserted, he left, and they recommended nothing. 
But here’s the thing, so we knew he was a traitor and we 
made the deal anyway, I wouldn’t have made the deal. I 
would’ve said, oh he’s a traitor? That’s okay, they can have 
him for the rest of his life. (Crowd cheers). No, I would’ve 
done it! I wouldn’t even want him, you know, frankly they’re 
so brutal that’s not a good life. See it turned out to be a little 
tougher than he thought. He thought he’d go over, ‘Hey 
babe how you doin’? How you guys doin’?’ Boom, boom, 
boom (mimics punching), they beat the crap out of him, 
which is fine. That’s fine. I’m happy about that (crowd 
laughs). I don’t think he’s going there for a vacation, you 
know he thought he was going to go and say hello to the 
enemy and talk to the enemy. But what happens is, he came 
out and now what we did, knowing he was a traitor, we gave 
them, I call Obama the five for one president, we gave them 
five of the best killers that they most desperately wanted, 
and they wanted them for nine years. We gave them five 
people that are right now back on the battlefield doing all 
sorts of damage, wanting to kill everybody, including you, 
and that’s our deal. I call him five for one. And the one’s no 
good. Frankly I’d take the one and drop him right back 
where the hell he came from, you know, if you want to know 
the truth. (Crowd cheers). I really would.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=apaToLjdRp4  
@23:15 (913,430 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
 

16NOV15 Knoxville, 
TN 

“The worst to me was Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, they get 
five killers they’ve wanted for nine years! And we get 
Sergeant Bergdahl, a dirty, rotten traitor (crowd cheers).” 

http://www.breitbart.com/b
ig-
government/2015/11/17/do
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nald-trump-vows-bomb-s-
isis-ridicules-weakness-
obama-clinton/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=eHgB6g2FDq0 
@30:00 (59,289 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

18NOV15 Worcester, 
MA 

“I use it all the time, it’s not a financial deal although you 
could say it’s even financial, but we can get Sergeant 
Bergdahl, a dirty, rotten traitor (crowd boos), and give them, 
and give them five of the greatest killers on Earth that 
they’ve been after for nine years. But that’s the deal. So we 
get Bergdahl, a traitor, and we knew he was a traitor, and six 
people, six young, great people were killed going after this 
bum. Six people! Now in the old days- there’s my man 
(points to audience member), stand up. What do we do with 
Sergeant Bergdahl 50 years ago? That’s right. Boom 
(mimics a handgun firing with his hand). Boom! A great 
veteran. Boom! He’s gone! He’s gone! Six people killed 
looking for Bergdahl, and we give five people to get him 
back. And we knew he was a traitor because we had a 
General and a Colonel go and interview all of the soldiers 
that he dealt with and that he was with. They said he 
deserted. So they knew. You know it’s one thing they made 
a mistake, but they knew! We can’t do things like that 
anymore. And by the way, on Bergdahl, I see the other day, 
no time! They don’t want to give him any time! They’re 
letting him out! They’re not only going to not shoot him 
(crowd boos), they let him out! They said, ‘Well, he’s been 
through a lot, oh yeah, been through a lot.’ Six young great 
people died looking for him. And he’s recommended to get 
nothing! Zero! And we can’t let that happen anymore.” 

https://www.washingtonp
ost.com/news/post-
politics/wp/2015/11/18/nin
e-things-that-happened-
during-donald-trumps-
visit-to-
worcester/?hpid=hp_hp-
more-top-stories_pp-
trump-
115am%3Ahomepage%2F
story 
 
https://www.bostonglobe.
com/metro/2015/11/18/wat
ch-live-donald-trump-
hosts-rally-
worcester/a444uyJfI6yU9u
vg6G7hnK/story.html 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6QWuC7GAKac 
@12:00 (913 views as of 
17JAN17) 
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23NOV15 Columbus, 
OH 
 
 
 
  

“Sergeant Bergdahl, the worst, the worst! He’s a traitor, he’s 
a dirty, rotten traitor (crowd cheers). And I always say, we 
get Bergdahl, a horrible traitor who deserted! In the old days 
you get shot! (Mimics a handgun firing with his hand). We 
get Bergdahl, and this is the way we negotiate, they get five 
of the greatest killers that they know, they’ve been after 
them for nine years! So they get these five guys that are 
now back on the battlefield trying to kill everybody including 
all of us. We just don’t have a clue.” 

http://www.cleveland.com/
open/index.ssf/2015/11/do
nald_trump_holds_campai
gn_rally_in_columbus_liv
e_coverage.html 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=reBkHeQdiy4 
@1:07:40 (115,869 views 
as of 17JAN17) 

24NOV15 Time 
Magazine 

TIME: I have never heard a politician sort of celebrate the 
extrajudicial punishment of someone. And this goes back to 
that mean tough talk thing that we were talking about before. 
 
TRUMP: Well I think Bergdahl is a very bad person who 
killed six people, who went after him, you know, six people 
went after him. And the amazing thing is that the 
government knew that he was a traitor before they made the 
deal. Because they had a general and a colonel interviewing 
all of the people that he was with in his group. 

 

3DEC15 Republican 
Jewish 
Coalition 
Presidential 
Forum, 
Washington, 
DC 

“Sergeant Bergdahl, alright? Sergeant Bergdahl. We get a 
traitor they get five of the greatest killers that they’ve wanted 
for nine years, you know the deal was five for one. And they 
knew he was a traitor before we made the deal, you know 
about Sergeant Bergdahl. He deserted. Six people were 
killed trying to get him back. They were looking for him. A 
General and a Colonel went to see all those people, they 
said, ‘No he deserted, he was a traitor.’ And we still made 
the deal! So we get a traitor- we can give him back, do you 
want to renegotiate deals, some of us renegotiate deals. I 
would say about 99.9- is there anybody that doesn’t 
renegotiate deals in this room? This room negotiates- I want 
to rene- this room. Perhaps more than any room I’ve ever 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=PQYOvDmWqjo  
@17:10 (111,424 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
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spoken to. Maybe more. It’s okay, I’ve been called a nut a 
couple of times too. But the fact is I want to renegotiate that 
deal. I want to drop him right smack in the middle of where 
he came from. The hell, they can have him! Even if we don’t 
get the five guys back because that’s not going to happen, 
because you know where they are right now? They’re right 
now all back on the battlefield fighting us, and trying to kill us 
and killing anybody that gets near ‘em. So they get their five 
guys that they wanted, for nine years they’ve wanted ‘em! 
And we get a dirty, rotten traitor.” 

5DEC15 Davenport, 
IA 

“We have a Sergeant Bergdahl who is a dirty, rotten traitor 
(crowd cheers). Six people were killed, six people, going out 
trying to get him back. Six young, great people. I watched 
the mothers and the fathers talking about it. They knew he 
was a traitor when they made the deal, and yet Obama and 
his geniuses made a deal. Sergeant Bergdahl a dirty, rotten 
traitor, for five guys that they’ve tried to get for the last nine 
years out of Gitmo. They’ve tried to get them for the last nine 
years, and now they have them. And they’re back out on the 
battlefield trying to kill everybody, and if they get the chance 
they’ll be trying to kill you, and all of us.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mm9BDH77r00  
@1:26:00 (43,489 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

5DEC15 Spencer, IA “Whether it’s Sergeant Bergdahl where we get a dirty, rotten 
traitor. Six people were killed looking for him, and now he’s 
not even going to get a sentence it looks like, can you 
believe it? You know 25 years ago he’s shot. Fifty years ago 
they don’t even wait a week. Seventy years ago they do it 
the first hour, right? He knows (pointing to audience 
member). Today they announce probably he’ll be receiving 
no punishment, can you believe it? Six young, great people, 
soldiers, killed looking for him. He deserted! So here’s our 
deals; and these are the same deals we make with Iran, the 
same deals we make economically with China, Japan, 
Mexico. We get Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor who’s no 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4rWyQM-E8Aw 
@13:15 (35,995 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
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good, and they get five of the biggest, worst killers that they 
have in that part of the world, and those guys are all back 
now on the battlefield trying to kill everybody, and us, and 
that’s what we get. That’s the way we negotiate. And we 
knew, I said, ‘Well they must’ve made a mistake, they 
probably didn’t know he was a deserter.’ I mean he’s a dirty, 
rotten traitor and they knew because they had a General 
and a Colonel interviewing his people that he worked with 
and he was with! And they said ‘no, he deserted.’ So they 
knew before we made, and they made the deal anyway. I 
don’t know what’s with these people. I don’t want him. 
Maybe we can send him back. Let’s fly him over, we’ll dump 
him right in the middle, throw him out of the plane. Should 
we give him a parachute, or not? I say no! No, don’t give him 
a parachute. I don’t, why, why would we want to waste a 
parachute? See, see we don’t run our country actually with 
love. We’re not, we’re not treating our country right. We’re 
not treating the people of our country right. When you do 
things like that you’re running it not with love, you’re running 
it with stupidity but you’re running almost, there’s a certain 
hatred, you’re just doing the wrong thing. And the way we 
negotiate is ju- I use Bergdahl as an example sometimes 
because while it’s not an economic thing, although it actually 
is to a certain extent, that’s the deals we make.” 

7DEC15 Mt. Pleasant, 
SC 

“Our President makes a deal for Sergeant Bergdahl a dirty, 
rotten, no good traitor. (Crowd boos). Who, think of it, they 
knew he was a traitor because a General and a Colonel 
went to see his group. Six people were killed looking for him, 
okay? Six people were killed, young, unbelievable, I 
watched the parents on television. I’ve seen the parents. But 
I watched the parents on television. Devastated. Will never 
be the same. They left to try and bring him back. He left! He 
deserted. You know, in the old days when we were a strong 

http://www.c-
span.org/video/?401762-
1/donald-trump-campaign-
rally-mount-pleasant-
south-carolina 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1Od9Bdfadvc  
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country, it would be (mimics firing a rifle) boom, gone. No it’s 
called desertion! Now the other day I heard they won’t even 
do anything to him. Can you believe it? They think he’s 
going to get away with nothing, he’s going to have nothing. 
So he left, oh they treated him pretty rough though. He said, 
‘Oh I shouldn’t have done this. This isn’t working out the 
way, this isn’t working out the way I thought.’ Anyway, so we 
get him back and here’s the deal we make, we get a dirty, no 
good traitor, six people killed trying to find him, they get five 
of their greatest killers that they’ve been after, after! Think of 
it, for six years, in fact I hear nine years. So they get these 
total- right now they’ve gone, they’re out on the battlefield 
trying to kill everybody in front of ‘em, including you folks, I 
hate to tell you. So we get Bergdahl and they get five of the 
killers they’ve wanted for many years.” 

@12:40 (64,375 views as 
of 9DEC16) 
This video was removed 
by an unknown user on or 
before 17JAN17 

11DEC15 Pennsylvani
a Society, 
Plaza Hotel, 
NYC, NY 

“…suggested that Army deserter Bowe Bergdahl should be 
shot.” –Things get violent at Donald Trump Speech at 
NYC luncheon, 11DEC15 Tribune-Review 

http://triblive.com/news/ad
minpage/9612972-
74/trump-hotel-
protestors#axzz3u6QvEtiK 

11DEC15 Des Moines, 
IA 

“The decisions that are made. Bergdahl. Where we get 
Bergdahl and they get five killers. We get this horrible, dirty, 
rotten sp- this horrible traitor. We get this horrible, terrible 
traitor and they get five killers that they’ve wanted for nine 
years. The worst killers and they’re all back on the 
battlefield.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?annotation_id=ann
otation_386379671&featur
e=iv&src_vid=BGbmcW2fl
dU&v=yR1llGTVmpE 
@29:35 (726 views as of 
9DEC16) 
This video was removed 
by an unknown user on or 
before 17JAN17 
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14DEC15 Westgate 
Las Vegas 
Resort & 
Casino, Las 
Vegas, NV 

“Now I hear Bergdahl, no jail time for Bergdahl. I mean, no 
jail time! (Crowd boos). We have a man there who left. He’s 
a traitor. He left. Five people killed looking for him and what 
happens? Like, for years he’s been under the same thing. 
And I hear there’s not going to be jail time, it’s incredible. 
You know, 50 years ago, what would have happened? 
Boom(Mimics shooting a rifle, the crowd cheers). Twenty-
five years ago, probably the same thing but it would’ve taken 
longer; ten years ago, jail time; five years ago, a couple of 
years; now, he’s going to get nothing. He’s going to get 
nothing (crowd boos). Well I’ll tell you what, I’m just thinking 
of it now for the first time, if I get in, we will review his case, I 
promise you.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=VuVmBgR5mlY   
@21:25 (210,758 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

19DEC15 Cedar 
Rapids, IA 

“I look at a Sergeant Bergdahl, I call him the five for one, 
where he’s a traitor, a dirty rotten traitor. Where, no, when 
you think about it, where, where we lose, where we lose five 
people, probably six… dead! Great young people. I see the 
mothers and fathers on television talking about how great 
their son was etcetera in this case sons. But I watch the 
people they’re like, they’re like devastated, their lives are a 
disaster it’s just horrible. Talking about how great, drawn 
pictures. Killed looking for this guy that we don’t, that we 
shouldn’t even want. Now when we made the deal we knew 
he was a traitor because they had a General and a Colonel 
there talking to everybody that knew him. And they knew he 
left, and that he was a traitor. So we lose five or six people 
and we make a deal. We knew this. So we give them five of 
the worst killers that are right now all back on the battlefield, 
you’ve been seeing it. Five of the people they’ve wanted for 
nine years, we release them and give them back for one 
dirty rotten traitor that I’d like to make sure this guy, frankly, 
I’d drop him right back in the middle of the area that we took 
him from, you wanna know the truth (crowd cheers). I’d love 

http://theconservativetree
house.com/2015/12/19/yug
e-donald-trump-rally-
cedar-rapids-iowa-330pm-
est-live-stream/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=RSVbjs57R_Q 
@16:10 (192,726 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
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that! But… and now I’m hearing he may not get any prison 
time, can you believe it? So I always say this; 50 years ago 
he gets a bullet (mimics holding a rifle) right? Twenty-five 
years ago we started getting a little weaker, probably doesn’t 
get a bullet, probably gets a hell of a long time in jail though, 
maybe even the rest of his life. Ten years ago started getting 
a little weaker, probably 10-15 years. And today we’re talking 
about, oh well he didn’t feel good, he decided he didn’t want 
to do this, you know, he had a headache, and he’s really 
regretted his decision. I don’t know if you saw him, he didn’t 
like the orders he was given. Can you believe how stupid 
and weak and ineffective our country is being? So it’s… it’s 
very sad. So I call him the five for one, I mean he’s a five for 
one president. He makes these horrible deals. He doesn’t 
know. See, that’s a deal. I mean it’s people but it’s a deal. 
We get Bergdahl and they get five people that they want.” 

21DEC15 Grand 
Rapids, MI 

“We have guys like Bergdahl who get caught, I mean, he 
left, he was a deserter, he was a deserter. He was a dirty, 
rotten deserter and we lost five and maybe six young, great, 
brilliant, wonderful people trying to bring him back. They 
were killed, right? So he deserts, now, sixty years ago they 
would’ve been shot within a very short period of time, right? 
Twenty-five years ago, probably shot! Ten years ago, long 
term in prison. Now, I hear he’s going to get off scot-free! 
Why? (Crowd boos). No, no, think of it. And then we traded 
this guy who as far as I’m concerned we can take him and 
drop him right back in the middle.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hXeFm0OecKk 
@12:10 (53,714 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
 
 

10JAN16 Meet The 
Press 

“I always bring up Bergdahl. We get a traitor, they get five 
people that they've wanted for nine years, and they're back 
on the battlefield, trying to kill everybody, including us. And 
we get a dirty, rotten traitor.” 

http://www.nbcnews.com/
meet-the-press/meet-
press-january-10-2016-
n493596 
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13JAN16 Pensacola 
Bay Center, 
Pensacola, 
FL 

“I always bring this up, I always bring this up. We get a dirty, 
rotten, no-good traitor named Bergdahl. Sergeant Bergdahl. 
And they get, they get, five of the greatest people that they 
know. The biggest killers and believe me they’re back out 
there and the President says ‘Oh they’re not back in the 
battle,’ but believe me folks, they’re back on the battlefield 
and they want to kill everybody here and they want to kill 
everybody there. So we get this dirty, rotten, no-good traitor 
who 20 years ago would’ve been shot, who 40 years ago 
they would’ve done it within the first hour, and who now 
might not, maybe nothing’s going to happen. Don’t forget, 
with Bergdahl we lost at least five people and I watched the 
parents on television, I’ve seen the parents, I’ve met one of 
the parents, who’re devastated, ruined, destroyed. And they 
were killed going out to try and bring him back, and they lost 
five people, probably six, by the way. But at least five 
people. And we knew that he was a traitor because we had 
a Colonel and a General go and do the interviews before we 
made the deal. And everybody in the platoon, everybody 
was saying he walked off, he’s a traitor. They said he’s a 
whack job but we made this deal knowing. Now I would’ve 
said ‘Oh really? He’s a traitor? Pass! Let ‘em have him, he’s 
done.’ Frankly, frankly, I would take that son of a bitch, I’d fly 
him back, I’d drop him right over the top, I’m telling you. I’m 
telling you.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=SV0B3uCW-EU  
@1:26:25 (132,571 views 
as of 17JAN17) 
 
http://wkrg.com/2016/01/1
3/donald-trump-calls-
bowe-bergdahl-dirty-
rotten-no-good-traitor/ 

18JAN16 Liberty 
University, 
Lynchburg, 
VA 

“Sergeant Bergdahl! Anybody ever hear of Sergeant 
Bergdahl? We get Sergeant Bergdahl, a dirty, rotten traitor, 
six people died going after him. Six people died going after 
Sergeant Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, they get five of the 
great killers that they wanted for the last nine years. So we 
get Bergdahl, a traitor and we knew he was a traitor before 
the deal because they had a General and a Colonel talking 

https://www.washingtonpo
st.com/opinions/the-
gospel-according-to-
trump/2016/01/19/b63977b
4-bef7-11e5-83d4-
42e3bceea902_story.html;  
 
https://www.ijreview.com/
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to the people that he was with. So we knew that he was a 
traitor. Who would make deals like this? Who does it?” 

2016/01/517519-trump-on-
bowe-bergdahl-hes-a/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=E32ZPa4LGkM  
@38:05 (111,192 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

20JAN16 Tulsa, OK “We have Sergeant Bergdahl, a dirty, rotten traitor, right? 
(Crowd boos). A dirty, rotten, no good traitor. Five people 
were killed. Five people looking for Bergdahl, and probably 
six, but five people at a minimum were killed looking for 
Sergeant Bergdahl, right? We make a deal knowing, 
because you had a General and a Colonel there talking to 
the people that knew him. You had a General and a Colonel 
that knew he was a dirty traitor. And what happened? We 
give them five people that they most wanted for nine years 
that are now back on the battlefield, don’t believe the press, 
and if they’re not now, they will be soon. So we give them 
five people and we get this dirty, rotten traitor. No good 
folks. We don’t make deals like that anymore. We don’t 
make deals like that. As far as I’m concerned, we take him, 
we fly him over to the area, nice heavily densed area loaded 
up with ISIS and before we bomb the hell out of ISIS we 
drop Bergdahl right in the middle of ‘em. (Crowd cheers). 
Amazing. Amazing. Amazing!” 

http://www.tulsaworld.com
/news/elections/trump-
embraces-angry-voters-at-
boisterous-tulsa-
rally/article_70e04a75-
9b65-5ebc-a2de-
1914e2118ee8.html 
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2Ix5D8FissM  
@2:01:15 (83,853 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

2FEB16 Milford, NH “But we can no longer be the stupid country, we can no 
longer be the country that’s led by incompetent people, we 
can no longer be the country that takes Sergeant Bergdahl, 
a traitor, a dirty rotten traitor, and take him, and take him, 
and swap him for five of the biggest killers that they have in 
the Middle East, that they’ve coveted and wanted for a 
period of at least nine years. So think of it, we get Bergdahl 
and they get these five killers that are already back in the 

https://www.c-
span.org/video/?404064-
1/donald-trump-campaign-
rally-milford-new-
hampshire&start=3678 
@1:01:15 
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battlefield trying to kill everything in front of them, including 
us. We’re not making deals like that anymore folks. We’re 
not making deals like that anymore.” 

4FEB16 Exeter, NH “We’re not going to take a Sergeant Bergdahl, who is a dirty 
rotten traitor, and trade where we get Bergdahl, and they get 
five of the people they’ve most coveted for nine years, and 
they are now back on the battle field killing people and 
wanting to kill you.” 

http://www.cbsnews.com/
news/donald-trump-
unconcerned-about-
ground-organization/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WCp_ANlIftg 
@50:40 (79,572 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

5FEB16 Florence, SC “Sergeant Bergdahl, a traitor. Right? He’s a traitor. He’s a 
dirty, rotten traitor by the way. So Sergeant Bergdahl, he’s a 
traitor. He left. He walked. He thought he was going to have 
a wonderful life, you know, celebrating whatever they 
celebrate. So, he leaves, we lose six people- get killed- 
great, young, beautiful soldiers. I see their parents. Great, 
young, beautiful soldiers, get killed, they go out, and they’re 
looking and they’re looking, and they get killed. Probably 
viciously killed. They’re dead, right? We get Bergdahl back- 
now we had a General and a Colonel and they were 
interviewing everybody. They knew he was a traitor. It wasn’t 
like, oh they made a mistake, you know you can see that. 
You would like that! How can you be that stupid, but this is 
far worse. We knew he was a traitor. So our deal is, we get 
Bergdahl and they get five killers that they’ve coveted, that 
they’ve wanted for nine years. And they’re now, all out back 
on the battlefield trying to kill us all.  

https://theconservativetre
ehouse.com/2016/02/05/do
nald-trump-rally-in-
florence-south-carolina-
700pm-est/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8DatCiaEUDs 
@1:00:25 (164,923 views 
as of 17JAN17) 
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8FEB16 Manchester, 
NH 

“We’re angry when we make a Sergeant Bergdahl deal, 
who’s a dirty, rotten traitor, where six people were killed 
looking for him and trying to bring him back, killed! Six 
young, great people, killed, looking for Sergeant Bergdahl 
and we make this swap knowing that he was a traitor. They 
had a Colonel and a General talking to these people, and 
talking to the people that worked with him; they knew he was 
a traitor. They knew it! And we make a deal, Sergeant 
Bergdahl, we get, and they get five of the worst killers that 
they’ve coveted, they’ve coveted, for the last nine years, 
okay? We’re tired of deals like this.” 

http://www.breitbart.com/b
ig-
government/2016/02/08/do
nald-trump-makes-last-
pitch-to-new-hampshire-
before-primaries-to-
packed-stadium/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=bVnn2cYrQJo 
@15:40 (5,551 views as of 
17JAN17) 

8FEB16 Londonderry, 
NH 

“When we see Sergeant Bergdahl, where we get Bergdahl, 
a traitor, who six people got killed looking for him, and they 
get five killers that are back on the battlefield or soon will be. 
That’s not what we want.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=SPBX_vQoDUA 
@52:30 (36,258 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

17FEB16 Bluffton, SC “We take Bergdahl, Sergeant Bergdahl, we- you know he’s a 
traitor. So, we get Bergdahl, six people died looking for 
Sergeant Bergdahl, right? We get Bergdahl, they get five of 
the greatest killers that they wanted and coveted for nine 
years. We get one, they get five. He’s a traitor, they’re the 
best they have. And they’re now out on the fields or soon will 
be, killing people again. I don’t get it, I don’t get it. I say, 
‘where do these people come from? Where do they come 
from?’ And we knew that he was a traitor when we made the 
deal because we had a General and a Colonel go interview 
all the people that knew him. You know, from his platoon. 
And we knew that he was a traitor. So why would we make a 
deal? Let ‘em keep him, I would’ve said keep him! You can 
have him. I’d give him back. I’d actually give him back. I’d fly 
over, drop him right on top. You know, just, (makes airplane 
flight motion with his hand), bing! (Crowd cheers).” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=rrEpea-2Sa0 
@29:30 (73,820 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
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22FEB16 Las Vegas, 
NV 

“Every trade deal we make is stupid. Whether it’s Sergeant 
Bergdahl where it’s five for one and five or six people got 
killed looking for him. So we get a traitor and they get five 
killers that they’ve coveted for years, for nine years. We get 
one, they get five, ours is no good, let’s send him back drop 
him right in the middle of the damn thing. (Crowd gives 
applause). Boom fly over. Fly over! Fly over! Drop him, 
maybe you give him a parachute maybe you don’t, I don’t 
know. Depends if we have an extra parachute. Probably, 
probably we give him a parachute if we have an extra one 
around. But it wouldn’t help him. He went out into that world 
he didn’t find it too comfortable folks, you know? They 
slapped him around pretty good. He thought he was going to 
go out, he’d be treated wonderfully. I think they slapped him 
around pretty good. He came back, he couldn’t get back fast 
enough. Five, maybe six, probably six people were killed 
looking for him. We had a general and a Colonel that went to 
see his platoon and went to see his group and they all said 
he deserted. And we knew he deserted when we made the 
deal. Now why would you make a deal for a deserter and 
give up five people who they most want that are out trying to 
kill everybody, including us. Why would we give up, why 
would we give up five killers, why? For one dirty, rotten 
traitor.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9hbUr0Y09cw  
@24:30 (213,269 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
 
www.nytimes.com/politics
/first-
draft/2016/02/23/donald-
trump-on-protester-id-like-
to-punch-him-in-the-face/ 
  

24FEB16 Virginia 
Beach, VA 
Regent 
University 
 

“Were gonna be the smart country, instead of the dummies 
that everyone laughs at. They laugh at us, because we have 
people that don’t know what they’re doing. Like Sergeant 
Bergdahl, we get Bergdahl, a traitor, they get five killers that 
they’ve coveted, they’ve wanted for nine years. And those 
five killers are back on the battlefield or soon will be. But 
these are the ones they wanted, these five. So we knew he 
was a traitor before we made the deal because we had a 
General and a Colonel interviewing all of the people that he 

https://www.c-
span.org/video/?405439-
1/donald-trump-regent-
universitys-presidential-
candidate-
forum&start=1012 
@16:55 
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worked with in the military. They knew he left. Six people 
died looking for him, five definitely, probably six. Died, they 
went out looking for him. They tried to get him back. He left. 
And we get, that’s the way we negotiate. We get Bergdahl, 
they get five great killers for them, the people that they want. 
Not going to happen anymore.”   

5MAR16 
 

Orlando, 
Florida 

“You’re going to feel so proud of your country again, you’re 
not going to be embarrassed with Sergeant Bergdahl. We 
get Bergdahl, we get Bergdahl, right? We get a dirty, rotten, 
traitor, six people, five people, probably six people died 
trying to find him so we get Bergdahl and they get five of the 
biggest killers that they’ve been coveting and that they’ve 
wanted for years. I call him the one for five President, that’s 
no trade folks.” 

http://pilotonline.com/new
s/media/videos/trump-
wants-to-loosen-laws-
against-
torture/youtube_10bc0ed7
-1ffd-5b89-ae31-
3dcf7ee364d7.html  
This video was removed 
by an unknown user on or 
before 01 December 2016  
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zRw1TS7kX2s  
@1:11:20 (60,706 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

19MAR16 
 

Fountain 
Hills, Arizona 

“Sergeant Bergdahl, five for one, right? We get Bergdahl, 
they get five, who’s a traitor (referring to Bergdahl) we get 
Bergdahl they get five of the great killers they’ve coveted for 
a period of nine years, and they got ‘em. And those guys are 
now back on the battlefield trying to kill us all and we got a 
traitor. Big deal. And by the way, a traitor that supposedly 
five or six young beautiful soldiers were killed trying to find 
him and get him back.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ZL5dVEYLFjQ  
@52:30 (36,387 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
 
 

4APR16 Milwaukee, 
WI 

“We have Sergeant Bergdahl, right? We get Bergdahl, a 
traitor (crowd boos), no, no! Think of it, this is a same- this is 
a negotiation! We get Bergdahl, and they get, what do they 
get? Five of their most coveted killers that have been in jail 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=oegg2phZhDY 
@41:30 (174,873 views as 
of 17JAN17) 
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for eight years in Gitmo, which we’re not closing down, by 
the way, okay? We’re going to run it a lot better (crowd 
cheers). So we get Bergdahl, a traitor, who five or six, 
probably six people were killed going out to try and get him 
back. He left, he’s a traitor. So we get Bergdahl, and that’s 
what we get, and they get five people that are right now 
back on the battlefield or soon to be back on the battlefield 
trying to kill everybody in sight, including us (points to 
crowd), okay?” 

 

10APR16 Rochester, 
New York 

“I talk about Sergeant Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, a traitor, 
you know? We get a traitor, who by the way six people- at 
least, but six people, five known, but six people were killed 
looking for him. So we get Bergdahl and they get five of the 
people that they most coveted in Gitmo which we’re keeping 
open by the way, 100%, then we’ll fill it up. So they get five 
killers that they most coveted that they most wanted of 
anything, alright.” 

http://video.foxnews.com/
v/4896765471001/exclusiv
e-former-bergdahl-
platoon-mates-endorse-
trump/?#sp=show-clips 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=NqRMaD3HWHo
&t=2108s 
@35:10 (285,997 views as 
of 9DEC16) 
This video was removed 
by an unknown user on or 
before 17JAN17 

3JUN16 Redding, CA “Sergeant Bergdahl, we get Bergdahl, they get five of the 
greatest killers that they have. They’ve been after them for 
nine years. I call him the five for one president.” 

https://www.c-
span.org/video/?410524-
1/donald-trump-
campaigns-redding-
california&start=2315 
@38:30 
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10JUN16 Richmond, 
VA 

“Sergeant Bergdahl, we get Bergdahl, a traitor (crowd boos). 
We get Bergdahl, we get one, they get five of the greatest 
killers that they have in the world and those five people are 
back out there now trying to kill all of us and anybody else 
that walks near ‘em. What the hell kind of a deal? That’s a 
five for one President, we have a President that doesn’t 
know what the hell he’s doing, folks, I’m telling you.”  

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3qXEh8eQ7n8 
@21:30 (34,930 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

14JUN16 Greensboro, 
North 
Carolina 

“We don’t win anymore. We don’t win with Sergeant 
Bergdahl. Remember Sergeant Bergdahl? Remember? We 
get Bergdahl- this is a typical Obama trade, I call him the 
five-for-one president- we get Bergdahl and they get five of 
the worst killers that they wanted for nine years who are now 
back on the battlefield trying to kill everybody including this 
group right here (referring to those at the rally). I’m not 
gonna let it happen folks. This is the deal we make. And by 
the way, probably five and maybe six people, wonderful, 
young military people were killed looking for Bergdahl after 
he deserted, okay? Think of it. Now in the old days, you 
know what would have happened to him, right? Quickly. 
(Makes shooting rifle gesture) In the old days. Ten years 
ago, it wouldn’t have been pretty but he would’ve lived. And 
today they’re talking about maybe nothing’s gonna happen 
to him. Because this is where we’ve come, this is where 
we’ve come to. We cannot continue to be politically correct 
we cannot continue with what’s happening in our country is 
devastating, folks.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=tT3wG_Wz0Ho  
@1:15:10 (116,732 views 
as of 17JAN17) 

12JUL16 
 

Westfield, 
Indiana 

“I call Obama the five-for-one President. So we have a 
traitor named Sergeant Bergdahl. So Sergeant Bergdahl 
thinks he likes their way of life, obviously, ‘Oh they have a 
wonder way of life’. So one day he leaves we lose five and 
maybe six but five at least people looking for him. They were 
killed. They were killed by the enemy. They go out they’re 
looking for him. They knew he left. Everybody with him they 

http://www.realclearpolitic
s.com/video/2016/07/12/tru
mp_were_not_closing_git
mo_were_going_to_fill_it_
up.html 
(38:45) 
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knew he left because he was all whacked out and a believer 
in them and not us. So they knew he left. So knowing that, in 
fact I think they had a Colonel and I believe a General 
talking to the people that knew him! And they told the 
Colonel and the General that he left, he deserted! 
Remember the old days? A deserter, what happened? 
(makes shooting rifle gesture) Bang. Twenty years ago it 
was (makes shooting rifle gesture) bang but slowly. Ten 
years ago it was long prison but today they’re probably 
talking about nothing. That’s where we’ve come. But I call 
him the five-for-one so we get Bergdahl, right, a traitor. They 
get five of the most vicious killers that they have that they’ve 
been after for nine years to get him out and they bring him 
and they’re back on the battlefield trying to kill everybody 
including us.”  

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dM6o3D9rTVE  
@25:50 (25,763 views as 
of 17JAN17) 

5AUG16 Greenbay, 
WI 

“You tell me who makes these deals? It’s like Sergeant 
Bergdahl, right? So we trade a dirty rotten traitor, where five 
or maybe even six people were killed when he deserted and 
we knew that they were killed and we knew he was a traitor. 
We trade for five of the greatest killers, the greatest killers in 
the Middle East. The five people that they wanted the most. 
That’s our deal. So we get a traitor, and they get five people 
that are right now, most of them, already back on the 
battlefields trying to kill everybody including us. No more 
folks. It’s called the five for one  President right?”                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

https://www.c-
span.org/video/?413593-
1/donald-trump-endorses-
speaker-ryan-ahead-
primary&transcriptQuery=
bergdahl&start=4582 
@1:16:25 

9AUG16 Wilmington, 
NC 

“Whether it’s Sergeant Bergdahl where we get Bergdahl who 
was a traitor and they get five of the greatest killers they 
wanted for eight years. We get Bergdahl. I call it the five for 
one trade.” 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=SDn5yu7rxWo  
 
This video was removed 
by an unknown user on or 
before 1DEC16 (8,779 
views as of 10 AUG 2016)      
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https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=t1RA7awOSwM  
@6:35 (41,124 views as of 
17JAN17) 
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IN A GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, U.S. ARMY TRIAL JUDICIARY 

FORT BRAGG, NORTH CAROLINA 
 

UNITED STATES 
 
v.   
 
BERGDAHL, ROBERT BOWDRIE 
(BOWE) 
SGT, U.S. Army 
HHC, Special Troops Battalion 
U.S. Army Forces Command 
Fort Bragg, North Carolina 28310 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
 

 
 

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO 
DEFENSE MOTION TO DISMISS 

 
 

1 FEBRUARY 2017 
 
 

 
I. RELIEF SOUGHT 

 
The Defense once again seeks an unprecedented remedy, the dismissal of 

charges on the basis of comments by a private citizen without any connection to the 
military.  Contrary to the Defense position, however, such comments are not capable of 
constituting unlawful command influence.  Even if they were, given the context of the 
statements, the status of President Trump at the time they were made, and their relative 
infrequency compared to the much larger coverage of the 2016 election, no objective 
observer would harbor any concerns about the fairness of the proceedings.  While not 
explicitly styled as such, the Defense’s generic “pure due process” claim1 is effectively a 
claim regarding unfair pretrial publicity,2 which fails for similar reasons.  Finally, relief at 
this stage, without even attempting voir dire, is premature.  Consequently, the 
Government requests the Court deny the Defense Motion to Dismiss.   
 

 

1 The Defense offers no analysis of this claim, however unfair pretrial publicity is implicit in their 
arguments and, as discussed in section VI below, comments by members of the public have been 
analyzed under this rubric. 
2 As the Defense has limited their allegations to the comments made by Mr. Trump, the Government will 
not address the potential impact of the overall publicity surrounding this case.  The Government notes, 
however, that any such claim would have to be viewed in light of the invited error doctrine, which 
“prevents a party from creating error and then taking advantage of a situation of his own making on 
appeal.”  United States v. Martin, 75 M.J. 321, 325 (C.A.A.F. 2016) (internal citations omitted).  Sergeant 
Bergdahl and his Defense Counsel have contributed significantly to the publicity surrounding this case, 
including SGT Bergdahl’s decision to participate in 25 hours of interviews with a film producer and then 
consenting to the use of that material in the popular Serial podcast, and the Defense’s decision to release 
the transcript of his statement to the AR 15-6 investigating officer.  In both instances SGT Bergdahl 
effectively confessed.  While courts have recognized in the pretrial publicity context that “the defendant's 
own confession [is] probably the most probative and damaging evidence that can be admitted against 
him,” Skilling v. United States, 561 U.S. 358, 383 (2010) (internal citation omitted), a defendant who 
chooses to broadcast his own confession, which in turn results in pretrial publicity, can hardly then seek 
relief.   
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II. BURDEN OF PERSUASION AND BURDEN OF PROOF 
 

The Accused, as the moving party, has the burden of persuasion in accordance 
with R.C.M. 905(c)(2), and the burden of proof is a preponderance of the evidence in 
accordance with RCM 905(c)(1).   

 
III. FACTS 

 
On 30 June 2009, the Accused deserted from his place of duty at Observation 

Post Mest, Afghanistan, while deployed as part of Task Force Yukon, Combined Joint 
Task Force-82/Regional Command East.  As a result, a Duty Status-Whereabouts 
Unknown report was initiated, which resulted in a massive search and recovery 
operation in an attempt to find the Accused.  The Accused was captured by the Taliban 
shortly after deserting the OP.  On 31 May 2014 he was returned to U.S. military control 
in exchange for five Taliban detainees held at the Guantanamo Bay detention facility.  
The exchange, which was not reported in advance to Congress, generated 
controversy.3 

   
After his release, numerous media outlets reported that six U.S. Soldiers had 

been killed while searching for the Accused. 4  A number of former members of the 
Accused’s unit asserted similar claims.  The reported fatalities occurred during four 
missions between 26 August and 6 September 2009 in Paktika province, and all six 
Soldiers were members of Task Force Yukon. 
 

IV. EVIDENCE 
 

 The Government reviewed the Defense Compendium, and has attached a 
responsive Government Compendium (Enclosure 1), which adds the entire length of the 
speeches made by Mr. Trump (when the speech could be located).  While not 
conceding the relevance of any of the facts that Defense cites, the Government 
stipulates that the statements contained in the Defense Motion and Compendium, and 
the video clip compilation are accurate representations of what President Trump (as 
then-Candidate Trump) said during his campaign.5  The Government stipulates that 
neither President Trump nor anyone acting on his behalf has ever withdrawn or 
disavowed his statements.  Although the Government will not stipulate that no Soldiers 
were killed searching for the Accused,6 the Government stipulates that the statement 

3 There was significant news coverage of the controversy surrounding the exchange.  See eg Missy 
Ryan, Lawmakers accuse White House of concealment in Bowe Bergdahl prisoner swap, The 
Washington Post, December 9, 2015, available at 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/checkpoint/wp/2015/12/09/lawmakers-accuse-white-house-of-
elaborate-deception-in-bowe-bergdahl-prisoner-swap/?utm_term=.454e0781aecd. 
4 See eg Mark Thompson, The 6 U.S. Soldiers Who Died Searching for Bowe Bergdahl, Time, June 2, 
2014, available at http://time.com/2809352/bowe-bergdahl-deserter-army-taliban/  
5 The only exception is the 18 July 2015 reference to comments made by Mr. Trump at the Family Leadership 

Summit.  A review of the transcript and video of the event reveal no reference to SGT Bergdahl. 
6 All four missions were investigated as required by Army regulation, however no formal investigation was 
conducted into the connection between SGT Bergdahl's misconduct and any fatalities.  Thus, Secretary 
Hagel and MG Dahl's statements, while accurate reflections of what they understood at the time, are not 
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attributed to former Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel on 11 June 2014 is accurate.  
The Government also stipulates that then-MG Kenneth Dahl, the Army Regulation 
(“AR”) 15-6 investigating officer, testified on 18 September 2015 that he concluded 
there were “no Soldiers killed who were deliberately looking and searching for” the 
Accused.   Major General Dahl also testified, at the same hearing and in response to 
questions by Defense Counsel, that he was instructed not to investigate the question of 
whether any such fatalities occurred, because such investigation would be handled by 
CENTCOM.  (Enclosure 2) 
 
 The Government, the Court and the public have all had the opportunity to review 
the Defense’s video compilation.  The Government therefore objects to the Defense 
request to play the video exhibit during the hearing as being unnecessary to the 
resolution of the motion. 7 
 
 Based on the Government’s stipulations, no additional evidence and no 
witnesses are necessary to adjudicate the motion. 

 
V. LAW 

 
a. Unlawful Command Influence 

 
The prohibition against Unlawful Command Influence is found in Article 37, 

Uniform Code of Military Justice (“UCMJ”), which states 
 
No authority convening a general, special, or summary court-martial, nor 
any other commanding officer, may censure, reprimand, or admonish the 
court or any member, military judge, or counsel thereof, with respect to the 
findings or sentence adjudged by the court, or with respect to any other 
exercise of its or his functions in the conduct of the proceeding. No person 
subject to this chapter may attempt to coerce or, by any unauthorized 
means, influence the action of a court-martial or any other military tribunal 
or any member thereof, in reaching the findings or sentence in any case, 
or the action of any convening, approving, or reviewing authority with 
respect to his judicial acts. 

 
The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has established a specific procedure 

to address allegations of UCI at trial.  First, the Defense must "show facts which, if true, 

dispositive of the question.  The Government reviewed each investigation, interviewed members of the 
unit, and concluded that there was not a direct enough connection to satisfy the admissibility standards 
under the Military Rules of Evidence.  That is not to say, however, that there is no evidence suggesting a 
connection.  Whether SGT Bergdahl bears some moral responsibility for those deaths is a separate 
question from whether he bears legal responsibility, and the Rules of Evidence are not the standard by 
which the truth or falsity of a statement by a public figure are measured.   
7 The request to play the video in court speaks to the inconsistency of the Defense position.  While 
simultaneously complaining that the comments are inflammatory and may influence a potential panel, the 
Defense has gone out of its way to rebroadcast the material, both by placing their video compilation on 
YouTube and now by seeking to play it in court.   
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constitute unlawful command influence." United States v. Biagase, 50 M.J. 143, 150 
(1999). Second, the Defense must show "that the alleged unlawful command influence 
has a logical connection to the court-martial, in terms of its potential to cause unfairness 
in the proceedings." Id. "The threshold for raising the issue at trial is low, but more than 
mere allegation or speculation." Id. The Defense is required to present "'some 
evidence'" of unlawful command influence. Id. (quoting United States v. Ayala, 43 M.J. 
296, 300 (1995)). Third, if the Defense has made the requisite showing under the first 
two steps, the burden shifts to the Government to: (1) disprove "the predicate facts on 
which the allegation of unlawful command influence is based"; (2) persuade the military 
judge "that the facts do not constitute unlawful command influence"; or (3) prove at trial 
"that the unlawful command influence will not affect the proceedings." Id. at 151. 
"Whichever tactic the Government chooses, the quantum of proof is beyond a 
reasonable doubt." United States v. Stoneman, 57 M.J. 35, 41 (2002) (citing Biagase, 
50 M.J. at 151). 

 
Unlawful command influence can occur in two forms: actual or apparent.  The 

question of whether there is apparent UCI is determined "objectively."  United States v. 
Lewis, 63 MJ 405, 416 (2006).  The test for apparent UCI is whether an "objective, 
disinterested observer fully informed of all the facts and circumstances would harbor a 
significant doubt about the fairness of the proceedings."  Id.   

 
Military courts “draw a distinction between the accusatorial process and the 

adjudicative stage, that is, the difference between preferral, forwarding, referral, and the 
adjudicative process, including interference with witnesses, judges, members, and 
counsel.” United States v. Weasler, 43 M.J. 15, 17-18 (1995). 
 

Military courts have also repeatedly recognized that an individual must have a 
“mantle of command authority” in order for a finding of UCI. See United States v. 
Stombaugh, 40 M.J. 208 (C.M.A . 1994); see also United States v. Denier, 47 M.J. 253 
(1997) (finding no UCI where Appellant offered no evidence that anyone with the mantle 
of command authority attempted to influence the proceedings); United States v. Avila, 
1998 CCA LEXIS 486 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. Dec. 4, 1998) (finding no mantle of 
command authority for recommendations from a subordinate to a senior officer); United 
States v. Loiacono, 2014 CCA LEXIS 194 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. Mar. 25, 2014) (finding 
no mantle of command authority for comments made by a civilian fiscal chief regarding 
the costs of Appellants court-martial). 
 

b. Unfair Pretrial Publicity 
 

Members of the armed forces are entitled to have their cases adjudicated by fair 
and impartial court-martial panels whose evaluation is based solely upon the evidence, 
and not upon prejudgment that may occur as a result of pretrial publicity. United States 
v. Curtis, 44 M.J. 106, 139 (1996), upon reconsideration, 46 M.J. 129 (1997) (findings 
affirmed and sentence reversed); see Chandler v. Florida, 449 U.S. 560, 574 (1981). 
The potential impact of statements by senior officials and the public has previously been 
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analyzed under the doctrine of pretrial publicity in military courts.  As the Court in United 
States v. Calley, 22 C.M.R. 534 (C.M.A. 1973) explained, 

 
Under our constitutional system of government and individual rights, the 
exercise of a constitutional right by one person can affect the 
constitutional right of another. Thus, the First Amendment guarantees to 
the public and the news media the right to comment on and discuss 
impending or pending criminal prosecutions. The content of the comments 
can pose a danger to the right of an accused to the fair trial assured by the 
Due Process clause of the Fifth Amendment. 
 

Id. at 537. 
 

While the concepts of UCI and unfair pretrial publicity are related and both 
“reflect a common interest in ensuring impartial treatment in the judicial process, they 
involve differing trial procedures and standards of review.”  United States v. Simpson, 
58 M.J. 368, 372 (2003). 

 
The Defense may raise the issue of unfair pretrial publicity by demonstrating 

either actual prejudice or presumed prejudice.  Id.   “To establish actual prejudice, the 
defense must show that members of the court-martial panel had such fixed opinions 
that they could not judge impartially the guilt of the accused. Without such a showing, 
evidence that the members had knowledge of highly significant information or other 
incriminating matters is insufficient.”  Id. at 372.  

  
To establish presumed prejudice, the defense must show that the pretrial 

publicity (1) is prejudicial, (2) is inflammatory, and (3) has saturated the community. Id. 
“The presumed prejudice principle is rarely applicable, and is reserved for an extreme 
situation.”  United States v. Langford, 647 F.3d 1309, 1333 (11th Cir. 2011).  The 
Supreme Court has identified four factors relevant to presuming prejudice: the size and 
characteristics of the community, the nature of the publicity, the time between the media 
attention and the trial, and whether the jury's decision indicated bias.  Skilling v. United 
States, 561 U.S. 358, 379, 382-84 (2010).  “Depending on the circumstances of the 
case, the potential for prejudice may be ameliorated through measures such as a 
continuance, change of venue, sequestration, and regulation of public comment by 
counsel.”  Simpson at 372. 
 

VI. ARGUMENT 
 

a. Mr. Trump’s comments in his capacity as a private citizen cannot constitute 
unlawful command influence 

 
There is no support for the proposition that a private citizen running for office is 

capable of engaging in UCI.  Article 37, UCMJ is a statutorily created protection that 
governs the conduct of a particular group of individuals.  The language of Article 37, 
UCMJ restricts its application to those individuals who are acting as a convening 
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authority or other commanding officer,8 or individuals who are “subject to this chapter.”  
Persons “subject to this chapter” are defined by Article 2, UCMJ.   

 
The Defense concedes, as they must, that Mr. Trump was not subject to Article 

37 at the time of any of his comments.  He was not a convening authority, and certainly 
was not the convening authority in this case.  The list of persons subject to the code 
under Article 2 does not include private citizens with no connection to the military, and, 
more specifically to this issue, does not include candidates for President. 

 
It is not even clear whether Article 37, UCMJ applies to the senior leadership of 

the Department of Defense or to the President when they are not acting as convening 
authorities, as they are not “subject to the [code].”  The Navy-Marine Court of Criminal 
Appeals, for instance, has held that “[t]he Secretary of the Navy does not fall within the 
statutory ambit of Article 2, UCMJ, and the statutory interplay of Articles 2 and 37, 
UCMJ (10 U.S.C. 802 and 837), does not contemplate an actual UCI paradigm 
applicable to the secretariat or civilian leadership.” United States v. Hutchins, 2012 CCA 
LEXIS 93 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. Mar. 20, 2012), rev’d on other grounds, 72 M.J. 294 
(2013).9   
 

As a result of the statutory constraints of Articles 2 and 37, UCMJ the vast 
majority of people in the United States simply cannot engage in UCI, notwithstanding 
the fact that some of them may have a public platform which they utilize to comment on 
matters relating to military justice.  This is particularly true in cases which generate 
public interest.  Journalists, for instance, frequently cover and often opine on high profile 
criminal cases.  As the Court made clear, however, in United States v. Johnson, 54 M.J. 
32 (2000) “[Article 37] prevents a convening authority or anyone else ‘subject to this 
chapter’ from unlawfully attempting to influence a court-martial. Press coverage does 
not constitute unlawful command influence.”  Id. at n.6.  At the time that he made all of 
the comments at issue, Mr. Trump fell squarely into the category of people incapable of 
engaging in UCI.  Thus, at the time that he made the statements they were not, as a 
matter of law, UCI. 
 

The Defense does not allege that any of Mr. Trump’s comments constitute actual 
UCI.10  Their argument, therefore, rests on the proposition that statements which were 
not UCI were transformed into apparent UCI upon Mr. Trump taking office as President.  
There is no support for the proposition that the actions or comments of an individual 

8 A “commanding officer” includes only commissioned officers.  Article 1, UCMJ. 
9 The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces reversed Hutchins on separate grounds, and the majority 
opinion did not discuss the issue of UCI.  Chief Judge Baker did, however, admonish the majority for 
failing to address the issue and suggested that even if the plain language of the statute did not include 
civilian leadership, a due process right might nevertheless exist that would be analyzed under the 
Biagase framework.  Hutchins, 72 M.J. 294, 303-318 (2013) (Baker, C.J., dissenting).   
10 As noted above, military courts draw a distinction between the accusatorial phase and the adjudicative 
phase.  The Defense had the opportunity to interview both the Accused and Special Court-Martial 
Convening Authority, LTC Peter Burke, and the opportunity to both interview and examine in an Article 
39(a) session the General Court-Martial Convening Authority, GEN Robert Abrams.  There is no 
evidence, and no allegation, that any of their actions were impacted in any way by the comments. 
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prior to assuming a position of command can form the basis for UCI.  Such a conclusion 
would be a dramatic expansion of the reach of Article 37, UCMJ.  In effect, the Defense 
seeks to add to the language of Article 37, UCMJ to read that “[n]o person subject to 
this chapter, or who may become subject to this chapter in the future....”  The potential 
ramifications of this are apparent.  An Accused could search for the prior comments of 
candidates for the presidency, nominees for civilian or military leadership positions, staff 
judge advocates, or anyone else who could arguably speak on behalf of a command, 
and then seek relief based on those comments.   
 

Such an expansion would also not be appropriate in a case where a civilian with 
no affiliation to the government or military; with no knowledge of the detailed facts of the 
case, the doctrine of UCI, and the offenses at issue; and without the benefit of the 
advice of military lawyers, makes statements before entering public office.  Mr. Trump 
was acting only as a commentator and a candidate, and not as a person with any role or 
legal authority over the adjudication of this case.  No court has ever allowed such an 
expansive approach to a claim of UCI, and it is utterly unsupported by the rules. 
 

The law is clear that the actions of a private citizen with no connection to the 
military cannot constitute UCI.  All of the comments attributed to Mr. Trump were made 
while he was a candidate for office. Prior to assuming the presidency on 20 January 
2017, Mr. Trump had never held any position in the government or the military. Mr. 
Trump was not a convening authority, he was not subject the code under the provisions 
of Article 2, UCMJ and he did not possess the mantle of command authority. To put it 
simply, as a matter of basic statutory interpretation, at the time that the statements were 
made they were not, and could not be, unlawful command influence. Therefore, the 
Defense has failed to "show facts which, if true, constitute unlawful command 
influence." Biagase, 50 M.J. at 150. 
 

b. Even assuming that Mr. Trump’s comments are capable of constituting 
apparent UCI, no reasonable observer would harbor any doubts about the 
fairness of the proceedings given the context of the comments 

  
Assuming arguendo that Mr. Trump’s comments as a candidate are even 

capable of constituting apparent UCI, no objective, disinterested observer could harbor 
significant doubts about the fairness of the proceedings when taking all of the facts into 
account. 

 
First, any observer would be aware of Mr. Trump’s status at the time that he 

made the statements, and of the fact that he did not have any position within the 
government or the military.  They would also be aware that Mr. Trump has not made 
any comment regarding SGT Bergdahl since August 2016, and specifically has not 
commented on SGT Bergdahl during his period as President-elect or since taking office 
as President. 

 
As already noted, all of the statements that Mr. Trump made occurred during his 

campaign for the presidency.  The comments were largely aimed at criticizing the trade 
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that President Obama authorized of five detainees in exchange for SGT Bergdahl, and 
were designed to attack President Obama and highlight Mr. Trump’s ability to make 
better deals, a consistent theme of his campaign.  Of the 65 comments listed in the 
Defense Compendium, 63 make reference to the trade, and often include Mr. Trump 
referring to “the five for one President” or “the five for one deal.” 

 
The nature of the statements themselves is also significant.  With regards to Mr. 

Trump’s comments that SGT Bergdahl is a “traitor” or committed “treason,” such 
comments were clearly intended to be understood by their colloquial meaning.  
Although the Defense urges the Court to conclude that Mr. Trump’s references to SGT 
Bergdahl as a “traitor” should be read as referring to the legal definition of treason, and 
cites in support of that conclusion United States v. Barrazamartinez, 58 M.J. 173, 176  
(2003), there is a stark difference between the statement of a trial counsel, an attorney 
speaking in a legal proceeding, and comments made by Mr. Trump, who is not an 
attorney and was speaking in the context of a political campaign.  

 
The Defense repeatedly claims that Mr. Trump’s comments regarding potential 

fatalities as a result of SGT Bergdahl’s misconduct are “false.”  As discussed in footnote 
4 above, while there is not a sufficient connection between SGT Bergdahl’s misconduct 
and the death of any Soldiers to satisfy the standards of the Military Rules of Evidence, 
there is evidence that suggests that his actions may have contributed to such fatalities.  
More to the point, as the claims regarded fatalities connected to SGT Bergdahl’s 
misconduct were the subject of widespread coverage in multiple media outlets, Mr. 
Trump’s reliance on the reports was not unreasonable and his comments cannot be 
said to be false.   

 
Finally, with regard to his suggestions for particular penalties such statements 

clearly comprise campaign rhetoric.  An objective observer would be aware that neither 
of the offenses that SGT Bergdahl is alleged to have committed are capital offenses as 
referred.  It strains credulity to believe that Mr. Trump was seriously suggesting that 
SGT Bergdahl should be thrown out of an airplane. A reasonable observer in 
possession of all of the facts would recognize the statements for exactly what they 
were, “political posturing designed to embarrass a political opponent and gain some 
political advantage.”  Appellate Exhibit 19 at 8 (internal parenthetical omitted). 

 
The combination of Mr. Trump’s status at the time that he made the comments, 

the fact that the comments were made in the context of a political campaign (and almost 
exclusively limited to the primary campaign), and the nature of the comments 
themselves, all would result in an objective observer concluding that the comments 
have not resulted in any concerns about the fairness of these proceedings. 
 

c. Exposure to pretrial publicity alone is not cause for dismissal 
 

At the outset, it is important to note that the doctrine of unfair pretrial publicity 
“cannot be made to stand for the proposition that juror exposure to … news accounts of 
the crime … alone presumptively deprives the defendant of due process.”   Id at 380 
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(quoting Murphy v. Florida, 421 U.S. 794, 798-799.  Moreover, “[p]rominence does not 
necessarily produce prejudice, and juror impartiality … does not require ignorance.” 
Patton v. Yount, 467 U.S. 1025 (1984) (emphasis in original).  See also Irvin v. Dowd, 
366 U.S. 717, 722 (1961) (holding that jurors are not required to be “totally ignorant of 
the facts and issues involved” and that “scarcely any of those best qualified to serve as 
jurors will not have formed some impression or opinion as to the merits of the case.”); 
Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145, 155-156 (1879)  (“[E]very case of public 
interest is almost, as a matter of necessity, brought to the attention of all the intelligent 
people in the vicinity, and scarcely any one can be found among those best fitted for 
jurors who has not read or heard of it, and who has not some impression or some 
opinion in respect to its merits.”) 

 
The Court of Military Appeals has similarly noted that exposure to pretrial 

publicity alone is not sufficient to disqualify a panel member, writing, 
 

As we construe the Supreme Court's decisions in this area, the trier of the 
facts, and more particularly, a juror, is not disqualified just because he has 
been exposed to pretrial publicity or even has formulated an opinion as to 
the guilt or innocence of an accused on the basis of his exposure. ‘[I]f the 
juror can lay aside his impression or opinion and render a verdict based 
on the evidence presented in court,’ he is qualified to serve. 
 

Calley, 22 U.S.C.M.A at 537 (citing Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717 (1961)). 
 

As discussed above, the Defense has not alleged actual prejudice as a 
result of Mr. Trump’s comments.  Thus, in order to establish either that the 
Government cannot prove that the unlawful command influence will not affect the 
proceedings under Biagase, or to establish a due process violation under an 
unfair pretrial publicity analysis, they would have to establish presumed prejudice 
to such a degree that no ameliorative efforts should even be attempted.  Such a 
finding would be utterly unprecedented, and is not supported by the facts. 
 

d. There is insufficient evidence to support a presumption of prejudice finding 
 
Applying the Skilling factors, it is clear that Mr. Trump’s comments did not 

saturate the community, and as such, the Defense has failed to establish presumptive 
prejudice. 

 
The size and characteristics of the “community” in this case weigh heavily 

against the possibility of presumed prejudice.  As “community” is defined for these 
purposes as the area from which the members can be drawn, which in this case is all 
service members assigned to United States Army Forces Command, the pool of 
potential panel members is large, approximately 220,000 soldiers.  Moreover, it is 
geographically diverse, with 11 locations reaching across the continental United States.  
As a result of this geographic diversity, prospective members necessarily obtain their 
news from a variety of sources.  As the Skilling Court noted, “[g]iven [Houston’s] large, 
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diverse pool of potential jurors, the suggestion that 12 impartial individuals could not be 
empaneled is hard to sustain.” See also In re Tsarnaev, 780 F.3d 14, 18 (1st Cir. 2015) 
(finding no presumption of prejudice in Boston, which the Court described as a large, 
diverse metropolitan area whose residents obtain their news from a vast array of 
sources); Mu'Min v. Virginia, 500 U.S. 415, 429, 111 S. Ct. 1899, 114 L. Ed. 2d 493 
(1991) (finding that the potential for prejudice was mitigated by the size of the 
metropolitan Washington, D.C. area); Gentile v. State Bar of Nev., 501 U.S. 1030, 1044, 
111 S. Ct. 2720, 115 L. Ed. 2d 888 (1991) (plurality opinion) (finding a reduced 
likelihood of prejudice where venire was drawn from a pool of over 600,000 individuals). 

 
By contrast, the rare cases where a court has found presumed prejudice have 

involved insulated areas or comparatively small populations.  For instance, in Rideau v. 
Louisiana, the community where the crime occurred had about 150,000 people.  
Rideau, 373 U.S. at 723, 724 (1963).  The defendant's confession to murder, robbery 
and kidnapping was broadcast to the community three times shortly before trial.  Id.  
Approximately 24,000, 53,000, and 20,000 saw and heard each broadcast, respectively. 
Id. Three jurors had seen and heard the televised confession. Id. at 725. The Supreme 
Court noted that "the people of Calcasieu Parish had been exposed repeatedly and in 
depth to the spectacle of Rideau personally confessing in detail to the crimes with which 
he was later to be charged." Id. at 726. Further, "to the tens of thousands of people who 
saw and heard it, in a very real sense [the confession] was Rideau's trial — at which he 
pleaded guilty to murder." Id. Similarly, in United States v. Casellas-Toro, 807 F.3d 380 
(1st Cir. 2015), a federal murder trial held in Puerto Rico (which the court described as a 
“small island”) the defendant’s conviction for a state crime which was related to his 
murder charge was widely reported, and voir dire occurred only two months following 
his televised sentencing in the state case.  Id. at 387-388. 

 
All of the above cited cases share another common thread that is not present in 

this case: the crimes themselves occurred in the geographically distinct community 
where the trial took place, and in many cases had a significant adverse impact on that 
community.  The Skilling case, for instance, dealt with the collapse of Enron, which had 
a significant negative impact on the Houston area.  Tsarnaev dealt with the Boston 
Marathon bombing, which attracted worldwide attention and resulted in a “lockdown” of 
the Boston area during the ensuing manhunt.  By contrast, the crimes for which the 
Accused is charged occurred outside of the United States, while the Accused was 
assigned to a unit garrisoned in Alaska.  The lack of connection to a particular 
geographic area further reduces the likelihood of saturation, particularly when combined 
with a pool of panel members drawn from across the United States.   
 
 The time between the statements, the last of which was made by Mr. Trump in 
August 2016, and the currently scheduled trial date also weighs against a finding of 
presumed prejudice.  This is particularly true when taking into consideration the 
tremendous volume of coverage relating to the 2016 elections that were unrelated to 
this case.  The nature of the publicity also weighs against a finding of presumed 
prejudice.  As discussed above, the members would certainly be able to understand that 
the comments made by Mr. Trump were made in the context of a campaign.   
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The comments are also not nearly as widespread as the Defense contends.  Mr. 

Trump announced his candidacy on 16 June 2015, and was elected on 8 November 
2016.  In the 512 days that elapsed, Mr. Trump participated in hundreds of events, 
including rallies, fundraisers, interviews and debates.  Additionally, his prolific use of the 
social media platform Twitter was frequently the subject of news coverage in and of 
itself.   Yet the Defense can point to only 65 instances where Mr. Trump referenced 
SGT Bergdahl.  In an effort to exaggerate the purported impact of Mr. Trump’s 
statements, they have also created a 28-minute video compilation.  As the 
Government’s Compendium makes clear, the video clips that the Defense has 
selectively spliced together do not even constitute a prominent feature of any of Mr. 
Trump’s speeches, which total more than 46 hours, let alone a prominent feature of his 
campaign.  This does not, of course, take into account all of times (including the entire 
general election) where Mr. Trump never mentioned SGT Bergdahl at all. 

 
Moreover, coverage of Mr. Trump’s speeches and campaign events must be 

viewed against the backdrop of the overall election coverage, the overwhelming majority 
of which had nothing to do with this case.  The 2016 election was covered by hundreds 
of network and cable news stations, both national and local, and countless print and 
online media sources.  Mr. Trump devoted the vast majority of his time to his signature 
issues, including the construction of a wall on the U.S.-Mexico border, the renegotiation 
of trade deals, changes to immigration policy, and the repeal of the Affordable Care Act.  
Additionally, while SGT Bergdahl was the subject of 65 comments, Mr. Trump’s most 
frequent subjects were his opponents: initially, 16 fellow Republicans during the primary 
campaign; then his general election opponent, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton; 
and throughout the election cycle the incumbent, President Barack Obama. 

 
According to the Defense’s own assertions, Mr. Trump mentioned SGT Bergdahl 

only twice during the general election campaign, in August, shortly after becoming the 
Republican nominee.  Mr. Trump has not mentioned SGT Bergdahl at all since, 
including at his arguably highest profile speeches: his convention acceptance speech 
(which lasted for over an hour and was viewed by an average of 32.3 million people), 
and his acceptance speech following Mrs. Clinton’s concession on election night. 

 
A search of the Lexis Nexis All English Language News database, which 

searches thousands of news sources, including both domestic and foreign publications, 
lends further support to this conclusion.  A search for “Trump” together with “Bergdahl” 
for the entire period of Mr. Trump’s campaign, a total of 512 days, results in 1506 
references.  By contrast, in the fourteen days prior to the election a search for “Trump” 
and “Benghazi” results in 1496 hits.  In the four days prior to the election a search for 
“Trump” and “Obamacare” results in 1806 hits.  Attempts to search for the latter two 
combinations beyond those short windows were unsuccessful, because they both 
resulted in more than 3000 hits.  Additionally, a simple Google search for “Trump” and 
“Bergdahl” results in approximately 560,000 hits.  By contrast, a search for “Trump” and 
“Benghazi” results in 5,370,000 hits; “Trump” and “Mexico Wall” results in 17,200,000; 
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“Trump” and “Obamacare” results in 26,300,000; and “Trump” and “China” results in 
111,000,000. 

 
The fact is that in an election season that lasted for nearly two years, and with as 

many as 20 candidates from the major political parties participating, the references to 
SGT Bergdahl constitute nothing more than a drop in the ocean of coverage.  This, 
combined with a large and diverse pool of panel members, leads to the conclusion that 
prejudice cannot be presumed. 
 

e. Dismissal is premature without voir dire 
 

“[D]ismissal is a drastic remedy and courts must look to see whether alternative 
remedies are available.”  United States v. Lewis, 63 M.J. 405, 416 (2006) (citing United 
States v. Cooper, 35 M.J. 417, 422 (C.M.A. 1992)).  The use of voir dire has been 
repeatedly recognized as an appropriate method of ameliorating prejudice, both in the 
context of UCI and unfair pretrial publicity.  

 
In the Calley case, both the Army Court of Military Review and the Court of 

Military Appeals examined the claim that statements made by the President, the 
Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the Army, and the Chief of Staff of the Army, 
constituted either UCI or a generic due process violation.  The necessity for voir dire 
was discussed by the Army Court, which wrote that "[i]nfluence in the air, so to speak, is 
a contradiction in terms. An object and effect upon the object must be identified for 
influence to exist. The voir dire facially suffices to rebut a claim of influence due to 
statements by higher officials."   United States v. Calley, 46 C.M.R. 1131, 1160 
(A.C.M.R. 1973).  After reviewing the relevant voir dire the Court concluded that the 
statements had no influence on the members.  Id. at 1161. 

 
The Court of Military Appeals did not examine the issue of the comments by 

senior officials under the rubric of UCI, but as a Fifth Amendment Due Process issue.  
The Court found no merit to the defense claim of a due process violation, writing   

 
We have carefully examined the extensive voir dire of the court members 
in the light of the pretrial materials submitted to us and we are satisfied 
that none of the court members had formed unalterable opinions about 
Lieutenant Calley's guilt from the publicity to which they had been exposed 
and that the total impact of that publicity does not oppose the individual 
declaration by each member retained on the court that he could, fairly and 
impartially, decide whether Lieutenant Calley was guilty of any crime upon 
the evidence presented in open court. 
 

Calley, 22 U.S.C.M.A. 534, 538 (C.M.A. 1973) (internal citation omitted). 
 
The Court also noted that, 
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[N]either the trial judge nor government counsel ignored the potentially 
adverse effect of the extensive publicity.  In pretrial proceedings, the 
prosecution labored jointly with the defense to minimize the effects of the 
publicity.11  The military judge issued special orders to prospective 
witnesses to curb public discussion of the case and to insulate them from 
the influence of possible newspaper, magazine, radio and television 
reports of the case. At trial, the judge was exceedingly liberal in the scope 
of the voir dire of the court members and in bases for challenge for 
cause… 

Id. at 538. 

The application of extensive voir dire, including the use of pretrial questionnaires 
and individual voir dire of all potential jurors on the issue of publicity to prevent potential 
contamination, has been recognized by the Supreme Court and every Circuit Court as a 
means of ameliorating potential prejudice.  See Skilling at 388-389; United States v. 
McNeill, 728 F.2d 5, 9-10 (1st Cir. 1984) (After rejecting a claim of presumed prejudice, 
the appeals court next reviewed the voir dire examination); Application of Cohn, 332 
F.2d 976, 977 (2nd Cir. 1964) (In denying a Writ of Mandamus seeking change of venue 
or continuance the court held “the fact that there has been widespread publicity, that 
potential jurors read newspaper articles and listen to radio and television broadcasts 
does not establish such bias or prejudice as would call for disqualification. Only upon 
the voir dire of the prospective jurors can it be determined whether an impartial jury can 
be selected… Certainly, on the facts before us it would be premature to assume that 
such a jury cannot be empaneled.”); Hetzel v. Lamas, 2010 U.S. App. Lexis 6025 (3rd. 
Cir. 2010) (After reviewing and rejecting a claim of presumed prejudice, the Court found 
voir dire sufficient to ensure Hetzel’s right to an impartial jury) (unpublished); United 
States v. Baker, 925 F.2d 728, 732 (4th Cir. 1991) (“A trial court customarily should take 
the second step of conducting a voir dire of prospective jurors to determine if actual 
prejudice exists”); Wells v. Murray, 831 F.2d 468, 472 (4th Cir. 1987) (A complaint of 
unfair pretrial publicity is “evaluated based on the pre-trial publicity complained of and 
on its impact, if any, on the jury, as developed through adequate voir dire 
examination of the jurors”); United States v. Chagra, 669 F.2d 241, 250 (5th Cir. 1982) 
(When examining a claim of actual prejudice, “proof of such prejudice is normally made 
by reliance upon the juror's voir dire responses.”12); Lackey v. Rose, 698 F.2d 1221, 

11 Far from attempting to minimize the effects of publicity surrounding this case, the Defense and the 
Accused himself have been active participants in an attempt to raise the level of that publicity.  As 
discussed in footnote 2, the Accused participated in 25 hours of interviews with a film producer and then 
agreed to the use of portions of those interviews as the basis for the popular Serial podcast.  Civilian 
Defense Counsel has participated in numerous interviews, both televised and in print.  Specific to the 
issue of Mr. Trump’s statements, the Defense wrote Mr. Trump a letter requesting an interview and then 
released it to the press.  They condensed the very comments they contend may have improper influence 
into a 28-minute compilation video and posted it to both to their own website and to YouTube.  
Unquestionably, the Defense may do these things under the First Amendment.  The potential impact of 
these actions, however, should not be ignored.  A Defendant cannot fan the flames of pretrial publicity 
and then complain that it is too hot. 
12 The Fifth Circuit held in Chagra, that even where presumed prejudice exists, the Government may rebut 
the presumption by “demonstrating from the voir dire that an impartial jury was actually impaneled…If the 
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(6th Cir. 1982) (unpublished) (“The explicit inquiry by the judge directed to the element 
of pretrial publicity; combined with the fact that petitioner failed to exercise all his 
peremptory challenges, indicates that a fair jury was selected”); Margoles v. United 
States 407 F.2d 727 ( 7th Cir. 1969), cert. denied 396 U.S. 833 (1969) (holding that 
even assuming prejudicial pretrial publicity was present… "the procedures employed by 
the district court at the voir dire examination of prospective jurors were adequate to 
safeguard petitioner against the effect of prejudicial pre-trial publicity”); Blumenfield v. 
United States, 284 F.2d 46 (8th Cir. 1960) (When examining a claim of adverse 
publicity…"the ultimate question is whether it is possible to select a fair and impartial 
jury, and the proper occasion for such a determination is upon the voir dire 
examination.”); Ignacio v. People of Territory of Guam (9th Cir. 1969) 413 F.2d 513, 
518, cert. denied 397 U.S. 943 (1970) (“It is not sufficient to simply allege adverse 
publicity without a showing that the jurors were biased thereby.”);United States v. 
McVeigh, 153 F.3d 1166, 1183 (10th Cir. 1998) ("In reviewing for actual prejudice, we 
examine the circumstances of the publicity and the voir dire and merely determine 
‘whether the judge had a reasonable basis for concluding that the jurors selected could 
be impartial.’”) internal citations omitted; United States v. Klacker, 811 F.2d 555, 556 
(11th Cir. 1987) (In rejecting a claim of actual prejudice the court examined the record of 
voir dire); United States v. Haldeman, 559 F.2d 31, 60 (D.C. Cir. 1976) ( “A defendant 
who claims he was denied a fair trial because the jury was not sufficiently indifferent 
generally must sustain that claim not as a matter of speculation but as a demonstrable 
reality. This demonstration can be made only by reference to the voir dire.”) (internal 
citations omitted). 

 The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has similarly approved of the use of 
voir dire to ameliorate potential UCI.  United States v. Reed, 65 M.J. 487 (2008) 
(holding that the Government had met its burden of demonstrating beyond a reasonable 
doubt that the fairness of the court-martial proceedings was not compromised by 
unlawful command influence in part by the allowance of extensive voir dire).   In 
specifically considering the statements of the President and other senior leaders, 
military courts have again approved of the use of liberal voir dire as an adequate and 
appropriate curative measure.  United States v. Peterman, 2016 CCA LEXIS 196 (A.F. 
Ct. Crim. App. Mar. 24, 2016) (finding no UCI regarding statements of the President, the 
Secretary of Defense and the Chief of Staff of the Air Force regarding sexual assault in 
part because of the use of extensive voir dire); United States v. Oakley, 2015 CCA 
LEXIS 154  (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. Apr. 21, 2015) (finding no UCI regarding the 
President’s comments regarding sexual assault in part because of “the military judge’s 
curative actions of liberal voir dire);  

The Defense’s sole basis for claiming that voir dire would be insufficient is the 
claim that they must be allowed to ask potential panel members whether they voted for 
Mr. Trump. The Defense appropriately concludes that such a question would be 
impermissible, but claims that it would be the only way to “cut to the chase.”  Quite the 
opposite, the only relevant questions on this issue would be whether a potential panel 

government succeeds in doing so, the conviction will stand despite appellant's showing of adverse pretrial 
publicity” ChagraI, 669 F.2d at 250.  
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member was aware of Mr. Trump’s comments and, if so, whether they would have any 
impact.  There is nothing preventing the Defense from asking those questions.  The 
notion, however, that they have a need to ask potential panel members who they voted 
for is irrational.  It assumes that the act of voting for a candidate means that a voter is 
aware of, and supportive of, all of the positions that candidate takes.  Such a position is 
clearly incorrect.  A potential panel member who voted for Mr. Trump, but who was not 
aware of any of his statements regarding the Accused, would certainly not be subject to 
a challenge for cause based solely on their vote.  Conversely, a potential panel member 
who voted for Mrs. Clinton, but who was aware of the comments and admitted to being 
impacted by them, would certainly not be saved from challenge based solely on their 
vote. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 
 All of the comments attributed to President Trump were made prior to his 
election, when he held no position of any kind relating to the government or the military.  
As a result, his comments are incapable of constituting UCI.  Even assuming they could 
constitute apparent UCI, no objective observer, aware of the context of the comments, 
would harbor any concern about the fairness of the proceedings.  For all of the reasons 
articulated above, the statements also do not rise to the level of presumptive prejudice 
that would give way to a due process violation under the unfair pretrial publicity doctrine.  
Finally, voir dire and the liberal grant mandate would ameliorate any concerns regarding 
the comments, and dismissal without attempting to utilize such methods is both 
inappropriate and premature.  Accordingly, the Defense motion to dismiss should be 
denied. 
 
 
 
 
            // ORIGINAL SIGNED// 
 JUSTIN C. OSHANA 

 MAJ, JA 
 Trial Counsel 

 
 
 
 I certify that I have served or caused to be served a true copy of the above on the 
Defense Counsel on 1 February 2017. 
 
 
 
 

     // ORIGINAL SIGNED// 
 JUSTIN C. OSHANA 

 MAJ, JA 
 Trial Counsel 
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Number Date Location
Full 

Video 
Length

Speech 
begins

Bergdahl 
comment

Speech 
ends

Total 
Speech 

Time
Comment Concerning SGT Bergdahl Video Link

1 2-Jun-14 Fox and 
Friends N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A “And unlike our traitor where we gave five killers, you know, five real enemies of the state. Uh, 

Bergdahl.”

2 15-Jul-14 Fox News 3m 33s 8s 18s 3m 8s 3m 16s

“I look at this five to one trade, we have a traitor, we have five killers that are looking to destroy this 
country and that’s the kind of a trade we make for a traitor and now I just heard, Martha, you with 
350,000 dollars in back pay he’s going to get 350,000 dollars in back pay and he was a traitor. Evan 
(Buetow) sounds terrific, he uh, he said that he mailed all his stuff back home. And how is it possible 
that he and his other folks that were, you know, that knew this man so well and that knew exactly 
what happened weren’t interviewed having to do with the investigation they weren’t even talked to 
having to do. So I don’t think the White House knew what they were doing when they made the deal, 
they didn’t have their facts before- you know when you make a deal you have to have your facts, it’s 
the first thing I tell people, to make a deal you have to have your facts, they didn’t have the facts…”  
“So here we trade five killers that want to destroy us, that are already back in service, to try and 
knock us out and we trade five killers for one traitor and now we’re going to give the traitor $350,000 
and we put him back to work like nothing happened and they don’t investigate, and they don’t call 
people like Evan (Buetow) that know exactly what
happened. And then you have the weird thing that you just mentioned with the parents. I mean, the 
father was a pretty weird dude to start off with the way he acted, I thought when I first saw him I said, 
‘Woah Woah, that does not look like Duck Dynasty, there’s a little bit of a difference there, there’s uh, 
that look is a little different then Duck Dynasty. At first I wasn’t exactly sure but I said, ‘Woah’. And 
then I watched the father’s action, I watched his statements, I watched his words and I said, ‘this is a 
weird situation going on’. Now the guy gets released and he doesn’t even want to talk to his parents”

http://video.foxnews.com/v/3675791826001/?#sp=show-
clips

3 28-Jul-14 Fox News 1m 42s 1s 21s 1m 35s 1m 36s

TRUMP: “I’m looking at this guy, did we do it for the right one, you know? It looks like maybe he was 
a deserter, was he a deserter? You tell me.”
FF: “Sounds like it. Almost all evidence does and evidently there might even be video of him leaving 
the base.”
TRUMP: “He doesn’t even want to come back to the parents. The parents are saying he can’t speak 
English now, we can’t this, we can’t get in touch with him, I mean, what’s going on, but you know the, 
the interesting thing is when they released him, all of his comrades refused to clap, they refused to 
say anything, I mean they were very upset.”
FF: “You’re referring to the Secretary Defense Hagel who addressed the troops at Bagram Air Base 
and to silence after he made the announcement.”
TRUMP: “Well I know nothing about Hagel other than at his confirmation hearing, I watched. It was 
the worst performance I had ever seen in the history of confirmations. I mean he was before the 
various folks that were asking him questions- I have never seen anyone do so poorly. He couldn’t get 
a sentence out. He’s our Secretary of Defense so…”
FF: “He didn’t do much better yesterday in explaining what went into it.”
TRUMP: “A terrible deal we made by the way. This is a terrible deal. Every soldier and every 
American is at risk rightnow that was a terrible deal. Now, on top of it, let’s hope that’s not so, but 
we’re hearing lots of bad things about the person we took.”
FF: “It seems as though it’s a systemic issue when it comes down to leadership here, you understand the 
art of negotiation and Susan Rice is saying ‘We didn’t negotiate with the Taliban here and the terrorists’ but in 
fact would you say that we lost this negotiation?”
TRUMMP: “Well this isn’t even close, and this is a terrible precedent, I mean what we’re doing is terrible. So 
now you have this soldier that’s going to be looked in to and I think that’s going to turn up being a disaster, 
and the father with the tweets, I don’t know if you saw the father with the tweets but they were really like, anti-
American. But I think it’s going to turn out to be a catastrophe.”

http://mediamatters.org/embed/static/clips/2014/06/02/
35474/fnc-ff-20140602-trumpbergdahal

4 27-Feb-15 CPAC 
Conference 26m 13s 1m 50s 7m 30s 26m 13s 24m 23s

“Now, we have a thinking…Bowe Bergdahl, we all know, Berg [sic] we sell, we make a deal, Bowe 
Bergdahl for five killers, five terrorists who are right now out there trying to kill us. This is the kind of 
thinking, and you don’t even hear anything about it anymore, people forget. It’s like the one week 
schedule, they forget. The Bowe Bergdahl deal is emblematic of what’s going on in this country, all 
our deals are like that and we can’t let it continue to happen.”

https://www.c-span.org/video/?324558-11/donald-trump-
remarks-cpac&start=455

5 9-Apr-15
Breitbart 

News 
Interview

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

“It’s no different than the situation with Sergeant Bergdahl, which I call the five-for-one deal. That 
deal is emblematic of something. Who would give back one traitor for five killers that are now free 
and back in the service of killing people? Five-for-one and the one we got is a traitor. We should 
really give Sergeant Bergdahl back to them. The five-for-one-deal is emblematic of the way we 
negotiate.”

http://www.breitbart.com/national-
security/2015/04/09/exclusive-donald-trump-obama-
totally-out-negotiated-by-iran-taliban-virtually-every-

country-in-the-world/
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Bergdahl 
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Speech 
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Total 
Speech 
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Comment Concerning SGT Bergdahl Video Link

6 23-Apr-15
The John 
Fredericks 
Show, VA

19m 11s 48s 12m 13s 19m 10s 18m 22s

Donald Trump: “It’s like Bergdahl. You know I use that as an example. Five for one. We get Bergdahl, 
they get five killers, leaders, who are now back on the- you know, trying to kill us all, right?”
John Fredericks: “And we get a traitor.”
Donald Trump: “And we get a traitor. I’d send him back, I’d call- You know sometimes you renegotiate 
a deal, I’d send him back, even if we don’t get their five guys back, they’ll get ‘em back anyway. But 
I’d send Bergdahl back, let them, we don’t have to, we don’t have to- you know in the old days you’d 
execute Bergdahl. You know when with this country was strong, and powerful, and meant something 
you would execute Bergdahl. Now he’s being- They, they said, ‘Oh well, he had some psychological 
problems.’ And you know, the General that was there, these are not General Patton, these are not 
General Douglas McArthur the General that went there knew all about this! Before the trade! I figured 
maybe it slipped through, maybe they didn’t know. They knew all about it, this General met with the 
five or six soldiers that told him the guy was a traitor! And we probably lost five lives and maybe now 
six lives of guys that went out looking for him and trying to get him back. So you know, as far as I’m 
concerned, send Bergdahl back, drop him right in the middle of those characters and they’ll take care 
of him.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLmi8fN5CAg

7 9-May-15

Freedom 
Summit, 

Greenville, 
NC

28m 31s 6s 20m 13s 28m 16s 28m 10s

“We got Bergdahl, they get five leaders, killers that want to kill us all. And they’re all back on the 
battlefield, by the way, and we got this piece of garbage named Bergdahl. Who, years ago, (crowd 
cheers), who years ago we would’ve shot for treason and now they’re saying, ‘well, you know, he 
doesn’t feel good, he had a hard life.’ When I saw his father standing with Obama, I said, ‘Woah, 
woah, woah! Woah!’ (Crowd laughs) woah. I love the guys at Duck Dynasty, they stay at my luxury 
hotels, but this, this did not look like Duck Dynasty guys this was this.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wq7Y0xVXzc

8 16-Jun-15 Campaign 
Launch, NYC N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

“He’s the one (President Obama) that did Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, they get five killer terrorists 
that everybody wanted over there. We get Bergdahl. We get a traitor. We get a no-good traitor, and 
they get the five people that they wanted for years, and those people are now back on the battlefield 
trying to kill us. That’s the negotiator we have.”

http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-
politics/wp/2015/06/16/full-text-donald-trump-announces-

a-presidential-bid/

9 23-Jun-15
MDGOP Red, 

White, and 
Blue Dinner!

52m 10s 19s 21m 21s 52m 5s 51m 46s

“We save a Sergeant Bergdahl, who’s a traitor, a no good traitor. We lose six lives over this guy. And 
yet James Foley is beheaded. We didn’t fight for James Foley. He was this wonderful guy whose 
parents I got to know very well over the last few months. Actually, up in New Hampshire. We didn’t 
fight for James Foley, he was beheaded and he was a wonderful young man. But we fought to get a 
traitor, who, when our country was strong, would’ve been executed for desertion. We lost six, great, 
young people trying to find him, and they all knew that he deserted and Obama knew that he 
deserted. And yet we took him back- I call him the five for one President- and we gave five killers, 
and leaders, who are now back on the battlefield trying to kill everybody, including us, by the way. 
This is the negeotatior that we are giving this to ”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ySP2tDgPoN4

10 23-Jun-15
MD GOP 
Dinner 
w/CNN

37s 1s 1s 35s 36s

“We get Bergdahl, right? We get Bergdahl, think of it, they get five killer leaders that are out there 
trying to kill everybody and behead everybody right now, and we get a traitor named Sergeant 
Bergdahl. Six people died trying to get this traitor. Six people. And yet James Foley, we gave up on 
him and he’s beheaded. I want James Foley, I don’t want Bergdahl, I want James Foley. So we have 
stupid people, we have people that don’t know what they’re doing. It’s amateur hour”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibCf6ZuXD7E

11 11-Jul-15 Las Vegas, 
NV 29m 55s 4s 27m  50s 29m 50s 29m 46s

“I mean here’s a guy- Sergeant Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, a traitor, a no good traitor, who in the 
good old days would’ve been executed. We get Bergdahl, they get five killers that are right now back 
on the battlefield. The five people that they most wanted, they got them, and we got Bergdahl. Thats 
like the way we deal.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXjz3qLufv8

12 11-Jul-15 Phoenix, AZ 1h 10m 45s 1m 31s 1h 3m 6s 1h 10m 09s 1h 9m 38s

“We have Sergeant Bergdahl, a traitor. (Crowd boos). So we negotiate for Sergeant Bergdahl, a no 
good traitor- six people were killed trying to find him. Six young, in this case men, went out to try and 
get him. Six of ‘em never came back. Six people died, and we have Sergeant Bergdahl. And here’s 
our deal, this is just like the stupid deal that we’re making with Iran, on nuclear. This is just like 
everything else we do, the deals we went and made with China, the deals we make with Mexico. We 
don’t know what we’re doing. So we get Bergdahl, a no good traitor, and frankly, you know I 
renegotiate deals every once and awhile, not too often. But, I’d send him back, and if they don’t want 
him, send him back anyway. I want to renegotiate that. They get- they get five killers that are right 
now back on the battlefield trying to kill everybody, including the people in this room. And these were 
the five people that they most wanted ”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ls3m7NUOqxs

13 14-Jul-15 CNN, VA 2m 8s 42s 1m 48s 2m 7s 1m 25s

“It’s like Sergeant Bergdahl, we get a traitor named Sergeant Bergdahl and they get, look what they 
get- they get their five guys they most wanted anywhere in the world. Who makes deals like this? And 
by the way, with Bergdahl, six people died trying to get that traitor back. So we get Bergdahl, they get 
five guys that they wanted, that’s not the way you deal.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V6OfBWrcObs

14 18-Jul-15

Family 
Leadership 

Summit, Fox 
News

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A A search of the transcript provided by the Federal News Service confirms that Mr. Trump did 
not reference SGT Bergdahl during this speech

https://www.c-span.org/video/?327045-1/2015-family-
leadership-summit
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15 21-Jul-15 Bluffton, SC 42m 3s Start of Video 31m 57s 41m 44s 41m 44s

“I’ve seen one sided deals before, this is like Sergeant Bergdahl. We get a traitor, a no-good, rotten 
traitor, like Bergdahl, and they get five killers that they most wanted in the whole world who are right 
now back on the battlefield trying to kill everybody, including us, okay? What kind of a deal is this? 
Not good, right? (Referring to audience member) I like that, stand up! Who said that? I like that. 
You’re right, lousy, lousy deal. But we only make lousy deals. I call Obama the five-for-one President. 
We get Bergdahl, they got five guys they dream of, okay?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0dre-LxWFs

16 6-Aug-15

GOP Debate 
I, Fox News, 
Cleveland, 

OH

N/A N/A N/A N/A 11m 14s

“You look at Sergeant Bergdahl, we get Bergdahl, a traitor and they get five of the big great killers 
leaders that they want.” * Total length of Mr. Trump's comments as reported by the New York Times 
was 11 minutes and 14 seconds.  https://www.nytimes.com/live/republican-debate-election-2016-
cleveland/a-final-count-of-candidate-speaking-time/

http://video.foxnews.com/v/4406746003001/watch-a-
replay-of-fox-news-prime-time-presidential-

debate/?#sp=show-clips

17 19-Aug-15 Derry, NH 1h 35m 16s 30s 17m 24s 1h 35m 16s 1h 34m 46s

“Take Sergeant Bergdahl, does anybody remember him? (Crowd boos). So, so this is the way we 
think. So we get a traitor named Bergdahl, a dirty, rotten traitor (crowd applauses), who by the way 
when he deserted, six young, beautiful people were killed trying to find him, right? And you don’t 
even hear about him anymore! Somebody said the other day, ‘Well he had some psychological 
problems.’ You know, you know in the old days (mimics shooting a rifle), bing, bong! (Crowd cheers). 
When we were strong, when we were strong. So we get Bergdahl, a traitor, and they get five of the 
people that they most wanted anywhere in the world,
five killers that are right now back on the battlefield doing a job. That’s the kind of deals we make! 
That’s the kind of deals we make, right? Am I right?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3thGIgpuiRQ

18 21-Aug-15 Mobile, AL 53m 59s 22s 16m 22s 53m 52s 53m 30s

“Sergeant Bergdahl, has anybody heard of Sergeant Bergdahl, the traitor? (Crowd boos). No, no the 
traitor. I call President, I call President Obama the five for one President. We get Sergeant Bergdahl 
a traitor, who, by the way, six people, at least, that we know of, six people were killed trying to get this 
guy back. Six people, they went after him. They wanted to get him back. So we get Sergeant 
Bergdahl and they get five people that they desperately wanted for years that are right now back on 
the battlefield trying to kill everybody, including us.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLCdDI3GAzE

19 27-Aug-15 Greenville, 
SC 51m 20s 5s 19m 51s 51m 0s 50m 55s

“Sergeant Bergdahl, right? We know Sergeant Bergdahl, a traitor. Six people died looking for him, he 
left! He deserted, went to the other side. He didn’t realize the other side wasn’t treating him so nice, 
you know they were not too nice to him.
They roughed him up. But- he says good (points to audience member, crowd laughs). I agree, good! 
Drop him back, let’s re-trade that deal. So we get Bergdahl a traitor- these are the same people that 
make our trade deals- we get Bergdahl, a traitor that we don’t want. I don’t want him, do you- does 
anybody want him? (Crowd boos). And they knew that he was a traitor because they had a General 
and a Colonel interviewing the guys and the people that were with him! So they knew he left! It wasn’t 
like, oh they found out later. They knew before the deal was made. So we get a traitor named 
Bergdahl- six people died trying to find him we get him, they get five killers that they’ve wanted for ten 
years. They were released and now they’re on the battlefield trying to kill everybody, including us. 
This is the kind of deals we make.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kTMn49vZjxY

20 8-Oct-15 Las Vegas, 
NV 1h 7m 48s 4s 1h 6m 10s 1h 7m 10s 1h 7m 6s

“We’re tired of Sergeant Bergdahl, who’s a traitor. (Crowd cheers). He’s a traitor, a no-good traitor, 
who should’ve been executed (crowd cheers). We get Sergeant Bergdahl and they get five of the 
biggest killers that they’ve wanted more than any people, more than any people, for years! They’ve 
been trying to get these five killers and they’re all now back on the battlefield, and we’ve got 
Bergdahl, and yesterday I heard he probably won’t even serve any time and 30 years ago he 
would’ve been shot! (Crowd boos).”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgtDZGO8ES0

21 11-Oct-15
Fox News  

Judge 
Jeanine

8m 29s 6s 14s 8m 25s 8m 19s

“Well I think it’s a disgrace, he was a deserter 100%, I know you agree with this and he was a 
deserter 100% it’s not like the old days, in the old days you deserted you were in big trouble. Today 
they want to find all sorts of excuses- I don’t know what, it’s crazy, it’s just crazy what’s going on with 
our country is absolutely insane. Five good, great soldiers, wonderful, young people and probably six 
were killed looking for him. And now what do we get? We get him, which you can have him, we get 
him, and they get, they get five of the great killers that they’ve wanted for ten years, they’ve wanted 
these people back. This is a typical trade with Obama, we get Bergdahl and they get five killers, no 
good.”

http://video.foxnews.com/v/4550198667001/?#sp=show-
clips

22 14-Oct-15 Richmond, 
VA 59m 12s 13s 50m 59m 12s 58m 59s

“That’s like Sergeant Bergdahl. We got a guy (crowd boos), it’s true, no it’s true. We have a guy- six 
young people, great people, were killed looking for him. We get Bergdahl, they get five of the great 
killers that they’ve wanted for ten years, right? These are the deals that we make because we have 
leadership that doesn’t know what the hell it’s doing. (Crowd cheers). Now in the old days, with 
Bergdahl, who is a traitor, it was treason! You shoot him! He would get shot! (Crowd cheers). They 
think he won’t even get jail time anymore! Well he had some psychological difficulty, they don’t really 
know what happened, wasn’t feeling so good. We are just heading in the wrong direction.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Si7AKcGvf_c
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23 16-Oct-15 Tyngsboro, 
MA 52m 1s 1s 27m 25s 52m 1s 52m 0s

“Sergeant Bergdahl, right? (Crowd boos). No, no, think of this guy. In the old days, he’d get shot for 
treason right? Right? These guys would tell you, they’re too nice but they know, believe me, they 
know. But Sergeant Bergdahl. So we have Bergdahl. So we get Bergdahl, this is the way we trade, 
this is, like, emblematic of everything we do. We get Bergdahl, a rotten traitor who should be frankly, 
who negotiated with terrorists, who left, who six people died looking for him, who, by the way, the 
other night on every television! They said he won’t even go to prison! (Crowd boos). Because think of 
it, did you hear this? Because well he might have psychological problems. He’s not feeling so good. 
Can you believe it? So we get Bergdahl and they get five of the people that they most want, total 
killers, leaders who are now back fighting trying to kill everybody in their bed. That’s what they get. 
They get the five people they most wanted and we get one traitor. I’ll tell you what. Probably can’t do 
it, but if I win I may just have him floating right in the middle of that place and drop him, boom. Right 
in the middle, let ‘em have him! Let ‘em have him. I mean that’s cheaper than a bullet.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9g5AU0Vebt0

24 23-Oct-15 Miami, FL 1h 4m 55s 2s 46m 10s 1hr 3m 56s 1 hr 3m 54s

“Think about Sergeant Bergdahl, a traitor (crowd boos), a traitor! Think of him. He’s a dirty, rotten 
traitor. Six people died going after him, they died! Six young, incredible, brave people died. The deal 
is we get traitor Bergdahl, they get five of the best people that they have, that they’ve been after for 
ten years, they get five killers that are right now leading and back on the battlefield trying to kill 
everybody, including you, and we get Bergdahl, a traitor, okay? We get Bergdahl. And then, two days 
ago it came out, that Bergdahl! They don’t want to put him in jail. You know in the old days (mimics 
shooting a rifle), boom. Firing squad. No, it’s true (mimics shooting a rifle). I love the Second 
Amendment, I love the Second Amendment. (Crowd cheers). So two days ago, it comes out that 
Sergeant Bergdahl won’t even have to go to jail. No, think of it. (Crowd boos). Where have we gone? 
Where have we gone? What’s going on with our country? Okay? I’ll tell you one thing; if I win, it’s not 
going to be my most important job, not if, ehh we have to say if, hey look, look- (points to the 
audience) they’re all going, ‘Not if, when!.’ Alright, alright. Okay, I have a- you know what the word 
should be if but you know what, they’re going crazy up here, they’re saying ‘when, when, when’, so 
when! Okay? When! When. And I hope so, because I’ll tell you- we can make our country so great 
again, we’ll make it so great. But I promise you, we will be reopening that Bergdahl disaster, we will 
be reopening it. It’s going to be reopened. A lot of things are going to be reopened.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvsVP_G30t4

25 26-Oct-15 Atkinson, NH 36m 50s 1s 17m 53s 36m 38s 36m 37s

“Sergeant Bergdahl, we get Bergdahl, a dirty rotten traitor, who’s not even going to go to jail! He 
would’ve been shot 20 years ago. We get Bergdahl, think of it, we get Bergdahl and they get five 
killers that they’ve wanted for ten years that are right now back on the battlefield killing people. And 
believe me they want to kill everybody in this place too. That’s the deal we made, that’s emblematic 
of the deals we make.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U06yfv8dfuo

26 27-Oct-15 MSNBC 1m 1s 8s 16s 59s
“Sergeant Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, they get five of the killers that they’ve wanted for a long period 
of time. The whole things is just ridiculous.” https://archive.org/details/MSNBCW_20151027_1000

00_Morning_Joe?q=bergdahl+#start/3960/end/4020

27 3-Nov-15 GMA, ABC, 
New York, NY 36m 9s 6s 1m 23s 35m 32s 35m 26s

“I always mention as an example Sergeant Bergdahl, a traitor. We get Sergeant Bergdahl and they 
get five of the people they wanted, and they wanted badly. And that’s not the way it’s going to work 
anymore. So we write about it in the book.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSlXkOX6n3s 

28 9-Nov-15 Springfield, IL 1h 8m 43s 5m 43s 51m 38s 1hr 6m 36s 1 hr 53s

“I always say Sergeant Bergdahl, that’s military. But we get a dirty, rotten traitor, who I’d like to dump 
right back where we got him (crowd cheers). You know, he left! He left. Six people got killed looking 
for him, right? He left because he said, ‘Oh.’ When I looked at his father I said, ‘Woah, woah, what 
have we here?’ Right? I said, ‘Woah what’s this all about?’ So, he left and he thought, ‘Oh this is 
going to be wonderful,’ and oh then they knocked the hell out of him. He didn’t have a good time. I 
don’t think he’ll be going there anytime soon, right? But here’s the amazing thing, in the old days 
when we were strong and wise, we shoot a guy like that. A traitor! He’s a traitor. He’s a traitor. 
(Crowd cheers). No, no, we shoot him! I don’t care! In the old days, when we were strong, and wise, 
traitors were treated very, very harshly. If you look at what happened last week, they feel that he 
wasn’t really 100% feeling well. Perhaps he should get no jail time whatsoever. No, do you believe 
this? This is what- okay, so here’s the way we negotiate. I call Obama the five for one President. We 
get Bergdahl, they get five of their best, toughest, meanest killers that they’ve been trying to get out 
of there for nine years, right?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0euhRxQCNzs
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29 11-Nov-15 Manchester, 
NH 45m 1s 28m 58s 43m 48s 43m 47s

“We don’t have victories with Sergeant Bergdahl. With this traitor, this dirty, rotten traitor. (Crowd 
applauses). He gets no jail time, he gets no jail time. No, think of it. Right? Twenty-five, fifty years 
ago, thirty years ago, what would they have done? Bing (mimics handgun firing with his hand). Right? 
(Points to Audience member). He just said it, I didn’t have to say it, I’m just imitating him, bing (mimics 
handgun firing with his hand). No, he’s going to get no jail time, nothing! They say, ‘Well he wasn’t 
feeling so-.’ Six people died going out looking for him. So we make a deal. I call him the five for one 
President. This is the way we deal. Whether it’s economics or military. He makes a deal, five of their 
best, most wanted people. We get Bergdahl, they get five killers that are right now back on the 
battlefield looking to kill everybody, including us. This is the deal we make. And they knew he was a 
traitor before they made the deal. I figured well maybe they got snookered, maybe they didn’t know. 
They had a General and a Colonel seeing everybody in that division, and they’re all saying, ‘No he 
left, he’s a traitor.’ So they knew it was, you know, they’re dealing with a traitor. If I heard he was a 
traitor I’d say, ‘That’s okay, no deal, you can keep him.’ I would say we never want him back (pointing 
to audience member), right Steve? We don’t want him back.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4c3c8qdNDM

30 12-Nov-15 Fort Dodge, 
IA 1h 41m 2s 5m 48s 23m 18s 1hr 40m 33s 1hr 34m 45s

“I see Sergeant Bergdahl, a traitor, a no good, dirty, rotten traitor (crowd cheers). And we knew he 
was a traitor before we made the deal. They had a General and they had a Colonel talking to all of 
the young people that were with him as soldiers. And what happened? Six people went out looking 
for him, six people were killed. So six people were lost looking for him. And what happens now? In 
the old days he would’ve been shot for being a traitor. He’s going to get nothing! I heard the other 
day, I was watching- they’ve recommending no jail time, no nothing. I mean seriously, in the old days, 
when you were a young guy (Trump points to audience member), right? When I was, they would’ve, 
they would’ve… it’s gone! When we were strong and when we were smart. You’re a traitor, you’re 
shot! So he went out, he left! He deserted, he left, and they recommended nothing. But here’s the 
thing, so we knew he was a traitor and we made the deal anyway, I wouldn’t have made the deal. I 
would’ve said, oh he’s a traitor? That’s okay, they can have him for the rest of his life. (Crowd 
cheers). No, I would’ve done it! I wouldn’t even want him, you know, frankly they’re so brutal that’s 
not a good life. See it turned out to be a little tougher than he thought. He thought he’d go over, ‘Hey 
babe how you doin’? How you guys doin’?’ Boom, boom, boom (mimics punching), they beat the crap 
out of him, which is fine. That’s fine. I’m happy about that (crowd laughs). I don’t think he’s going 
there for a vacation, you know he thought he was going to go and say hello to the enemy and talk to 
the enemy. But what happens is, he came out and now what we did, knowing he was a traitor, we 
gave them, I call Obama the five for one president, we gave them five of the best killers that they 
most desperately wanted, and they wanted them for nine years. We gave them five people that are 
right now back on the battlefield doing all sorts of damage, wanting to kill everybody, including you, 
and that’s our deal. I call him five for one. And the one’s no good. Frankly I’d take the one and drop 
him right back where the hell he came from, you know, if you want to know the truth. (Crowd cheers). 
I really would.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apaToLjdRp4 

31 16-Nov-15 Knoxville, TN 1h 16m 19s 17m 9s 30m 1hr 15m 22s 58m 13s “The worst to me was Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, they get five killers they’ve wanted for nine years! 
And we get Sergeant Bergdahl, a dirty, rotten traitor (crowd cheers).” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHgB6g2FDq0

32 18-Nov-15 Worcester, 
MA 1h 2m 26s 3m 45s 44m 47s 1h 1m 55s 58m 10s

“I use it all the time, it’s not a financial deal although you could say it’s even financial, but we can get 
Sergeant Bergdahl, a dirty, rotten traitor (crowd boos), and give them, and give them five of the 
greatest killers on Earth that they’ve been after for nine years. But that’s the deal. So we get 
Bergdahl, a traitor, and we knew he was a traitor, and six people, six young, great people were killed 
going after this bum. Six people! Now in the old days- there’s my man (points to audience member), 
stand up. What do we do with Sergeant Bergdahl 50 years ago? That’s right. Boom (mimics a 
handgun firing with his hand). Boom! A great veteran. Boom! He’s gone! He’s gone! Six people killed 
looking for Bergdahl, and we give five people to get him back. And we knew he was a traitor because 
we had a General and a Colonel go and interview all of the soldiers that he dealt with and that he 
was with. They said he deserted. So they knew. You know it’s one thing they made a mistake, but 
they knew! We can’t do things like that anymore. And by the way, on Bergdahl, I see the other day, 
no time! They don’t want to give him any time! They’re letting him out! They’re not only going to not 
shoot him (crowd boos), they let him out! They said, ‘Well, he’s been through a lot, oh yeah, been 
through a lot.’ Six young great people died looking for him. And he’s recommended to get nothing! 
Zero! And we can’t let that happen anymore.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BPJqv6Cb00c

33 23-Nov-15 Columbus, 
OH 1h 31m 24s 30m 20s 1h 7m 40s 1h 30m 10s 59m 50s

“Sergeant Bergdahl, the worst, the worst! He’s a traitor, he’s a dirty, rotten traitor (crowd cheers). And 
I always say, we get Bergdahl, a horrible traitor who deserted! In the old days you get shot! (Mimics a 
handgun firing with his hand). We get Bergdahl, and this is the way we negotiate, they get five of the 
greatest killers that they know, they’ve been after them for nine years! So they get these five guys 
that are now back on the battlefield trying to kill everybody including all of us. We just don’t have a 
clue.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reBkHeQdiy4
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34 24-Nov-15 Time 
Magazine NA NA NA NA NA

TIME: I have never heard a politician sort of celebrate the extrajudicial punishment of someone. And 
this goes back to that mean tough talk thing that we were talking about before. 
TRUMP: Well I think Bergdahl is a very bad person who killed six people, who went after him, you 
know, six people went after him. And the amazing thing is that the government knew that he was a 
traitor before they made the deal. Because they had a general and a colonel interviewing all of the 
people that he was with in his group.

NO SOURCE FOUND

35 3-Dec-15

Republican 
Jewish 

Coalition 
Presidential 

Forum, 
Washington, 

DC

38m 6s 3m 45s 17m 10s 37m 10s 33m 25s

“Sergeant Bergdahl, alright? Sergeant Bergdahl. We get a traitor they get five of the greatest killers 
that they’ve wanted for nine years, you know the deal was five for one. And they knew he was a 
traitor before we made the deal, you know about Sergeant Bergdahl. He deserted. Six people were 
killed trying to get him back. They were looking for him. A General and a Colonel went to see all 
those people, they said, ‘No he deserted, he was a traitor.’ And we still made the deal! So we get a 
traitor- we can give him back, do you want to renegotiate deals, some of us renegotiate deals. I would 
say about 99.9- is there anybody that doesn’t renegotiate deals in this room? This room negotiates- I 
want to rene- this room. Perhaps more than any room I’ve ever spoken to. Maybe more. It’s okay, I’ve 
been called a nut a couple of times too. But the fact is I want to renegotiate that deal. I want to drop 
him right smack in the middle of where he came from. The hell, they can have him! Even if we don’t 
get the five guys back because that’s not going to happen, because you know where they are right 
now? They’re right now all back on the battlefield fighting us, and trying to kill us and killing anybody 
that gets near ‘em. So they get their five guys that they wanted, for nine years they’ve wanted ‘em! 
And we get a dirty, rotten traitor.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQYOvDmWqjo

36 5-Dec-15 Davenport, IA 1h 30m 24s 30m  1h 26m 15s 1h 30m  1h

“We have a Sergeant Bergdahl who is a dirty, rotten traitor (crowd cheers). Six people were killed, six 
people, going out trying to get him back. Six young, great people. I watched the mothers and the 
fathers talking about it. They knew he was a traitor when they made the deal, and yet Obama and his 
geniuses made a deal. Sergeant Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor, for five guys that they’ve tried to get 
for the last nine years out of Gitmo. They’ve tried to get them for the last nine years, and now they 
have them. And they’re back out on the battlefield trying to kill everybody, and if they get the chance 
they’ll be trying to kill you, and all of us.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mm9BDH77r00

37 5-Dec-15 Spencer, IA 1h 11m 38s 2m 55s 13m 15s 1h 11m 10s 1h 8m 15s

“Whether it’s Sergeant Bergdahl where we get a dirty, rotten traitor. Six people were killed looking for 
him, and now he’s not even going to get a sentence it looks like, can you believe it? You know 25 
years ago he’s shot. Fifty years ago they don’t even wait a week. Seventy years ago they do it the 
first hour, right? He knows (pointing to audience member). Today they announce probably he’ll be 
receiving no punishment, can you believe it? Six young, great people, soldiers, killed looking for him. 
He deserted! So here’s our deals; and these are the same deals we make with Iran, the same deals 
we make economically with China, Japan, Mexico. We get Bergdahl a dirty, rotten traitor who’s no 
good, and they get five of the biggest, worst killers that they have in that part of the world, and those 
guys are all back now on the battlefield trying to kill everybody, and us, and that’s what we get. That’s 
the way we negotiate. And we knew, I said, ‘Well they must’ve made a mistake, they probably didn’t 
know he was a deserter.’ I mean he’s a dirty, rotten traitor and they knew because they had a 
General and a Colonel interviewing his people that he worked with and he was with! And they said 
‘no, he deserted.’ So they knew before we made, and they made the deal anyway. I don’t know what’s 
with these people. I don’t want him. Maybe we can send him back. Let’s fly him over, we’ll dump him 
right in the middle, throw him out of the plane. Should we give him a parachute, or not? I say no! No, 
don’t give him a parachute. I don’t, why, why would we want to waste a parachute? See, see we don’t 
run our country actually with love. We’re not, we’re not treating our country right. We’re not treating 
the people of our country right. When you do things like that you’re running it not with love, you’re 
running it with stupidity but you’re running almost, there’s a certain hatred, you’re just doing the 
wrong thing. And the way we
negotiate is ju- I use Bergdahl as an example sometimes because while it’s not an economic thing, 
although it actually is to a certain extent, that’s the deals we make.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4rWyQM-E8Aw
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38 7-Dec-15 Mt. Pleasant, 
SC 57m 30s 28s 26m 25s 55m 20s 54m 52s

“Our President makes a deal for Sergeant Bergdahl a dirty, rotten, no good traitor. (Crowd boos). 
Who, think of it, they knew he was a traitor because a General and a Colonel went to see his group. 
Six people were killed looking for him, okay? Six people were killed, young, unbelievable, I watched 
the parents on television. I’ve seen the parents. But I watched the parents on television. Devastated. 
Will never be the same. They left to try and bring him back. He left! He deserted. You know, in the 
old days when we were a strong country, it would be (mimics firing a rifle) boom, gone. No it’s called 
desertion! Now the other day I heard they won’t even do anything to him. Can you believe it? They 
think he’s going to get away with nothing, he’s going to have nothing. So he left, oh they treated him 
pretty rough though. He said, ‘Oh I shouldn’t have done this. This isn’t working out the way, this isn’t 
working out the way I thought.’ Anyway, so we get him back and here’s the deal we make, we get a 
dirty, no good traitor, six people killed trying to find him, they get five of their greatest killers that 
they’ve been after, after! Think of it, for six years, in fact I hear nine years. So they get these total- 
right now they’ve gone, they’re out on the battlefield trying to kill everybody in front of ‘em, including 
you folks, I hate to tell you. So we get Bergdahl and they get five of the killers they’ve wanted for 
many years.”

https://www.c-span.org/video/?401762-1/presidential-
candidate-donald-trump-rally-mount-pleasant-south-

carolina

39 11-Dec-15

Pennsylvani a 
Society, 

Plaza Hotel, 
NYC, MC

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Several people who attended Trump's speech — including protesters who paid for tickets but lost 
their seats when they tried to interrupt Trump — said he bragged about his poll numbers, took pops 
at President Obama and Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton and suggested that Army deserter 
Bowe Bergdahl should be shot.Trump's appearance, sponsored by the Commonwealth PAC, was 
l d t   di

http://www.app.com/story/news/politics/2015/12/12/thi
ngs-get-violent-pa-society-nyc/77214106/

40 11-Dec-15 Des Moines, 
IA 1h 12m 30s 30s 57m 48s 1h 11m 50s 42m 30s

“The decisions that are made. Bergdahl. Where we get Bergdahl and they get five killers. We get this 
horrible, dirty, rotten sp- this horrible traitor. We get this horrible, terrible traitor and they get five 
killers that they’ve wanted for nine years. The worst killers and they’re all back on the battlefield.”

https://www.c-span.org/video/?401735-1/donald-
trump-campaign-rally-des-moines-iowa

41 14-Dec-15

Westgate Las 
Vegas Resort 
& Casino, Las 

Vegas, NV

1h 27m 8s 20m 15s 21m 25s 1h 23m 55s 1h 3m 40s

“Now I hear Bergdahl, no jail time for Bergdahl. I mean, no jail time! (Crowd boos). We have a man 
there who left. He’s a traitor. He left. Five people killed looking for him and what happens? Like, for 
years he’s been under the same thing. And I hear there’s not going to be jail time, it’s incredible. You 
know, 50 years ago, what would have happened? Boom(Mimics shooting a rifle, the crowd cheers). 
Twentyfive years ago, probably the same thing but it would’ve taken longer; ten years ago, jail time; 
five years ago, a couple of years; now, he’s going to get nothing. He’s going to get nothing (crowd 
boos). Well I’ll tell you what, I’m just thinking of it now for the first time, if I get in, we will review his 
case, I promise you.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VuVmBgR5mlY

42 19-Dec-15 Cedar 
Rapids, IA 1h 17m 7s Start of Video 16m 10s 1h 15m 10s 1h 15m 10s

“I look at a Sergeant Bergdahl, I call him the five for one, where he’s a traitor, a dirty rotten traitor. 
Where, no, when you think about it, where, where we lose, where we lose five people, probably six… 
dead! Great young people. I see the mothers and fathers on television talking about how great their 
son was etcetera in this case sons. But I watch the people they’re like, they’re like devastated, their 
lives are a disaster it’s just horrible. Talking about how great, drawn pictures. Killed looking for this 
guy that we don’t, that we shouldn’t even want. Now when we made the deal we knew he was a traitor 
because they had a General and a Colonel there talking to everybody that knew him. And they knew 
he left, and that he was a traitor. So we lose five or six people and we make a deal. We knew this. So 
we give them five of the worst killers that are right now all back on the battlefield, you’ve been seeing 
it. Five of the people they’ve wanted for nine years, we release them and give them back for one dirty 
rotten traitor that I’d like to make sure this guy, frankly, I’d drop him right back in the middle of the 
area that we took him from, you wanna know the truth (crowd cheers). I’d love that! But… and now I’m 
hearing he may not get any prison time, can you believe it? So I always say this; 50 years ago he 
gets a bullet (mimics holding a rifle) right? Twenty-five years ago we started getting a little weaker, 
probably doesn’t get a bullet, probably gets a hell of a long time in jail though, maybe even the rest of 
his life. Ten years ago started getting a little weaker, probably 10-15 years. And today we’re talking 
about, oh well he didn’t feel good, he decided he didn’t want to do this, you know, he had a 
headache, and he’s really regretted his decision. I don’t know if you saw him, he didn’t like the orders 
he was given. Can you believe how stupid and weak and ineffective our country is being? So it’s… 
it’s very sad. So I call him the five for one, I mean he’s a five for one president. He makes these 
horrible deals. He doesn’t know. See, that’s a deal. I mean it’s people but it’s a deal. We get Bergdahl 
and they get five people that they want.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSVbjs57R_Q

43 21-Dec-15 Grand 
Rapids, MI 1h 3m 47s 40s 12m 10s 1h 3m 1h 2m 20s

“We have guys like Bergdahl who get caught, I mean, he left, he was a deserter, he was a deserter. 
He was a dirty, rotten deserter and we lost five and maybe six young, great, brilliant, wonderful 
people trying to bring him back. They were killed, right? So he deserts, now, sixty years ago they 
would’ve been shot within a very short period of time, right? Twenty-five years ago, probably shot! 
Ten years ago, long term in prison. Now, I hear he’s going to get off scot-free! Why? (Crowd boos). 
No, no, think of it. And then we traded this guy who as far as I’m concerned we can take him and drop 
him right back in the middle. We traded...”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXeFm0OecKk
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44 10-Jan-16 Meet the 
Press 24m 10s Start of Video 15m 35s 23m 55s 23m 55s

“I always bring up Bergdahl. We get a traitor, they get five people that they've wanted for nine years, 
and they're back on the battlefield, trying to kill everybody, including us. And we get a dirty, rotten 
traitor.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBVizIbJKLg

45 13-Jan-16

Pensacola 
Bay Center, 
Pensacola, 

FL

1h 59m 11s 48m 1h 26m 25s 1h 54m 50s 1h 6m 50s

“I always bring this up, I always bring this up. We get a dirty, rotten, no-good traitor named Bergdahl. 
Sergeant Bergdahl. And they get, they get, five of the greatest people that they know. The biggest 
killers and believe me they’re back out there and the President says ‘Oh they’re not back in the 
battle,’ but believe me folks, they’re back on the battlefield and they want to kill everybody here and 
they want to kill everybody there. So we get this dirty, rotten, no-good traitor who 20 years ago 
would’ve been shot, who 40 years ago they would’ve done it within the first hour, and who now might 
not, maybe nothing’s going to happen. Don’t forget, with Bergdahl we lost at least five people and I 
watched the parents on television, I’ve seen the parents, I’ve met one of the parents, who’re 
devastated, ruined, destroyed. And they were killed going out to try and bring him back, and they lost 
five people, probably six, by the way. But at least five people. And we knew that he was a traitor 
because we had a Colonel and a General go and do the interviews before we made the deal. And 
everybody in the platoon, everybody was saying he walked off, he’s a traitor. They said he’s a whack 
job but we made this deal knowing. Now I would’ve said ‘Oh really? He’s a traitor? Pass! Let ‘em 
have him, he’s done.’ Frankly, frankly, I would take that son of a bitch, I’d fly him back, I’d drop him 
right over the top, I’m telling you. I’m telling you.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SV0B3uCW-EU

46 18-Jan

Liberty 
University, 
Lynchburg, 

VA

1h 4m 44s 15m 38m 5s 1h 4m 15s 49m 15s

“Sergeant Bergdahl! Anybody ever hear of Sergeant Bergdahl? We get Sergeant Bergdahl, a dirty, 
rotten traitor, six people died going after him. Six people died going after Sergeant Bergdahl. We get 
Bergdahl, they get five of the great killers that they wanted for the last nine years. So we get 
Bergdahl, a traitor and we knew he was a traitor before the deal because they had a General and a 
Colonel talking to the people that he was with. So we knew that he was a traitor. Who would make 
deals like this? Who does it?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E32ZPa4LGkM

47 20-Jan-16 Tulsa, OK 2hr 23m 13s 1h 17m 35s 2h 1m 15s 2h 16m 5s 58m 30s

“We have Sergeant Bergdahl, a dirty, rotten traitor, right? (Crowd boos). A dirty, rotten, no good 
traitor. Five people were killed. Five people looking for Bergdahl, and probably six, but five people at 
a minimum were killed looking for Sergeant Bergdahl, right? We make a deal knowing, because you 
had a General and a Colonel there talking to the people that knew him. You had a General and a 
Colonel that knew he was a dirty traitor. And what happened? We give them five people that they 
most wanted for nine years that are now back on the battlefield, don’t believe the press, and if they’re 
not now, they will be soon. So we give them five people and we get this dirty, rotten traitor. No good 
folks. We don’t make deals like that anymore. We don’t make deals like that. As far as I’m concerned, 
we take him, we fly him over to the area, nice heavily densed area loaded up with ISIS and before we 
bomb the hell out of ISIS we drop Bergdahl right in the middle of ‘em. (Crowd cheers). Amazing. 
Amazing. Amazing!”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ix5D8FissM

48 2-Feb-16 Mildford, NH 1h 4m 12s 9m 35s 1h 1m 15s 1h 4m 50m 29s

“But we can no longer be the stupid country, we can no longer be the country that’s led by 
incompetent people, we can no longer be the country that takes Sergeant Bergdahl, a traitor, a dirty 
rotten traitor, and take him, and take him, and swap him for five of the biggest killers that they have in 
the Middle East, that they’ve coveted and wanted for a period of at least nine years. So think of it, we 
get Bergdahl and they get these five killers that are already back in the battlefield trying to kill 
everything in front of them, including us. We’re not making deals like that anymore folks. We’re not 
making deals like that anymore.”

https://www.c-span.org/video/?404064-1/donald-
trump-campaign-rally-milford-new-
hampshire&start=3678

49 4-Feb-16 Exeter, NH 55m 31s 13m 10s 50m 40s 51m 10s 38m
“We’re not going to take a Sergeant Bergdahl, who is a dirty rotten traitor, and trade where we get 
Bergdahl, and they get five of the people they’ve most coveted for nine years, and they are now back 
on the battle field killing people and wanting to kill you.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCp_ANlIftg

50 5-Feb-16 Florence, SC 1h 21m 29s 23m 25s 1h 25s 1h 20m 45s 57m 20s

“Sergeant Bergdahl, a traitor. Right? He’s a traitor. He’s a dirty, rotten traitor by the way. So Sergeant 
Bergdahl, he’s a traitor. He left. He walked. He thought he was going to have a wonderful life, you 
know, celebrating whatever they celebrate. So, he leaves, we lose six people- get killed, great, 
young, beautiful soldiers. I see their parents. Great, young, beautiful soldiers, get killed, they go out, 
and they’re looking and they’re looking, and they get killed. Probably viciously killed. They’re dead, 
right? We get Bergdahl back now we had a General and a Colonel and they were interviewing 
everybody. They knew he was a traitor. It wasn’t like, oh they made a mistake, you know you can see 
that. You would like that! How can you be that stupid, but this is far worse. We knew he was a traitor. 
So our deal is, we get Bergdahl and they get five killers that they’ve coveted, that they’ve wanted for 
nine years. And they’re now, all out back on the battlefield trying to kill us all.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DatCiaEUDs
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51 8-Feb-16 Manchester, 
NH 49m 11s 15s 15m 40s 48m 45s 48m 30s

“We’re angry when we make a Sergeant Bergdahl deal, who’s a dirty, rotten traitor, where six people 
were killed looking for him and trying to bring him back, killed! Six young, great people, killed, looking 
for Sergeant Bergdahl and we make this swap knowing that he was a traitor. They had a Colonel and 
a General talking to these people, and talking to the people that worked with him; they knew he was a 
traitor. They knew it! And we make a deal, Sergeant Bergdahl, we get, and they get five of the worst 
killers that they’ve coveted, they’ve coveted, for the last nine years, okay? We’re tired of deals like 
this.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVnn2cYrQJo

52 8-Feb-16 Londonderry, 
NH 1h 3s 5m 45s 52m 33s 53m 15s 47m 30s

“When we see Sergeant Bergdahl, where we get Bergdahl, a traitor, who six people got killed looking 
for him, and they get five killers that are back on the battlefield or soon will be. That’s not what we 
want.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPBX_vQoDUA

53 17-Feb-16 Bluffton, SC 58m 42s 16m 10s 29m 30s 49m 10s 33m

“We take Bergdahl, Sergeant Bergdahl, we- you know he’s a traitor. So, we get Bergdahl, six people 
died looking for Sergeant Bergdahl, right? We get Bergdahl, they get five of the greatest killers that 
they wanted and coveted for nine years. We get one, they get five. He’s a traitor, they’re the best 
they have. And they’re now out on the fields or soon will be, killing people again. I don’t get it, I don’t 
get it. I say, ‘where do these people come from? Where do they come from?’ And we knew that he 
was a traitor when we made the deal because we had a General and a Colonel go interview all the 
people that knew him. You know, from his platoon. And we knew that he was a traitor. So why would 
we make a deal? Let ‘em keep him, I would’ve said keep him! You can have him. I’d give him back. 
I’d actually give him back. I’d fly over, drop him right on top. You know, just, (makes airplane flight 
motion with his hand), bing! (Crowd cheers).”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrEpea-2Sa0

54 22-Feb-16 Las Vegas, 
NV 57m 18s 1m 15s 24m 30s 46m 28s 45m 13s

“Every trade deal we make is stupid. Whether it’s Sergeant Bergdahl where it’s five for one and five 
or six people got killed looking for him. So we get a traitor and they get five killers that they’ve 
coveted for years, for nine years. We get one, they get five, ours is no good, let’s send him back drop 
him right in the middle of the damn thing. (Crowd gives applause). Boom fly over. Fly over! Fly over! 
Drop him, maybe you give him a parachute maybe you don’t, I don’t know. Depends if we have an 
extra parachute. Probably, probably we give him a parachute if we have an extra one around. But it 
wouldn’t help him. He went out into that world he didn’t find it too comfortable folks, you know? They 
slapped him around pretty good. He thought he was going to go out, he’d be treated wonderfully. I 
think they slapped him around pretty good. He came back, he couldn’t get back fast enough. Five, 
maybe six, probably six people were killed looking for him. We had a general and a Colonel that went 
to see his platoon and went to see his group and they all said he deserted. And we knew he deserted 
when we made the deal. Now why would you make a deal for a deserter and give up five people who 
they most want that are out trying to kill everybody, including us. Why would we give up, why would 
we give up five killers, why? For one dirty, rotten traitor.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hbUr0Y09cw

55 24-Feb-16

Virginia 
Beach, VA 

Regent 
University

48m 6s 39s 16m 55s 47m 45s 47m 6s

“Were gonna be the smart country, instead of the dummies that everyone laughs at. They laugh at 
us, because we have people that don’t know what they’re doing. Like Sergeant Bergdahl, we get 
Bergdahl, a traitor, they get five killers that they’ve coveted, they’ve wanted for nine years. And those 
five killers are back on the battlefield or soon will be. But these are the ones they wanted, these five. 
So we knew he was a traitor before we made the deal because we had a General and a Colonel 
interviewing all of the people that he worked with in the military. They knew he left. Six people died 
looking for him, five definitely, probably six. Died, they went out looking for him. They tried to get him 
back. He left. And we get, that’s the way we negotiate. We get Bergdahl, they get five great killers for 
them, the people that they want. Not going to happen anymore.”

https://www.c-span.org/video/?405439-1/donald-
trump-regent-universitys-presidential-candidate-
forum&start=1012

56 5-Mar-16 Orlando, FL 1h 35m 47s 58s 42m 25s 1h 12m 30s 1h 11m 32s

“You’re going to feel so proud of your country again, you’re not going to be embarrassed with 
Sergeant Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, we get Bergdahl, right? We get a dirty, rotten, traitor, six 
people, five people, probably six people died trying to find him so we get Bergdahl and they get five 
of the biggest killers that they’ve been coveting and that they’ve wanted for years. I call him the one 
for five President, that’s no trade folks.”

https://www.c-span.org/video/?406060-1/donald-
trump-campaign-rally-orlando-florida

57 19-Mar-16 Fountain 
Hills, Arizona 1h 59s 34m 45s 52m 30s 1h 22s 25m 37s

“Sergeant Bergdahl, five for one, right? We get Bergdahl, they get five, who’s a traitor (referring to 
Bergdahl) we get Bergdahl they get five of the great killers they’ve coveted for a period of nine years, 
and they got ‘em. And those guys are now back on the battlefield trying to kill us all and we got a 
traitor. Big deal. And by the way, a traitor that supposedly...supposedly five or six young beautiful 
soldiers were killed trying to find him and get him back.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZL5dVEYLFjQ
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58 4-Apr-16 Milwaukee, 
WI 55m 11s 2m 40s 41m 33s 51m 49s 49m 9s

“We have Sergeant Bergdahl, right? We get Bergdahl, a traitor (crowd boos), no, no! Think of it, this 
is a same- this is a negotiation! We get Bergdahl, and they get, what do they get? Five of their most 
coveted killers that have been in jail for eight years in Gitmo, which we’re not closing down, by the 
way, okay? We’re going to run it a lot better (crowd cheers). So we get Bergdahl, a traitor, who five or 
six, probably six people were killed going out to try and get him back. He left, he’s a traitor. So we get 
Bergdahl, and that’s what we get, and they get five people that are right now back on the battlefield or 
soon to be back on the battlefield trying to kill everybody in sight, including us (points to crowd), 
okay?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oegg2phZhDY

59 10-Apr-16 Rochester, 
New York 1h 9m 7s 25s 35m 10s 53m 9s 52m 44s

“I talk about Sergeant Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, a traitor, you know? We get a traitor, who by the 
way six people- at least, but six people, five known, but six people were killed looking for him. So we 
get Bergdahl and they get five of the people that they most coveted in Gitmo which we’re keeping 
open by the way, 100%, then we’ll fill it up. So they get five killers that they most coveted that they 
most wanted of anything, alright.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqRMaD3HWHo&
t=2108s

60 3-Jun-16 Redding, CA 1h 7m 48s 1m 41s 38m 35s 47m 52s 46m 11s "Sergeant Bergdahl , we get Bergdahl, they get five of the greatest killers that they have. They've 
been after them for nine years. I call him the five for one president.

https://www.c-span.org/video/?410524-1/donald-
trump-campaigns-redding-california&start=2315

61 10-Jun-16 Richmond, 
VA 1h 34s 55s 21m 30s 45m 55s 45m

“Sergeant Bergdahl, we get Bergdahl, a traitor (crowd boos). We get Bergdahl, we get one, they get 
five of the greatest killers that they have in the world and those five people are back out there now 
trying to kill all of us and anybody else that walks near ‘em. What the hell kind of a deal? That’s a five 
for one President, we have a President that doesn’t know what the hell he’s doing, folks, I’m telling 
you.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qXEh8eQ7n8

62 14-Jun-16 Greensboro, 
NC 1h 32m 14s 30m 40s 1h 15m 10s 1h 23m 58s 53m 18s

“We don’t win anymore. We don’t win with Sergeant Bergdahl. Remember  Sergeant Bergdahl? 
Remember? We get Bergdahl- this is a typical Obama trade, I call him the five-for-one president- we 
get Bergdahl and they get five of the worst killers that they wanted for nine years who are now back 
on the battlefield trying to kill everybody including this group right here (referring to those at the rally). 
I’m not gonna let it happen. We're not going to let it. This is the deal we make. And by the way, 
probably five and maybe six people, wonderful, young military people were killed looking for Bergdahl 
after he deserted, okay? Think of it. Now in the old days, you know what would have happened to 
him, right? Quickly. (Makes shooting rifle gesture) In the old days. Ten years ago, it wouldn’t have 
been pretty but he would’ve lived. And today they’re talking about maybe nothing’s gonna happen to 
him. Because this is where we’ve come, this is where we’ve come to. We cannot continue to be 
politically correct we cannot continue with what’s happening in our country is devastating, folks.”

ghttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tT3wG_Wz0Ho

63 12-Jul-16 Westfield, IN 1h 4m 44s 6m 28s 31m 40s 57m 15s 50m 47s

“I call Obama the five-for-one President. So we have a traitor named Sergeant Bergdahl. So 
Sergeant Bergdahl thinks he likes their way of life, obviously, ‘Oh they have a wonderful way of life’. 
So one day he leaves we lose five and maybe six but five at least people looking for him. They were 
killed. They were killed by the enemy. They go out they’re looking for him. They knew he left. 
Everybody with him they knew he left because he was all whacked out and a believer in them and not 
us. So they knew he left. So knowing that, in fact I think they had a Colonel and I believe a General 
talking to the people that knew him! And they told the Colonel and the General that he left, he 
deserted! Remember the old days? A deserter, what happened? (makes shooting rifle gesture) Bang. 
Twenty years ago it was (makes shooting rifle gesture) bang but slowly. Ten years ago it was long 
prison but today they’re probably talking about nothing. That’s where we’ve come. But I call him the 
five-for-one so we get Bergdahl, right, a traitor. They get five of the most vicious killers that they have 
that they’ve been after for nine years to get him out and they bring him and they’re back on the 
battlefield trying to kill everybody including us.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsI2JvhHogk

64 5-Aug-16 Green Bay, 
WI 1h 23m 24s 13m 49s 1h 16m 25s 1h 22m 17s 1h 8m 28s

“You tell me who makes these deals? It’s like Sergeant Bergdahl, right? So we trade a dirty rotten 
traitor, where five or maybe even six people were killed when he deserted and we knew that they 
were killed and we knew he was a traitor. We trade for five of the greatest killers, the greatest killers 
in the Middle East. The five people that they wanted the most.That’s our deal. So we get a traitor, and 
they get five people that are right now, most of them, already back on the battlefields trying to kill 
everybody including us. No more folks. It’s called the five for one President right?”

https://www.c-span.org/video/?413593-1/donald-
trump-endorses-speaker-ryan-ahead-

primary&transcriptQuery=bergdahl&start=4582

65 9-Aug-16 Wilmington, 
NC 52m 27s 1m 34s 6m 15s 50m 22s 48m 48s “Whether it’s Sergeant Bergdahl where we get Bergdahl who was a traitor and they get five of the 

greatest killers they wanted for eight years. We get Bergdahl. I call it the five for one trade.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=alm_gtrdC_M

TOTAL 
SPEECH 

TIME 

46 HOURS
18 MINUTES
33 SECONDS
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protect that, so he sent it back to the folks who could be trusted to 1 

take care of it for him. 2 

 Q. Now, a very sensitive and important subject. 3 

 A. Uh-huh [indicating an affirmative response].  They have all 4 

been so far. 5 

 Q. You were not -- your appointment did not call for you to 6 

look into the question of whether anyone died looking for Sergeant 7 

Bergdahl, then-PFC Bergdahl, correct? 8 

 A. That is correct. 9 

 Q. Did you, in fact, look into that? 10 

 A. I did.   11 

 Q. Why? 12 

 A. I didn’t deliberately look into it.  I encountered, you 13 

know, quite a bit of discussion about that during my interviews.  You 14 

know, there has been an awful lot that has been said about that in 15 

the open-source press, allegations one way or another.  A lot of his 16 

platoon-mates and others, you know, were making those kinds of 17 

allegations as well.   18 

 I had asked the appointing authority, you know, should I 19 

investigate this because, really, this is something that, at the end 20 

of the day, is going to have to be answered.  I mean, if I was a 21 

parent, I would want to know.  Everybody should want to know.  We 22 

really ought to close that out.  I was told, “No, you don’t need to 23 
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do that, because Central Command is going to take care of that.”  So 1 

I did not pursue finding information, deliberately asking and looking 2 

for information along those lines, but a whole bunch of it came to me 3 

just in the course of my investigation.  My conclusion is that there 4 

were no Soldiers killed who were deliberately looking and searching 5 

for -- in an effort to deliberately search and look for Sergeant 6 

Bergdahl.  I did not find any evidence of that.   7 

 CDC: Colonel, I think that this would be a good break point that 8 

will permit me to review my notes -- everybody could perhaps take a 9 

comfort break -- and conclude my direct examination. 10 

 PHO: Okay.  How much time do you need? 11 

 CDC: Oh, should we say, just 10 minutes? 12 

 PHO: Ten minutes will be fine. 13 

 CDC: Great. 14 

 PHO: We are in recess until 1120 by the clock up there again. 15 

[The Article 32 hearing recessed at 1108, 18 September 2015.] 16 

[The Article 32 hearing was called to order at 1121, 18 September 17 

2015.] 18 

 PHO: All right.  We are back on the record.  The parties who 19 

were present when the court [sic] was last in recess are again 20 

present, to include the witness, Major General Dahl. 21 

  Mr. Fidell, you may proceed. 22 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 The Motion to Dismiss, D APP 56, demonstrated that President Trump’s comments 
are prejudicial to Sergeant Bergdahl’s right to a fair trial and inimical to public confidence 
in the administration of military justice. It explained that dismissal is required to safeguard 
the credibility of the military justice system.  
 

The defense having raised an issue of apparent UCI by the requisite “some evi-
dence,” United States v. Biagase, 50 M.J. 143, 151 (C.A.A.F. 1999), the burden shifts to 
the government. See generally D APP 56, at 2.1 The government’s response, G APP 68, 
does not discharge that burden. The motion should therefore be granted. 
  

1 Hoping to elude the shifted UCI burden of proof, the government seeks to change the 
subject to whether SGT Bergdahl’s case is one of “unfair pretrial publicity.” G APP 68, at 
1 & nn.1-2, 4-5, 8-12. The Motion to Dismiss asserts interrelated Fifth Amendment due 
process and apparent UCI claims. D APP 56, at 9, 18, 22-23. While the Court must ad-
dress those claims, it is free to evaluate the evidence (including the matters to which the 
government has stipulated) to determine sua sponte as well whether relief should be 
granted on the distinct theory the government has injected. The doctrine of “invited error,” 
invoked in G APP 68, at 1 n.2, is inapposite: (1) Season 2 of the Serial podcast did not 
begin airing until 10 December 2015, see Serial (podcast), Wikipedia, https://en.wikipe-
dia.org/wiki/Serial_(podcast)#Season_2_.282015.E2.80.9316.29, § 2.2, after some parts 
of the media had taken to using SGT Bergdahl as a piñata in order to score political points 
against President Obama and after President Trump began vilifying SGT Bergdahl; and 
(2) the defense released the transcript of then-MG Dahl’s interview of SGT Bergdahl only 
after the government attached an excerpt to one of its pleadings. See G APP 10, at 12-
15. Both the government’s observation that President Trump’s “references to SGT Berg-
dahl constitute nothing more than a drop in the ocean of [campaign] coverage,” G APP 
68, at 12, and its reliance on occasions when President Trump did not refer to him or 
referred to other candidates, id. at 11, suggest desperation. That is equally true of its 
claim that an inconsistency lurks in the defense’s having objected to President Trump’s 
comments and “going out of [our] way to rebroadcast the material, both by placing their 
video compilation on YouTube and now by seeking to play it in court.” Id. at 3 n.7. SGT 
Bergdahl cannot be faulted for posting on the defense website a key exhibit that provides 
direct evidence of events that form the basis for a dispositive motion. President Trump’s 
comments had been seen and heard by thousands upon thousands of people. In contrast, 
fewer than 5000 people have viewed the Defense Video Exhibit, which was not made 
available to the public until 12:01 p.m., 20 January 2017, just before the motion was filed. 
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ARGUMENT 
 

1 
 

THE BURDEN HAS SHIFTED TO THE GOVERNMENT 
 

 Under Biagase, all SGT Bergdahl must do to shift the burden to the government is 

adduce “some evidence.” The threshold is “low” and all that need be shown is a “logical 

connection” to the case. United States v. Stoneman, 57 M.J. 35, 41 (C.A.A.F. 2002). 

These basic requirements have been met. 

Sergeant Bergdahl invited the government to stipulate to several matters, D APP 

56, at 7. The government stipulated to critical matters2  and that is sufficient to shift the 

burden. It was equivocal, however, as to the ground truth of President Trump’s repeated 

claims that some number of Soldiers died searching for SGT Bergdahl. G APP 68, at 2-

3. It stipulated to the statements attributed to former Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel 

and MG Dahl with the caveat that they were speaking only on the basis of what they then 

knew. G APP 68, at 2-3 & n.6. That too is sufficient to satisfy the “low” “some evidence” 

threshold requirement, but if the Court is for any reason not satisfied on that score, we 

invite its attention to the Army investigative materials uncovered by the producers of the 

Serial podcast3 and the statement last year by CSM Ken Wolfe: “The families who. . . who 

2 The government identified what it thought was an error in the Defense Compendium 
entry for President Trump’s 18 July 2015 comments. Compare D APP 56, at 30, with G 
APP 68, at 2 & n.5, 17 (“a search of the transcript provided by the Federal News Service 
confirms that Mr. Trump did not reference SGT Bergdahl during this speech”). The De-
fense Compendium is correct. The pertinent video and transcript can be found at 
https://archive.org/details/FOXNEWSW_20150719_100000_FOX_and_Friends_Sun-
day/start/7414/end/7474, at, depending on the user’s computer, the 5:03 or 6:03 a.m. 
point for Eastern Time Zone viewers. The comments were made at a press conference 
following the candidates’ individual interviews. This may account for the government’s 
misunderstanding. 
3 Sarah Koenig, Was Anyone Killed Looking for Bowe Bergdahl? Some Hard Evidence at 
Long Last, Serial, Oct. 6, 2016, https://serialpodcast.org/posts/2016/10/was-anyone-
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lost sons during this deployment, to let them know that their . . . their sons did not die 

looking for PFC Bergdahl. Their sons didn't die looking for him.”4 

Because the threshold “some evidence” requirement is met, the burden shifts to 

the government. As explained in Point 4, it has failed to carry that burden. 

2 
 

THE DEFENSE SHOULD BE PERMITTED  
TO PLAY THE VIDEO IN OPEN COURT 

 
 The government has not objected to the Defense Video Exhibit but has objected, 

G APP 68, at 3, to the defense’s request to play it at the upcoming Article 39(a) session. 

See D APP 56, at 7. The government’s basis for objecting is that it, “the Court and the 

public have all had the opportunity to review the Defense’s video compilation.” G APP 68, 

at 3. The point is not well taken. Without being able to show the video, our ability to com-

ment on it in argument will be compromised. What is more, SGT Bergdahl has a right 

under both the Sixth Amendment and the Manual for Courts-Martial to a public trial. U.S. 

Const. amend. 6; R.C.M. 806. 

The government may prefer that as few people as possible view this devastating 

video,5 but it has not argued that, at 28 minutes, it is too long to play in court. Given the 

killed-looking-for-bowe-bergdahl-some-hard-evidence-at-long-last (analyzing AR 15-6 re-
ports). “Serial’s reporting showed that despite the strong beliefs of some of Bergdahl’s 
fellow soldiers and superiors, his poor decision cost no one their lives.” Melissa Locker, 
Serial season two: why did the ‘must-listen show’ suffer a sophomore slump?, The Guard-
ian, Apr. 5, 2016, https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2016/apr/05/serial-season-
two-bowe-bergdahl-podcast. 
4 Serial Podcast, Season 2, Episode 11, Present for Duty, Mar. 31, 2016, https://seri-
alpodcast.org/season-two/11/present-for-duty/transcript; Nancy Montgomery, Command 
sergeant major: No troops died searching for Bergdahl, Stars & Stripes, Mar. 31, 2016. 
5 The exhibit cannot be found on the FOIA website. See RMDA Freedom of Information 
Act Library, US v. Bergdahl, https://www.foia.army.mil/ReadingRoom/De-
tail.aspx?id=103. 
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significance of the issue, allowing it to be played in open court will facilitate argument by 

counsel and colloquy with the Court. The matter is within the Court’s sound discretion, 

R.C.M. 801(a)(3), but making the session as informative as possible for participants and 

spectators would hardly be an “unnecessary waste of time.” See id. (Discussion). 

3 
 

A PRESIDENT CAN CAUSE APPARENT UCI 
 

 According to the government, “[i]t is not even clear whether Article 37, UCMJ ap-

plies to the senior leadership of the Department of Defense or to the President when they 

are not acting as convening authorities, as they are not subject to the [code].’” G APP 68, 

at 6. President Trump is outside the ambit of Article 2, UCMJ. But the notion that neither 

he nor any other President who is not a retired regular can exert UCI or trigger apparent 

UCI jurisprudence (and remedies) is deeply subversive of public confidence in the admin-

istration of military justice. The linchpin of apparent UCI is precisely the effect on public 

confidence, as cases such as United States v. Lewis, 63 M.J. 405 (C.A.A.F. 2006), and 

United States v. Salyer, 72 M.J. 415 (C.A.A.F. 2013), make clear.  

Presidential (and Secretary of Defense) UCI was recognized in United States v. 

Saunders, 2015 CCA LEXIS 156 (A.F. Ct. Crim. App. 2015). In United States v. Hutchins, 

72 M.J. 294, 302 (C.A.A.F. 2013), Judge Ryan, concurring, indicated that civilian officials 

could exert UCI (there, the Secretary of the Navy). Chief Judge Baker, dissenting on other 

grounds, wrote about UCI by senior civilian leaders in terms that complemented her dis-

cussion of the issue: 

[A]n accused has a due process right to a fair trial and appeal, free from the 
undue influence of superiors, whether they are military officers or civilians 
in policy and administrative positions. Thus, regardless of whether Article 
37, UCMJ, applies to the Secretary of the Navy, unlawful influence by a 
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civilian official may present a due process "error of constitutional dimen-
sion." See Biagase, 50 M.J. at, 149-50 (citing United States v. Thomas, 22 
M.J. 388, 394 (C.M.A. 1986)). Based on these due process considerations, 
while this Court has never explicitly stated so, it has applied an Article 37-
based analysis to prohibit unlawful command influence by civilians who are 
in positions of authority in the military civilian hierarchy, but not subject to 
the UCMJ, including the Secretary of the Navy who exercises administrative 
command of the Department of the Navy. 
 

Id. at 313. If a service secretary’s acts can constitute UCI (or a UCI-like due process 

violation), a fortiori a President’s acts can do so. We have already addressed whether 

President Trump’s never-disavowed campaign-trail comments came with him into the 

White House. See D APP 56, at 21-22; see also Point 4 infra. 

4 

THE GOVERNMENT HAS FAILED TO CARRY ITS BURDEN  
 

 When parties agree on precious little, it is appropriate to note where there is com-

mon ground. The burdens of proof and persuasion are common ground. D APP 56, at 2-

3; G APP 68, at 3-4. That is where it ends. 

 The government insists that “no objective, disinterested observer could harbor sig-

nificant doubts about the fairness of the proceedings when taking all of the facts into 

account.” G APP 68, at 7. It has the burden of showing this by proof beyond a reasonable 

doubt. It has failed to carry that burden. 

 The following bullets set out in bold type the matters on which the government 

relies at G APP 68, at 7-8. Our comments follow. 

 An observer would know that, when he was a mere candidate, he had no 

government or military position. That is not the issue. President Trump’s 

pre-Inauguration comments remain a matter of record. The Court’s attention is 

invited to D APP 56, at 22. Had Secretary Clinton prevailed in the Electoral 
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College, SGT Bergdahl would not be advancing an apparent UCI claim; she 

didn’t. 

 President Trump has made no comment regarding SGT Bergdahl since 

August 2016. This is immaterial. The damage was done through repeated pub-

lic comments over a protracted period and August 2016 is not shrouded in the 

mists of history. There can be no doubt about what President Trump thinks of 

SGT Bergdahl. In a democratic society, it is a core premise that statements 

made by those who seek elective office must be taken seriously, especially 

when those statements are made repeatedly. 

 President Trump has made no comment regarding SGT Bergdahl since 

taking office two weeks ago. This is material, but cuts against the govern-

ment’s argument. A campaign says much about what a candidate believes and 

how he or she will govern if elected. Just the other day President Trump stated 

that “I am a man of my word. I will do as I say . . . .”6 His conduct since 20 

January 2017 as to such important questions as immigration policy, building a 

wall on the border at Mexico’s expense, and the type of jurist he would appoint 

to fill Justice Scalia’s seat on the Supreme Court confirms the broad continuity 

of his positions before and since he took office. He certainly had a strong and 

adverse position about SGT Bergdahl during the campaign and, as the govern-

ment has stipulated, “neither President Trump nor anyone acting on his behalf 

has ever withdrawn or disavowed his statements.” G APP 68, at 2. The failure 

6 Full Transcript and Video: Trump picks Neil Gorsuch for Supreme Court, N.Y. Times, 
Jan. 31, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/31/us/politics/full-transcript-video-
trump-neil-gorsuch-supreme-court.html?emc=eta1. 
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of supervisory officials such as The Judge Advocate General to address the 

matter – while understandable now that President Trump is commander in chief 

– is relevant to the extent that had she (or others) done so, their actions “could 

have had an impact on the public’s perception and perhaps restored some con-

fidence in the military justice system.” United States v. Lewis, supra, 63 M.J. at 

416 n.4.7 

 President Trump’s comments were made in the context of faulting Presi-

dent Obama for allegedly poor negotiating skills in connection with the 

prisoner exchange that free SGT Bergdahl (in contrast with his own ne-

gotiating skills). President Trump’s larger goal is irrelevant. He said what he 

said about SGT Bergdahl, over and over, and that is what counts. 

  The references to “traitor” and “treason” were “clearly intended to be 

understood by their colloquial meaning,” President Trump not being an 

attorney and “speaking in the context of a political campaign.” Playing 

Hamlet without Hamlet, the government has neither submitted a declaration 

from President Trump nor offered to call him as a witness. It does not claim to 

have consulted him when preparing its response to the motion (for which it 

7 The Army has been on notice for months that a UCI motion was being prepared in 
response to President Trump’s comments. E.g., Amanda Dolasinski, Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl 
lawyers say Trump ‘traitor’ comments warrant dismissal, Fayetteville Observer, Nov. 16, 
2016; Sig Christenson, With Trump’s election, defense lawyer doubts Bergdahl can get 
fair trial, San Antonio Express-News, Nov. 9, 2016. A perfunctory statement issued at 
Fort Bragg the day President Trump took office and the defense motion was filed did 
nothing to address the issue, much less satisfy the Court of Appeals’ suggestion in Lewis. 
See Richard A. Oppel Jr., Bergdahl, Called ‘Dirty Rotten Traitor’ by Trump, Seeks End to 
Charges, N.Y. Times, Jan. 21, 2017 (“A spokesman at Fort Bragg, where the court-martial 
is to be held, did not comment specifically on the motion but said the military remained 
committed to ‘ensuring this ongoing legal proceeding’s fairness and impartiality’”). 
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obtained an enlargement), nor did he make himself available when we asked 

him for an interview. In any event, this part of the government’s UCI defense is 

without merit on its own terms. President Trump’s repeated references to SGT 

Bergdahl as a traitor or as a person who had committed treason speak for 

themselves. The vast majority were uttered when SGT Bergdahl was known to 

be facing charges. It doesn’t take a law degree to know that it is a very serious 

business to repeatedly describe a citizen – but especially a Soldier who is the 

accused in a pending criminal case -- as a traitor. 

 “There is evidence that suggests that [SGT Bergdahl’s] actions may have 

contributed to [Soldier] fatalities” and President Trump’s “reliance on 

[media] reports was not unreasonable and his comments cannot be said 

to be false.” These assertions are fallacious. Reasonableness is not the issue; 

truth is, and whether and why a person has died is a matter of fact.8 Passing 

over the fact that the government has not submitted the evidence to which it 

8 According to the government, 
as the claims regarded [sic; presumably should read “regarding”] fatalities 
connected to SGT Bergdahl’s misconduct were the subject of widespread 
coverage in multiple media outlets, Mr. Trump’s reliance on the reports was 
not unreasonable and his comments cannot be said to be false. 

G APP 68, at 8. Even if President Trump’s claims were “not unreasonable” because of 
media reports (a proposition we cannot concede without knowing which specific media 
he allegedly relied on), that scarcely means the claims “cannot be said to be false.” The 
government provides no specifics and we have been unable to probe the matter inde-
pendently because he ignored a defense request for an interview. It has admitted that it 
cannot prove the truth of the matter – and hence that it cannot show under Biagase that 
“the predicate facts do not exist” as to President Trump’s claims. It also implies that he 
was referring to SGT Bergdahl’s moral responsibility, rather than his legal responsibility. 
There is no basis for such a distinction in President Trump’s recorded comments, which 
were plainly made with reference to the military justice process, not some abstract philo-
sophical inquiry into morality. 
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refers, evidence that only (a) “suggests” that actions (b) “may have” (c) “con-

tributed” to fatalities, see also G APP 68, at 2-3 n.6 (“This is not to say, however, 

that there is no evidence suggesting a connection” (emphasis added)), is trans-

parently insufficient on an issue as to which the government has the burden of 

proof beyond a reasonable doubt. If this is the best it can do – and the Court 

must assume that the government put the matter as strongly as the information 

available to it could justify -- it is immaterial to whether a Salyer observer would 

harbor a doubt about the fairness of the proceedings. 

 President Trump’s suggestions for particular penalties “clearly comprise 

campaign rhetoric” and no one would have thought he was serious about 

suggesting the death penalty or dropping SGT Bergdahl from an airplane. 

President Trump made a variety of inflammatory remarks, commonly suggest-

ing execution and in several instances deriding possible matter in mitigation. 

The government does not dispute that he made those statements, and while 

some of them may have been outlandish, taken as a whole they clearly indicate 

his view that the harshest possible penalties should be imposed. Panel mem-

bers, prospective defense witnesses, and the GCMCA (who testified last year 

that he has no plan to retire, and will soon be under consideration by President 

Trump for other four-star positions) would have every reason to take them se-

riously since they were uttered by the person who is now President. 

In support of its argument, the government has cited the Court’s 26 September 

2016 ruling that dismissed comments by Sen. John S. McCain as “political posturing de-

signed to embarrass a political opponent and gain some political advantage.” AE 19, at 

D APP 57-#10



8.9 But that decision, if anything, actually supports SGT Bergdahl’s case. In language that 

is fatal to the government’s argument but nowhere mentioned in its response, the Court 

explained that Chairman McCain, while powerful, “has absolutely no command authority 

or color of command authority.” That can scarcely be said of President Trump. See gen-

erally D APP 56, at 21-22. Additionally, Chairman McCain’s comments were far less in-

flammatory than President Trump’s and his staff at least made a gesture – mealy-

mouthed and ineffectual as it was -- at walking them back.10  The contrast with President 

Trump’s lengthy and never-disavowed War on Bergdahl as chronicled in the Defense 

Compendium could not be sharper. 

Whistling past the graveyard, the government has sought to assure the Court that 

President Trump’s “comments have not resulted in any concerns about the fairness of 

these proceedings.” G APP 68, at 8. We respectfully disagree. The facts and circum-

stances are deeply inimical to public confidence and the government should have admit-

ted as much. One reason it may have decided not to do so is that the person responsible 

is President of the United States and commander in chief. The government’s position, 

laced with fantastical reasons to downplay the nature, gravity and scope of his comments, 

bespeaks indifference to the threat apparent UCI poses to public confidence in military 

9 The government’s quotation from the decision omits a parenthetical reference to Presi-
dent Obama as well as two footnotes. 
10 See Richard A. Oppel Jr., John McCain’s Comments on Bowe Bergdahl Bring Rebuke 
From Lawyer, N.Y. Times, Oct. 13, 2016. 

D APP 57-#11
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

Alexandria Division

TAREQ AQEL MOHAMMED AZIZ, M^

Plaintiffs/Petitioners

V.

DONALD TRUMP, President ofthe United
States, ^ al..

Defendants/Respondents.

MEMORANDUM OPINION

In this civil action, the Commonwealth ofVirginia ("Commonwealth") alleges that

ExecutiveOrder 13,769,entitled "Protecting the Nation from Foreign TerroristEntry into the

United States" ("the EO"), violates the First and Fifth Amendments to the United States

Constitution, as well as the Immigration andNationality Act and Religious Freedom Restoration

Act. Before the Court is the Commonwealth's Motion for a Preliminary Injunction, to which

defendants have responded and on which oral argumenthas beenheld. Attachedto the

Commonwealth's motionweremultiple exhibits and declarations. The defendants have

responded withno evidence other thanthe EO, which theyhave defended primarily with

arguments attacking the Commonwealth's standing to oppose the EO and emphasizing the

authority of the president to issue suchan EO. Forthe reasons thatfollow, the Commonwealth's

Motion for a Preliminary Injimction will be granted.

I. FINDINGS OF FACT

A. The Executive Order

OnJanuary 20,2017, Donald Trump ("Trump") was inaugurated as the 45th President of

the United States. On January 27,2017, he signed the EO. Section 3 of the EO "proclaim[ed]
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--------------------------------------------------- 

OPINION OF THE COURT  

--------------------------------------------------- 
  

THIS OPINION DOES NOT SERVE AS BINDING PRECEDENT, BUT MAY BE CITED AS 

PERSUASIVE AUTHORITY UNDER NMCCA RULE OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 18.2. 

 

BRUBAKER, Judge: 

 

 At a general court-martial, a military judge found the 

appellant guilty, contrary to his pleas, of two specifications 

of sexual assault in violation of Article 120(b), Uniform Code 

of Military Justice, 10 U.S.C. § 920(b).  The military judge 

sentenced the appellant to confinement for a period of two 

years, reduction to pay grade E-1, forfeiture of all pay and 
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allowances, and a dishonorable discharge.  The convening 

authority (CA) approved the sentence as adjudged. 

 

 The appellant now raises seven assignments of error:  

 

(1) the military judge created a fatal variance when 

he changed the theory of liability for Article 120(b) 

in his special findings;  

 

(2) the appellant lacked notice of the alternative 

theory of liability for Article 120(b) on which the 

military judge predicated his findings of guilty;  

 

(3) the military judge erred when he foreclosed the 

defense from impeaching the complaining witness’s 

credibility through a prior inconsistent statement;  

 

(4) Specification 2 of the Charge is legally and 

factually insufficient;  

 

(5) the military judge erred when he relied on the 

purported ways of the world and human experience to 

reconcile the complaining witness’s blood alcohol 

content (BAC) with the testimony of witnesses;  

 

(6) the element under Article 120(b) of “incapable of 

consenting to the sexual act due to impairment by 

alcohol” is unconstitutionally vague; and,  

 

(7) the appellant’s trial was tainted by unlawful 

command influence.   

 

After carefully considering the record of trial and the 

submissions of the parties, we find that no error materially 

prejudicial to substantial rights of the appellant occurred.  We 

therefore affirm the findings and the approved sentence.  Arts. 

59(a) and 66(c), UCMJ.   

 

Background 

 

 On 22 October 2012 in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, then-

Hospitalman Apprentice BNS, the appellant, and three other 

Sailors proceeded from their barracks to one of the beaches on 

base.  While at the beach, BNS drank three to four cups of vodka 

and orange juice brought by the appellant.  The drinks were 

mixed in a 16-ounce Solo cup; the vodka was not measured and BNS 

described the drinks as strong. 
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 At around 1550, the group arrived back at the barracks.  

BNS returned to her room and tried to call her husband, but was 

not able to because she was too drunk and could not push the 

correct buttons on the phone.  She attempted to take a shower, 

“fumbling” and “dropping stuff”
1
 while she did, and then lay down 

in bed.  At around 1630, the appellant entered BNS’s room.  

Although BNS testified to a fragmented memory, she recalls in 

“flashes”
2
 the appellant in her room, them having a conversation, 

her realizing that she was lying back instead of sitting, and 

seeing his face “like he was . . . kind of sitting on top of 

[her].”
3
  She remembered nothing beyond this until she woke up 

later naked and disoriented.   

 

Upon awakening, BNS located and confronted the appellant, 

asking him what had happened.  He responded by saying he was 

sorry.  BNS then, after talking to her mother, discussed the 

incident with a friend and fellow Sailor who turned out to be a 

sexual assault victim’s advocate.  The friend, concerned about 

possible testing for sexually transmitted diseases, called the 

appellant to determine whether he had used a condom.  The 

appellant confirmed they had in fact had unprotected 

intercourse.  BNS was then taken to the emergency room, where 

blood was drawn to determine BAC and a sexual assault forensic 

examination was conducted.   

 

 The appellant was twice interviewed by the Naval Criminal 

Investigative Service (NCIS).  In the first interview, the 

appellant admitted to sexual activity with BNS, but contended it 

was consensual.  In the second, he admitted he “was not 

completely honest”
4
 in his first statement.  He said he had 

removed both his and her clothing with no assistance from her 

and inserted his penis into BNS’s vagina and “performed oral 

sex”
5
 on BNS while BNS was “unresponsive” and “did not 

participate in the sex.”
6
   

 

Additional facts necessary for the resolution of this case 

are included below.   

                     
1 Record at 264.   

 
2 Id. at 267.   

 
3
 Id. 

 
4 Prosecution Exhibit 5 at 1.   

 
5 Id.   

 
6 Id.   
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Variance 

 

  Because the appellant’s first two contentions both purport 

that a material variance occurred, we consider them together.  

The appellant asserts a fatal variance occurred because the 

military judge, while he found the appellant guilty of the 

specifications as charged without exception or substitution, 

issued special findings indicating he found him guilty under a 

different theory of liability.  Specifically, both 

specifications charged sexual assault under Article 120(b)(3), 

UCMJ: sexual acts upon a person who is incapable of consenting 

to the sexual acts due to impairment by alcohol.  But, the 

appellant claims, the military judge’s special findings indicate 

he actually found the appellant guilty under a different theory 

of liability, Article 120(b)(2): sexual acts upon a person who 

is asleep, unconscious, or otherwise unaware that the sexual 

acts are occurring.  We disagree.   

 

 Whether there was a fatal variance is a question of law we 

review de novo.  United States v. Treat, 73 M.J. 331, 335 

(C.A.A.F. 2014); United States v. Useche, 70 M.J. 657, 661 (N.M. 

Ct.Crim.App. 2012).  When defense counsel fails to object to a 

purported variance at trial, we will not grant relief absent 

plain error.  United States v. Finch, 64 M.J. 118, 121 (C.A.A.F. 

2006).  To find plain error, we must find: (1) there was an 

error; (2) the error was plain, that is, clear or obvious; and, 

(3) the error affected substantial rights.  Id. 

 

 In this case, there was no variance.  The appellant was 

charged with and convicted of precisely the same conduct with no 

modification to the specifications: sexually assaulting BNS by 

inserting his penis and tongue into BNS’s vagina when BNS was 

incapable of consenting due to impairment by alcohol.  The 

military judge in his special findings reiterated that he found 

beyond a reasonable doubt that all elements of both offenses, as 

charged, were met, including that BNS was incapable of 

consenting due to impairment by alcohol and that the appellant 

knew or reasonably should have known this.  The findings 

regarding impairment by alcohol are amply supported by the 

record.   

 

 In one of his findings of fact, the military judge states 

that based on the testimony of BNS, the appellant, and the two 

experts, he was satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that BNS 

“transitioned from a fragmentary black-out phase (where she may 

have appeared somewhat coherent) into a passed-out phase [where 

she was completely unresponsive] during the initial intercourse 
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with [the appellant] and prior to his inserting his tongue into 

her vagina and his final insertion of his penis into her 

vagina.”
7
  This special finding of fact is not inconsistent with 

his conclusion that BNS was incapable of consenting due to 

impairment from alcohol.  In such circumstances, a person can be 

both incapable of consenting due to impairment by alcohol and 

asleep or unconscious.  The fact that proof at trial 

demonstrates that another theory of liability may also have been 

available does not imply that a variance has occurred as long as 

the Government has proven all elements of the offense as charged 

and convicted beyond a reasonable doubt, which it did.   

 

 There being no variance between charged and proven 

offenses, the appellant’s assertion of lack of notice also 

fails.   

 

Prior Inconsistent Statement 

 

 The appellant next asserts the military judge erred by 

excluding extrinsic evidence of a prior inconsistent statement 

by BNS to the sexual assault forensic examiner.  We agree.  

 

 When testifying to her “little flashes”
8
 of memory, BNS 

stated she remembered the appellant on top of her but not 

feeling anything: “I just saw his face and I felt so dizzy and 

just, like my body felt heavy and numb and just, just like the 

way people feel when they’ve reached that point they’re just 

completely out of it.  I didn’t feel his weight.”
9
  She testified 

the next thing she remembered was waking up naked and 

disoriented later that evening.  On cross-examination, she 

conceded that her trial testimony was that she did not remember 

“anything about the penetration or anything about sex.”
10
  The 

defense counsel, proffering that it was for purposes of 

impeachment by prior inconsistent statement, asked BNS whether 

she told the sexual assault forensic examiner, Lieutenant Keck, 

that she remembered feeling penetration of her vagina with the 

appellant’s penis.  BNS responded, “I don’t remember talking 

about that with him.”
11
  

  

                     
7 Appellate Exhibit XXXVII at 7.   

 
8 Record at 267.   

 
9 Id.   

 
10 Id. at 317.   

 
11 Id. at 392. 
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 During its case-in-chief, the defense called Lieutenant 

Keck as a witness.  When the assistant defense counsel got to 

the ultimate question of what BNS told him regarding penetration 

of the vagina, the Government objected on the grounds of 

hearsay.  The assistant defense counsel replied the evidence was 

being offered not for the truth of the matter asserted, but as 

impeachment evidence under MILITARY RULE OF EVIDENCE 613(b), MANUAL FOR 

COURTS-MARTIAL, UNITED STATES (2012 ed.).  The military judge stated 

he was overruling the Government’s objection, but added that 

what he found to be inconsistent between the two statements was 

merely whether she discussed vaginal penetration with Lieutenant 

Keck, not the specifics of what she told him.  The military 

judge ruled, accordingly, that the defense was limited to asking 

Lieutenant Keck whether BNS discussed the topic of feeling 

penetration with him and was not permitted to elicit specifics 

of what BNS told Lieutenant Keck regarding penetration.   

 

 Given these limitations, the assistant defense counsel was 

left with but one question for Lieutenant Keck: “When you were 

conducting the [sexual assault forensic] exam for [BNS], do you 

recall discussing penetration of her vagina?”
12
  Lieutenant Keck 

replied with a simple “Yes.”
13
  The Government declined cross-

examination and the witness was excused.   

 

 We review a decision to exclude evidence for an abuse of 

discretion.  United States v. Harrow, 65 M.J. 190, 199 (C.A.A.F. 

2007).  For extrinsic evidence of a prior inconsistent statement 

to be admissible, first, there must be an inconsistency between 

trial testimony and the previous statement.  United States v. 

Damatta-Olivera, 37 M.J. 474, 477 (C.M.A. 1993).  While a 

seemingly obvious requirement, whether there is an inconsistency 

is not always so clear in practice.  A military judge thus has 

considerable discretion to determine whether an inconsistency 

exists between a witness’s trial testimony and a prior 

statement.  Harrow, 65 M.J. at 200.  Evasiveness or inability to 

recall may constitute an inconsistency.  “Although an 

inconsistency is logically essential for this method of 

impeachment, whether testimony is inconsistent with a prior 

statement is not limited to diametrically opposed answers but 

may be found as well in evasive answers, inability to recall, 

silence, or changes of position.”  Damatta-Olivera, 37 M.J. at 

478 (citations omitted). 

 

                     
12 Id. at 576.   

 
13 Id.   
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 The second requirement for admissibility of extrinsic 

evidence of prior inconsistent statements is stated in MIL. R. 

EVID. 613(b): the witness must be afforded an opportunity to 

explain or deny the allegedly inconsistent statement and the 

opposite party must be “afforded an opportunity to interrogate 

the witness thereon . . . .”  If the witness admits making the 

inconsistent statement, extrinsic evidence is generally not 

admissible.  Harrow, 65 M.J. at 199.  If, on the other hand, the 

witness denies making the statement or equivocates, extrinsic 

evidence may be admitted for the limited purpose of impeachment.  

Id.      

 

 We find that the military judge in this case erred by not 

allowing the defense to elicit the contents of BNS’s statement 

to Lieutenant Keck regarding penetration.  First, here, as in 

Harrow, “the military judge appears not to have understood that 

an inability to recall or a ‘non-responsive’ answer may present 

an inconsistency for purposes of M.R.E. 613.”  Id. at 200.  The 

inconsistency was not whether BNS had a conversation with 

Lieutenant Keck regarding penetration.  It was whether she 

perceived penetration of her vagina at the time of the assault; 

the trial testimony and the proffered statement were 

inconsistent on this point.    

 

 Second, the defense counsel properly confronted BNS with 

this prior statement and gave her an opportunity to explain or 

rebut it.  BNS’s denial that she remembered making this 

statement to Lieutenant Keck was, for MIL. R. EVID. 613 purposes, 

sufficient to open the door for extrinsic evidence.   

 

 Having found error, we now assess whether there was 

prejudice.  This is an error of an evidentiary nature not rising 

to constitutional dimension; accordingly, we apply a 

nonconstitutional harmless error analysis.  Id.  We therefore 

review de novo whether the error had a substantial influence on 

the military judge’s verdict in the context of the entire case 

considering the following factors: (1) the strength of the 

Government’s case; (2) the strength of the defense case; (3) the 

materiality of the evidence in question; and (4) the quality of 

the evidence in question.  Id. (citing United States v. Berry, 

61 M.J. 91, 98 (C.A.A.F. 2005)).   

 

 We find that the evidence did not have a substantial 

influence on the military judge’s verdict.  The Government’s 

case was strong.  It included a confession in which the 

appellant admitted BNS was “unresponsive and did not participate 

in the sex.”  This was corroborated by BNS’s testimony that she 
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was extremely intoxicated, had fragmentary memory of the events 

in question and remembered in “little flashes”
14
 the appellant 

coming to her room, kissing her, and lying on top of her while 

her body felt “heavy and numb.”
15
  Further, the testimony of two 

experts, a forensic toxicologist and a forensic psychiatrist, 

was highly corroborative of BNS’s impairment by alcohol.  The 

toxicologist established that BNS had a BAC of 0.09 grams per 

deciliter roughly eight hours after the appellant came to BNS’s 

room and some nine hours after BNS had stopped consuming 

alcohol.  Thus, the expert was able to conclude, at 

approximately 1630, the time the military judge ultimately 

concluded the appellant entered BNS’s room, BNS would have had a 

BAC between 0.21 and 0.25 grams per deciliter. 

 

 The defense case, on the other hand, consisted of evidence 

regarding steps BNS had to navigate when leaving the beach and 

testimony from friends of the appellant to the effect that BNS 

was flirting with the appellant on the day in question and did 

not appear significantly intoxicated to them while at the beach 

and on the ride back to the barracks.  Relative to the 

Government’s case, this evidence was weak and of limited value.   

 

 Regarding the third prong, the evidence in question was 

material.  Although the defense did not make a separate proffer 

of Lieutenant Keck’s expected testimony, we can assume he would 

have testified consistently with a Sexual Assault Forensic 

Examination form he completed.
16
  In it, he checked “Yes” in a 

block for penetration of vagina by penis and annotated, “Patient 

remembers feeling penis penetration before passing out.”
17
  This, 

however, must be taken in context with the previous page where 

he provided a narrative of the “Patient’s Description of the 

Assault.”
18
  There, Lieutenant Keck indicated BNS told him she 

remembered the appellant coming to her room, but not how he got 

there, she remembered her thoughts getting “fuzzy,”
19
 him 

starting to kiss her and pushing her back onto the bed, and him 

                     
14 Record at 267.   

 
15 Id.   

 
16 The form was marked and attached to the record as Defense Exhibit A for 

identification but not admitted.   

 
17 DE A (FID) at 5.   

 
18 Id. at 4.   

 
19 Id.   
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unzipping her sweatshirt.  “She remembers feeling 

‘uncomfortable’ and then she thinks she passed out.  She does 

not remember having sex.  Patient woke up in bed naked.”
20
  This 

is quite consistent with BNS’s ultimate testimony.   

 

 At any rate, and turning to the final factor, there is 

little doubt BNS’s memory of the events in question was 

fractured and incomplete.  Evidence that BNS previously told 

Lieutenant Keck that she felt the appellant’s penis penetrate 

her vagina before passing out would have done little to further 

impugn her credibility or to harm the Government’s case.  This 

is particularly so given the appellant’s own statement that BNS 

was initially responsive, but he inserted his penis into her 

vagina and performed oral sex on her while she was unresponsive 

“to see if she would respond to [him]” and ”in hopes of getting 

her to participate in the sex.”
21
   

 

 It also should be noted the military judge did allow some 

impeachment evidence to come in: while BNS stated she did not 

recall discussing feeling penetration with Lieutenant Keck, 

Lieutenant Keck stated definitively they did discuss it.  The 

defense thus had the opportunity to and did argue that 

Lieutenant Keck’s testimony called BNS’s credibility into 

question.   

 

 Considering the four factors together, we readily conclude 

that the error in limiting Lieutenant Keck’s testimony did not 

have a substantial influence on the verdict.  Accordingly, we 

find the error harmless. 

 

Legal and Factual Sufficiency of Specification 2 

 

 In his next assignment of error, the appellant asserts the 

evidence supporting Specification 2 of the Charge is factually 

and legally insufficient.  Specification 2 alleged that the 

appellant committed a sexual assault in violation of Article 

120(b), UCMJ, by penetrating BNS’s vulva with his tongue while 

BNS was incapable of consenting due to alcohol.  The appellant 

argues the evidence was insufficient regarding one element of 

this offense: that the appellant penetrated BNS’s vulva with his 

tongue.  He states the exclusive evidence of this element 

consisted of his inculpatory statements that he performed “oral 

sex” on BNS, which was insufficient to prove beyond a reasonable 

                     
20 Id. 

 
21 PE 5 at 1. 
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doubt that he penetrated BNS’s vulva with his tongue.  We 

disagree.   

 

We review questions of legal and factual sufficiency de 

novo. United States v. Washington, 57 M.J. 394, 399 (C.A.A.F. 

2002).  The test for legal sufficiency of the evidence is 

“whether, considering the evidence in the light most favorable 

to the prosecution, any reasonable fact-finder could have found 

all the essential elements beyond a reasonable doubt.”  United 

States v. Day, 66 M.J. 172, 173-74 (C.A.A.F. 2008) (citing 

United States v. Turner, 25 M.J. 324, 324 (C.M.A. 1987)).  The 

test for factual sufficiency is whether “after weighing all the 

evidence in the record of trial and recognizing that we did not 

see or hear the witnesses as did the trial court, this court is 

convinced of the appellant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.” 

United States v. Rankin, 63 M.J. 552, 557 (N.M.Ct.Crim.App. 

2006) (citing Turner, 25 M.J. at 325 and Art. 66(c), UCMJ), 

aff'd, 64 M.J. 348 (C.A.A.F. 2007).  Beyond a reasonable doubt, 

however, does not mean that the evidence must be free from 

conflict.  Id.   

 

In his first statement to NCIS, the appellant stated he 

initially “layed [sic] her [BNS] down on the bed and I entered 

her vagina with my penis.”
22
  He said that he started to lose his 

erection, so he “started to give her oral sex for a couple of 

minutes.”
23
  He said she “didn’t ask for me to go down on her.”

24
  

After this, he reinserted his penis into her vagina, but 

“realized it was pretty much hopeless for me to finish and I 

pulled out and sat back on her bed.”
25
   

 

In a second interview with NCIS, the appellant admitted he 

“was not completely honest” in his first statement and that BNS 

was in fact “unresponsive and did not participate in the sex.”
26
  

He said he took off all of both of their clothes; she did not 

assist in removing clothing and did not say anything.  “At this 

point I start to wonder if she still is able or wants to have 

sex.”
27
  The appellant, nonetheless, continued by placing his 

                     
22 PE 2 at 2. 

 
23 Id. 

 
24 Id. 

 
25 Id.  

 
26 PE 5 at 1. 

 
27 Id. 
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penis into her vagina “and began to have sex with her to see if 

she would respond” to him.
28
  She did not.  The appellant rolled 

BNS on top of him and continued to have intercourse with her 

while she did not participate.  “At this point [BNS] was still 

not engaging in the sex which was causing me to lose my 

erection.  I then rolled [BNS] back on her back on [sic] 

performed oral sex on her in hopes of getting her to participate 

in the sex.  She does not respond to the oral sex.  After doing 

this, I then got back on top of [BNS] and inserted my penis into 

her vagina.”
29
  

  

The appellant cites United States v. Hansen, 36 M.J. 599 

(A.F.C.M.R. 1992) for the proposition that use of the term “oral 

sex” without more is insufficient to prove penetration of the 

vulva.  In Hansen, the accused was convicted, contrary to his 

pleas, of committing sodomy with his daughter.  The accused 

admitted to investigators to having “oral sex” with his 

daughter, but neither the accused nor the agent was any more 

specific than that in their description.  His daughter never 

acknowledged any relevant acts other than vaginal intercourse.  

Under these circumstances, our Air Force counterparts found the 

accused's admission to having had “oral sex” insufficient to 

establish actual penetration because, “although appellant and 

the agent may have had the correct mental impression as to the 

definition of that term, it does not, per se, prove 

penetration[.]”  Id. at 608.  

 

As a panel of this Court stated in United States v. Green, 

52 M.J. 803 (N.M.Ct.Crim.App. 2000), we might, under similar 

circumstances, agree.  “‘Oral sex’ without more, may refer to 

fellatio or cunnilingus, neither of which the victim in Hansen 

reported in relation to the charged conduct, and the accused in 

Hansen did not indicate which act had occurred in his 

admissions.”  Id. at 805.  But in this case, we have more.  The 

appellant does not just speak of engaging in oral sex with BNS, 

he speaks of giving her oral sex.  Further, he refers to it as 

“go[ing] down on her.”  He explains she was on her back and his 

purpose was to try to get her to participate in sex with him, in 

other words, to stimulate her.  Under these circumstances, the 

only reasonable interpretation is that the appellant is 

admitting that he performed cunnilingus on BNS; there can be no 

confusion that he may have been referring to fellatio.   

 

                     
28 Id. 

 
29 Id. 
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Furthermore, although the evidence did not specifically 

address penetration of the vulva by the tongue per se, a plain, 

ordinary, common sense reading of the appellant’s statements 

provides circumstantial, if not direct, evidence that there was 

at least some penetration of the vulva, however slight.  Art. 

120(g)(1)(B), UCMJ.  The evidence of Specification 2 of the 

charge was, accordingly, legally sufficient and we ourselves are 

convinced beyond a reasonable doubt of the appellant’s guilt to 

this offense.   

 

Ways of the World 

 

 The military judge, upon request by the appellant under RULE 

FOR COURTS-MARTIAL 918, MANUAL FOR COURTS-MARTIAL, UNITED STATES (2012 

ed.), issued eight pages of special findings.  In them, he 

stated that he “considered all legal and competent evidence, the 

applicable presumptions, the reasonable inferences to be drawn 

therefrom, and the court resolved all issues of credibility.”
30
  

The military judge then went into significant detail, including 

65 special findings of fact, to support his findings of guilty 

to both specifications under the charge.  In the final paragraph 

the military judge stated the following:  

 

 In so finding the aforementioned facts, the court 

reviewed the entire record of trial, and also 

consulted its common sense and the court’s knowledge 

of human nature and the ways of the world.  This 

allowed the court to reconcile [B.N.S.]’s BAC in light 

of the testimony of other witnesses, as well as the 

statements of [the appellant].  As such, the court 

finds, beyond a reasonable doubt, that [B.N.S.] was 

incapable of consenting due to impairment by alcohol 

when [the appellant] inserted his tongue into her 

vagina and then inserted his penis into her vagina.
31
 

 

The appellant now claims, for the first time on appeal, 

that the military judge’s stated use of common sense and 

knowledge of human nature and the ways of the world deprived him 

of constitutionally guaranteed due process.  We disagree.   

 

Special findings under R.C.M. 918(b) are akin to specific 

findings under FEDERAL RULE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 23(c).  They are 

“designed to rectify judicial misconceptions regarding: the 

significance of a particular fact; the application of any 

                     
30 AE XXXVII at 1. 

 
31 Id. at 8. 
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presumption; or the appropriate legal standard.”  United States 

v. Falin, 43 C.M.R. 702, 704 (A.C.M.R. 1971) (internal citations 

omitted).  As they pertain to a military judge’s explanation of 

the law she has applied, special findings “are to a bench trial 

as instructions are to a trial before members.”  Id.  We review 

questions of law, such as the substance of instructions, de 

novo, United States v. Smith, 50 M.J. 451, 455 (C.A.A.F. 1999).  

Having applied that standard here, we find no error.   

 

Military judges are presumed to know the law and to follow 

it absent clear evidence to the contrary.  United States v. 

Erickson, 65 M.J. 221, 225 (C.A.A.F. 2007).  The special 

findings provide no evidence to the contrary.  It has long been 

recognized that fact-finders may and in fact are expected “to 

use their common sense in assessing the credibility of testimony 

as well as other evidence presented at trial.”  United States v. 

Frey, 73 M.J. 245, 250 (C.A.A.F. 2014).  Similarly, “[t]he term 

‘ways of the world’ refers to court members’ evaluation of lay 

testimony, defenses, and witness credibility” and is generally 

permissible as long as fact-finders do not “substitute their 

understanding of the ‘ways of the world’ for evidence or for the 

military judge's instructions[.]”  Id.   

 

In context, the military judge’s special findings make it 

clear he appropriately used common sense and knowledge of the 

“ways of the world” in assessing evidence properly presented at 

trial —— particularly the credibility of witnesses and whether 

the appellant knew or reasonably should have known of BNS’s 

incapability to consent —— as opposed to impermissibly 

substituting personal knowledge or opinions for evidence 

presented at trial.  His special findings are scrupulously 

detailed and supported by evidence presented at trial.  The 

evidence admitted regarding BNS’s incapability to consent due to 

intoxication was strong; the military judge did, however, have 

to reconcile this evidence with statements by the appellant and 

others at the beach minimizing BNS’s apparent intoxication 

level.  In assessing the weight to give these statements, the 

military judge was entitled to consult his common sense —— no 

less than members would have been.   

 

Vagueness 

 

The appellant claims Article 120(b) is unconstitutionally 

vague.  We review the constitutionality of a statute de novo.  

United States v. Disney, 62 M.J. 46, 48 (C.A.A.F. 2005).  Due 

process requires a person have fair notice that an act is 

forbidden and subject to criminal sanctions before he or she can 
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be prosecuted for it.  United States v. Vaughan, 58 M.J. 29, 31 

(C.A.A.F. 2003).  As the Supreme Court has articulated, “Void 

for vagueness simply means that criminal responsibility should 

not attach where one could not reasonably understand that his 

contemplated conduct is proscribed.”  Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. 

733, 757 (1974) citations and internal quotation marks omitted).  

Instead, laws must “give the person of ordinary intelligence a 

reasonable opportunity to know what is prohibited so that he may 

act accordingly.”  Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408 U.S. 104, 

108 (1972).  Courts look to multiple sources to find fair 

notice, including “the [Manual for Courts-Martial], federal law, 

state law, military case law, military custom and usage, and 

military regulations.”  Vaughn, 58 M.J. at 31 (citations 

omitted).  In assessing a vagueness challenge, “a statute must 

of necessity be examined in light of the conduct with which the 

defendant is charged.”  Levy, 417 U.S. at 757 (citation 

omitted).   

 

 The relevant portion of Article 120(b) prohibits a person 

from committing “a sexual act upon another person when the other 

person is incapable of consenting to the sexual act due to . . . 

impairment by any drug, intoxicant, or other similar substance, 

and that condition is known or reasonably should be known by the 

person[.]”  The appellant argues the element “incapable of 

consenting to the sexual act due to impairment by alcohol” is 

“not sufficiently specific to inform a member of the public as 

to when it would be illegal to have sex with a person who has 

been drinking alcohol, because all drinking causes some level of 

impairment.”
32
   

 

We disagree.  We first note that the statute does not 

prohibit committing a sexual act on a person who is impaired by 

alcohol, but on a person who is incapable of consenting to the 

sexual act due to impairment by alcohol —— a more discernible 

standard.  Further, the appellant’s argument ignores the 

inherent notice element of Article 120(b)(3): “and that 

condition is known or reasonably should be known” by the 

appellant.   

 

But irrespective of whether a statute could be read to be 

vague in some other hypothetical case, an appellant has no 

standing to challenge the facial validity of a statute that 

clearly applies to his conduct.  United States v. McGuinness, 35 

M.J. 149, 152 (C.M.A. 1992).  Thus, examining the statute “in 

                     
32 Appellant’s Brief of 11 Jun 2014 at 34.   
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light of the conduct with which the defendant is charged,” Levy, 

417 U.S. at 757, we have little hesitation in finding that 

Article 120(b) clearly prohibited the appellant’s conduct: 

penetrating BNS’s vulva with his tongue and penis while she “was 

 

unresponsive,”
33
 “did not participate in the sex,”

34
 and was in a 

“passed-out phase”
35
 of intoxication.  Accordingly, he lacks 

standing to claim that Article 120(b) is facially void for 

vagueness.     

 

Unlawful Command Influence 

 

 In his final assignment of error, the appellant asserts the 

military judge found but did not adequately remediate apparent 

unlawful command influence (UCI) and consequently asks us to 

disapprove his dishonorable discharge.   

 

  When the issue of UCI is litigated on the record, as here, 

we review the military judge's findings of fact under a clearly-

erroneous standard while we review the “question of command 

influence flowing from those facts” de novo.  United States v. 

Wallace, 39 M.J. 284, 286 (C.M.A. 1994).  Apparent UCI exists 

“where an objective, disinterested observer, fully informed of 

all the facts and circumstances, would harbor a significant 

doubt about the fairness of the proceeding.”  United States v. 

Lewis, 63 M.J. 405, 415 (C.A.A.F. 2006).  An appellant has the 

initial burden to raise “some evidence” of unlawful command 

influence.  United States v. Biagase, 50 M.J. 143, 150 (C.A.A.F. 

1999).  The defense must “show facts which, if true, constitute 

unlawful command influence, and that the alleged unlawful 

command influence has a logical connection to the court-martial, 

in terms of its potential to cause unfairness in the 

proceedings.”  Id. (citations omitted).  If the defense meets 

its burden, the Government must then, beyond a reasonable doubt, 

either: (1) disprove the predicate facts on which the allegation 

of UCI is based; or (2) persuade the military judge that the 

facts do not constitute UCI; or (3) prove at trial that the UCI 

will not affect the proceedings.  Id. at 151.   

 

                     
33 PE 5 at 1. 

 
34 Id.   

 
35 AE XXXVII at 7. 
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 Here, the appellant specifically avers the military judge, 

in response to a defense motion to dismiss, “partially denied”
36
 

the motion, but found that comments made by the President of the 

United States on 7 May 2013 “constituted apparent [UCI].”
37
  The 

appellant complains that while the military judge indicated he 

would, as a remedy “to cure the apparent [UCI],”
38
 grant liberal 

voir dire of the potential panel members, carefully adhere to 

the liberal grant mandate, and craft a special instruction for 

the members, he did not put in place any alternative remedies 

once the appellant elected trial by military judge alone.  

Hence, the appellant does not allege error in the initial UCI 

ruling, only that the military judge erred by not putting 

alternative remedies into place once the appellant elected trial 

by military judge alone.
39
     

 

 We find that the military judge committed no error.  First, 

the military judge actually ruled that as of the date of the 

hearing on the motion, there was no apparent UCI.  He did, 

however, indicate in his findings of fact that there may have 

been apparent UCI up until the Secretary of Defense issued a 

memorandum on 6 August 2013 expressing his and the President’s 

expectations and making “clear that no comments made by them 

should be interpreted as in any way directed toward influencing 

either the process or outcome of military courts-martial 

regarding any offense and that the independent judgment of 

everyone involved in the military justice process is what is 

expected from senior leadership.”
40
  The military judge found 

that once this was issued there no longer was an appearance of 

UCI.  His concern was in ensuring potential members were aware 

of this guidance and able to adhere to it.   

 

 Subsequent to this ruling, the appellant requested to 

change his forum election from members with enlisted 

representation to military judge alone.  After a full 

opportunity for voir dire, the appellant did not challenge the 

military judge and knowingly and voluntarily elected trial by 

military judge alone.  He did not renew his UCI motion nor did 

he request any alternative remedial measures.    

                     
36 Appellant’s Brief at 39.   

 
37 Id.   

 
38 Id.   

 
39 The appellant does not illuminate what alternative remedies applicable to a 

bench trial the military judge was expected to impose. 

 
40 AE XXXII at 4. 
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 As stated previously, military judges are presumed to know 

the law and to follow it, Erickson, 65 M.J. at 225, and there is 

no evidence the military judge failed to do so.  Under these 

circumstances, we are satisfied that an objective, disinterested 

observer, fully informed of all the facts and circumstances, 

would not harbor a significant doubt about the fairness of the 

proceeding.  Lewis, 63 M.J. at 415.   

 

Conclusion 

 

The findings and the sentence as approved by the CA are 

affirmed.   

Chief Judge MITCHELL and Senior Judge MCFARLANE concur. 

For the Court 

   

   

   

R.H. TROIDL 

Clerk of Court 
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